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PATTERNS OF REGIONAL COOPERATION 

AMONG ARAB COUNTRIES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is hardly any need in this paper for an .ana

lytical or theoretical underpinning of the case for economic 

cooperation among countries, or, for that matter, among regions. 

There is sufficient evidence of the value and effectiveness 

of cooperation and the pooling of efforts, as against individual 

action, to make it unnecessary to articulate the argument for 

cooperation. But the case becomes stronger if the countries 

and/or regions concerned partake of similar or not widely dif

ferent features and characteristics, and if, simultaneously, 

they suffer from insufficient development of their resources 

and development capabilities. In this instance, the potency 

of the argument becomes more evident. 

The Arab countries, which occupy the region stret

ching from Morocco and Mauritania to the West, to Iraq and 

Kuwait to the East, have a yet stronger compu.lsion for co

operation, given the fact that, in addition to the general 

argument for cooperation, they have particular reasons and 

incentives for it. Thus, they share the same historical and 

cultural heritage, have one circuit of economic life which 

has remained unbroken for centuries until the establishment 

of the state of Israel in their midst, and hold great hopes 

for economic development, cultural rejuvenation, and security 
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for themselves as individual countries, and for the region 

as a whole looked at as one entity._ In addition, they aspire 

to achieve a large measure of unity among themselves and 

share a largely similar political outlook for the future. 

With regard to development and security specifically, they 

argue cogently in two directions: first, that their ind~vi-

dual and collective interests interact and are mutually sup

portive, if correctly conceived and designed; and secondly, 

that development and security are also mutually supportive 

and can be better achieved through deep and far-reaching co

operation, in economic but also in other areas of life and 

action. 

One aspect of the great merit and urgency of econo

mic cooperation among the Arab countries, as among other regions 

of the Third World, is the desire. shared by all Third World 

regions to witness the emergence of a New International Eco

nomic Order, NIEO. They realize that without cooperation which 

is intelligently defined and earnestly sought, it would be 

impossible to achieve the acceptance of the NIEO by the indust

rial countries and regions of the North, or, if the NIEO is 

accepted as a concept or objective, to have it acquire the con

tent without which it would remain meaningless and rather 

empty. 

Without going into a detailed characterization of 

this content, we can reiterate six expectations which it would 
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be warranted to attach to the NIEO. These are: 

1. Better international division of labour which would 

conform more _closely to the new international econo

mic realities, and embody the conviction of the 

Third World that the old economic order discrimi

nates against Third World regions. The division 

of labour sought in the context of the NIEO must 

allow greater opportunities for the advancement of 

Third World countries, particularly in the areas of 

industry, agricultural and rural -rejuvenation, 

education, the acquisition of technological skills 

and advanced productive capabilities, supportive 

sectors and activities, and generally in the gene

ration of national product. 

2. Fairer returns to Third World regions for their 

productive efforts and the exhaustion or utiliza

tion of their resources, which often constitute 

their major source of income, and which they are 

most eager to process in orde~ to generate larger 

value added at home. 

3. More efficient and less wasteful use of Third World 

resources, in circumstances which correct the prac

tices of the past that have been extremely permis

sive in the use and depletion of these resources, 

and overly concerned with the narrow interests of 
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the industrial regions. 

4. Choice of more appropriate technology to suit the 

endowments and needs of the regions of the ·Third 

World. This would involve true cooperation bet

ween the industrial world and the developing re

gions, and among Third World regions, for the 

search of appropriate technology and the evolution 

of the capabilities·of the workforce in these re

gions to acquire the skills called for by the new 

advanced technology. 

5. The pursuit of alternative courses or patterns of 

development suitable to Third World regions, which 

take into ac.count the cultural values, priori ties, 

basic needs, and natural and human endowments of 

these regions, and do not push them towards the 

trap of attitudes and behaviour patterns confor-· 

ming to the interests of the industrial world and 

its Transnational Corporations, or towards atti

tudes and behaviour patterns alien to their cul

ture. 

6. Respect for the national ( and regional) will of 

Third World countries and groupings of countries, 

and provision of scope for independent decision

making. This is not to be understood as disre

gard for the intricate web of relations that· con-
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nects the various countries and regions of the 

world, North and South alike, or for the inter

dependence that exists and the.need to recognize 

both its reality and necessity. However, in the 

present context, interdependence is not to be un-. 

derstood as •licence for the continuation of ser

ious imbalance in North-South relations, or to be 

used as a euphemism that permits the projection 

of the status quoin power relationships between 

North and South into the future.,, 

II. BACKGROUND TO ARAB ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

The strong European drive for colonization in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries brought about a restruc

turing of economic relations among the Arab countries. It 

disrupted the close intra-regional relations that had been 

in existence since the meteoric emergence of the Arab/Is

lamic empire in the seventh and eighth centuries, and diver

ted the emphasis in the relations that were to follow the 

set-up of the colonial regime towards q new intensive and 

extensive relationship with the European colonial powers, 

in the service primarily of their interests. 

It was the onset of the era of Arab political in

dependence after the Second World War that provided the op

ortunity for the abolition of colonial structure and its 
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exploitative economic,pattern and fueled the desire to re

esta)::>lish political unity. 

Regional cooperation is the first step on the 

road to achieve this unity. It is hoped that regional co

operation will lead, step by step, to greater cohesiveness, 

complementarity, integration.and eventually organic unity. 

This aim is manifest in the many agreements entered into 

and the institutions set up within the broad framework of 

the League of Arab States. That cooperation represents the 

mainstream of Arab thinking and feeling is evident in the 

fact that, as early as 1944 and 1945 when the protocol for

ming the League of Arab States, and then its Charter, were 

drawn up and signed, it was stipulated that the League 

would undertake to bring about economic cooperation and 

organize it among the member states. The ambitions of the 
• I . 

Arab countri_es went beyond cooperation and reached for 

unity, with the drawing up in 1957 of the Agreement for 
. ' 

Arab Economic Unity, and the establishment in 1962 of the 

Council for Arab Economic Unity. ,. 

Although th~ institutional framework formulated 

has sought ·objectives more .ambitious than mere cooperation, 

pragmatism and the lessons of experience have made the Arab 

countries place emphasis on an intermediate objective between 

mere cooperation which could not be considered an adequate 
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reflection of the historical and cultural ties among the 

Arab ·countries and the aspirations shared by them, and full 

economic unity, which is the most demanding objective among 

all forms of economic cohesiveness. Thus, although the var

ious levels of cohesiveness continue to feature in the agree-

ments in force and to form part of the functions of the in-

stitutions established to further the cause of cohesiveness, 

it is complementarity that has come to be the objective most 

.frequently articulated, in official statements and in the re

levant literature alike. 

However, in more recent years, particularly since 

the mid-1970s, yet another term has come to be mostly used 

as expressive of the objective sought. This is Joint Arab 

Economic Action, JAEA. The neutrality of this coinage is 

probably what gives it the wide circulation it has, and why 

it was selected in the first place. It avoids· the criticism 

that the term "cooperation" arouses for being insuffecient·· 

ly worthy of the efforts of sister countries, and that which 

the term "unity" arouses for being rather unrealistic under 

present circumstances. 

JAEA has been given the highest stamp of authority 

through the approval by the Arab Heads of State in the 11th 

Summit meeting in Jordan in November, 1980, of the Strategy 
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for Joint Arab Economic Action, SJAEA. Among other things, 

.the SJAEA stipulated for a plan to be drawn for the JAE sector, 

and announced within its framework.the Decade of Development. 

The latter is to be associated with concentrated efforts 

for the development of the six least developed Arab count

ries; it is to receive$ 5 billion in addition to any other 

resource flows for development. (The programme of the De-

cade of Development is to be operated by the Arab Fund for 

Economic and Social Development.) 

III. MECHANISMS AND MODALITIES OF COOPERATION 

Arab economic cooperation in its various facets 

is sought both through official and private channels. The 

latter are too diversified and relatively atomistic to be 

covered in.this paper, although some reference will be made 

to certain private sector efforts. The official efforts 

fall within two very broad institutional frameworks: the 

League of Arab States, LAS, and the Council for Arab Econo

mic Unity, CAEU. Between them, they account for many agree

ments, mechanisms, and modal~ties. The present paper will 

not be overloaded with anything like a complete listing of 

these, but reference to several among them will be made in 

the course of the discussion. It is worth noting here that 

the Economic Council of the LAS, recently renamed the Econo

mic and Social Council, has taken the initiative in designing 

and launching many of the instrumentalities of cooperation. 
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Likewise, the CAE.U rightly claims credit for a number of 

other instrumentalities, including the initiation of the 

Arab Common Market in 1964 . Within the private sector, 

the most energetic institution in the present context has 

been the General Union of the Chambers of Commerce, Indus

try, ahd Agriculture in the Arab Countries, the most recent 

initia~ive of which (Hay 1982) has been the resolution to 

establish a company.for agricultural development with a ca

pital of$ 5 billion. Other private sector activities have 

led to the formation of several joint banks (some with non

Arab participation) and several other joint projects. 

The two wings of the Arab region, the Maghreb and 

the Arab Gulf sub-regions,have also established frameworks 

of cooperation restricted to the countries comprised .by 

-them, motivated by the conviction that each of them has cer

tain particular features that justify closer internal asso

ciation. Neither grouping dissociates itself from the over

all grouping that comprises the whole Arab region by empha

sizing its particular needs, endowments, and problems. The 

Maghreb grouping is the Maghreb Permanent Consultative 

Committee (formed in 1964) headed by the Conference of 

Ministers of Economy, with a .Permanent Committee and a 

Secretariat. The Gulf grouping is the Gulf Cooperation 

Council, GCC, which was set up only in 1981, but has already 

distinguished itself with brisk activity and has 

spread the coverage of its tunctions to include 
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all aspects of economic life, as well as security (both in

ternal and external) and foriegn affairs. While it is too 

early to assess the substantive performance of the GCC, it 

can already be said that it seems to be determined not only 

to achieve cooperation but also close coordination of poli

cies and· activities in the areas concerned. In contrast, 

the Maghreb Permanent Consultative Committee, fhough a much older 

body, has less to show in the record of its p-es_·forn~ance. 

The many purposes that fall within the generic 

term economic "cooperation" are served ny t:-,e va,rious insti

tutions and mechanisms to which reference has been made. 

These come under a number of categories. Several are of

ficial organizations (specialized agencies) such as the 

Arab League Educational Cultural, and Scientific Organiza

tion for Industrial Development, the Organization for Agri

cultural Development, the Arab Labour Organization, the 

Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries, the Arab 

Fµnd for Econc:mic and Social Develoµrent, the Arab Monetary Fund 

and the Arab Authority for Agricultural Investment and De

velopment. In addition, there are a number of professonal 

(syndical) bodies, such as the Federations of Arab Econom

ists, of bankers, of labourers, of engineers, .and so on. On 

the other hand, some are production and service companies, 
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(potash, tankers, re-insurance, marine transport, livestock, 

fishing); while some others are groupings or unions of indu

stries in the fields of iron and steel, textiles, chemical 

products, and insurance. In all, these institutions have a 

combined capital in excess of$ 23 billion; obviously, seve

ral have no capital but operating budgets, and the signifi

cance of these therefore goes well beyond the financial 

resources at their disposal. In addition to the categories 

listed for illustation, there are joint projects or ventures 

between two or more countries in the fields of banking, real 

estate, and industry. 

One category of institutions is worth mentioning 

here, although these belong to individual countries. They 

are the national development funds, whose services cover 

the whole Arab region. For this matter, the funds consti

tute one prominent illustration of Arab economic coopera

tion. The aggregate capital of the five funds in existence 

(in Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Libya) is 

about$ 17 billion. 

Another area of cooperation is that of training, 

although it has not witnessed very energetic endeavours. 

Several regional training institutions are in existence. 

They provide training in maritime affairs, planning,statis

tics, agriculture, vocational training, and training in 
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skills related to the oil sector. 

Finally, the many ministerial and other councils 

organized on a functional basis embody another aspect of 

the cooperative effort.They constitute an important insti

tutional mechanism of control and advisory and co-ordinative 

service. The ministerial councils fall under two broad cat

gories: groupings of specialized ministers ( such as those 

of finance, labour, industry, agriculture, health, and the 

like) who hold ad hoe meetings independently; and speciali

zed ministers meeting in their capacity as gove_rning councils 

of certain regional organizations,for example the ministers 

of agriculture meeting as the governing counci·l of the Orga

nization for Agricultural Development, or the ministers of 

finance as the governing council for the Arab Fund for Eco

nomic and Social Development, or for the Arab Monetary Fund. 

Mention ought to be made here of certain special 

cases where economic cooperation was expected to reach a 

high level of cohesiveness approaching integration or even 

unity. These are cases where political unity was.first 

decided upon by sovereign states, and where close economic 

relations were to be a function of the close political re

lations designed and/or entered into. They include the mer

ger of Egypt and Syria of February 1958 which was severed 

in September 1961; the Egyptian-Syrian-Libyan Federation, 
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which was established in 1971 but was never effectively 

consummated; and the Syrian-Jordanian phased overall integ

ration which was initiated in 1975. The last-named insta

nce is of particular interest, although its evolution 

has been stopped. The interest arises from. 

the fact that Syrian-Jordanian integration was 

the best studied of the three cases mentioned, its phases 

were carefully designed and rationally interconnected, and 

its scope went well beyond economic life (agriculture, in

dustry, banking, trade, transport) to include education 

and political institutions. (At the present moment, seem

ingly serious steps are being taken to establish close com

plementarity between Egypt and Sudan, with initial empha

sis on economic complementarity. But the endeavour is still 

in process and cannot therefore be judged.) In all these 

instances, economic integration was not the objective prima

rily sought and emphasized, but one which was expected to be 

achieved as a major by-product of the political unity sought. 

Special reference ought finally to be made to three 

bodies whose functions explicitly include the promotion of 

economic cooperation -- the term used here in its very broad 

connotations. The first is the Economic Council of the LAS 

(now the Economic and· Social Council) , which sets out to fur

ther the cause of cooperation through the agreements it has 

drafted and ratified, the institutions it has established to 

undertake the varied cooperative functions stipulated for in 
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.the agreements,· and the joint projects set up and launched 

by it or by the institutions or organizations formed by it

self. 

The second body is the Council for Arab Economic 

Unity,.which by its designation and statutes is the specia

lized institution par excell_ence for the promotion of eco

nomic. cooperation, complementarity, and unity among the 

Arab countries. The CAEU has also fathered several agree

ments, institutions, and joint ventures which to~ether con

stitute .an embodiment of economic cooperation of signifi

cant dimensions. 

Finally, there is the Arab Fund for Economic and 

Social Development. AFESD, one of whose three formal objec

tives is to promote joint programmes and projects, and the.re

by further economic cooperation. In addition, the technical 

assistance programme of AFESD, and its active partici8ation 

in many regional activities, make of it a significant insti

tution for the generation of ideas related to cooperation 

and joint Arab economic action, as well as an effective in

strument for the translation of ideas into concrete policies 

and action. Of particular significance here are the Fund's 

programme (undertaken jointly with the UNDP) for the identi

fication and initial study of a large number of joint prog

rammes and projects; the initiation of the ambitious prog

ramme in agricultural development in the region which has 
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culminated in the establishment of the Arab Authority for 

Agricultural Investment and Development; and the launching 

of programmes in the areas of children's education through 

films, and in telecommunications. The latest illustration 

of the recognition of the role of the AFESD as a promoter 

of cooperation can be seen in the delegation to it by the 

Arab governments of the administration of the funds assig

ned to the Decade of Development which the 11th Arab Summit 

approved in Amman in November 1980. 

IV. APPROACHES TO ARAB ECON0i'1IC COOPERATION 

The .title of the present paper speaks of "patterns 

of cooperation", but it would seem more appropriate, instead, 

to use the term "approaches" or "areas of emphasis". This 

is because the cours.e of cooperation, irrespective of the 

intensity of such cooperation and the extent to which it 

went, has not developed sufficiently to form a distinct pat

tern. Indeed, .it can be said· that the Arab region has evol

ved, or emphasized, certain strands that co.uld only become 

patterns in the full sense of.the term if they are multiplied 

and woven together into an identif·iable fabric. 

Be that as it may, we can still identify the various 

distinct approaches or avenues leading to cooperation (and 

sometimes going beyond it to coordination and complementarity 
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and some limited integration). These approaches often 

overlap and are not necessarily parallel; nor do they con

stitute pre-set phases of a long process which conforms in 

its entirety to a coherent conceptualization and deliberate 

design and structuring. These rigorous features can only 

be found in the latest approach, which is that of the inten

sification of joint Arab economic action, JAEA, as we have 

had occasion to indicate and. will again show in the present 

section. 

Several approaches to cooperation broadly defined 

have been adopted over the years in the Arab region. They 

are not of equal importance, nor have they all been adopted 

with an·equal degree of deliberation, since some have come 

to be resorted to spontaneously under the pressure of cir-

cumstances. We will define and assess these approaches in 

the present section, but will delay their evaluation to the 

last section of the paper where the outlook for the future 

w,ill also be explored. 

1. Trade liberalization and payments facilitation 

featured first as the most appropriate expression of Arab 

economic cooperation, and for that purpose the highest body 

of the LAS at the time, the Council of the Arab League, in 

1953 drew the Convention for Facilitating Trade and Regula

ting Transit, and its sister document, the Agreement for the 
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Settlement of Payments for Current Transactions and the 

Transfer of Capital. The rationale behind the Convention 

and the Agreement was that if'only liberalization and pay

ments facilities were.to be implemented, commodity exchanges 

among the Arab countries ·would be vastly expanded. During 

the Second World War, and in the decade or two after it, 

intra-regional trade, particularly th.at within the Mashreq 

sub-region and the Maghreb sub-region was not inconsiderable, 

although it.was smaller in value than that between each of 

the sub-regions and the Western (mainly European) countries. 

The Convention was followed by several amendments, 

involving changes in the tariff rates that were to be reduced 

gradually, and the overall effect of trade liberalization ef

forts was an expansion in intra-regional trade. However, it 

soon became evident that the range of expansion was narrow 

and did not promise considerable widening, and that trade 

liberalization itself was well below the hopes and ambitions 

of the Arab countries. As indicated earlier, this led to 

the very ambitious shift to the objective of Arab economic 

unity, which was to incorporate unification of the markets 

of the adherents to the unity agreement, as well as of their 

economic, commercial, and fiscal and monetary policies, and 

to allow identical treatment to the nationals of other count

ries signatory to the agreement as to the nationals of each 

country concerned. 
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.Several factors militated against unity -- even 

effective liberalization left a great deal to be desired. 

Although the formal initiation of an Arab Common Market, 

and the signing of a much broader and more encompassing 

trade agreement (in 1981) were to intervene between 1953 

and the time of writing in the autumn of 1982, intraeregio

nal trade has not only remained small, but has actually de

clined as a proportion of the region's overall foreign trade. 

It now hovers around 5-6 percent of the latter, while about 

75 percent of trade is conducted with the OECD countries, 

and the balance with the Socialist and non-Arab developing 

countries. (This applies both to imports and exports.) 

By the late 1960s and early 19705 it had becane quite clear to 

LAS and CAEU circles, as well as to many ministers and inde

pendent academics and businessmen, that the real trouble in

sofar as the modesty of intra-regional trade was concerned, 

was not with the restrictions and handicaps to trade in exi~ 
-

stence -- though considerable and mostly irrational -- but 

with the basic fact that there were not available all that 

many goods and services to put into the stream of intra-re

gional trade to begin with. Hence the drastic shift involv

ing the placing of emphasis on the expansion and improvement 

of the productive capabilities of the Arab countries -- in 

brief, on development. What form this shift finally took 

in .1980 with the adoption by the 11th Arab Summit of the 

SJAEA will concern us at the end of the present section. 
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2. Not much movement towards substantive cooperation 

was in fact made until the late 1960s and the _1970s, when a· 

large number of regional organizations, syndical groupings, 

joint projects, associations of companies in the same field 

of activity, and joint banks and other financial institutions 

concerned with development were established. Among all these, 

joint projects were the most prominent concrete embodiment of 

Arab economic cooperation. By far, the major impetus in this 

respect came in what might be calld the "oil era", beginning 

with 1974, although the first joint project had been set up 

as far back as 1956. (Today there are over 120 such projects, 

of which 40 have non-Arab partners in them. They fall under 

several sectors.) The joint-project approach has been felt 

to be the corrective answer to the inadequacy of the liberal

lization-of-trade approach. No doubt it is attractive and 

has considerable promise, particularly if it does not.continue 

to be pursued on ._an ad hoe, rather arbitrary basis, .but is 

put within the framework of a plan for the JAE sector with 

clearcut sector and programme priorities which, in turn, are 

determined in the light of the r.egions's fundamental interests, 

needs; and problems. 

3. The third approach has been joint financing. In 

fact, it represents the other side of the coin of joint 

projects, since the association among the parties that es

tablish and own a joint project is based on their sharing 
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in the capital of the project established. Here it might 

be argued that true economic complementarity and integra

tion goes well beyond joint financing. In the first inst

ance, complementarity involves differentiation in products, 

processes, endowments, and generally patterns of demand and 

supply -- a differentiation that makes the exchange between 

the two parties involved an expression and a confirmation of 

.. complementarity. 

In the second instance, integration involves the 

inter-meshing of the production capabilities of two or 

more parties. This could go well beyond the mere pooling 

of financial resources in a joint project, and could take 

the form either of horizontal integration, where the simi-. 

lar productive activities or the products of two or more 

countries would be pooled together to provide one aggregate 

availability of the product in question, to meet 

internal demand or export demand, or it could take 

the form of vertical integration. In the latter cas·e, each 

of the countries concerned would specialize in one phase or 

process of the production operation involved. 

It ought to be admitted that the instances of 

complementarity·in existence are mostly the result of acci

dent or good fortune,.and only in few cases are the result 

of deliberate planning and decision. Likewis~ the instances 

of horizontal integration are simply the result of the 

similarity of products in one or mor countries, which expands 

the availability of the products concerned for the internal 
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or external markets . As far as vertical integration is 

concerned, some efforts are being exerted toward this 

advanced form of cooperation. 

4. The next avenue of cooperation to record also in

volves financial flows, though of a different nature. We-re

fer here to flows within the Arab region for aid and deve

lopment purposes. A certain volume of aid had flowed before 

1973,across national frontiers from one or more to one or 

more Arab countries. But the flow took substantial dimen

sions only after the autumn of 1973 upon the correction of 

oil prices, and the accrual to the oil-producing countries 

of vastly expanded revenues. S-ince then aid from the oil 

countries to their less fortunate sisters (and to other non

Arab developing countries) has been substantial. Its ag

gregate over the years 1974 through 1981 has been in excess 

of$ 41 billion, with the largest part gbing to the Arab 

countries. We refer here to official aid on easy terms;· in 

addition there are certain aid payments that do not appear 

in national statistics because of their delicate political 

or military nature. Finally, this record leaves out of ac

count capital flows where.donors and recipients fall within 

the private sector. 

It is only fair to say that Arab economic aid, 

as a proportion of the Gross National Product of the donor 
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countries, is distinctly creditable. The proportion is 

more than ten times its counterpart for OECD countries, which 

are richer in absolute terms on. a per capita basis, more ad

vanced, and enjoy a national product which is reproducible, 

unlike the export of oil which is no more than the sale of 

a depleting non-renewable asset. We might add here, without 

injecting a plaintive note, that the Arabs hardly ever hear 

a word of appreciation from the OECD countries for their gen

erous support of Third World development. Instead, the Arabs 

are increasingly asked to make expanded contributions to in

ternational bodies and programmes, when neither their resour

ces nor their level of development justify the shift to them 

of the responsibilities of the advanced countries. 

5. There is one type of financial flow which is not 

undertaken by the oil-exporting countries themselves, or by 

business firms for investment in other countries, but by the 

nationals of certain countries (particularly Egypt, Jordan 

including Palestinians holding Jordanian citizenship, Syria, 

Lebanon,. North and South Yemen, and Sudan), to their rela

tives back home. The remittances made run into some$ 4 

billion a year currently, and they arise from the work and 

·earnings of about 4 million expatriates from the countries 

listed resident in the oil countries (namely, Iraq, Kuwait, 

the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Lybia, and 

to a lesser extent Bahrain, Oman, and Algeria). In fact, 
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the exchange between manpower and financial flows is a good 

illustration of complementarity, inasmuch as the countries 

which constitute the parties to the exchange, "export" the 

resource in which they enjoy a comparative advantage: money 

in one instance, and manpower skills in the other. This 

is not to say that the endowments of each party to the ex

change are restricted to that wh.ich goes into the exchange, 

but merely to underline the nature of the resource tha.t it 

is desired to export in each instance. 

The manpower movement involved is of great signi

ficance, well beyond its financial aspect and implications. 

It makes for rich human interaction among the citizens of 

different countries who feel bound together by very strong 

historical, cultural, political, and economic ties. _It also 

· strengthens the appeal and the feasibility of greater Arab 

cohesiveness. At a time when the drive for Arab nationa

lism and Arab unity needs greater support, : :manpower 

movement keep unbroken one important strand in the fabric 

of unity 

Finally, in the context of manpower, it ought to 

be stated that the movement constitutes a reallocation of , 

human resources which is justified on purely economic grounds, 

and which is contributive to the acceleration of construction 

and development in the receiving countries. Without denying 
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the hardship which the countries of origin of the expat

riates are already experiencing because of the drain that 

is involved, particularly in the availability of certain 

critical skills, it could be safely said that on balance, 

the two parties to the exchange are distinctly better off 

with the exchange than they would be without it. The re

ceiving countries have thereby telescoped the process of 

acquisition of the skills imported and shortened the per

iod of waiting, had they had to train their own manpower, 

by at least one or two decades. 

6. The next area of cooperation is energy. Arab co

operation in the formulation of oil policies relating to 

pricing, and volume of production determination, which is 

achieved through bilateral discussions but more often thr

ough multilateral.discussions within the framework of the 

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, OPEC, is 

real, substantive, and effective. Furthermore·, their. co

operation within the framework of the Organization of Arab 

Petroleum Exporting Countries, OAPEC, is also real and sig

nificant, although it does not include price and volume de

termination. On the other hand, thanks to OAPEC, a substa

ntial and highly instructive activity is undertaken for the 

benefit of the member countries and other oil-short Arab 

countries. This includes studies and seminars on the various 

aspects of the oil industry, the training of staff of oil 

ministries ahd national oil companies,. information about the 

oil industry, and a number of other areas of activity. In 
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addition, OAPEC has succeeded in the formation of five joint 

companies that provide oil-related services (engineering, 

.dry-docking, exploration, and so on), or a training center 

for training instructors in oil-related skills, and a judi

cial board for the adjudication of disputes among member 

governments; Finally, OAPEC has considerably sensitized the 

Arabs to oil and energy issues through the conferences it has 

organized and the publications it has produced including two 

periodicals). This last function is vital in a world where 

energy plays a vastly important role and where the depletion 

of Arab oil resources is a critical issue·. 

7. The listing and brief discussion of the various 

a,pproaches or avenues pursued for the iHtensification of eco

nomic cooperation and, hopefully, its promotion to .the more 

satisfactory levels of complementarity and integration has 

left a serious gap unfilled. This is education and the acqui

sition of advanced technological skills. In neither case 

has a great deal been achieved, although the Arab League Edu

cational, Cultural, and Scientific Organization, ALECSO, has 

done creditable work and drafted a strategy for the harmoniza

tion of curricula, the obliteration of illiteracy, and general

ly the raising of educational levels. It would be fair to as

sert that the large steps taken in the widening of education 

and the improvement.of its·quality have largely been the result 

of efforts undertaken by individual countries, not through col-
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lective or cooperation action. 

Lik,ewise, al though serious thought. and many meet

ings have been invested in the ·e.laboration of programmes for 

the acceleration, on a regional basis, of technological capa

bility and the evolving of appropriate technology, precious 

little has actually been performed to show for the efforts. 

This is all the more regrettable considering the centrality 

of education, research, and technical capability as ends in 

themselves, and as instruments in the acceleration and deep-. 

ening of comprehens·ive and meaningful development. Some 

important work has been undertaken by the AFESD by way of the 

generation of ideas, problem-analysis, and the suggestion of 

instrumentalities and programmes for the development of human 

resources in general and manpower in particular; .likewise, 

the Arab Labour Organization, ALO, has directed its attention 

to the latter subject. But it must be admitted that the har

vest has been disappointingly meagre. A new effort is being 

deployed at this very moment, spearheaded by ALO and ALECSO, 

and we can only wish them greater success in bringing about 

concrete cooperative action in the most important fields of 

education and technology. 

8. The strands of cooperation in the economic field, 

or in closely related fields, that we have attempted to des

cribe and discuss in the preceding seven paragraphs, have 
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only been arranged into one pattern and woven together into 

the fabric of joint Arab economic action recently, in the 

Strategy for Joint Arab Economic Action, and the main and 

supportive papers prepared around the SJAEA submitted to the 

Heads of State in the Arab Summit of 1980. With the approval 

of the SJAEA, the go~ahead signal has been given for Arab 

economic cooperation (under the more embracing though some

what ambivalent title of "joint Arab economic action"). The 

unfolding of JAEA is to proceed according-to a plan for the 

JAEA sector, where sector and programme priorities are set, 

within an internally-consistent system, for the achievement 

of the broad dual objectives of development and security. 

The new approach, which could be also called the 

new framework for Arab economic complementarity in view of 

its coherent internal structure and its conceptualization 

and logic, takes its starting point from the inadequacy of 

the approaches adopted and pursued earlier, namely trade 

liberalization, the setting up of joint projects, and joint 

financing. While these are all objectives worthy of pursuit, 

they have by themselves been incapable of bringing about a 

large measure of cooperation and complementarity. The new 

approach, it is argued, corrects the inadequacies of the ear

lier approach - inadequacies which were partly internal, and 

partly the result of insufficient energy in the pursuit of 

the approach. We have already alluded to the inadequacy of 
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trade liberalization. We would like to add here the hapha

zardness of the establishment of joint projects and their 

failure therefore to serve as a foreceful factor in Arab 

development and complementarity. Finally, complementarity 

was not seen and treated as involving, of necessity, the 

inter-meshing of large areas of Arab productive capability, 

along with the widening and deepening of this capability 

through a process of healthy and wide-ranging. development. 

The new approach, instead, specifies that the em

phasis should be on development, and that this development 

should have a regional focus, in addition to the individual

country focii. Thus, individual-country development plans 

should be in harmony with each other; hence the need for 

coordination between country plans, and between these and 

the plan of the JAE sector. It is argued in the documents 

of the 11th Summit of 1980 that if development is conceptua

lized, designed, and pursued along these lines it would serve 

complementarity, and would also benefit from complementarity. 

Furthermore, such development-in-complementarity would serve 

the purpose of sec~rity, which is a vital and critical objec

tive of the Arab region, considering the Zionist occupation 

of important parts in it, and its submission to continuous 

Great-Power pressures that often go beyond the political to 

reach the military menace of intervention. 
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Furthermore, another essential condition is speci

fied. This is planning. The new approach stipulates that 

the development of the joint Arab economic sector which is 

to proceed in harmony with individual-country development 

efforts, can only optimize the.use of resources and serve 

the dual purposes of development and security, if it is plan

ned. This would necessitate the provision of an overall 

conceptualization of objectives, strategy, programmes, pro-, 

jects, and. policies relating to the joint sector. The overall 

conceptualization also includes a provision for the machinery 

and instrumentalities, and the financial resources, needed 

for the conduct of the newly-perceived, planned, complementa

rity-oriented development. With this, the circui~ is complete 

and the new pattern of cooperation acquires its fullness in 

the fabric of Arab economic life. 

It remains to be added, though in brief, that the 

conceptualization established the priority sectors and/or 

activities that JAEA and the plan of the joint sector should 

embody. These are: (1) human resources and the work force, 

(2) the acquisition of inherent technological capability, 

(3) food security, (4) the optimization of energy policies, 

(5) the development of basic and engineering industries, 

(6) the development of physical infrastructure, (7) and the 

evolving of financial resources which are presently sub

optimally deployed. Given a multi-avenue approach to the 
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tasks that such a conceptualization incorporates, and given 

a rational and internally consistent blend of the efforts 

exerted in the pursuit of the tasks, Arab economic comple

mentarity was thought to be within reach in a rather small 

number of years. The basic assumption underlying this ex

pectation was that there would exist the national and col

lec.tive will and determination, to turn the conceptualization 

into concrete achievement in due course. Given such a will 

and determination, there would be no serious financial or 

institutaional constraints to block the way to achievement. 

It was on a note of optimism that no such constraints exis

ted, that the 11th Sumit of 1980 closed its meetings. 

V. PAST.PERFORMANCE AND THE OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE 

It is not possible within the confines of this 

brief paper to undertake an evaluation of the achievements 

with respect to cooperation and complementarity among the 

Arab economies in the context of each of the approaches or 

avenues pursued, or by each of the institutions that have 

been designed as instruments .or modalities for cooperation 

and complementarity. Instead, we will present a global 

evaluation. This is warranted because five generalizations 

can be made which will apply in all instances. Furthermore, 

the explanations that will be presented for the shortfall of 

performance below the expectations will also apply to the 

approaches and instruments in general. 
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1. The first generalization is that most of the creditable 

performance registered has been in the realm of the es

.tablishment of joint projects in a number of economic 

sectors. This conclusion is tenable in spite of the dis

parity in the quality of performance among the projects, 

and of· the fact that the establishment has on the whole 

not been guided by a system of prioriti·es inspired by 

the desire to achieve as comprehensive a development as 

possible under the circumstances given. 

2. The second generalization is that the oil era has wit

nessed the emergence of concrete complementarity insofar 

as the movement of a substantial Arab labour force to 

the oil-exporting countries, and of a substantial fin

ancial flow in the form of remittances from this expat

riate labour force to its countries of origin, is con

cerned. Again, this can be stated although the flows 

been spontaneous and have had some deleterious social 

and economic effects both on the host and the original 

societies and economies. 

3. In the third place, a notable instance of cooperation 

is exemplified in the substantial financial flows from 

the oil-exporting countries to the capital-short count

ries for investment and development purposes. •However, 

substantial as these flow have been compared with the 
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decades before the 1970s, they are considered below the 

expectations and needs of the recipient countries. 

4. The most creditable institutional contribution to the 

cause and requirements of cooperation has been made by 

the development funds operating in the Arab world. Here 

we include not only the Arab Fund for Economic and 

Social Development, which is a regional institution, 

but also the other national funds whose area of service 

is the Arab region as a whole. The Kuwait Fund for Arab 

Economic Development rightly occupies the place of 

honour in the present context, being the old.est fund 

in the region, and the one with the largest volume of 

resources to draw on for the promotion of development. 

5. Finally, it can fairly be said that cooperation and 

complementarity have made little progress apart from 

the exceptions made in the four preceding paragraphs. 

At the risk of oversimplification, we can identify five 

basic causes for the shortfall of the achievements 

below the expectations, in spite of the fact that over 35 

years have passed since the espousal by the League of 

Arab States of economic cooperation and· complementarity 

as a central objective to strive for. 
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a. There is first the historical explanation of the 

shortfall. This is the fact that the Arab count

ries had been for several centuries under foreign 

domination, including the long and disruptive per

iod under European colonial rule. This in itself 

twisted the pattern of economic relationships and 

directed them outwards, rather than inwards within 

the region. The ab~ormality of colonialism has 

made it extremely difficult since independence to 

re-orient the Arab economies towards intra-regio

nal cooperation and complementarity. As a result, 

the region is left with serious dependency on the 

Western industrial world and an unhealthy comple

mentarity with its economies. 

b. The pressure of narrow vested group interests 

within each country also works against genuine 

cooperation and complementarity. Often this pres

sure arises from insufficient realization of the 

benefits that can accrue through regional coopera

tion. But in other instances group interests have 

a legitimate fear that they would suffer from co

operation. In the latter case, compensatory mecha-
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nisms could forestall the hostility to cooperation, 

but the architects of cooperation and complementa

rity have so far failed to design such mechanisms. 

c. The exaggerated attachment to, and interpretation 

of, "national sovereignty" has often served as an 

alibi to the genuine strive for cooperation and 

complementarity. This is a case of the economic 

logic being overpowered by political mythology. 

d. The fourth explanation for•the meagre achievement 

to be ventured is the disparity in socio-economic 

systems and ideological outlooks. There is no 

doubt that this disparity creates objective ob-· 

structions to cooperation and complementarity. But 

there is also no doubt that human ingenuity can 

overcome many of the obstructions, by providing 

formulas and modalities of action that can mini

mize the impact of the. disparity, particularly 

that the socio-economic systems have grown to be 

much less differentiated from each other than they 

were in the late 1950s and the 1960s. 

e. .Finally, Arab economic relations have been at the 

mercy of the quality of political relations pre

vailing, and as the latter have been subject to 

rather wide fluctuation in many instances, it has 
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not been possible to place economic cooperative 

relations on a solid and stable foundation. 

* * * * * 

What, then, is the outlook for cooperation and com

plementarity, given the. analyses and evaluation that have 

been presented? Is optimism warranted that the course of 

cooperation will be any smoother in the future? 

Though it may seem paradoxical, the answer is Yes. 

This answer is not an act of obscurantist faith, but one 

based on two solid grounds. The first is that in the final 

analysis economic logic will prevail. It is a matter both 

of good economics and common sense that it is.in the interest 

of the Arab countries to cooperate and to establish close 

complementarity among their economies. Before we move on to 

the second grounds for the affirmation, it would be useful 

to provide some substance, even if briefly, to the claim that 

economic logic works in favour of cooperation. 

There is strong expectation that with the rapid 
. 

pace of economic diversification, industrialization, and deve-

lopment in general, a larger volume and a wider variety of 

goods and services will be produced by most Arab countries 

in the coming years. And the process is ~ontinuous, in spite 

of some fluctuation and some shortcomings in the quality of 
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development. Development will make it possible.for the Arab 

countries to put into.the stream of intra-regional trade 

many more goods and services, especially as production becomes 

more differentiated and sophisticated. 

As far as the petrochemical industry in particular 

is concerned, the productive capacity already installed and 

is being installed is not expected by the mid-1980s to cons

titute more than 5 or 6 percent of world capacity in the ag

gregate. This in effect means that there is a promising 

marketing scope for the products within the region, and also 

in Third World markets in general. It ought to be remembered 

in this connection that the petrochemical industry in its 

present state is, and for several years to come will remain, 

heavily biased in favour of primary products, much less se

condary and tertiary (final) products. This means that the 

industry can be further projected into new directions and 

stiill find a market within the Arab region for much of its 

production. This is as true of fertilizers, insecticides 

and pesticides, as of synthetic fibres, dyes and paints, 

plastic goods, and the dozens of other products which are 

now a substantial component of the region's imports from the 

industrial countries. 

Another opening for the region's products within 
. . 

itself will be created by the need for the recipients of 
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Arab economic aid to pay their debts to the Arab creditors. 

They will have increasingly to depend on their exports to 

these creditors. This will have a dynamic effect on the 

diversification and sophistication of the Arab economies, 

and will widen the possibilities for exchange within the 

region. And the development in question will apply both to 

goods and to services. 

With regard to the movement of Arab labour across 

national frontiers within the region, it may well be that 

the vast expansion of the volume which was witnessed between 

1973 and 1980 may not be repeated. But it can also be argued 

that the present plateau of employment of Arab expatriate 

labour will be preserved. The fact that the youth of the 

oil-exporting countries are being educated and technically 

trained in ever larger numbers should. not obscure the fact 

that the oil economies are expanding continuously, and that 

they have a large component of non-Arab expatriate labour. 

This should suggest that job opportunities for expatriate 

Arab skills will continue .for many years to come to be ex

tensive. 

Large-scale industrialization depends on a solid 

and broad foundation of engineering industries. Most of the 

region's countries will be unable to establish and maintain 

these individually. Their compelling desire for industria-
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lization will be an added inspetus for cooperation. The 

same applies to extensive research and the attempt to create 

substantial cadres of leaders in technology. 

The hardship experienced by the oil-exporting count

ries in 1981 and 1982 in selling as large a volume of oil as 

in 1979 or 1980, and the decline in oil export revenues, to

gether suggest that capital flows within the region are 

bound to decline for a few years to come. It would be true 

that the answer to this unfavourable development cannot be 

light-hearted faith in th.e reversal of the present depres

sion in oil prices. The more convincing answer should be 

that the oil exporters have probably become fully aware of 

the inadvisability of placing a large part of their real and 

monetary investments in the Western money markets, and can 

legitimately be expected to divert a more substantial volume 

for investment in the Arab region. If this were to happen, 

and it is likely in our view, then the flows to the capital

short countries could at least be maintained. 

Last but not least, the concern for food security 

can only be met satisfactorily through joint Arab efforts. 

This is increasingly becoming a matter of wide acceptance 

at the levels of opinion. 
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This analysis would be incomplete if we did not 

point to the impact of the large body of believers in Arab 

cooperation, particularly the intellectuals and opinio

makers, who are becoming increasingly sensitized to the power 

of the arguments for cooperation as being economically bene

ficial, in addition to being politically, culturally, and 

emotionally necessary and. desireable. The economic liter

ature supporting cooperation, both official and by public 

institutions and analysts, is making itself felt at the de

cision-making level, as well as within the general public. 

Likewise, the dozens of regional organizations, with their 

leaderships and cadres, are an immense source of pressure 

for regional cooperation. 

So far we have been enlarging.on the first grounds 

for the expectation that the course of cooperation will be 

smoother within the medium term. The second grounds for 

optimism is that the very dangers that fragmentation in the 

Arab region presents (politically as well as economically 

and culturally,), will before long make it clear to decision

makers, opinion-makers, and the public at large, that the 

only long-term safeguard and guarantee of national security, 

and the only road to comprehensive and meaningful develop

ment, lie in genuine and far-reaching regional cooperation. 
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Yet neither economic logic nor the realization of 

danger will operate by-themselves to bring about that change 

in convictions, attitudes, and behaviour patterns capable 

of smoothing the ground for cooperation and complementarity. 

In the final analysis, _there will be a critical need for a 

re-education process at all levels of awareness and respon-· 

sibility in order to show most clearly what the substantial 

rewards of cooperation could be, and what the substantial 

penalty of fragmentation would be. Allow me, in closing, to 

declare my faith that the Arabs will not fail to make a wise 

choice between the rewards and the penalty. 
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INFOmilATION NOTE BY THE PROGRAMME SECRETARIAT 

Origins and Overview of the Programme 

The Programme on Regional and Interregional Co-operation in 
the 1980s is part of UNITAR's continuing commitment to research 
on the establishment of a New International Economic Order (NIEO). 
The Programme is a continuation of the international Project on 
Obstacles and Opportunities associated with the NIEO - which 
brought together 98 groups of researchers from all ~arts of the 
world to examine the objectives, obstacles and sectoral and re
gional conditions in the implementation of the New International 
Economic Order* - and a follow-up to the UNITAR-CEESTEM- Club of 
Rome Conference on Regionalism and tre NIEO, held on 8 and 9 May 
1980 at the United Nations. 

Responding to the suggestion of the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations that "• •• /the Conference/ consider the question 
how the United Nations family could become more effective in helping 
to implement the many already existing plans and programmes of 
action for.regional co-operation ••• /and/ give thought to how 
the appropriate new concepts and policies could be developed and 
brought to the attention of the Secretariat and the relevant bodies 
and regions of the United Nations system", a Working Group, composed 
of the Conference Chairman and high-level United Nations officials, 
developed the basic conceptual framework of the Programme on Regional 
and Interregional Co-operation in the 1980s in the months following 
the Conference. · 

The Executive Director of UNITAR, in consultation with the 
Secretary-General, appointed a high-level Panel of Eminent Persons 
to guide the work of the Programme. The Panel meets periodically 
in different regions of the world to review the work of the 
Progr=me, and suggest further avenues of investigation. To carry 
out research for the Programme an international network of 27 

* . 
The finaings of the project are published in the 17-volume 
UNITAR-CEESTEM Library on the NIEO (New York and Oxford: 
Pergamon Press, 1978-1981). 
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research institutes has been created, charged with the implementation 
of 40 research projects. 

The Inaugural Meeting of the Panel of Eminent Persons took 
plo.ce in Brussels, on the invitation of the President of the 
European Commission, member of the Panel, and the Belgian 
Government. The First Regular Meeting of the Panel was held 
in Sri Lanka, under the auspices of the Foreign Minister of 
Sri Lanka, likewise member of the Panel. The next meeting is 
scheduled for the state of Kuwait, on the joint invitation of the 
Secretary-General of the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting 
Countries, member of the Panel, and the Kuwait Minister of 
Finance and Planning, 

At the end of its 1,ork, the Panel will summarize, and draw 
conclusions from, the findings of the international research 
network and submit recommendations on ways and means to enhance 
and intensify regional and interregional co-operation in the 1980s, 
The Panel's report will be transmitted by the Executive Director 
of UNITAR to the Institute's Board of Trustees and the Secretary
General of the United Nations, 

The Programme Rationale 

The rationale of the UNITAR Programme is the urgent need 
to explore new and appropriate strategies of international economic 
co-operation, The need can be summed up in a few words: if present 
trends in the world economy continue without basic change, the great 
majority of developing countries Hill face unbearable economic and 
financial burdens and will suffer the effects of halted or reversed 
development with loss of autonomy and self-reliance, 

The malfunctioning of the structure Of international economic 
relations instituted at the end of World War II became evident well 
over a decade ago with the difficulties and subsequent-collapse of the 
Bretton Woods agreements, the worsening of the terms of trade for many 
developing countries, the resurgence of protectionism, the concentration 
of capital and economic activity in giant multinational corporations, 
and the continued plight of at least one billion people living at or 
below the level of absolute poverty, Impelled by the newly found 
economic leverage of OPEC, and also by the increased financial drain 
due to higher oil prices, the developing countries took up the call 
for a New International Economic Order first in Algiers in 1973, and 
later at the sixth and seventh special sessions of the U,N, General 
Assembly (1976-77), But, notwithstanding numerous resolutions and 
the adoption of significant plans and programmes of action, progress 
toward the restructuring of the international economic order proceeded 
at a snail's pace, if at all, In the meantime demand continued to 
grow, especially in the poorest countries, and development financing 
levels continued to deteriorate, As a result1 the Group of 77 
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developing countries called for sustained global negotiations 
on raw materials, energy, trade, development and money and 
finance, to be launched at the eleventh special session of the 
General Assembly in 1980, Although the corresponding resolution 
was adopted (resolution 34/138), and numerous compromise texts 
and positions were advanced, the negotiations could not get started 
and are still stalemated at the present time, 

The disappointing lack of fulfilment of the targets of two 
U,N, Development Decades, the failure of implementation of the 
Programme of Action of the NJEO, and the stalemate over the 
launching of the Global Negotiations confirm a general trend of 
the post-war period, Despite the creation of many new organs and 
organizations, a multitude of negotiations and continuous debates 
and discussions, efforts to enhance the quality and quantity of 
development aid, to improve terms of trade in favour of the poor 
countries, to assure sovereignty over their natural resources, and 
to create better access to international product and capital 
markets as well as to technology and information, have not 
produced tangible results, Although agreement was finally reached 
on a Common Fund for stabilizing commodity prices, subscriptions 
to the Fund were not sufficient to prevent a recent major drop in 
the price of several commodities of interest to developing 
countries, The treaty on the. Law of the Sea, which could have had 
a favourable demonstration effect on other fields of international 
negotiations, could not be adopted for a long time due to the 
reticence of a major power, 

Failure in international negotiations has a heavy impact 
on conditions in developing countries, and in turn these conditions 
could lead to shortsighted nationalistic policies which exacerbate 
the difficulties, A few economic indicators suffice to illustrate 
the reasons, Current account deficits of developing countrie~ now 
rise routinely to 12 percent or more of their Gross National 
Product, and the service charges on past debts often average 20 
percent of their total exports, The average economic growth rates 
of developing countries are down to 2,4 percent; less than the aggregate 
growth of their populations, Per capita economic growth is negative 
in all but. a handful of oil-eXporting and newly industrializing 
countries, For the rest, the combined deficit of $100 billion expected 
for 1982 is staggering, The chances of repayment of the over $500 
billion total accumulated debt appears ever more remote, and the 
overburdening of the commercial financial institutions, which now 
carry the brunt of the credits, is already evident, 

Economic trends in the industrialized world are less drastic 
but are likewise grave, Average GNP growth in the OECD countries 
is around 1 percent, down from 4,7 percent for the decade of the 
1970's, unemployment is up to 25 million, and inflation persists 
at an average of about 8 percent, 
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Domestic economic difficulties in the industrialized world 
of,ten entail protectionis-t measures, deflationary monetary 
policies, and a preference for highly selective bilateral aid 
and trade flows. World trade becomes more constrained and 
concentrated, and widening gaps appear between the rela-tively 
well-off oil-producing and newly industrializing countries, and 
the less developed and less resource-rich members of the interna
tional community, The continuation of present trends would 
reduce the development prospects of the latter to nil, As per 
capita growth remains negative, and as markets are foreclosed 
and debts accumulate, almost one hundred developing countries 
with about two-thirds of the world's population will face major 
shortfalls in commercial energy, food, water, capital, qualified 
manpower, and productive infrastructure, The number of people 
living in absolute poverty will increase, and hunger and misery 
will create social unrest. Within the delicate structure of 
international security, the simultaneous destabilization of local 
regimes could have an unpredictable effect, The failure of 
North-South negotiations could impair the unstable balance in 
East-West relations, compounding the nightmare of human misery 
in unprecedented dimensions with the vision of a confrontation 
of unprecedented violence, 

The present pattern of world relations has little or no 
promise for the future. New and productive approaches must 
be explored, to release the international community from the 
impasse of worsening problems in a global setting confronted with 
ne.rrow and self-centered policies, 

The Basic Research Obiectives 

To identify economic and social sectors and areas where 
regional co-operation among developing countries is especially 
appropriate and potentially beneficial, These sectors and 
areas include trade, financing, industrial and agricultural 
production, marke-ting, shipping, investment and business codes, 
energy prospecting and development, infrastructure creation, 
education and skill training, optimization of human resources, 
institutional development and others, 

To identify the size and nature of.regions and subregions 
where co-operation offers optimal chances of success, taking into 
account complementarities, need· for common negotiating fronts, 
size of internal markets, ability to compete on international 
markets, social and cultural factors, and current political 
perceptions. Optimal regions range from a subregional grouping 
of two or three countries to vast continental or subcontinental 
associations encompassing fifty or more countries, depending on 
the specific ·configuration of the above mentioned factors. 
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To identify complementarities and opportunities for 
reciprocal trade, investment flows, and joint ventures among 
two or more subregional or regional groupings of countries, on 
the South-South as well as on the North-South levels, Such 
interregional opportunities include already existing regional 
agreements and treaties, such as those between the EEC and the 
ACP countries, or Canada and CARICOM, as well as yet to be 
created interregional arrangements among existing or projected 
regional groupings, 

To identify the institutional structures and mechanisms 
required to implement potentially advantageous schemes of 
subregional, regional and interregional co-operation including 
the reform and development of existing institutions and the 
creation of new institutional structures and modalities, with 
special attention to the sector of public administration in 
developing countries, 

To identify attitudes, policies, aid and trade flows, 
technical assistance programmes, investment strategies and 
administrative mechanisms in industrialized countries in view 
of enabling them to help developing countries to strengthen 
existing regional co-operation schemes among themselves or 
create new and appropriate arrangements for their mutual 
benefit, Industrialized country options that deserve detailed 
examination in this connection include: technical assistance 
programmes in the areas of regional co-operation in marketing, 
production, trade, energy, infrastructure creation, food, and 
the provision of social, educational and health services; and 
financial contributions to a central pool in the regional 
associations designed to compensate their poorer members for the 
uneven distribution of benefits resulting from regional 
co-operation, 

SPECIAL PRIORITlES, The development of human resources, and 
the creation of effective institutional mechanisms constitute 
special priority areas of research, 

"Human resources" shall be understood in a broad 
sense as the sum of human capabilities and potentials 
in a region; their adequacy or need for improvement 
shall. be measui'ed against the requirement for socially 
harmonious and economically sound development through· 
the autonomous management of endogenous and imported 
resources. 

Under "institutional mechanism" shall be under
stood any admir.istrative or executive structure 
capable of making and implementing decisions relating 
to development; their adequcy or need for reform shall 
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The United Nations has already established Regional 
Economic Commissions for the promotion of sub-regional, 
regional and. interregional co-operation, In addition to 
strengthening them as necessary, other bodies could be 
created especially on the sub-regional level in order to 
assure a better coordination of economic policies and the 
participation of all strata of society in the benefits, 

The long-term benefits of regional co-operation can 
be stated in economic terms, They include: 

(a) enlargement of the size of regional production 
through joint investment and preferential 
treatment; 

(b) greater concentration of foreign exchange savings 
in the area of capital goods and technologies 
essential for autonomous industrial and agricultural 
development; 

(c) enlargement of the size of regional exports through 
the more efficient utilization of .the human, financial 1 

and natural resources,·and infrastructures·of the region; 

(d) increases in employment, income, and savings.through 
larger scale regional production; 

(e) enhanced.competitiveness of regional products on 
world markets; 

(f) ability to attract more outside capital on better terms 
through effective collective bargaining power and 
more assured returns; 

(g) enhanced control over regional production and trade. 

In addition to economic benefits, regional economic 
co-operation has spin-offs or side-effects in the social, 
political and cultural sphere, It reinforces regional identity, 
strengthens solidarity, and stabilizes relations among neighbouring 
states, These. _ef:fects have already been experienced in the European 
Community and the countries of ASEAN, among others. Co-operation 
on a wide range of issues could follow the sovereign desire of the 
co-operating states, 

The fruits of success in launching regional and interregional 
co-operation on a larger scale could be considerable, Global 
negotie.tions among regionally organized groups would be incomparably 
more promising than among over 160 national economies widely disparate 
in self-reliance, size and power, 
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The North-South perception of the world economy may 
be an oversimplification, but the inter-national nature of· 
current economic policy-making is an overcomplexification, 
A realistic regionally and interregionally co-operative 
economic world order is a stepping stone, as well as a lasting 
complement, to future achievements on the level of the world 
community as a whole, 

METHODOLOGY, Work on all projects of research will follow 
approximately the following sequence of steps: 

(1) Review past and current experiences with regional 
and interregional co-operation in the region(s) 
under study; 

Assess the human, social, economic and political 
factors influencing the possibilities of closer 
regional or interregional co-operation, using 
economic and social statistics or assembling the 
necessary data base; 

(3) Undertake a structural analysis of the sectors 
where regional and interregional co-operation is 
feasible and beneficial, enumerating its advantages 
as well as·its obstacles, with special attention 

(5) 

( 6) 

to the development of human resources; 

Clarify the institutional implications of achieving 
feasible and beneficial regional/interregional 
co-oper!ation; 

Clarify the financial implications of co-operation; 

Assess the role of extra-regional actors (developing 
or developed. countries and groups of countries) 
in furthering co-operation; 

(7) Project various timetables of implementation under 
differing assumptions of political will and public 
support, 
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The Role and Responsibility of the Programme's Panel of 
Eminent Persons 

The Panel will guide the international research network 
through the Programme Director, in the selection of the topics 
of research on which it requires information, in assessing and 
reviewing the ongoing plans and projects of the network, and 
identifying priority areas and projects for implementation. 

In addition to drawing on the findings of the research 
network, and as a complement thereto, the Panel may conduct 
hearings with practitioners of sub-regional and regional co-opera
tion. It desires to consult with the economic and social organs 
of the United Nations, in particular with the Executive Secretaries 
and staff of the United Nations Regional Commissions, and the staff 
of the other regional organizations represented on the Panel. The 
results of such hearings and consultations will be taken into account 
in the formulation of the Panel's recommendations. 

The Panel's final recommendations will be transmitted by 
the Executive Director of UNITAR to the Institute's Board of 
Trustees and the Secretary-'General of the United Nations. They 
will concern how the United Nations can become more effective in 
helping to implement the many already existing plans and programmes 
of action for regional and interregional co-operation, and how 
new concepts and policies could be developed and brought to the 
attention of the United Nations Secretariat and the relevant bodies 
and organs of the system. 

The final report of the Panel is to be addressed both to 
political leaders and to the public at large. It shall combine 
practical recommendations of political realism with sound economic 
advice. It shall present a clear a.nd concise development 
co-operation philosophy, and project a compelling vision of the 
objectives to be achieved. 
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The Panel is entirely free to reach its own conclusions, 
while keeping in mind some caveats in order to avoid possible 
pitfalls: 

Regional and interregional co-operation is not an 
alternative to global approaches; it is, rather, a 
necessary step toward achieving their objectives; 

The need for more advance forms of regional 
co-operation among developing countries shall not 
be taken as an indication of deficiencies internal 
and specific to developing countries, although such 
deficiencies as may exist need not be glossed over; 

The achievement of regional and interregional 
co-operation is not to be regarded as a shift of 
emphasis away from the restructuring of the 
international economic system as a whole, nor as 
an absolution of any member of the international 
community from its responsibility to participate in 
the restructuring; 

The recommendations are not to invite interpretations 
of having outlined or advocated a redrawing of the 
geopolitical map of the Third World; 

The recommendations are to recognise that in the 
present climate of crisis, and rapid and unforeseeable 
change, no single strategy can contain all the solutions 
and that there is, in consequence, an ever-present need 
to recognise alternative approaches and strategies. 

Declaration of the Panel at the Close of its Meeting in Sri Lanka 

Members of the Panel of Eminent Persons of the UNITAR 
Programme on Regional and Interregional Co-operation in the 
1980s assembled in Kandy, Sri Lanka, on 19th and 20th September, 
1982, . 

having noted 

that interdependence cannot be compartmentalised into 
separate economic, social, cultural, environmental and 
political components; progress in all other aspects 
of the lives of human beings depends on the economic 
structure which must sustain them; 

that narrow self-interest at the social and national 
level is historically outdated and incompatible with 
contemporary economic and social realities and the 
urgency to move towards a world order based less on 
power and narrow national interests and more on justice 
and common tnterest; 
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that the implications of the leaping escalation of 
arms development, manufacture and export are disastrous 
for physical survival; the question now confronting the 
human community being one of global solidarity or 
universal disaster; 

that there is a need for a coordinating mechanism 
which will bring together the specific efforts within 
the United Nations system and focus them as a collective 
approach to human development, progress and survival; 

that the regional approach of co-operation among countries 
holds the greatest promise, not as an alternative to the 
North-South strategy but as a stepping stone to peaceful 
and equitable global interdependence; 

having considered and adopted the principal conclusions 
and recommendations made at the inaugural meeting of the 
Panel held in Brussels in co-operation with the European 
Commission and the Government of Belgium, on 5th and 6th 
May 1982, 

having reviewed the work by the Programme's International 
Research Network concerning co-operation within diverse 
regions and sub-regions of the developing world as well 
as between them and the developed countries of both East 
and West, and taking account of the relevant initiatives 
in various international fora, 

acknowledging that the purely bilateral strategy of 
international relations followed to-date ,does not 
adequately meet the needs of either the developing or 
the developed countries, 

conscious and convinced that co-operation is a pragmatic 
and. practical alternative to confrontation and conflict 
and that therefore broadbased and flexible forms of 
co-operation at all levels, untainted by outdated and 
unreal concepts of narrow self-interest, among the 
developing countries and between them and the industria
lised nations of both East and West, hold the best 
promise for collective and human survival and progress, 
and for the preservation of human values and institutions, 
and civilisation as a whole, 

Reaffirm the crucial importance of regional and interregional 
co-operation among developing countries in their successful 
adjustment to the continuing global economic crisis and the 
lonl"-term prospects of a slower economic growth in the 
industrialised countries, and in contributing to world economic 
recovery as a whole; 
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organise the Programme's activities in a manner which 
complements ar,d supports the efforts of other parts 
of the UN system directed towards related objectives, 
recogr,ising the. executive role and competence of the 
Regional Economic Commissions; 

establish consultative relations with the existing 
and newly established inter-governmental regional 
bodies in the performance of their tasks, 

Further declare 

that governments, public and private organisations, 
and others active in international economic relations, 
have a duty to themselves and to the future generations 
of peoples. in all lands, to attach the highest priority 
to the strengthening and reinforcement of all mutually 
beneficial arrangements for regional and interregional 
Jinks among the developing countries, and between them 
and the developed countries; and 

call upon governments, organisations and international 
institutions concerned with the human future, to commit 
themselves to the above objectives as essential elements 
in the attainment of a destiny worthy of the human 
community, 

Adopted by consensus at the Meeting of the UNITAR Panel 
of Eminent Persons in Kandy, Sri Lanka, organised jointly by 
the UNITAR Programme on Regional and Interregional Co-operation, 
The Marga Institute, and the Government of Sri Lanka, under 
the general Chairmanship of the Hon'ble A,C, Shahul Hameed, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Sri Lanka and Member of the 
Panel, 
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PANEL MEETINGS 

8-9 Januery 

Week of 11 April 

To be decided 

September 

December 

RFSEARCH 

Jarouary 

April 

September 

December 
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Provisional Timetable 1983 

Meeting of the Panel of Eminent Persons 
in Kuwait 

Meeting of the Panel of Eminent Persons 
in Latin America (Buenos Aire~ 

Meeting of the Ex Officio Members and Head of 
other Regional and Sub-regional Organizations 
at the European Commission, Brussels 

Meeting of'the Panel of Eminent Persons in the 
Mediterranean Region (Algiers, Madrid or Rome) 

Concluding Meeting of the Panel of Eminent 
Persons (at the United Nations Headquarters 
or in a Developing Country) 

Preliminary Reports on all Projects; focus on 
Arab Co-operation 

Interim Reports on all Projects; focus on Latin 
American Co-operation 

First Draft of Full Reports on all Projects; focus 
on African Regional, and North-South·Interregional 
Co-operation 

Full Reports on all Projects, including summary 
of Policy Recommendations 

followed by: preparation of the Final Report 
of the Panel to be transmitted to the UN 
Secretary-General 
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ROSTER OF THE PANEL OF EMINENT PERsONS 

Members Serving in their Personal Capacity 

Ali ATTIGA 1 Secretary-General, OAPEC 1 Kuwait 

J6szef BOGNAR, Former Minister of Foreign Trade, Hungary 

Willy CLAES, Former Deputy Prime Minister, Belgium 

Innocenzo GASPARINI, President Bocconi University, Italy 

A.c.s. HAMEED 1 Foreign Minister, Sri Lanka 

Jawad HASHIM, Former President, Arab Monetary Fund 

Ivan HEAD, President, IDRC 1 Canada 

Felipe HERRERA, Former President i Inter-American Development Bank, Chile 

Idriss JAZAIRY I Former Chairman, Committee of the Whole, Ambassador of Algeria 

Ejaz A. NAIK, Secretary, Planning and Economic Affairs, Pakistan 

Saburo OKITA 1 Former Foreign Minister, Japan 

Evgenii PRIMAKOV, Academician, USSR 

Carlos ROMULO 1 Foreign Minister, The Philippines 

Jose-Luis SAMPEDRO, Professor and Former Delegate, Spain 

Leopold SENGHOR, Former President, Senegal 

Sardar Swaran SINGH, Former Foreign Minister, India 

Anton VRATUSA, Former Deputy Prime Minister, Yugoslavia 

Huan XIANG, Vice President, Academy of Social Sciences, China 
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lfombers Serving Ex-Officio 

. ) 
1, Fxecutive Officers of the Ma.ior Regional Bodi"s 

The Secretary-General of ASEAN, Chan KAI YAU 

The Secretary-General of th7 ARAB LEAGUE, Chadli KLIBI 

· The Secretary of CMEA, Nikolai FADDEYEV 

The President of the EEC Commission, Gaston THORN 

The President of the GROUP OF 77 1 ll'arooq SOBHAN 

The Secretary-General of the OAS, Alejandro ORFILA 

The Secretary-Ger,eral of the OAU, Edem KODJO 

The Permanent Secretary of SELA, Carlos ALZAMORA 

The Representatives of the U.N. REGIONAL COO!lSSIONS 

ii)·. Eirncutive Officers of the Programme 

Co-Initiators and the Secretariat 
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The President and Director-General of CEESTEM, Luis ECHEVERRIA 

The President of THE CLUB OF ROME, Aurelio PECCEI 

The Director of the PROGRAMME SECRETARIAT, Ervin LASZLO 
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'l'he Institutes MemberE of the Programme's International Research Network 

Arab.Fund for Econ. & Social 
Developnent • 
P.O. Box 21923 (Safat) luwait 
fel: 4 31870/ 431860 . 
Telex: 23265 IJ8URAll rr · 
Dr. naled 'I'. Ali, Coordinator 
in Char,re 
Arab Xonetary 1'und 
P.O. Box '618 
Abn Dhabi (U.&.!o) 
'1'.elex: · 2989 AXF/ All 
Dr. llohued ·El.:Iaaa,. Coordinator 
in Charge 

Ar&b Pla.nning Illl!titute 
P.O. Box 5834 
(S&fat ), Kuwait 
Tel: 425261-6 
Cable: r:mlllfST 
Telex: ICUVll'IST 2996 1'l' 
Dr, Abdulla X. Ali, DiNctor 

Asian Pacific Develoi;aent Centre 
P.O. Box 2224 
Jlo. 3 Ja.tan Spooner 
Xuala 1Aapur1 llala.ysia 
Tel: 03 - 948008 
Cable: APDEC!lf nlALALOIPOR. 
Dr, Artab Ahmad -ban, Diroetor 

Centre for· Development Planning 
~smus Uni verei ty 
P,O, Box 17 38 
3000 DR Rotterdalll, Jetberlanda 
Tel: 010 145511 Ert, 3458 
Telex: 24421 umrr · 
Prof, B. C. :Boe, Di:ector 

Cerrtre de Recherchee Economiquee 
Appliqu6es 1 Pacult6 dee Sciences 
Economiquee, Univereit6 de Dakar 
~r, Senegal . 
Prof, Ma.lc!ltar Diouf, Director 

Centro de Estudios;£conolilicos y 
Sociales del Tercer lundo 
50 Corl, Porfirio Dia&, 
s. Jeronao Lidice 
~leti co 20 D.F • Mexico 
Tel: 595 2088 
Cable I C!ESTEM 
Lie, Jorgt, Nuno, Sub-Diri&ctor Generil.l 

Centro L&tinc Americano de Integr&eiori 
y Coopcracion 
Caeilla 16696 
Santia,o, Chile 
m.J:X1 340412 FELER/C.illLE: n:LER 
Dr. Pelipe Barrera, Coordina.tor 
EcollOlliC Comnieaion for Africa 
I.nt ern.d ional 'l'rade & Fin.&nee Division 
P,O. ll0x 3001 
Ad.die Ababa, 11:thiopia 
Tel: 447000 447 200 
Cablel ECA ADDIS ilAllA . 
Telex: 21029 
Dr, Jonathan Chileabe, Officer-in-Charge 

Indian Institute of Foreign '!'re.de 
J.ahok llba111&!1 
93 Wehru Place 
Jew Delbi 110019 India 
Prof, ..,,_ Bao, lli:!' ect or 

lndiatl Itmtitute o~ Jta..-.i.g,.mer:':. 
33 L&J!IC'ford load. 
Jl&n&alore 560027 India 
'fell 533361/ 53597 
Cab 1 e: IWla aBll1QfI 

felex1 ~45 472 
_Prof, J.S, liaauWIIO', Director 

Institute of Developi!lf; Econoaiie11 
Eco11o011ic Qrovib Department 
42 Ic\).~llo9aura cho' 
Sbin~lcu 
'l'ok;yo 162, Japan 
Tell 03 353 4231 
Cable: J.JIDJf TOIC!O 
Dr, !ak&bibO Baa~, Directer 

Institute of Development Stl.ldies 
P,O, llox 35091 
University of Dai-ee-Sala.air. 
De.r-ee-Sala.azn, Tanzania 
Tel: 53611 
ca·c1e: UNIVERSITY DAR-~SALAA>! 
Prof, Baroub Othman, Director 

Institute of lrrterr.atione.l Politics 
and F.conoa:ice 
P.O. llox 750 
:Belgrad.e, Y~slavia 
tel: 325611/325612/321433 
Cable: IiS'llliPOL, Belgrad 
Dr, llo&ida.r Frange&, DiM!ctor 



Icstitut d'Etude du Dkeloppement 
Fcc:-omique et Social, Universite 
de Paris 
?" Jllvd, A~ 
F-7"01: Paris France 
Tel: 3:6 2355/336 2433 
Dr. JeM la.sini, .Director 

Irstitute ot World :tconoaic• 
Hurire,riar Acadeaiy ot Sciences 
P.O. Box 36 
Bucl.apeet l c: 31 Hun,ary 
Tel: 668 433 
Dr. lihal;v- Simai I Deputy Director 

lr.~titute of World !.con01113' uid 
Politics, Chineee Acadany of Sciences 
1 ~ Shetanbei~ei 
Beiiil'lt:1 China 
Dr. Li Con,, Deputy l>S.Ncto.r 

Inetituto Cer.tro .beric11110 de 
Ad.ll!inistracion de !apreeu 
Ap&Mado 2485 
Xar a.fl,'ll"- 1 lfie&r11€UB 
Tel: 5840?/58405 
Cable: DCAE 
Telex: 1360 
Prof. Johr c. Icbl, Director de la 
Divieior de la Investigw.ci6i, 

Interr.atior,al Economic 11114 Social 
Law Pro~e · 
FaC"Ulty of Law 
Queer ' s Ur, 1 versi ty · 
Kir@"Btor I Ontario C1111ada t;L 31(6 
Prof. Venkata Rainan, Director 

Irternational Inetitute ot 
Administrative Science• 
Rue de le Cherite 25 . 
:S-1040 Bruxell e11, Belgiwn · 
Tel: ::>1e 4245/218 43::,0 
Prof. Michel Leeat:e, ~rector General 

latituto Affe.ri Intemasionali 
Viale Mazzini 88 
RO!!le, !taly 
Tel: :1c 892/!54 456 
Ca'bl e: I!ITERAFFARI JiCl!A 
Frof, R~berto Ali'bori, Director 

lfar;-a Institute 
6• lsipatr.ara Y.e.wstha 
Cclo~bo ", Sri La•ka..' 
ce:: pc;,0 6 
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Dr, v. Iaresalingan,, Aaeociate 
Director 
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!fonnan Paterson School of Ir,ternational 
Affairs 
Paterson Hall 
Carleton University 
Ottawa, Canada 
Tel: (613) 231 2693 
Prof, John o•Ma.nique, 
Associate Director. 

~ganisation of American States 
Office of hiternational Co-oper&tion 
General Secre-tariat 
1889 F Street NV 
WuhingtOll D,C. 20006 
Tel: 789 3436 
'i'elex: WUl 64128 
1lr. Ronald Scheman, Aaaistazit Secrnary 
tor Jlanagement 

Oveneu Developnent Council 
1717 1lasaachusette .lve. 1N 
Wuh1n«ton D.c. 20036 
'i'el t 234 8701 
Dr. Jl'ich&J'd E. Feinberg, 
Senior Pellow 

Pald.rl&ll histitute or Dffelopamt 
Bcon011ics 
Quaid-I-.uan Univerzit:, C..pu• 
P.O. Box 1091 
I•l-bad Pu:iet&:1 · 
'l'el: 21670 
Cables PDE 
Prof• sr,«,l V....,b Baidff lllaqvi • 
Di.rector 

Reeeardl Centre tor Co-operation with 
Developinc Countrle~ 
P.O. Box 37 
6U ~ 3 Lju'bl jana Yugoslavia 
'l'el: 347 59'7 /347 598/ 343 672 
Telex: 32139 ?UJCS ZQ IM! 
Dr. Boria Cieelj, Director 

UJ Centre for fl'QIIIUI Right• 
Palaia dee Matione 
Cll-1211 Oenwe 
Tel: 346011/310211 
Cable: UNAT!ORS ClENEVE 
'l'el ex: 2e9696 
'-r, Philip Alston, Principal Investigator 

UN Social Defence Resea!"ch lrstit,.;te 
~2 Via Giulia 
00186 Rome Italy 
'!'el: 654 1610/657 4-rT./655 30, 

Tel ex: FOODACRl UNSD Cable: t11:c:;:,n RCf'., 
Prof To 1 a.ni Aeun i, Director 
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Pro.iects of Research Adopted by the Programme 

"Rerional Human Resource Development in Africa" 
Institute of Development Studies, Dar-es-Salaam 

"Problems and Obstacles of African Economic Integration" 
Centre de Recherches Economiques Appliquees, 
Dakar 

"Co-operation amonp: State Trading Organizations in the African Region" 
International Trade and Finance Division of 
ECA, Addis Ababa 

"Fast em African Co-operation in Energy Development: the Case of KAGERA" 
Institute of Devel_opment Studies, Dar-es-Salaam 

"lcconomic Co-operation in Western Asia" 
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad 

"Development of the Unorganized Agricultural and Rural Sector in Southern Asia" 
Indian I~stitute of Management, Bangalore 

"Development Institutions and Regional Co-operation in Asia and Pacific" 
Asian and Pacific Development Centre, Kuala Lumpur 

"Regional Co-operation in ASEAN Countries for Rural Manpower Development" 
Asia and Pacific Development Centre, Kuala Lumpur 

"Business-Government Relationships in the Development of AS~AN Regional 
Group Economic Co-operation" 

Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Ottawa 
with the International Steering Committee of the 
Pacific Trade and Development Conference 

"Economic Diversification, Development Strategies, and International Co-operation 
in Asia" 

Institute of Developing Economies, Tokyo 

"Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations Through Regional Co-operation" 
Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del Tercer 
Mundo, Mexico 

"Impact of Energy Co-operation in Latin America" 
CEESTEM, Mexico, jointly with CoordenaQaO dos Prograrnas 
de Pos-Gradu~ao em Engentraria da Universidad Federal; 
Rio de Janeiro 

"Regional Food Policy in Central America: Opportunities and Obstacles to 
Co-operation" 

Ir.stituto Centro Americana de Administracion de.F,mpresas, 
Managua 

"Political Variables of Regional Integration in Latin America" 
"Non-Governmental Actors iri Regional Co-operation and Integration in L. America" 

Centro Latino Americano de Integracion y Cooperacion, 
Santiago de Chile 
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Projects of Research Adopted by the Programme 

"Regional Human Resource Development in Africa" 
Institute of Development Studies, Dar-es-Salaam 

"Problems and Obstacles of African Economic Integrationi• 
Centre de Recherches Economiques Appliquees, 
Dakar 

"Co-operation among State Trading Organizations in the African Region" 
International Trade and Finance Division of 
ECA, Addis Ababa 

"Fast em African Co-operation in Energy Development: the Case of KAGERA 11 

Institute of Development Studies, Dar-es-Salaam 

"Fconomic Co-operation in Western Asia" 
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad 

"Development of the Unorganized .Agricultural and Rural Sector in Southern Asia" 
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore 

"Development Institutions and Regional Co-operation in Asia and Pacific" 
Asian and Pacific Development Centre, Kuala Lumpur 

"Regional Co-operation in ASEAN Countries for Rural Manpower Development" 
Asia and Pacific Development Centre, Kuala Lumpur 

"Business-Government Relationships in the Development of ASJ<)AN Regional 
Group Economic Co-operation" 

· Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Ottawa 
with the International Steering Committee of the 
Pacific Trade and Development Conference 

"Economic Diversification, Development Strategies, and International Co-operation 
in Asia" 

Institute of Developing Economies, Tokyo 

"Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations Through Regional Co-operation" 
Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del Tercer 
Mundo, Mexico 

"Impact of Energy Co-operation in Latin America" 
CEESTEM, Mexico, jointly with Coordena1,ao dos Programas 
de Pos-Gradu~ao em Engentraria da Universidad Federal; 
Rio de Janeiro 

"Regional Food Policy in Central America: Opportunities and Obstacles to 
Co-operation 11 

Instituto Centro Americano de Administracion de Empresas, 
Managua 

"Political Variables of Regional Integration in Latin America." 
"Non-Governmenta,1 Actors in Regional Co-operation and Integration in L. America" 

Centro Latino Americana de Integracion y Cooperacion, 
Sa.ntiago de Chile 
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"Conceptual Framework for Developing Com1tries' Co-operation and Integration 
Processesn 

21. 

CEESTEM jointly with Research Centre for Co-operation 
with Developing Co,mtries, Ljubljana 

"Legal and Institutional Aspects of RCDC" 
Interna.tional Economic and Social Law Programme of 
Queen's University, Kingston (Canada) 

"Administrative Aspects of the Creation and Functioning of Regional 
Common Markets" 

International Institute of Administrative 
Sciences I Bruxell es 

"Multilateral Context for Trade Arrangements" 
Norman Paterson School of International Affairs I Ottawa 

"Developing Countries' Joint Investments and Financing" 
Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing 
Countries, L,iubl,iana 

"Developing Countries' Collective Self-Reliance in Agriculture" 
Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Otta•,,a 

"Alternatives to the Multinational Corporation for African Mineral Development: 
A Feasibility Study" 

Norman Paterson School of Int, Affairs, Ottawa 

"Co-operation Among Developing Countries in Communication and Information" 
Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing 
Countries, Ljubljana 

"Human Rights Issues in Regional and Interregional Co-operation" 
UN Centre for Human Rights, Geneva 

"Development of Human Resources for the Establishment of Multinational Centres 
of Excellence in the Fields of Education and Science" 

OAS, Office of International Co-operation, Washington 

"Quantitative Assessment of the Impact of RCDC on World Production and Trade" 
Centre for Development Planning, Erasmus University 
Rotterdam 

"Regional Co-operation· a.mong Marketing Cooperatives" 
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi 
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Publications 

PUBLISHED 

1, REGIONALISM AND THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 

Studies Presented at the UNITAR-CEESffll-CLUB OF ROME 
Conference at the United Nations, Edited :w Davidson 
Nicol, UNITAR; Luis Echeverria, CEESTEM; and. Aurelio 
Peccei, the Club of Rome; .~than Introduction by 
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim, New York: Pergamon 
Press, June 1981 

2, RCDC: REGIONAL CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Report on the Findings ar.d Recommendations of the 
Conference on Regionalism and the NIEO, By· Ervin 
Laszlo with Joel Kurtzman and A,K, Bhattacharya, 
New York: Pergamon Press, March 1981, 

IN PREPARATION 

3, REGIONAL CO-OPERATION AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Proceedings of the Brussels Meeting of the Panel of 
Eminent Persons, Edited by Er~in Laszlo, Joel 
Kurtzman and Paolo Basurto, New York: Pergamon Press 
(November 1982) 

4, ASIA AND THE STRATEGY OF REGIONAL AND INTERREGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Proceedings of the Sri Lanka Meeting of the Panel of Eminent 
Persons, Edited by Ervin Laszlo, Paolo Basurto and Joel 
Kurtzman, New York: Pergamon Press (Spring, 1983) 
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A. 

( a) 

(b) 
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Basic Goals 

In relation to the achievement of feasible and 
beneficial forms of regional and interregional 
co-operation, to identify: 

the most appropriate sectors 

the principal advantages and benefits 

(c) the main obstacles and impediments 

(d) the required institutional forms and mechanisms 

(e) the financing implications 
(f) the stages and time-span of implementation 

B. Method of Investigation 

According to agreed guidelines, each project 
will: . 

(1) Define the economic, social, political, cultural 
or geographic region to be studied 

(2) Analyze the human, economic, social, political, 
Cultural and environmental conditions relevant 
to development co-operation, using pertinent 
economic and statistical data 

(3) Review the region's past and current experience 
with regional and interregional co-operation 

(4) Carry out structural analyses of the sectors 
where regional and interregional co-operation 
is feasible and beneficial, enumerating its 
advantages as well as its obstacles, with special 
attention to the development of human resources 

(5) Clarify the institutional implications of achieving 
feasible and beneficial regional/interregional 
co-operation 

(6) Clarify the financial implications of co-operation 

(7) Assess the role of extra-regional actors (developing 
or developed countries and groups of countries) 
in furthering co-operation 

(8) Project various timetables of implementation under 
differing assumptions of political will and 
public support. 
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I. PROJECTS ON REGIONAL CO-OPERATION AMC1 1,G DEVELQPJNG 
COUNTRIES (RCDC) 

RC - 1 

OBJECTIVES: 

RESEARCH ON AfRICA 

Regional Human Resource Development 1n Africa 

To study the possibilities of developing indigenous 
entrepreneurial, technical and scientific manpower 
capabilities, and developing the human resources in 
Africa in general. · 

In particular: 

Utilization of regional, sub-regional and interregional 
training and research institutions for training nationals 
in specialized skill areas through such measures as 
manpower studies and training programmes in the main 
production sectors and supporting services, support for 
a clearing-house service identifying indigenous experts 
and consultancy organizations, and adoption of employment 
policies permitting free movement of la-bour within the 
region to take maximum advantage of available indigenous 
skills; 

' 

determination of the need for, and prospects of, 
co-operation in the development of high-level manpower 
in East, Central and Southern Africa, especially in the 
area of academic and management personnel. Review of 
specific fields of co-operation required for the develop
ment of high-level manpower between universities and other 
training institutions within SADCC, including the 
constraints which arise in establishing such co-operation. 

Examination of the role of the United Nations system and 
of developed countries in enhancing and encouraging 
co-operation for the development of high-level manpower 
in Africa. 

As regards the integration of women in development, to 
undertake a comprehensive assessment of the structure, 
mandates-and programmes of existing organizations on 
national, sub-regional and regional levels in order to: 

a) determine to what degree the designated goals concerning 
women are achieved under the current arrangements; 
b) identify major constraints that mitigate against the 
attainment of the goals; 
c) explore alternative mechanisms for strengthening the 
institutional and executive capacity of the relevant 
national, sub-regional and regional organizations. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Institute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 
WITH THE Centre de Recherches Economiques App1.igu,~es (Dakar) 
COLLABORATION OF·E.0.A., I·ublic Admin., r,;anr,ovier & Management Division 

. (;Addis Ababa) 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 



4 . 

RC - 2 

OBJECTIVES: 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Problems and Obstacles of African Economic 
Integration 

To identify existing disparities wi,thin the region 
on the basis of economic and social indicators; 

study the possibility of major rigionally conceived 
and implemented projects in areas such as minerals, 
agriculture, industry, education, health, transporta
tion and communication, and energy; 

assess the need to imnlement a common investment code, 
to provide the less developed countries of Africa 
special tax incentives in order to attract more foreign 
capital; · · · 

· suggest institutional reforms to integrate and render 
more functional the existing economic communities and 
other reg~onal consortia_ of African states. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Centre de Recherches Economiques Appliquees(Dakar) 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

E.C.A. Int' 1 Trade & Finance Division (Addis Aba.ba) 
Institute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 
Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing 
Countries (Ljubljana) 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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RC-3 Co-operation amon5 State Trading Organizations 
in the African Region 

OBJEC'l1IVES: To examine ways and means of expanding intra-African 
trade through State Trad.ing Organizations ( STOs) 
by improving the excl:ange of information among ti;em 
on sales and purchase ple.ns, encouraging commitments 
to long-term purchase and supply contracts, extending 
to each other preferential treatment in trade 
transactions, and e liminE,.ting middlemen; 

to strengthen African inter-STO co-operation in 
import procurement; export promotion activities; 
the optimal use of training facilities; . a.voiding 
unnecessary overlap and duplication; and the sharint 
of trade facilities and information channels; 

to promote economic as well as technical co-operation 
among African STOs as well 2.s with their counterparts 
in other regions of the developing world. 

II'i:PLEViEN'l·F:D International Trade and Finence Division, Economic 
BY: Commission for Africa (Addis Ababa) 

WI'l'f-I 'l.HE ECDC Di vision, UNC'l'AD ( Geneva) and OAU (Addis Ababa) 
COLLABORATION Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (New Delhi) 
OF: 

PROGRAJiME Central Coordination Office, Rome 
LIAISON: 



6. 

CSJECTIVES: 
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Eas :ern .ldrican Co-operc.tion in Energy Develop-
ment: 

In,:estiga~ion cf t}1e prospects of co-operation bet,~een 
R,,,2nd~, BurunCi, uc,2.nda c.;:d- T2nzan.l'a in rhe develo"J-· 

0 • • 

rnent of l1ydro-potenti2l, ~n the framewoTk a£ :he 
Organization for the De,·elop1nent_·of the J:&gera Basin. 

In the above context, cons1cter2tion of oolitic2l 
context and continuity in the nations of the region, 
and assessment of the adequacy of the existing 
institutional frame,~orl:\ t11e i~frastructure 1 End the 
mechanism for the implementation and coordination of 
the project, · 

Definition of the possible role of the industrialized 
countries and of donor agencies in encouraging and 
aiding East African co-operation in energy development. 

DiPLEl,lENTED BY: Institute of Developinent Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 

li1 TH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

PROGRA!,L'!E 
LI.:..I SON: 

E.C.A., Natural Resources Divisi.on (Addis Ababa) 
Norman Paterson School of International 
Affairs ( Ottawa) 

Central Ccordination Uffice, Rome 
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HlPLEMENTED BY 

11·1 TH THE 
COLLABOJ~\ T 1 Oh 
JF: 

PROGRAM,,:E 
LJAJSOI\: 

7 . 

'le J'E\'lt''t .. CUTlt:'n1 (-fiO:"l~ Bt (-Conur:J~ cc.--c;•e::2~j(,;', 

a.nionf countrie.:- in hest(-rn J-.si2 anG c.nL-J:·: f 

the acfljc-,·,-mLnt.s ar;C 1Lr c1b~1cc.Je::. 

ideritif) t!Jt- potentiuJ cc•st~ vr;Q bc:ricfit~ o:i 
different 01 n,ore pvol,·e~ fern"s oi economlc 
co-operatior, Jn th1 regior: 

to exan1inf tl1c tr~dt· ·s1J·uct1irr ~nd tl1t ~Etablist1@c~1 
of comp)errientaritjt~ b(t~ce1~ ,·~1·iou~ cciuntr5e5, 
tai:inr into account ti,c rroi,Jen. of imbalance 
between imports ari~ ~xrort~ cif norj-c1 iJ cxporti11r 
countries; 

to investigate the adeq~att institutional forms 
to encourage the process of co-operation inter 
alia:through a customs union aiminf at tradt 
11beralization; and the harmonization of development 
plans "·ith joint investments and sectorial planninf 
taking into account the comparative advantag~ 
enjoyed by tr,e diffc0 ren1 countries. Thec pro,·isioi: 
of an adequate systen, of preferenti,d treatment 
for imports fron, countrie5 1,;ithin thf rq::ion shal1 
also he taken into account; 
to suggest policy options for acceleratillf develor•
n,ent in hestern Asia through regional co-operatior, 
among the countries of the region as ,;eJJ as throuri1 
interregional co-operatio1,, inter aliE ~itl1 such 
entities as ASIA!\, the EEC, the CMJ::J,, the Arab 
League, etc. 

Pakistan Institute of Deveclopment Economic~ (Jslarnabadt 

Institute for lnternationvl Politics and Econor,,ic' 
(Belgn,dc-) 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 
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RC - 6 

OBJECTIVES: 
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RESEARCH 0~ ASIA-PACIFIC 

Develo ment of the Unorganized Aar1cultural 
an Rural Sector 1n Southern Asia 

To study how the agricultural and rural sector -
which is the largest development sector in Southern 
Asia - could be modernized through appropriate 
management and investment. (At the present time there 
is a low productivity of the instruments of production 
du~ to the primitive level of development of agricultu
ral implements, of th~ means of transpottation, and 
of agricultural practices.) 

Analysis of the various methods practiced in India and 
in other countries of the region in regard to the 
unorganized agricultural and rural sectors, and of the 
role of national and regional organizatiomand manage
ment! in the development of this sector: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Indian Institute of Management (Bangalore) 

\\'ITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

Asia and Pacific Development Centre (Kuala Lumpur) 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 
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RC - 7 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLIABORA TION 
OF: 

PROGRAMME 
I..Ifl!SON: 

Develoement Institutions and Regional Co-operation 
in Asia and Pacific 

to study: 

the appropriateness of the statements of institutional 
purposes, the articulation and validation of their 
mandates, and the feasibility and degree of their 
implementation; 

the design and logic of the structure of development 
institutes, and the extent to which such institutes 
facilitate an open examination of development processes 
and are responsive to the requirements of regional 
co,-operation; 

the nature and extent of linkages with other institut
ions, both within the country and the region as well 
as with other development sectors; 

the nature of reforms already attempted and the possible 
91rection of reforms in the future: 

Asian educational, scientific and technological pro
grammes, plans and capabilities on the national and 
regional levels as well as the educational, infamat
iona.l, scientific, and communication capabilities 
re~uired for human resource development, 

Asian and Pacific Development Centre (Kuala Lumpur) 

Indian Institute of Management (Bangalore) 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 
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PC-8 

Objr:c,.i VP: 
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Regi~nal __ C~e1·atior, __ in __ ASEf,i•/ Countrir•s. for Rural_ M,mpov1er: 
Devel o_f'.111e!1~ 

To study 

· The needs for rural 1nanpo•,1er rlc:2lopm"nt in ASEN: countries (M,:LyciJ, 
Than and, Phill i11·ines, lndon-.0 si ,, , Sinu,,:/1•·2). 1-1ith sp2ciill att,,ntic,1 
t1i•1en to the issue of imil,s(r-i,:1 cil'central;zation 

A'f'l as::;es:;1:1::~nt of the qu:1lit_y o"'." infon:~::t·i~;:7 2v~il2b12 en n.n·c1 r:~,:,i;;~_J:·:er 
neN\s· ,1ntl ,ir, assess111cr:t or U,2 c:,1i\~-Jrchi 1 i ty of tli0t inforn;;;t iun 

The determination of r,0 g·io112l c::cl int,•1Tc:gional cc,operatfon ir, rur,,l 
manpm-,er plar1;-1inD and !k.:ve·1cp:·::0r,t 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: 

PROGRAMME LI:\! SON: 

Asiu and l'·acific Development Center 
(Ku;i.la L11mpur) 

Norman Paterson School (Ottawa) 

J\sinn l:oor,hnation Office, Colombo 
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11. 

Business-Government_Relationship•, __ in_ the Development of .~SEAN 
_R5':9_i_9_n_;il _§ro_ur, _E congryii, . Coo,,~ r2 t ion 

To stud.'.' ·~:lH-~ links br.1 tl,.'f-}en rL~ivate and 90\'e·r,n:rn:~nt cooperat·ion in 
buildL::-J ec(mornic linl::; a1n011q thn. South East Asian nut.'ions h'ho ai--c: 
1re111ber·'.:, of /l.SEAN. -fhe PtYln Clcn-a•'.=nts in thi5 study \·;ill ·incl~ . .i.:Je: 

( i i ) 

( ... ) 11": 

c:.~·.scssrnent of t!,~ µroqr~~ss in business cooperc:t·ion tht·ou-;;h 
the industrJ club:> spm~~.or:~d by th0 ,t,SEAN Ch0:r1bl~r of Co:rri·.f:)~c;:; 
,ind lnc!us try 

(·}/.dnrlncrl"iuit of U1e 1·t:spc,n:;E: uf ~O\'t?iT.r-11:-:nts i..r_i in•:~u:;try club 
p!'C;p(J:.al-s for sp2ci0.l Jzc:t"ion dr"rangc::·~e11ts :, po1icy hc"ir·;nc;ni2ot7on, 
c, I·:. 

0x1-;11rini:\~i•:;n o~- i..hr.) f\CCl 1·:::sp:)11'.;c, t•J grJv.:~1·n:11ent actions. and 
pr"Gpu'.>ct.ls fui· ucunJ:ni...: ::::c1:~1 p2r·ution i!·1ciud·ir1g: 

(,,) thP. f-i.;( ,'.hr22 yr;Jr- 0 • of ASEAii's inte1'nal tadff 
re due::. ·i Dn.s 

(0) /\SEAN in<lt1stria1 f)roject prcpo;als 

(r:) h~.1nnun·!-;-,:i_tion 0-r inceiit·ives inr:luding f-on:~1~111 
i nve::i l:il:'111.: ·i t1c~~nt·i \'9S 

IMPLE~lENTED BY: Norman Paterson School of International Affairs 
(Ottawa), with the International Steering Committee of 
the· Pacific Trade and Development Conference 

\'/ITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

P ROGRAi\L\1E 
LIAISON: 

Institute of World Economy & Politics (Beijing) 

Institute of Developing Economics (Tokyo) 

Research Centre for Co-operation witn µevelopil'I,? 
Countries (Ljubljana) · 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 



1 2, 

RC-1O 

OBJECTIVES : 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

PROGRAJ,ffl!E LIAISON: 

UNITAR R/IH 37 

r,cor.omic Diversification, Development Strategies, 
and Interr,atioral Co-operation in Asia 

To study appropriate patterns of development strategies 
and regional and interregional co-operation for the 
coming two decades following the projections of the 
diversification of economic development. in Asian 
countries. 

The study is to be based on macro-economic forecasts 
for the 1980s with an analysis of the growth potential 
of Asian countries and the domestic and international 
sectors that influence their development. It will 
cover East, South-East, and South Asian countries, 
Some non-Asian countries ,nll be included when needed 
for comparative purposes. 

(The forecasts of three East Asian courtries (Hong 
Kong, Korea and Taiwan) and five ASEAN countries 
were implemented :i.n March 1982 after a three year 
effort; the patterns of growth mechanisms in these 
countries, that would indicate the recommendable 
rep:ional and interregional co-operation, were also 
under ana.lysis on the basis of the above products. 
The study has been extended to South Asian courtries 
as of April 1982.) 

Institute of Developing Economies (Tokyo) 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 
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RC--11 

OBJF,CTIVES: 

HIPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: 

Regional Co-operation among Mar·keting Co-operatives 

To review government policies and legislations as 
applicable to marketing cooperatives in India, Bangladesh, 
Malaysia and Sri Lanka. with special reference to 
international business; 

to define the role of marketing cooperatives in the above 
countries in foreign trade operations and in increasing 
exports through regional co-operation; 

to formulate a trade co-operation strategy for the 198Os 
and identify possible areas for regional co-operation; 

to suggest measures that may be ta.ken for promo·ting trade 
among marketing cooperatives and examine how marketing 
cooperatives can contribute to the general development 
of the human resources of the region, 

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (New Delhi) 

Marl"a Institute (Colombo) 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 
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RC-12 

OBJECTIVES 

RESEARCH ON LATIN AMERICA 

Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations Through 
Regional Co-operation 

- Tb study: The greatest possible reduction of trade 
diversion costs, identifying the products lines in 
which the underdeveloped countries have obtained good 
efficiency levels and those which have high production 
margins; 

- The positi~e integration of the public sector; 

- The creation of Latin American multinational trade 
cor.porations, analysing the experience obtained from 
the different producers associations; 

- The design of systems of financing, ranging from 
trade deficit balance patterns to possible regional and 
inter-regional financing institutions; 

- The drafting of medium and long term trade agveements 
(which could be bilateral for tariff reductions), general 
preferential systems, and even long-term complementation 
agreements reinforced by promotional trade covering 
non-tariff items. 

IMPLEMENTED BY Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del Tercer 
Mundo (Mexico) 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF : 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON : 

Latin American research institute(s) designated by 
Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del Tercer 
Mundo 

Latin American Coordination Office, Mexic6 



14. 

RC-13 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Impact of Energy Co-operation 1n Latin America 

To analyze the impact of co-operative energy 
programmes in Latin America, using selected 
case studies and aiming to identify areas of 
joint interest. 

These case studies would be regional or sub-regional 
in scope, and would concentrate on: 

Information on the structure of energy production 
and utilization; 

Assessment of the existing programmes of 
energy co-operation and their objectives and 
mechanisms. 

Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del 
Tercer Mundo(Mexico), jointly with Coordena~ao 
dos Prograrnas de Pos-Sradu~ao em Engentraria da 
Universidad Federal (P-.10 de Janeiro) 

Latin American Coordination Office Mexico 
' 
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RC-14 Regional Food Policy in Central America: Opportunities 
and Obstacles to Co-operation 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED JlY: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

To identify the current structure and strategy of each of 
the Central American countries in the food area; 

to assist in identifying obstacles to co-operation, options 
for alleviating or eliminating the obstacles, and means 
to reinforce those aspects in which co-operation is mutw.lly 
beneficial; 

to facilitate the establishment of links between the repre
sentatives of the public and private sectors responsible 
for the formulation and implementation of food policy in each~ 
of the countries; 

to promote the enlargement of such links between the 
representatives of the food sector in the different countries; 

to facilitate the follow-up of these co-operation efforts 
by the organizations promoting them, 

Insti tuto Centro Americana de Administra.cion de Empresr,s 
(Managua) 

Letin American Coordination Office, Mexico 



RC-15 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

Political Variables of Regional Integration in Latin America 

To study the relationship between national political systems 
and current processes of Latin American integration. Case 
studies will focus on representative countries of the region. 

(Detailed objectives to follow) 

Centro Latinoamericano de Integracion y Cooperacion 
(Santiago del Chile) 

Latin American Coordination Office, Mexico 



RC-16 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

Non-Governmental Actors in Regional Co-operation and 
Integration in Latin America 

To study co-operation and integration processes in Latin 
America in specific areas, including: 

- the Academic and Cultural milieu 

Science and Technology 

the Production Sectors 

the Service Sectors 

(Detailed·objectives· to follow) 

Centro Latinoamericano de Integracion y Cooperacion 
(Santiago de Chile) 

Latin American Coordination Office, Mexico 
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, RC-17 

OBJECTIVES : 

llNITAR R/IR 37 

RESEARCH ON SOCIAL, CULTURAL 

OR FUNCTIONAL REGIONS 

(1) '!'BE ARAB REGION OF AFRICA AND WESTERN ASIA 

Co-operation among Arab Countries in Human Resource Development 

To study: 

Arab co-operation in human resource development, including 
strategies and institutional frameworks required to establish 
a comprehensive human resource development planm stressing 
efficiency and equity in distribution and emphasizing popular 
participation and its role in the decision-making process; 

the rationalization of labour, taking into account the prevailing 
conditions for the development of human resources (population 
distribution, health conditions, migration patterns and the 
migration from labour surplus countries to labour deficit countries 
and its economic impact; 

labour movements among Arab countries, above all the migration 
of North African Labour to non-Arab countries and the related 
problems of re-integration in their countries of origin and/or 
in other Arab countries, and Arab brain-dxain towards industrial 
countries in general; 

the impact of the above-mentioned factors on the reinforcement and 
development of Arab capacities, with partibular attention to science 
and. technology; 

ways to promote co-operative efforts in the Arab system of 
education, with particular attention to the generalization of 
education and the elimination of illiteracy, 

IMPl,EMENTED. BY: Arab PJ.anninp, Institute (Kuwait) 

WITH '!'BE 
COLLABORATION OF: Arab Labour Orp,anization, Arab League Educational Cultural 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

end Scientific Organiz,ation I UNESCO Regional Bureau for Education 
in the Arab Countries 

Arab Steerirw Committee, Tunis 



UHITAR R/IR 37 

RC-18 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPL E!l!ENTED BY: 

PROGRAJl,ME LIAISON: 

Arab Food. Security throUl';h Integrated Rura1 Development 

To review the food security problem in the Arab world 
and its implications with particular attention to the 
production and. availability of grain, vegetables, oil, 
meat, dry products and. sugar, The study will also 
take into consideration consumption-production centres 
(storare etc.) and potentials for agricultural co-operation 
in the Arab world; 

to study the economic, social and political implications 
of the food gap, in reference to particular living 
conditions in oppressed rural areas; 

to ana,lyze the possi.bilities of enhancing Arab financial 
co-operation in the agricultural sector; 

to motivate Arab food policies in national and regional 
plar,s through models of development that promote a 
strategy of 'development from below' in rural areas; 

to help create social conditions (centralization vs, 
decentralization in levels of social and political 
participation and alternatives .of rural transformation) 
until the year 2000 in order to g-uarantee continuous 
growth in food production, 

The Arab Fund for Economic and.Social Development (Kuwait) 

Arab Steering Committee, Tunis 
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RC-19 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Arab Regional Co-operation in Development Planning 
and Integration 

To evaluate current planning practices in Arab countries 
and provide a conceptual framework for the relationship 
between planning at the individual country level and 
planning at the pan-Arab regional level; 

to define in detail the appropriate values of the parameters 
and variables required to create specific programmes of 
action of integrated Arab social and income development, 
above all in the field of human resources and food security; 

to build a system of socioeconomic indicators of Arab 
development in the framework of the "Strategies for 
Joint Economic Action" adopted by the Arab Summit of 
Amman (1980). 

to model prospects of integrated Arab social and economic 
development, highl ightinr, the relevance or irrelevance 
of the current planning methods ,nth respect to the socio
cultural values of the region, underlining the principal 
kinds of alternative outcomes. 

Research Department, Arab Monetary Fund (U.A.E.) 

Arab Steering Committee, Tunis 



UNITAR R/IR 37 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

(2) THE MEDITERRANEAN REGION OF 
AFRICA, WESTERN ASIA AND 
EUROPE 

Strategies and Prospects of Mediterranean 
Co-operation 

To study: 

19. 

conflicts and convergences between the countries 
of the region; 

East-West relations as they affect Euro-Mediterra
nean relations; 

trade links and access of the less developed 
Mediterranean countries to the more developed 
among them, and to the EEC as a whole in reference 
to the implementation and utilization of the 
generalized system of preferences and of the GATT 
agreement on trade preferences among developing 
covntries; · 

' 
financial flows (aid, loans, investments) within 
the region; 

redeployment of industry in the region (industrial 
co-operation, tri-parti te venture_;;, etc.); 

co-o~eration in agriculture and food industry 
(joint venture~, transfer of technology and know-how, 
etc.) and marketing of food products in the EEC and 
in other developed countries; 

co-operation in the domains of transport, tourism, 
culture and information, and the regulation of the 
condition of migrant workers; 

co-operation in the protection of the natural environ
ment of the Mediterranean region; 

the role of international organizations in co-operation. 
among Mediterranean countries; 

the legal aspects of Mediterranean co-operation. 

Institute for International Politics and Economics 
(Belgrade), jointly with Istituto Affari Internazionali 
(Rome) 

Institute for Developing Countries (Zagreb) 
Economic Faculty (Ljubljana) 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 



20. UNITAR R/IR 37 

II. PROJECTS ON INTERREGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

IRC-1 

OBJECTIVES 

IMPLEMENTED BY 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF' : 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON : 

Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations 
through·Interregional Co-operation 

To examine the possibility of establishinq a 
generalized system of trade preferences on an inter~ 
regional basis; 

To design possible interregional financing systems for 
trade, balance of payments and for development; 

To examine the possibility of drafting medium and long 
term agreements for interregional trade between Latin 
America, OPEC, ASEAN, and African nations, as well as 
with the CMEA countries, taking into account : 

economic experiences up to the present time, 

current foreign trade policies and mechanisms at 
country and regional level to identify the possibilities 
of co-operation and complementation agreements; 

affinity of income structures, technological and consumer 
policies to detect supply changes under the new 
approach; 

public sector weight in the in_ternal production and 
commercialization of goods and the consequences 
derived from mixed economy characteristics in the design 
of co-operation among developed countries; 

application of the identification model for goods with 
lower trade diversion costs in mutual trade exchanges. 

Centro de £studios Economicos y Sociales del Tercer 
Mundo (Mexico) 

Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing 
Countries (Ljubljana) 
International Economic and Social Law Programme 
(Kingston) 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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IRC-2 South-South Technoloey Transfer: Case Studies in 
Interregional Co-operation 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: 

To examine whether and to what extent technology 
transfer from industrialized to developing countries 
enables the latter to further transfer technology to 
other developing countries in their own region and become 
economically and technologically more self-reliant, 

Research will be conducted through case studies on 
technology tranfer from French transnational corporations 
to Brasil, and subsequently to Africa, The case studies 
will seek to determine: 

whether Brasilian enterprises, recipients of 
technologies transferred by French companies, 
engage in further technology transfer to another 
country in Latin America; 

if such regional technology transfer does not occur 
at present, what conditions would have to be fulfilled 
to allow it to develop; 

whether strategies to favour South-South technology 
transfer which may be employed by nationalized 
enterprises in France can also be employed by those 
that remain in the private sector; 

whether the same or different strategies apply to 
recipient economies dominated by private sector 
interests {e,g,, in Brasil) as to those which are 
more state-controlled (as some countries of Africa); 

to what extent technology transfer currently underway 
in Latin America (Brasil) as well as in Africa 
(Senegal and the Ivory Coast) allows the recipient 
countries themselves to become less economically and 
technologically dependent on the countries of the 
North than traditional types of North-South technology 
transfers; 

the characteristics of the technologies which, if 
transferred by French (or other industrialized country) 
enterprises, would make the recipient countries more 
technologically and hence economically self-reliant, 

Institut d'Etude du Developpement Economique et Social, 
Universite de Paris, in the framework of the North-South 
Programme with EADI and JCCDA 

Centre Nord-Sud de l'Institut de l'Entreprise; Consejo 
'Latino-Americano de Ciencias Sociales (CLACSO); Council 
for the Development of Economic and Social Research in 
Africa (CODESRIA) 

Central Coordinati.on Office, Rome 
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IRC-3 

OBJECTIVES: 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Economic Co-operation between China and ASE.l\N 

To study: 

the way in which economic relations between China 
and ASEAN countries can be strengthened through 
regional international economic co-operation conceived 
as an effective means of economic development; in 
particular: 

the pros1Jects of ASEAN in view of the existing mecha
nisms of co-operation (preferential trade arrangements, 
industrial projects, and industrial comple1mentation 
schemes); 

the past experience and problems of economic co-opera
tion between China and ASEAN countries; 

the future of economic relations between China and ASEAN: 

--prospects of trade expansion between China and ASEAN 

-·-potentials of co-operation in science and technology, 
banking, shipping, aviation, communication and tourism 

--possibilities of co-operation on North-South issues. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Institute of World Economy and Politics (Beijing) 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 



UNITAR 

IHC-4 

R/IR 37 

OBJECTIVES 

IMl'LEMENTED BY 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF : 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON : 

ECA 
Countries (including Arab Countries 

To study, in light of the CMEA countries' own experience 
with regional and interregional economic cooperation 

The evolution of economic relations between CMEA and 
Africa with the identification of results, mechanisms 
and obstacles of economic cooperation in various sectors 
such as manufacturing, extractive industry, and agriculture; 

The potentials of expanded economic relations between 
CMEA countries and Africa including : 

- study of the majoc internal and external factors 
influencing economic relations in the next two 
decades between the two groups of countries; 

- technology transfer between CMEA and Africa aimed 
at enhancing regional autonomy and self-sufficiency; 

- co-operation in planning and policy coordination; 

improving trade policy instruments and the institu
tions of economic co-operation(the role of the 
state, tariffs, preferences, trade agreement~, 
intergovernmental organizations, NGO's, etc.); 

- possibilities of increasing inter-firm c00peration, 
including such advanced forms as joint ventures, 
tripartite schemes and other forms of multilateral 
intercompany co-operation; 

- expanding and improving financial relations between 
the two groups of countries; 

The role of CMEA countries in catalyzing and promoting 
co-operation and intergration processes in Africa, 
including the study of possibilities to establish 
institutionalized co-operation between CMEA and African 
regional integration schemes and to create CMEA joint 
ventures in Africa by including enterprises from more than 
one African country; 

Forecast of CMEA-African trade and economic relations 
until the year 2000, defining the required policy actions 
on both sides to a.ccelerate economic interaction betwee·n 
them. 

Institute of World Economics of the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences (Budapest) 

Institute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 
E.C.A., Int'l Trade and Finance Division (Addis Ababa) 

Certral Co-ordination Office, Rome 
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IRC-5 Go-operation between Euro;:Jean GMEA and Developing EGLA Countries 

OBJECTIVES To study, in light of the CMEA countries' own 
experience with regional and ~nterregional economic 
co-operation : 

the evolution of economic r~lations between CMEA and 
Latin America with the identification of major achievements, 
mech&nisms,policies and obstacles of economic co-operation 
in the various sectors such as manufacturing, extractive 
industry and agriculture; 

potentials of accelerated economic relations between 
CMEA courtries and Latin America including : 

- study of the major internal and external factors 
influencing economic relations in the next two 
decades between the two groups of countries; 

- technology transfer between CMEA and Africa aimed 
at enhancing regional autonomy and self-sufficiency; 

- co-operation in planning and policy co-ordination; 

- ways of improving trade policy instruments and 
the institutions of economic co-operation (the 
role of the state, tariffs, preferences, trade 
agreements, intergovernmental organizations, NGO's, 
etc.); 

- the possibilities of increasing inter-firm co-ope
ration, including such advanced forms as joint 
ventures, tripartite schemes and other forms 
of multilateral inter-company cooperation. 

- expanding and improving financial relations between 
the two groups of countries; 

- the special co-operation possibilities with the 
newly indbstrializing countries of Latin America; 

The role of CMEA countries in catalyzing and promoting 
co-operation and integration processes in Latin America 
including the possibilities of establishing institutiona

lized co-operation between CMEA and Latin American regional 
integration schemes, and creating CMEA joint ventures 
in Latin America by including enterprises from more than' 
one Latin American country; 

forecast of CMEA~Latin American trade and economic 
relations until the year 2000, defining the required 
policy actions on both sides to accelerate economic 
interaction between them. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Institute of World Economics (Budapest) 
,HTH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: CEESTEM (Mexico) 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON 

Central Co-ordinatiori Office, Rome 



UNITAR R/IR 37 2 5. 

IRC-6 Co-operation between iluropea.'1 Gr!EA and Developinrr ESCAP 
Countries 

OBJECTIVES : To study, in light of the CMEA countries' own 
experience with regional and interregional co-operation 

IMPLEMENTED BY 

WITH THE 

the evolution of economic relations between CMEA and 
Asia, identifying the results, mechanisms, policies 
and obstacles of economic co-operation in various 
sectors such as manufacturing, extractive industry and 
agriculture; 

the potentials of expanded economic relations between 
CMEA countries and Asia including : 

- study of the major internal and external factors 
influencing economic relations in the next two 
decades between the. two groups of countries;. 

- technology transfer between CMEA and Africa aimed 
at enhahcing regional autonomy and self-sufficiency; 

co-operation in planning and policy co-ordination; 

- improving trade policy instruments and the 
institutions of economic co-operation (the role 
of the state, tariffs, preferences, trade agree
ments, intergovernmental organizations, NGO's,etc.); 

- possibilities of increasing inter-firm co-operation, 
including such advanced forms as joint ventures, 
tripartite schemes and other forms of multilateral 
inter-company co-operation; 

- expanding and improving financial relations betwe~n 
the two groups of countries; 

- special co-opEration possibilities with the newly 
industrializing countries of Asia; 

the role of CMEA countries in catalyzing and promoting 
co-operation and integration processes in Asia, including 
the possibilities of establishing instituti:nalized 
co-operation between CMEA and Asian regional integration 
units and to create CMEA joint ventures in Asia by 
including enterprises from more than one Asian country; 

forecast of CMEA-Asian trade and economic relations 
until the year 2000, defining the required policy actions 
on both sides to accelotate economic interaction 
between them. 

Institute of World Economics (Budapest) 

COLLABORATION OF: Asian and Pacific Development Centre (Kuala Lumpur) 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON 

Certral Co-ordination Office, Rome 
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IRC-7 

· OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

UNITAR R/IR .37 

The Role of Developed Market Economies in 
Regional Co-o eration Amon Develo in 
Countries: 'rinciples an Strategies 

Given that South-South Co-operation impacts 
on the developed market economies of the 
North and that these economies in turn cteate 
conditions that influence the possibilities of 
South-South co-operation, the study will create 
a conceptual framework for envisaging an 
appropriate role for the ~conomies of the North 
in the process of regional co-operation among 
developing countries. 

The study will further investigate economically 
sound and politically acceptable strategies 
through which developed market economy countries 
could fulfill an appropriate role in South-South 
co-operation. 

Norman Paterson School of Int'l Affairs (Ottawa) 

Overseas Development Council (Washington) 

Institute of Developing Economies (Tokyo) 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: Developed Market Economy Coordination Office, 
Ottawa 



1JNITAR R/IR 37 

IRC-8 

Oi::JECTJVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

il'ITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
Of: 

.p ROG RA1,L'1E 
LIAISO.':: 

2 7. 

The Role of the United States in Regional Co-operation 
Among Developing Countries 

To provide an overview of the different forms and 
structures of regional cic~elopment activities where 
the U.S.A. is heavily involved; 

to assess the potential for increasing U.S. involve
ment in functional .tern1s (e.g. trade, finance, invest
ment, development assistance, technology, etc.); 

to outline options for U.S. policies toward regional 
co-operation efforts, and make policy recommendations 
for measures to assure an effective U.S. role in 
assisting regional co-operation among developing 
countries in different geographic units and functional 
sectors. 

Overseas Development Council (Washington) 

Norman Paterson School of International Affairs 
(Ottawa) 

Develo~ed ~larket Economy Coordination Office, 
Ottawa 



UNITAR R/IR 37 -
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JRC-9 Jhe ____ R_ole of _(:2_n._ada and Q!_he!:_ Developed Cou~tr_ies in Regional 
CoQ]_l2ra tion among Drve I opi nq_ Countries: Case Studies 

Objective: To determine, through regionally focussed case studies, the opportu,;itiE:s 
available to Canada and other dE'.'elopment-oriented industrialized 
coJntries·, to participate in an appropriate and positive manner in 
regional cooperation schemes in the Third 1•/orld. 

This study will be based on the conceptual framework developed in 
JRC- 7. 

Case studies wil 1 be made of the fo 11 m;i ng regions: CARI COM, ECO,Jf\S, 
East Africa, ASEAN. Jn each case, actual and potential Canadian 
involvement will be studies. Proposals for the most appropriate 
kinds of Canadian involvement (as will be defined in JRC-7) will be 
made and, where possible, these 1•:ill be extended to apply to the roies 
of other industrialized countries. 

An historical overviel'I of the experience in and prospects for RCDC 
in each region 1,ill form the basis on i·ihich to identify Canada's 
role. Canadian policies towards the regions will be examined in 
historical perspective. The scope and purposes of riew initiatives 
to•,.;a re! RCDC wi 11 be assessed and the poss i b 1 e i nter,2s ts of Canada 
(and similar countries) in part·icipating in and promoting such 
initiatives will be indicated. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Nonnan Paterson School of International Affairs (Ottawa} 

\;l'l'E THE 
COLIABORATION 
OF: 

?ROOFJJIJ1E 
LIAISON: 

Centro de Estudios Ecortomicos y Sociales del Tercer Mundo (Mexico)""' 
Institute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam} 
Asian a_nd PacU'ic Development Centre ( Kuala Lumpur) 

Developed Market Econo:ny Coordination Office, Ottaw. 



UNITAR R/IR 37 29. 

IRC-1O Regional Food Self-Sufficiency and the Role of the EEC 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 
(Proposed) 

PROGRA!fil>IE 
LIAISON: 

To analyze the food situation in several regions of the developing 
world, including the reasons and causes of existing food deficits 
and feasible ways and CTeans of increasing food availability and 
meeting local nutritional needs, by means of new and closer forms 
of co-operation among countries and economies within each region; 

to study the possible role of the EEC in providing technical and 
financial assistance consistently with its own Common Agricultural 
Policy, 

Within these overall objectives, regional studies will focus 
inter alia on: 

- the regional management and conservation of productive lands, 
including use of fertilizers, rotation, methods of cultivation, 
irrigation, and related environmental factors 

- the regional exploitation of water resources (internal waters 
and coastal seas), in fishing, stocking, hydro-cultures, desalina
tion, and related programmes of training and education 

- the breeding of animal stocks, including poultry and small 
domestic species 

- possibilities for the introduction of appropriate new plant 
materials and animal stocks corresponding to climatic, social 
and cultural conditions, with the corresponding training programmes 
and facilities 

- the problem of deforestation and desertification, in reference 
to regional programmes of reforestation and the conservation of 
top soils 

- the dual-economy structure of the rural sectors (subsistence vs. 
export-orientation) in view of creating a more integrated regional 
production pattern through planning, production and distribution 
infrastructure, consumer and farmer education, and appropriate 
investment and management techniques, 

Asian Pacific Development Centre (Kuala Lumpur) 
Centre d.e Recherches Economiques Appliquees (Dakar) 
Indian Institute of. Management (Bangalore) 
Foreign Affairs Inst. u. West Indies (Kingston) jointly with HPSIA 
(Ottawa) · 
Istituto Affari Internazionali (Rome) 
Institute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (Islamabad) 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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IRC-11 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

UNITAR ;~/ lR T/ 

Relations Between South Asia and ASEAN 

To study present trends relating to structural 
changes taking place in the two regions: the 
ASEAN group of countries and those of South 
Asia. The aim is to project a few feasible 
alternative·scenarios of co-operative linkages 
and exchanges, examining the economical, political 
and socio-cultural dimensions of co-operation. 

In the economic area research will consider the 
implications of widely divergent levels of income 
in the two regions on their production structures, 
and investigate the complementarities that arise 
in consequence. Specific questions to investigate 
include: 

the possible shift of comparative advantages 
from ASEAN to South Asia in regard to labour 
intensive, low wage, export oriented industries; 

the lessons of ASEAN's experience for the 
countries of South Asia; 

ways of managing shifts of comparative advantages 
to benefit both regions; 

possible exchanges of manpower and transfers of 
technology between the regions; 

the role of India with its wide ranging manu
facturing capability in the pattern of trade 
emerging between South Asia and ASEAN; 

transferable lessons of the experience of the two 
regions with external linkages, particularly in 
relation to foreign investment and the activities 
of transnational corporations; 

the potential for interregional co-operation 
in working out strategies of co-operation with 
the industrialized countries. 

In addition, questions will be studied relating 
to the configuration of power in the regton, 
and the impact of modernization on traditional 
value systems. 

Marga Institute (Colombo) 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 



UNITAR R/IR :.Ji 

IRC-12 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: 

Strategies for Trade Expansion between India and 
the South Pacific 

31. 

To determine ways to expand trade between India and 
the Pacific re~ion countries of Fiji, Panua, New Guinea, 
Western Samoa, Tonga and the Solomon Islands; 

to identify specific products of interest and explore 
ways to increase economic co-operation between the 
region and India through an assessment of: 

the impact of the South Pacific Forum on 
Indian-South Pacific Trade. 

the compl ementari ties and areas for profitable trade 
between India and the countries of the South Pacific, 
including the potential size of the specific 
export markets, sources of imports, and end-user 
requirements; 

- the measure of competition from other suppliers to 
the South Pacific; 

government rules and regulations, tariff and non-tariff 
flows; 

areas where exports can be promoted by providing further 
credits; 

new actions to be taken by Governments to promote 
India-South Pacific interregional trade. 

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (New Delhi) 

Asia Pacific Development Centre (Kuala Lumpur) 

Asian Coordination Office, Colombo 
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I I I. 

PROJECTS ON GENERAL AND FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF REGIONAL 

CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND INTERREGIONAL 

GF-1 

OBJECTIVES: 

Conceptual Framework for Developing Countries' 
Co-operation and Integration Processes 

To deyelop a general theoretical framework for 
the assessment of regional and interregional 
co-operation, in particular: 

The relationship between functional and regional 
types of integration; 

Regional integration and the enhancement of the 
collective self-reliance of developing countries; 

The ·effects of integration on developing countries 
and the methodologies of measuring such effects; 

The relationship between regional co-operation 
among developing countries and interregional co
operation,and classical North-South approaches. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del 
Tercer Mundo (Mexico) jointly with Research 
Centre for Co-operation with Developing Countries 
(Lj ubJ.j ana) 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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GF-2 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

33. 

Legal and Institutional Aspects of Regional 
Co-operation among Developing Countries 

To explore fegal and institutional reinforce
ments for enhancing the effectiveness of 
RCDC, in particular: 

basic foreign investment laws to facilitate 
regional economic co-operation; 

the scope for regional public and private 
corporations as actors capable of promoting 
the interests of the member developing countries; 

the possibilities and impediments confronting 
existing or new regional mechanisms and 
procedures for the settlement of disputes 
related to economic co-operation. 

(Further objectives will be investigated as 
identified by research under the aegis of 
the Programme.) 

International Economic & Social Law Programme, 
Queen's University (Kingston) 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: Central Coordination Office, Rome 



34, 

GF-3 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

Ul'<'"ITAR R/IR 37 

Administrative As ects of the Creation and 
Functioning of Regional Common Mar·ets 

To study: 

The administrative implications of the creation 
of regional common markets: on the level of common 
institutions (secretariats) as well as on that 
of the national administrations of the member 
States; 

The administrative implications of the functioning 
of such regional common markets, on both levels; 

To prepare: 

A synthesis of the theoretical and practical 
experiences in order to produce a guide of concrete 
use to the interested countries. 

In view of the above objectives, an analysis 
shall be undertaken that is interdisciplinary and 
comparative (in order to better ivaluate the diversi

-ty of situations and implementations) to explore, 
the major questions which arise at the various 
stages of the setting up of regional common 
markets. 

International Institute of Administrative 
Sciences (Brussels) 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: Central Coordination Office, Rome 



UNITAR R/IR 37 

GF-4 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMP LE~!ENTED BY: 

lil TH THE 
COLLABORATION 
0 r-: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISO:-l: 

Multilateral Context for Trade Arrangements 

To research the adcuu:icv of GATT i·ules and 
procedures governini rc~ional t1·ade groups; 

To ev;i1uate hm, such rules and procedures have 
operated in practice; 

35e 

To make suggestions for their improvement taK1ng 
into account changes in the world trade enviro11ment; 

To examine the appropriateness of regional 
consultative mechanisms on international trade 
including background, purposes and goals. 

Norman Paterson School of International Affairs 
(Otta1,a) 

International Economic~ Social Law Programme 
(Kingston) 
Office of Int'l Co-operation, OAS (Washington) 

Central Coordi11atio11 Office, Rome 



GF-5 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Developing Countries' Toint Investments and 
Financing 

To study: 

triangular project financing 

the role of commercial banks and development banks 
of developing countries in carrying out various forms 
of project financing 

the pbssible role of multinational consulting and 
engineering firms of developing countries in project 
financing and implementation 

the infK,nation systems serving the joint ,entures 
of developing countries 

the facilities for project identification 

the modalities of financial and mo:·,.etary co-opera
tion among developing countries, 

Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing 
Countries (Ljubljana) 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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GF-6 

OBJECTIVES: 

Develooinq Countries' Collective Self-Reliance 
in Acriculture 

To study: 

The ways to transform the agricultural sector of 
developing countries from a dual subsistence/export 
structure to a unified regional structure of local 
production,:) satisfy local nutritional needs, using 
a case study of the C/,RICOM to test and illustrate 
the conclusions. 

37 • 

The study will be can-ied out in regard to the follbwing 
aspects: 

- the regional aspect of co-operation and 
integration schemes in Afrtca, Latin America 
and Asia; 

- the aspect of an interregional diffusion of 
knowledge betwGen regional organizations 
concerned with policies of agricultural 
self-sufficiency. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Norman Paterson School of Int' 1 Affairs (Ottawa) 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: Centro de Estudios Economicos y Sociales del 

Tercer Murtdo (Mexico), 
Indian Institute of Management (Bangalore),. 
Institute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: Central Coordination Office, Rome 



GF-7 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

WITH THE 
COLLABORATION OF: 

UNlTAR R/!R 37 

Alternatives to the Multinational Corporation 
for African Mineral Development: a Feasibility 
Study 

To assess the viability and desirability of 
alternate structures for a Sub-Saharan African 
Minerals Enterprise -- or sub-regional variants 
designed as replacements for DME-based minerals 
multinational corporations, and as a means of 
resuscitating mineral exploration and develop
ment in the region. The type of enterprise 
to be examined would be: 

(i) supranational 
(ii) mainly publicly-owned by a number of 

governments 

(iii) market-oriented, and 

(iv) in time, verticalli-integrated from 
exploration throug to refining 

To prepare a proposal for the establishment 
of such an enterprise which would be technically, 
commercially and politically viable, and which 
would develop the technical, financial, and 
managerial expertise experience and structures 
to compete effectively in world markets with 
the DME-based m:imerals multinationals. 

Norman Paterson School of Int'l Affairs (Ottawa) 

Insti~ute of Development Studies (Dar-es-Salaam) 
Institute for International Politics & Economics 
(Belgrade) 
Int'l Economic & Social Law Programme (Kingston) 

PROGRAMME LIAISON: Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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0:',J ECT l VES: 

D1PLH1E~TE!J BY: 

] 
1 i{ 0 :; F..\i,t,11:: 

l.I:\JSO:\: 

Co-operation Anong !lC:\'Ll l;ping Countries in 
Commun1cat1on anu ln1clr1:1at1or, 

To study: 

the role i11formation c11n play 1n fostering 
co•operation among developing countries, as hell 
as betl,een developed and de\'eloping countries. 

the 1nsti1utic11al infr~structures required for 
information to foster co-operation 

the training of professionals in tl1e field of 
communication 

the nature and appropriateness of the contents 
of information 

the relevance of the lnternational Programme for 
the Development of Con1munication for 'developing 
countries und tl1c neh hDrlJ information and 
com:nunication order 

the efficiency/inefficiency of existing 
information systems, factors leading to gaps 
and distortions, and the linkages and opportu
nities to restructure information systems 
for development co-operation. 

Research Ce11trc for Co-oµcration hith Developing 
Countries (Ljuh/_i;rna) _ioJntl)' 1,ith JnJian Institute 
of :-tanagemcnt (Bang;ilor•:) 



GF-9 

OBJECTIVES: 

IMPLEMENTED BY: 

\'/ITH THE 
COLLABORATION 
OF: 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON:. 

UNI~AR R/IR 37 

Human Rights Issues in Regional and Interregional 
Co-operation 

To study: 

existing and potential regional and sub-regional 
arrangements for co-operation in the field of 
human rights, in view of their more effective 
integration into general regional development· 
initiatives 

the regional dimensions of the 'right to dev~lop
ment'. 

the role of human rights in the new internation~l 
economic order in reference to regional and 
interregional co-operation 

problems of criminality and social defense as 
obstacles to safeguarding human righ~s and the 
right to development. 

United Nations Centre for Human Rights (Geneva) 

United Nations Social Defense Research Institute 
(Rome) 

Central Coordination Office, Rome 
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GF-10 

OBJECTIVES: 

41, 

Development of Human Resources for the Establishment of, 
Multinational Centers of Excellence in the.Fields of Education 
and Science 

To analyze the institutional n.eeds and mechanisms to promote 
the more efficient development of human resources among 
developing countries on a regional and sub-regional level by 
pooling resources for the creation of Multinational Centers of 
Excellence in the fields of Eliucation and Scientific Research, 

To undertake an empirical examination, on a case-study basis, 
of the specific objectives and activities of the Centers and 
the methodology of achieving regional co-operation and coordination 
in human resources development, 

Analysis of the cost savings and efficacy of the different 
types of instruments employed in the developmerrt of human 
resources on a multinational regional and sub-region.al basis, 
including professorships, fellowships, technical assistance and 
financial support, 

To review the financing and decision-making mechanisms of the 
Multinational Centers of Excellence in the field of education, 
with special emphasis, on curriculum development, adult education 
and education administration, and in the field of science, with 
special emphasis on the question of the development of human· 
resources for the basic and applied sciences and in scientific 
planning. 

IMPLEMENI'ED BY: The Organization of American States, Office of International, 
Co-operation (Washington) 

PROGRAMME Central Coordination Office, Rome 
LIAISON: 



42, 

GF-11 

OBJECTIVES: 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Quantitative Assessment of the Impact of RCDC on World Production 
and Trade 

To develop a quantitative computerized world model to assess the 
effects of economic co-operation and integration among developing 
countries through customs unions and other policy instruments. 
Work will begin on a comparatively simple model which will be 
progressively specified to take into account particular groups of 
countries and commodities; 

to study, by means of the model, the impact of regional co-operation 
among developing countries on the level of world trade in specific 
categories of commodities; 

to stwl¥ the effects on specific groups of developing and developed 
countries; 

to formulate a quantitative framework for analyzing alternative 
structural modifications in production and trade patterns between' 
developed and developing countries, taking into account current 
policy orientations in the latter (such as export orientation, 
import substitution, etc;). 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Centre for Development Planning, Erasmus University (Rotterdam) 

PROGRAMME 
LIAISON: Central Cobrdination Office, Rome 
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HC- 1 

RC-~ 
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RC-7 

RC-P, 
RC-9 

RC-10 

RC-11 

RC- 12 

RC- 13 
JlC- 14 

RC-15 
RC-16 

Im-17 
RC-18 
RC-19 
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J ND F X 0 }17 

FRO,TECTS ON REGIONAL CO-OPEJlATJON AMONG mNELOPING COUNTHIB.S 

llesearch or Africa 

Rerdonal Humcm Resource Deve1 opment ir; Africa 
Problems and Obstacles of African Economic Jnter,ration 
Co-operation arnonp- 2,ta.te Trading Organizations in the African Region 
Ea.stern African Co-operation in Energy Development: the Case of 

K2gera 

Research on 1,-/esterr Asia 

·Economic Co-operation in Western Asia 

Research on Asia-Pacific 

Developmert of the Unorfanized Af'Y'icul tural and Rural Sector in 
Southern Asia 
Development Institutions and Refional Co-operation in Asia and 
Pacific 
Rep-ional Co-operation in ASEAN Countries for Rural Manpower Development 
Business-Government Relatior,ships in the Development of ASEAN Regional 
Group Economic Co-operation 
Fconomic Diversification, Development Strategies, and International 
Co-operation in Asia 

Regional Co-operation among Marketing Co-operatives in Asia 

Research on Latin America 

F.xpansion of Latin American F.conomic Relations through Regional 
Co-operation 
The Impact of Fnergy Co-operation in Latin America 
Rep-ional Food Policy in Central America: Opporturiities and Obsta,cles 
to Co-operation 

Political Variables in Latin American Regional Integration 
Non-Governmental Actors in Latin American Regional Integration and 
Co-operation 

Research on Social 1 Cultural 
and Functional Regions 

(1) The Arab Region of Africa and Western Asia 

Co-operation among Arab Countries in Human Resource Development 
Arab Food Security through Integrated Rural Development 
Arab Regional Co-operation in Development Planning and Integration 
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RC-20 

II. 

IRC-1 

IRC-2 
IRC-3 
IRC-4 
IRC-5 
IRC-6 
IRC-7 

IRC-8 
IRC-9 

IRC-10 
IRC-11 
IRC-12 

III. 

GF-1 

GF-2 

GF-3 

GF-4 
GF-5 
GF-6 
GF-7 

GF-8 

GF-9 
GF-10 

GF-ll 

(2) The Mediterranean Region of Africa, 
Western Asia and Europe 

Strategies and Prospects of Mediterranean Co-operation 

PROJECTS ON INTERREGIONAL C~OPERATION 

Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations through 
Interregional Co-operation 

South-South Technology Transfer: Case Studies in IRC 
Economic Co-operation between China and ASEAN 
Co-operation between European CMEA and Developing ECA Countries 
Co-operation between European CMEA and Developing ECLA Countries 
Co-operation between European CMEA and Developing ESCAP Countries 
The Role of Developed Market Economies in RCDC: Principles and 
Strategiee 
The Role of the United States in RCDC 
The Role of Canada and Other Developed Countries in RCDC: Case 
Studies 
Regional Food SeJ.f-Sufficiency and the Role of the EEC 
Relations between South Asia and ASEAN 
Strategies for Trade Expansion between India and the South 
PROJECTS ON GENERAL AND FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF RCDC AND IRC 

Conceptual Framework for Developing Countries' Co-operation 
and Integration Processes 
Legal and Institutional Aspects of Regional Co-operation among 
Developing Countries 
Administrative Aspects of the Creation and Functioning of 
Regional Common Markets 
Multilateral Context for Trade Arrangements 
Developing Countries' Joint Investments and Financing 
Developing Countries' Collective Self-Reliance in Agriculture· 
Alternatives to the Multinational Corporation for African 
Mineral Development: a Feasibility Study 
Co-operation among Developing Countries in Communication and 
Infonnation 
Human Rights Issues in Regional and Interregional Co-operation 
Development of Human Resources for the Establishment of Multinational 
Centers of Excellence in the Fields of Education and Science 
Quantitative Assessment of the Impact of RCDC on Horld Production 
and Trade 



D I V I S I O N O F W O R K 

ARAJl FUND FOR ECON. Project Implemented 
& SOC. DEV, (Kuwait) Rc-,8 Arab Food Security through Integrated Rural Development 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ARAJl MONETARY 
FUND (U ,A.E.) 

Project Implemented 

RC-19 Arab Regional Co-operation in Development Planning 
and Integration 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

J,RJJl PLAHlT.ING 
IHSTITUTE 
(Kuuait) 

Pro icct Impl emei,ted 

Co-operation among Arab Countries in Human 
Resource Development 

X:XXXXXJCXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXJCXJCXXXJCXXXXXXY.XXXJCXXXXXXJCXXXXJCXXJCJCXXJCXJCJCXJXYJJ;:t;XY.X 

ASIA AND PACIFIC 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
(Kuala Lumpur) 

Pro,ieds Implemented 

RC-7 Development Institutions and Regional Co-op'eration 
in the Asia Pacific Region 

RC-8 Regional Co-operation in ASEAN Countries for Rural 
Manpower Development 

Projects Collaborated In 

RC-6 Development of the Unorganized Agri-cul tural and 
Rural Sector of Southern Asia 

IRC-6 Co-opera.tion between European CMEA and Developing 
ESCAP Countries . 

IRC-9 The Role of Canada and Other Developed Countries 
in Regional Co-operation among Developing Countries: 
Case Studies 

XXXXXXXJCXJCJCXJCXXXXXXXJCXXJCXXXXXX:XJCXJCXXXJCXXXXXXXXX:XXXJCXXXXXJCJCXXJCXXJCXXJCXJCXXJCXJCXY.XXXXY~YJOO'J( 

CE!JTRE DE RECHERCHES 
ECONOMIQUES APPLIQUEES 
(Dakar) 

Project Implemented 

RC-2 Problems and Obstacles of African Economic 
Integration 

Proiects Collaborated In 

RC-1 Regional Human Resources Development in Africa 

IRC-2 Caribbean-West African Interregional Co-operation 

XJCXXXJCXXXXJCXXXJCXJCXJCXXJCXXXXXJCXJCXXJCXJCXXXXXJCXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXXXXXJCXXJCXXXY.XJCXJCXXYX/J.7~:(J{ 

CE!ITRE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
PLANNING 
(Rotterdam) 

Pro'ect Imnlemented 

GF-11 Quantitative Assessment of the Impact of RCDC 
on World Production and Trade 
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CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS 
ECONOMICOS Y SOCIALES 
DEL TERCER Mm!DO 
(Mexico) 

47. 

Projects Implemented 

RC-12 Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations 
through Regional Co-operation 

RC-13 

IRC-1 

GF-1 

Impact of Energy Co-operation in Latin America 
( jointly with Coordena"ao dos Prograrnas de 
Pos-Gradugao em Engentraria da Universidad 
Federal, Rio de Janeiro) . · 

Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations 
through Interregional Co-operation 

Conceptual Frame,mrk for Developing Countries 1 

Co-operation and Integration Processes (joint 
project with Research Centre for Co-operation 
with Developing Countries, Ljubljana) . 

Projects Collaborated In 

IRC-5 

GF-6 

IRC-9 

Co-operation between European CJ,!EA and Developing 
ECLA Countries 

Developing Countries' Collective Self-Reliance 
in Agriculture 

The Role of Canada ana Other Developed Countries 
in Regional and Interregional Co-operation: 
Case Studies 

xxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xx:xxxxxxx~~YJ:J:J:XXYSXXXXYJ.XIJ.X 
CENTRO L. AKERICANO 
DE INTEGRACION Y 
COOPERACION(Santiago) 

Projects Implemented 

RC-15 Political Variables of Regional Integration 
in Latin America 

RC-16 Non-Governmental Actors· in Regional Co-operation 
and Integration in Latin America 

COORDENAgAO DOS PROGRAMAS 
DE POS-GRADIJgAO EM 
ENGENTRARIA DA UNIVERSIDAD 
FEDERAL (Rio de Janeiro) 

Pro,iect Implemented 

RC-13 Impact of Energy Co-operation in 
La'tin America ( joint project with CEESTEM) 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 



FCONO!/JIC COMMISSION 
FOH AF'RICA 

(Addis Ababa) 

UNITAR R/IR 37 

Proiect Imu1emented 

RC- > Co-oueration among State Trading Organizatior,s 
in the African Region (International Trarle & 
Finare-e Division)·-

Pro.iectr; Collaborated. In 

RC-J Reid ona1 Huma.r Resource D_evel.opment in Africa 
(Public Admidstration, Manpower axd lfanagement 
Division) 

_RC-? Problems ard 01,stac] es of African Economic 
Intecration (International Trade & Finance 
Division) 

RC-4 Eastern African Co-operation in Energy- Develop
ment: the Case of Kagera (Natural Resource 
Division) 

IRC-4 Co-operation behreer, European CMEA and 
Developinp: EC/\ Countries (International Trade 
and Finar1ce Division) 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXJl'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY.Y,. 

FO!iEIGN AFFAIRS 
INSTITUTE 
University of 
Western Ir.dies 
(Kingston) 

Project Collaborated In 

IRC-10 Reyional Food Self-Sufficiency and the Role 
of the EEC 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxnx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx1:t.. 
nrnIAH INS'rITIJ'!'E 
OF I•OREIGN TRAD1'~ 
(New Delhi) 

Pro iects Implemented 

IRC-12 

GF-12 

Strategies •.for Trade Expansion between India 
and the South 
Regional Co-operation among Marketing Cooperatives 

Proiect Collaborated In 

RC-3 Co-operation among State Trading Organizations 
ir. the African Region 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxYJJJJ:tYJ:txxxx 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF 
MANAGEMENT 
(Bar,galo!>e) 

Projects Implemented 

RC-6 Development of the Unorganized Agricultural 
and Rural Sector in Southern Asi~ 

GF-8 Co.;operation among Developing Countries 
in Communication and lnfomation (joint project 
with RCCDC, Ljubljana) 

Projects Col1aborated.lr, 

llC-7 Development Ihsti tut ions and Regional 
Co~operation in Asia a~d Pacific 

GF-6 Developing Countries' Collective Self-Reliance 
in Agriculture 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXXX:XX.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA'XX 
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INSTITl.l'l'E FOR 
HJ'T'ERNATIOHAL POLITICS 
ANTI BCONOI<ITCS 
( Bel f'Tade) 

INSTITUTE OF DEVELOPING 
ECONOMICS (Tokyo) 

Pro.ject Implemented 

RC-17 Strategies and Prospects of Mediterranean 
Co-operation (joint project with IAI; Rome) 

Proiects Collaborated In 

RC-5 Economic Co-operation in Western Asia 

Pro ,1 ect Impl ementea 

RC-1O Economic Diversification, Development 
Stra.te,des and International Co-operation 
in Asi&. 

Projects Collaborated In 

RC-9 

IRC-7 

Busihess-Government Relationships in the 
Development of ASEAN Regional Group 
Co-operr.tion 

The Role of_Developed Market Economies in 
R~gional Co-operation among Developing 
Countries: Principles and Strategies 

YJi:XXXXXXXXXXXY.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYJi:XXXXXXXXYJi: 

INS TITU'l'E OF 
DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 
(Da.r-es-Salaam) 

&o~ects Implemented 

RC-1 Regional Human Resource Development in Africa 

RC-4 East African Co-operation in Energy 
Development: the Case of KAGERA 

Pro.jects Collaborated In 

!RC-9 The Role of Canada and Other Developed 
Countries in Regional Co-operation among 
Developing Countries: Case Studies 

!RC-4 Co-operation between European CMEA and 
Developing ECA Countries 

CF-6 Developing Countries I Collective Self-Reliance 
in Agriculture 

GF-7 Alternatives to the Multinational Corporation 
for African Mineral Development: a Feasibility 
Stud,r 

RC-2 Problems and Obstacles of African EconoTl)iC 
Integ-ration 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY:t.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYJi:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY:t.XX 



INSTI'IUTE OF 
HORLD ECONOMICS 
(Budapest) 

UNITAR . R/IR 37 

Projects Implemented 

IRC-4 Co-operation between European CMEA r,nd Developir,g 
ECLA Countries 

IRC-5 Co-operation behreen European CMEA and Developing 
ECA Countries 

IRC-6 Co-operation between European CJl!EA and Developing 
ESCAP Countries 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY.XXXXXXY.XXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXXXXY.XXXXXXXY.XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

INSTITUTE OF 
WORLD ECONOMY AND 
POLITICS 
(Bei iinl") 

Proiect Imnlemented 

ITTC- 3 Economic Co-operation between China and ASEAN 

Proiect Collaborated In 

RC-9 Business-Government Relationships in the 
Development of ASEAN Regional Group Economic 
Co-operation 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

INSTITUTO CENTRO Project Imnlemented 
AJ.IERICANO DE AllHNISTRACION 
DE EMPRESAS RC-13 Regional Food Policy in Central America: 
(Manapv.a) Onportunities and Obstacles to Co-operation 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxx 

INT'L ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL LAW PROGRAJ\lME 
OF QUEEJi!' S UNIVERSITY 
(Kinp-sto11, OntRrio) 

Pro.ject Imnlemented 

GF-2 Legal and Institutional Aspects of 
RCDC 

Projects Coilabs_rated In 

GF-4 !fol tilateral Context for Trade Arrangeme,ots 

GF-7 Alternatives to the Multinetional 
for African Mineral Development: 
Study 

Corporation 
a Feasibility 

IRC-1 Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations 
through Inte1'rcgional Co-operation . 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
INST. D1ETUDE DU •DF,V. 
ECON. & SOCIAL 

Pro.iect Implemented 

1RC-? South-South Techonology Transfer: 
in Interregional Co-operation 

Case Studies 
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INT 'L INSTITlI'l'E OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
SCIBNCES 
(Brussels) 

Project Imnlemented 

GF-3 Administrative Aspects of the Creation and 
Functioning of Regional Common Markets 

51. 

x:xxx:xxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

ISTI'IUTO AFFARI 
INTERIJAZIONALI 
(Rome) 

Pro .j ect Imn1 ement ed 

RC- 20 Strategies and Prospects of Mediterranean 
Co-operation ( joint project with hI.P.E., 
Belgrade) 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX:XX:XXY.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXY-XXXX:XY.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
MARCA INSTITUTE 
(Colombo) 

Project Imnlemented 

IRC-11 Rel,etions between Southern Asia and ASEAN 

zxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxY.x 

NOIWL0J'/ PATERSON SCHOOL 
OF INTERl'IATIONAL AFFAIRS 
(Otta,m) 

Proiects Imnlemented 

RC-9 Business-Government Relationships in the 
Development of ASEAN Regional Group Economic 
Co-operatioh 

IRC-7 

GF'-4 

GF-6 

GF-7 

IRC-9 

The Role of Developed Market Economies in 
RCDC: Principles and Strategies 

Multilateral Context for Trade Arrangements 
(joint project with OAS, Hashington) 

Developin,,- Cour,tries' Collective Self-Reliance 
in Ap:ricul ture 

Alternatives to the !fol tinational Corporation 
for African Mineral Development: a F'easibility 
Study 

The Role of Ca.nada and Other Developed 
Countrie~~ in !(CDC: Case St·L1llic.:; 
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Pro focts Collaborc:ted L 

RC-1 

RC-4 

IRC-8 

RC-8 

Regional Human Resource Development in Africa 

East African Co-operation in Energy Development: 
the Case of KAGERA 

The Role of the United States in Regional 
Co-operation for Development 

Re,e-ional Co-operation in ASEAN Countries for 
Rural Manpower Development 

XXXXXXXXXXY.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYJC<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

ORGANIZATION OF 
AN}~RICAN STATES 
(He shington) 

Proiect Implemented 

GF-10 Development of Human Resources for the 
Establishment of lfol tinational Centers of 
Excellence in the Fields of Education and Science 

Project Collaborated In 

GF-4 Multilateral Context for 'I'rade Arrangements 

xxxxzzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xy,.xxzxxxxxxx:xxxxx 

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT 
COUNCIL 
(Washington) 

xxxx.xxxxxxxxxxx 

PAKISTAN INSTITUTE 
OF DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMICS 
(Islamabad) 

xxxxxx 

Project Implemented 

IRC-8 The Role of the United States in Regional 
Co-operation for Development 

Pro.ject Collaborated In 

IRC-7 The Role of Developed Market Economies 
in RCDC: Principles and Strategies 

xxxxxxxxx.x.xxxxxxxxx.x.xx.xxx.xxxx 

Project Implemented 

RC-5 Economic Co-operation in Western Asia 

xxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxx.x.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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RESEARCH CENTRE FOR 
CO-OPERATION WITH 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
(Ljubljana) 

Pro .j ect s Implemented 

RC-17 . Strategies and Prospects of Mediterranean 
Co-operation (joint project with !AI) 

GF-1 Conceptual Framework for Developing Countries' 
Co-operation and Integration Processes 
(joint project with CEESTEM, Mexico) 

GF-5 Developing Countries' Joint Investments 
and Financing 

GF-8 Co-operation Among Developing Countries in 
Communication and Information 
(joint project with IIM, Bangalore) 

Pro.jects Collaborated In 

RC-9 Business-Government Relationships in the 
Development of ASEAN Regional Group Economic 
Co-operation 

IRC-1 Expansion of Latin American Economic Relations 
through Interregional Co-operation 

RC-2 Problems and Obstacles of African Economic 
Integration 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxx:xxxxxxrrAXXXXX 

u.N. 'CEm'RE FOR 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

(Geneva) 

Pro.ject Implemented 

GF-9 Human Rights Issues in Regier.al and 
Interregional Co-operation 

XXJCKXXX:XXX:KXXX:XXX:KXXXJOOCKXXXJOOC:CXXX:XXX::CXXX:XXXXX:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

UNITED NATIONS 
SOCIAL DEFENSE RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE 
(Rome) 

Pro .ject Collaborated In 

GF-9 Human Rights Issues in Regional and 
Interregional Co-operation 

xxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxx:xx:xxxx.xxxxuxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxx 
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THE AFFILIATED INSTITUTES 

Arab l''und for Econ. & Social 
Development • 
P.O. Box 21923 (Safat) Kuwait 
Tel: 431870/ 431860 .. 
Telex: 23265 INMARAB KT . 
Dr. Khaled T. Ali, Coordinator 
in Charge · 
Arab Monetary Fund 
P.O. Box ~111 
Abu Dhabi (U.A.E.) 
Telex:. 2989 JAYiF/ AH 
Dr •. Mohamed·El~Imam, Coordinator 
in Charge · · 

Arab Planning Institute 
P.O. Box 5834 
(Safat ), Kuwait 
Tel: . 425261-6 
Cable: KUWINST 
Telex: KUWINST 2996 KT 
Dr. Abdulla M. Ali, Director 

Asian Pacific Develol)l'.Mlnt Centre 
P.O. Box 2224 
No. 3 Jalan Spooner 
Kuaia Lumpur, Mal~sia. 
Tel: 03 - 948088 
Cable: APDECffi KUALALtlllPUR. 
Dr. Aftab Ahmad~Kh&n, Dire_ctor 

Centre for Development Planning 
Erasmus University 
P.O. Jlox 1738 
3000 DR Rotterdam, Netherlands 
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GENERAL STATEMENT 

By 

ALI A. ATTIGA 
OAPEC SECRETARY GENERAL 

Exce \lencies, Distinguished guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

On behalf of the Organizations hosting this meeting and ·(n my 

capacity as a member of the Panel I have the honour and pleasure 

to welcome you all. I want to express special thanks to his Excellency 

Mr. Abdul-Latif Al-Hamad for takino some of his precious time to 

open our session with his eloquent and insoiring address. Indeed 

his presence with us and the fact that we are meeting in the premises 

of the Kuwait Fund demonstrates once more the pioneering spirit and 

A4 

the standing commitment of the State of Kuwait to the cause of development 

through cooperation among the developing countries. It is not only 

appropriate that we meet in Kuwait, but it is also fortunate that we 

convene in the Kuwait Fund and that our meeting should be opened by 

Mr. Al-Hamad, because the Kuwait Fund pioneered an effective policy 

of regional and interregional cooperation among developing countries 

more than two decades ago. It was under the leadership of Mr. Al-Hamad 

that the Kuwait Fund progressed from Its limited regional role to its 

present worldwide activities and commitments. May I also 
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express my thanks and deep appreciation to His Excellency Mr. Agha Shahi, 

Chairman of the Board of Governors of UMITAR, Mr. Chadli Klibi and His Excellency 

Mr. Far'ooq Sobhan President of the group of 77 for honouring us with 

their presence ·and for their encouraging statements. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is a source of encouragement for those of us who have been engaged 

in promoting regional cooperation through organizations outside the United 

Nations system to see that at long last the United Nations,through the good 

work of UNITAR,is beginning to realize the value and importance of the 

r'egional approach to development based on regional institutions and joint 

proJects originating from and belonging to the countries concerned. Indeed 

it is only through regional and interregional cooperation that trade and 

development can become two inseparable ingredients of a highly complex 

process of economic and social development. 

What we now call developed countries have long realized the over -

riding Importance of this fact and made use of it on national and regional 

bases as far back as two centuries ago. Thus, in the United States it was 

generally agreed, almost from the beginning, that irrespective of the 

number of states that may be established within the Union, they should 

not have any power to obstruct the normal growtn and expansion of 

interstate commerce. Similarly, in the great subcontinent of the 

Soviut un,on one of' the most significant de·. elopments brought about 

by the Socialist Revolution of 1917, was the establishment of a large 
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economic unit within which no regional authority would have power to 

obstruct the over-all development and growth of the Union as a whole. 

In each of these cases we can safely conclude that rapid development 

required the expansion of trade and that greater and more varied trade 

gave rise to greater and more diversified development. 

Except for China and Brazil other large economic units which had 

existed; politically at least, prior to World War II were, of course, 

made up of the colonial systems that had governed much of Asia and 

Africa for a longt!me. Unlike the examples of the United States and 

the Soviet Union these "economic units" were each composed of one 

ruling power (which was usually technologically and mi titarity advanced) 

with many other colonial territories linked to it in a superior inferior 

relationship. In such a relationship a certain degree of specialization 

developed, but not economic integration. This specialization consisted 

largely of having the colonial territories produce raw materials, using 

cheap labour and consuming processed and manufactured products, 

exported by the ruling powers. This k(nd of relationship accentuated 

the problem of unbalanced growth within these units and ultimately 

contributed to their disintegration as poHtical entities. In their place 

new patterns of economic re lattonsh!p have emerged. 

Parallel with the fragmentation of the former colonial territories 

into many Independent sovereign states, some of the former colonial powers 
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initiated a process of economic cooperation and integration among 

themse Ives, which had far-reaching consequences on the trade and 

development patterns of the newly independent countries in Africa and 

Asia, Thus while the implementation of such highly successful measures 

as the Marshall Plan and the scheme for the European Economic Community 

had the effect of promoting economic integration in Western Europe, the 

opposite was the case in the developing countries. As economic blocs 

· among developed countries began to be established and expanded, the 

initial impact of this development was economic fragmentation and excessive 

competition for export markets among developing countries. Such 

fragmentation was contrary to the normal prospects of regional integration 

and trade expansion among developing countries. Moreover, excessive 

competition for highly organized export markets reduced the individual 

bargaining power of these countries to a dangerously low \eve\. Here 

again, we see that whereas trade and development were given the most 

favorable conditions within which to interact in Western Europe, the 

· opposite was the case in the newly independent countries of the " third 

world." 

Perhaps one of the most serious and devastating aftermaths of the post 

World War economic development, as far as the developing countries are 

concerned, has been the introduction of a highly powerful element 

of dissension among the developing countries. This came about 1argely 

.. /5 
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as a direct result of the way in which the newly formed economic blocs 

among developed countries have sought to link their former colonies, which 

are nON ft:rma~ indepenoont, . into a special relationship that differentiates 

between them and their neighbors on the basis of their former colonial 

associations. This development has in many cases, hindered the 

evolution of regional economic cooperation among the developing 

countries, since in many geographic regions there were two or more 

different and often antagonistic colonial regimes, These, diffrences 

were reflected in the economic relations among developing countries, 

which be long to the same regions, but had been under th,a domination of 

dlfferent colonial powers. 

With all of these histori,cal considerations in the background, 

developing countries find themselves, numerous in number, but 

terribly weak in their economic powers and bargainfng. positions in 

world trade. Their large number and their historical economic role 

under the colonial system, as well as their inability to reach a reasonable 

degree of organization and coordination of their mutual interests me.de 

it necessary for each of them to compete against the other in the sale 

of their limited and homogeneous expol"'ts. The markets for which they 

were competing belonged to a few highly developed countries, whose mutual 

interests were largely coordinated and whose exteMal trade policies were 

designed to promote economic growth and integration within their regions. 

These developments gave rise to a situatioA where the supply of the exports 
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of developing countries was highly competitive, while the demand for 

these exports was highly organized and administratively manipulated. 

When the oil exporting developing countries tried to break away from 

this rigid pattern they were wrongly accused of holding the world at 

ransom •. Unfortunately for the developing world their success, may prove --- .. , .. 

to be only temporary. Perhaps developing countries will now realize that 

if OPEC member states lose their bargaining position In world trade 

It may mean a loss for all of them. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Pel"'haps historians will designate the seventies as the decade of 

International disappointments and fl"'Ustratlons with excessive and 

prolonged conferences, seminars, summit meetings, workshops, 

commissions, panels, task forces and dialogues or monologues. 

With this background in mind, I hope that this panel will succeed in 

assisting UNITAR with Its global program of regional and Interregional 

, cooperations under the able and dedtcated leadership of Dr. Ervin Laszlo. 

Let us hope that this program will make a significant co,ntribution towards 

better understanding of the problems and opportunities of cooperation 

among developing countries and between them and the developed nations. 

Indeed It Is not only a matter of choice, but it is also our pl"'ofessional and 

moral duties to do our" utmost in helping to make this hope become a reality. 

Thank you and I wish you all a fl"'Uitful and Happy New Year. 
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Mr. Chainnan, Distinguished Members of the Panel, 

Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen 

I shall not attempt to follow the major addresses which have preceded 

mine with further thoughts of my own on the world economic situation Md the· 

approaches required to cope with its problems. Rather, I shall restrict 

myself to giving you a concise overview of what we have done so far in this 

Programme, where we are at present, Md what in our view remains to be done in 

the future. In this way I hope to provide context and background for your 

deliberations in the forthcoming sessions of this importMt meeting~. 

The UNITAR Programme on Regional and Interregional Co-operation was 

initiated in 1980. It owes its existence to a sudden turn in world economic 

conditions and relations around the beginning of the present decade. The 

turn was undoubtedly for the worse. The great objectives of a new international 

economic order, which were elaborated with such care in the latter part of the 

1970s, seemed to recede into the background. Global negotiations, which were 

to bring at least some of the many weighty issues to the stage of active 

negotiations ·between all members of the international comrnuni ty, could not get 

started. 

Many compromises had to be made in the elaboration of the Development 

Strategy for the.Third Development Decade, and we are awaiting its mid-tenn 

review to see how far even its more modest objectives are on the way to 

realization. The 11th Special Session of the General Assembly reflected in 

its debates and conclusions this turn of events. It prompted those of us who 

are charged with trying to see ahead, and bring useful knowledge to the attention 
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of the U,N, family, to cast around for ways in which another turn in events 

could be furthered, this time one that is for the better .. 

We realized, like so many others before us and especially since, that 

· closer forms of co-operation are needed among developing countries to bolster 

their self-reliance and provide an effective platform for the negotiation of 

their demands for a more equitable economic order, South-South co-operation 

has been long on the agenda of international conferences, but never has there 

been a need for it comparable to that which we have today in the mid-1980s. 

Such co-operation can take many forms: 

cultural and political, In the context 

economic and technical, social, 

of the turn of events at the beginning 

of this Development Decade, economic and technical co-operation - ECDC and 

TCDC as they have come to be known - have assumed paramount importance, The 

question we faced was how such co-operation can be implemented in practice. 

There are several necessary conditions of successful co-operation, regardless 

of who the co-operating partners are, There must be a complementarity of 

interest; there must be solidarity; and trere must be po'!-itical will to build 

on them, Relations need to be based on enduring factors, not those that may 

change overnight, For these reasons we have looked to countries that have 

something in common - such as natural resources rivers, coastlines, forests 

and mineral deposits; human resources - similar skills and aptitudes and a 

larger labour pool; and common cultural resources - a history of shared 

struggles I a common language, religion I and social system, Such commonalities 

are prevalent among countries tha.t are neighbours, Of course, neighbours 

also have their disagreements, But could inherited fears and conflicts not 

be outweighed by inherited ties - when mutual relations could bring benefits, 

while continued conflict, uncoordination, and unbridled competition could only 

bring more troubles? 

These were the questions we decided to investigate in 1980, They make 

up the issues we identify with the letters 'RCDC,' They stand for Regional 

Co-operation among Developing Countries, and they are not a substitute for, 

or anything other than, South-South co-operation in the economic and technical 

fields, RCDC is a promising operational modality of ECDC and TCDC; nothing 

else, Such operational modalities are crucially important, however, They 

may spell the difference between declarations of noble goals with little or 

no follow-up, and the evolution of a more equitable and mutually beneficial 

economic system. 
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To explore how the international community may respond to specific 

proposals for regional co-operation, we organized, in May, 1980 1 a conference 

at the United Nations on the theme "Regionalism and the New International 

Economic Order." The response of some developing countries was cautious at 

first, but became strongly supportive when we made clear that by "regionalism" 

we mean neither political bloc formation, nor the fragmentation of Third 

World unity. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, we abandoned the term 

"regionalism" in favour of 'regional co-operation,' and added to such 

co-operation the interregional dimension. Interregionally, groups of developing 

countries can forge co-operation among themselves, as well as with the 

industrialized countries, both East and West. 

The basic concept is simple and logical, At a time when hardly any 

nation in the world can be truly self-sufficient, interdependence with those 

with whom one can develop lasting and dependable relations .is better than with 

others, who are intent mainly on exploiting it for power or profit and are 

ready to relinquish the relations when they can no longer guarantee either. 

The developing countries, for the most part late entrants in the world economic 

system, are more and more interdependent: they experience great difficulty 

in becoming autonomous and self-reliant, Many are forced into the position of 

economic colonies, by relations of dependence on one or a few industrial countries, 

often including the former metropolitan power, They could, however, exchange 

such dependence for a more equitable and dependable form of interdependence 

with other developing nations, who share their region or subregion. 

A new economic order can, perhaps, be built bloc by bloc, step by step, 

Developing countries co-operating and integrating their basic economic processes 

in various subregions can form region-wide relations of nrutual benefit and support 

with one another, The emerging regional groups can interact with one another 

and create new outlets for their products and new inputs for their processes 

of production, The countries of the North, whether in groups or individualJy, 

can enter into interregional arrangements with the consolidating groups of 

developing countries. 

more secure. A path 

The world economy would become better balanced and 

of mutual growth would be initiated, 

This, in its briefest outline, is the Regional and Interregional Strategy 

for Collective Self-reliance, It was discussed at our U,N, conference on the 

basis of two dozen technical studies that explored many .of its manifold aspects, 

From these studies and the discussions we distilled.a series of proposals, 
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I shall mention them here one by one, because they merit serious attention. 

In the field of development finance, we proposed the creation of regional 

financing facilities which would have the task and ability to establish a body 

of principles to underlie the facility's loan philosophy;that would emphasize 

domestic production rather than export dependence; and disseminate a body of 

economic precepts and accounting principles capable of analyzing Third World 

developments in its technological, financial, demographic, ecological, social, 

and cultural dimensions. 

In regard to industrial production, we suggested the creation of regi.onal 

centres which would formulate an investment code that offers preferential 

treatment for regional businesses by way of long-term 

the end products; 

loans, investment 

and promote joint gua.rantees, and assured markets for 

ventures among developing countries involving the supply of inputs and raw. 

materials, location of industrial. plants, and pooling of technical and managerial 

skills. 

In the field of trade and marketing, similar centres are needed •. They 

would act as the central clearing-house for marketing intelligence on prices, 

surpluses, shortfalls, distribution outlets, and shipping conditions to promote 

intra-regional trade, and study the development plans of Third World countries 

and how they may be enmeshed with their exporting strategy and strengthening of 

their infrastructural facilities. The activities of the centre could later 

be expanded to include downstream marketing operations in stocking, transport, 

finance, and related ancillary services. 

In the area of agriculture and rural development, regional centres were 

proposed in order to develop a common agricultural polj_cy, taking into account 

price support systems, stockpiles and sales; and devise programmes to improve 

agriculture~ !:11! through such measures as appropriate fertilizer production, 

irrigation, prevention of soil erosion, storage, marketing, and creation of 

transport and distribution systems. 

Science and technology centres would, in turn, promote regional and 

interregional co-operation in field testing, adaptation, joint industrial 

research, evaluation and extension of technologies; develop appropriate regional 

technological capabilities; and enhance regional capabilities to adequately 

transfer and control imported technologies. 
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The more appropriate and beneficial use of endogenous energies, natural 

resources and environments_ would be promoted by regional centres that would 

establish joint regional enterprises for the R & D, exploration, exploitation 

and preservation of endogenous land and ocean-based natural and energy resources; 

identify all existing and potential energy resources required to sustain 

regional development; and establish an energy clearing system at the regional 

level to promote and facilitate the interregional exchange of appropriate 

forms of energy. 

Last but not least, social, cultural and educational policies could.be 

coordinated and harmonized through regional centres that would determine the 

development aspirations of indigenous populations and examine the impact of 

imported technologies and modes of economic and social organization on _the 

cultures with a view to increasing socially equitable employment opportunities, 

reducing conflict and preserving the useful and appropriate elements of the 

cultural heritage of the nations and the region as a whole; review educational 

materials and curricula in regard to their appropriateness to impart required 

skills, provide useful knowledge, and sustain the basic values of human 

dignity, compassion and solidarity with a view to establishing a regional 

common market for knowledge; and coordinate the research, development and 

application of new educational materials and techniques with due regard for 

ethnic and national diversity, as well as for the commonality of problems 

and opportunities within the region. 

The creation of such a broad re;gional inf1•astructure in different 

pa.rts of the world calls for a detailed knowledge of the opportunities as 

well as obstacles, the costs as well as the benefits,of regional co-operation. 

Also the existing institutions must be analyze~, and the possibility of their 

reform or restructuring explored. Consequently we could not end our endeavours 

in the field of regional and interregional co-operation with the publication 

and dissemination of the results of the· U.N, Conference. We were morally and 

intellectually obliged td create the scientific infrastructure for the detailed 

investigation of the conditions under which regional co-operation can be 

implemented, We recalled the words of the Seci:-etary-General who, in his 

Opening Address, said that we should "consider the question how the United 

Nations family could become more effective in helping to implement the many 

already existing plans and programmes of action for regional co-operation • , • 

/and/ give thought to how the appropriate new concepts and policies could be 
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developed and brought to the attention of the Secretariat and the United 

Nations system." Shortly after the Conference, therefore, we convened a 

Working Group to study ways and means of setting up a sustained research 

effort in this domain within UNITAR. The Working Group, which met periodically 

during 1981 1 was composed of representatives of the Under-Secretary-General for 

International Economic· and Social ·Affairs, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD, 

the Administrator of UNDP, and the Regional Economic Commissions. On the 

recommendation of the Group we focused our efforts on the human and the 

institutional aspects of regional co-operation, and identified a number of 

major research tasks. These can be summarized in the following questions: 

what are the economic and social sectors and areas where regional co-operation 

is especially appropriate and beneficial? What is the size and nature of the 

regions and subregions where co-operation offers optimal chances of success? 

Which are the complementarities and the opportunities of reciprocal trade, 

investments, joint ventures and similar arrangements among two or more subregional 

or regional groupings, on the South-South as well as on the North-South level? 

What institutional structures and mechanisms are required to implement 

potentially advantageous schemes of subregional and regional co-operation? And1 

finally, what would be the appropriate attitudes and policies on the part of 

developed countries if they would wish to assist developing countries in 

evolving regional and interregional schemes of co-operation? 

These questions are the cornerstones of the research currently pursued, 

by our international network of research institutes. '!'he projects are grouped 

under three headings: regional co-operation among developing countries; 

interregional co-operation among developing countries, as well as between 

developing and developed countries; and general functional·issues which apply 

to all efforts of co-operation regardless of region,. and level of development. 

The projects of research under these headings some 40 in number 

were harmonized and coordinated with each other in a workshop organized by the 

German Foundation for I:nternational Development in Berlin, in November 1981. 

They were presented to the Programme',s Panel of Eminent Persons at its 

Inaugural Meeting held in Brussels, in May, 1982, on the invitation of the 

European Community and the Belgian government. 

The Panel I created to guide the work of the Programme and produce a 

report on the conclusions for transmission to the Secretary-General, used 

the occasion Of the Brussels meeting to define its own role. It will guide 

the international research network in the selection cf the topics of research 

and in assessing its plans and projects in view of implementation, and 'it may 
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also wish to conduct hearings with practitioners of subregional and regional 

co-operation and consult with the economic and social organs of the United 

Nations, in particular with the Regional Commissions •. The Panel made clear 

that the final report of the Programme is to be addressed both to political 

leaders and to the public at large. The report shall present a clear anct 

concise developnent co-operation philosophy, and project a compelling vision 

of the objectives to be achieved. 

Since May of 1982 the great majority of the research projects of the 

Programme have been actively launched. The preliminary reports on research 

in progress were submitted to the Panel at its First Regular Meeting, held in 

Kandy, Sri Lanka, on the invitation of that country's distinguished Foreign 

Minister, in September of 1982. The reports focused on patterns and possibilities 

of co-operation within and among the subregions of Asia, as well as between 

Asian developing countries and the countries of the other regions of the world. 

On the basis of a review of· the reports, the members of the Panel assembled 

in Sri Lanka unanimously adopted a declaration. The document, known as the 

Kandy Declaration, acknowledges that the purely bilateral strategy of international 

relations does not adequately meet the needs of either the developing or the 

developed countries, and that the best promise for collective and hwna.n survival 

and progress, and even for the preservation of human values and civilization 

as a whole, is held by co-operation. It calls on UNITAR to bring to a full and 

successful conclusion its studies on regional and interregional co-operation, and 

to generate a purposeful dialogue between political leaders, policy-makers, 

research institutions and the intellectual community to yield concrete results. 

As Director of the Programme in UNITAR, I am dedicated to achieve these ends. 

Mr. Chairman, it is in this context that I particularly welcome the 

present occasion, here in Kuwait. Our Programme is fortunate in having for 

the second Regular Meeting of its Panel of Eminent Persons a venue in the Arab 

world, where regional co-operation has a rich and long history. I am conscious 

of the great efforts of the Arab world to establish fair and beneficial ties 

among its own peoples. I am convinced that such co-operation can and will 

have far-reaching consequences for all the countries of the world, developing 

as well as developed, since Arab regional co-operation is the basis for numerous 

interregional ties which can do much to bring the world economy into much 

'needed bal~nce and harmony, Some two dozen research reports and two position 

pe.pers have been prepared for this meeting, on various aspects of regional 
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and interregional co-operation of particular relevance to the Arab nation. 

The conclusions the Panel will draw from them will be a guide to the further 

evolution of the Programme and will, I believe, demonstrate with force and 

clarity that regional co-operation in the 1980s is both necessary and feasible. 

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for the auspices you are providing 

for this meeting of crucial importance, and for your initiative in embodying, 

in the very organization of this event, the principles of regional co-operation. 

All four of our host organizations are regional bodies: the Kuwait Fund for 

Arab Economic Development; the Arab·Fund for Economic and Social Developme~t; 

the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries; and the Arab Planning 

Institute. Their joining together in this endeavour is itself a shining 

example of the will to explore together paths of solidarity and collaboration. 

It is fitting that the two position papers of our meeting, on Arab regional• 

and interregional co-operation respectively, should have been prepared by two 

of our hosts. It is fitting that one of the major Arab projects should be 

the work of another one of our hosts, and that the executive officer of the 

fourth should be a member of our Panel. It is also fitting that the Arab 

League itself should have assumed the role of coordinator of all the research 

projects dealing with co-operation among Arab countries. 

On behalf of the entire Programme Secretariat I wish to thank all these 

eminent bodies for joining together and extending their invitation to us. 

The significance of this gesture shall not fail to make itself felt at this 

meeting and in its follow-up. And, Mr. Chairman, permit me to express our 

deep gratitude to all the participants of this meeting, members of the Panel, 

the Advisory Board, the International Research Network, and of other bodies 

and organs who collaborate with us. Without them the goals of this Programme 

cannot become more than a wistful dream. With their help, and with yours, 

Mr. Chairman and the four co-hosts of this meeting, the goals of the Programme 

goals of a new and more equitable world economic order achieved through 

co-operation and solidarity - may yet become reality. 
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Summary 

In defining the 
and inte,vation 

. important: 

objectives of Developing Countries' economic co-operation 
the following elements will be considered as most 

A) 

B) 

c) 

D) 

Taking full advantage of existing complementaritiee among developing 
economies, including gradual elimination of intermediaries from 
the developed world in order to rationalize intra-developing 
countries economic relations, 

Developing new areas of economic complementarity and systematically 
strengthening developing countries' joint productive capacities, 

Improving their bargaining position at the international market, 

Increasingly implement the principles of the NIEO in their mutual 
economic relations. 

(2) While ae~essing the results achieved so far, and estimating the potential 
for developing courftries' greater collective self-reliance, researchers 
and practitioners face difficulties, since the above principles have not 
yet been successfully translated into criteria of micro and macro 
economic efficiency. There are serious efforts in this direction 
particularly in the area of integration theory. It is now generally 
recognized that regional integration among developing countries through 
trade liberalization does not produce positive results. Instead of 
market integration, more complex approaches have been suggested and 
attempted; however, the results were in most cases disappointing. On 
the basis 0£ penetrating analyses of the factors responsible for the 
crisis of developing countries' integration (many of the identified 
factors are non-economic) a new, more flexible and functional approach 
is being developed. 

(3) The present study is evaluating the above-mentioned issues and will produce 
a brief survey of integration theory for developing countries, with 
·particular reference to viable policies of regional industrialization 
under conditions.of unequal development among the partner countries. 

(4) In our view.the main strategic factors of regional co-operation and 
integration policies among developing countries should, above all, 
comprise the following: 

A) Economic Factors: 
The level of economic (and overall) development in the region, 
and differences .between member countries; 

- the level of existing economic and other forms of interdepandence 
among member countries; 

--........ 
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the optimization of the newly-formed economic region, with 
particular reference to the complementarity of resources 
and of factors of production, as well as to its development 
potential as a whole; 

- the nature of economic relations with third countries and the 
position of forei~ economic entities in the national economies 
of a given group (especially transnational corporations); and 

the suitability of the selected model and types of integration 
policies in view of the actual conditions in a given group. 

B) Political and Institutional Factors: 

- The degree of political homogeneity in the region (in other words, 
differences in the eociopolitical systems of member countries); 

the level and stability of 'political will' favouring integration 
in member countries; 

the pattern of foreign political relations of the group, especially 
With the superpowers and former metropolitan powers; and 

- the efficiency of common institutions and the possibilities of 
innovative actions on their part to serve common interests within 
the group. 

(5) In the above context the study will discuss in what way perceptions 
of national interests within a regional co-operation or integration 
process can be influenced in order to better serve the establishment 
of deeper and better balanced interdependence among the countries 
concerned. In the past, many failures have been registered in regional 
co-operation-integration efforts, not so much due to differences in 
national interests themselves, but because of an inadequate perception 
of these interests (with relationships often reduced to the logic of 
a zero-sum-game). Actually, the objective position of present-day 
developing countries is comparable to a non-zero-sum situation, 
particularly at the regional level or within the integration groupings. 
The lose of one country will not make the other country gain proportionately, 
but will often l"ead to loss for the other country as well, if not in 
the short, than certainly in the long run. 
Thie is of paramount importance for the proper understanding of the 
policies of greater collective self-reliance. 

(6) The basic criterion of the efficiency of integration processes 
involving developing countries is their contribution to the economic 
development of the member countries. However, we still lack adequate 
methods for a reliable measurement of such contributions. Besides, 
the evaluation of any of such results is subject to uneven, changeable 
and subjective criteria. 

Our analysis indicates that attention should ~,!!:!i! be paid to the following 
aspects of integration policy between the developing countries: 

- integration factors in national development strategies and current 
economic policies must not remain exogenous, or even residual elements, 
but must be fully incorporated into national development efforts; 
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- production and infrastructure should be underlying areas of economic 
.integration, while liberalization of trade within the group should 
be only supportive of this process; 

integration should comprise as many as possible economic and -
the situation permitting - social activities so as to create and 
strengthen the regional identity of the countries concerned; 

special emphasis should be placed on the strengthening of 
interdependence and the reduction of development disparities through 
regional industrialization. The latter can be most efficiently achieved 
through ~industrial specialization and not through inter-industrial 
specialization, i.e., through division of industrial sectors among 
member countries; 

regional coordination in regulating the activities of foreign 
economic entities (especially transnational corporations) through 
harmonized treatment of foreign capital in all member countries; 

- ·the provision of preferential treatment favouring less developed 
member countries (comprising p~eferences both in trade Within 
the group as well as in trade with third countries) so as to 
mitigate, or fully compensate for, the polarization effects of 
integration. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The research bearing upon the Institutional aspects 

of regional and inter-regional cooperation appropriate for the 

realization of the objectives associated with a New International 

Economic order must be function oriented. International 

practice is replete with "successful" exe.mples of common or 

regional l"!anagemen t syster:.s for marine resources (fisheries) 

environment (pollution prevention) International Rivers, Lakes 

etc. We believe that the goals of RCDC (Regional and Inter

regional cooperation for Development) are not significantly 

different. Given the necessary political will and proper safe

guards to respect~ the ind.epenctence and sovereignty of members, 

regional institutions may be established in the various key 

sectors. ( Finance and rnonetary relations, trade and manufactures 

investment and industrialization or management of hur.:an resources 

a.nd. promotion of social and welfare goals. No natter at whc1t 

level of organization such efforts at coordination are attempted 
I 

the institutional arrangements bear some common features. 

1. They seek to harmonize the individual goals 

and initiatives of the nembers in a region. 

2. Depending on the functions expected to be served, 

the institution should be able to a.dopt collective 

decisions. The agreement of its members on rational 

deoision-r.aking procedures within such bodies plays 

a critical role, 

3. Criteria and procedures for effective and 

equitable distribution of rewards and obligations, .. 
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After RCDC need not be a response to the failures of 

the international coMrrunity on the North/South dialogue. Given 

their col'!.mon heritage and economic experience, and the challenge 

of rapid progress which some of them have alreacl.y demonstrated 

they are capable of achieving, these are corepelling reasons why 

the countries of the South must do more by theriselves and for 

thell!selves in the fields of economic and technical cooperation. 

· We may· inention the basic hypothesis advocated earlier for 

research into the institutional and legal aspects of RCDC by 

recalling an earlier formulation: 



Regional co-operation Among the Developing-Countries Legal 

and Institutional Aspects 

The current impasse in the North-South dialogue on many 

of the critical issues confronting economic development of the 

developing countries, and the ever increasing protectionist 

practices of the industrialized countries thwarting even the 

limited progress made in a few sectors during the past few years, 

indicate the necessity for the developing countries to organize 

and act regionally in international economic matters. For example, 

a regional approach may offer the most effective method for 

realizing the benefits of special preferential treatment offered 

for trade by GATT in Part IV (the Generalized System of Preferences), 

for transfer of technology (under _the special treatment in the 

Paris Convention for the protection of: Industrial Property) , or 

public sector foreign. investment through international financial 

institutions. 

· The basic concepts of. general international law, such 

as, non-discrimination and national treatment in trade and related 

activities are increasingly now subjected to specially recognized 
. ' 

exceptions through bilateral treaties and agreements. They are .J 

also included in international compacts and other codes of conduct 

although the developed countries have been meticulous in avoiding 

any fundamental departure from those basic tenets. Thus, for 

example, the measures enacted by the industrialized countries to 

give effect to trade concessions agreed.upon within MTN under 

the auspices of GATT, or for the implementation of the scheme of 

Generalized System of Preference (GSP), which have "many strings 

attached", are of limited duration, limited by the ceilings on 



imports of any one item from a beneficiary GSF country, and dis

criminatory in respect of such national attitudes towards dumping 

and ~ountervailing duties. Precisely for that reason the GSP 

rules under the domestic legislation of the industrialized countries 

in fact act. as a disincentive to third world countries to increase 

export production. 

RCDC, to be effective, would require three distinct 

types of legal and institutional reinf.orcements. First, measures 

aimed at securing preferences based upon "region of origin" rather 

than on the present position which is on a "country of origin" 

basis. This will entail the establishment of regional systems 

in the areas of'trade, customs, tariff and non-tariff measures, 

investment policies including the criteria for transfer of 

technology. Second, it is. important to develop new legal concepts 

and procedures which will accord appropriate recognition on a 

regional and sub-regional basis to emerging practices and princi-
'- . 

ples concerning commodity arrangements, debt~renegotiation, 

prefe_rential trade arrangements and regional transport and 

marketing concerns of the developing countries. Take, for example, 
I 

international trade, the differences between the EEC - ACP Lame II 

Convention and domestic legislation of certain other industrialized 

states-, such as the 1974 or its revised l9-1·9·U.S. Trade Act, 

designed to give effect to the developing country trade preferences, 

are known to have 

regional economic 

substantially different consequences for 
. --cha. t" 

efforts such as~of the Andean Group. It may be 

necessary to adopt detailed new measures which in turn will 

require further negotiation by the regional groups wit~ the 

industrialized sectors or countries. Third, it may be riecessary 



to develop principles of international economic law designed to 

protect and strengthen regional interests and regional initiatives 

for ·economic development which may appear novel in character or 

differ from the traditional economic rights and obligations 

articutated in international conventions and agreements. These 

three categories of functions performed by· international law and 

by institutions set up for its application may not be exhaustive 

in scope but they indicate the nature of the functions performed 

by law in this area. 

The.function of regional economic co-operation arrangements 

RCDC efforts must be seen as just another approach for 

achieving the NIEO objectives in actual practice. The presence 

of certain commonly shared characteristics or economic features 

meriting a collective.or common a~proach among a group of states 

in a region warrants consideration of a regiona,l
0

appr'?ach. 

Complementing the global approaches for the management 

of international economic problems, there are in place a number 

of well organized regional arrangements in Europe, Latin America 

and, to a lesser extent, in Africa and Asia, established to give .. 
effect to special regional concerns and· to promote more effectively 

the goals of economic development of states within smaller regions. 

Not every regional arrangement for economic development has as its 

objective "economic integration", although they do provide a 

necessary means for promoting more effectively the goals of 

economic development commonly shared by m=.bers within a region. 

The effectiveness of regional economic co-operation therefore .will 

depend upon two essential factors : a strong desire tQ pursue 

certain clearly specified common policies in the interest of 



in a region (or by forming a regional group) approach the manage

ment of their internaticnal economic issues in that sector on a 

collective basis. We believe at this stage a functional analysis 

of specific problem areas as such, rather than in their application 

to any particular geographic region or group of states, may be a 

desirable approa~~ to highlight the advantages as well as dis

advantages likely to be present when a regional approach to those 

problems is adopted. The question of their applicability to any 

particular region or group of states may be left for future 

consideration. 

Problem areas 

The following specific issue- areas are tentatively 

identified as the most ·appropriate for establishing co-operative 

approaches on a regional basis not only because'those issues are 

central to the demands of the developing countries for a New 

International Economic Order, they are the issues likely to be of 

direct interest to them and viable for immediate action. 

A.. International Monetary and Financing Policies : 

l. The role of regional banks and regional financial 

institutions. 

2. Regional foreign investment codes : The advantages of 

establishing regional criteria for direct foreign 

investment, tax and Royalty structures including 

methods of dispute settlement. 

B. International Trade, Access to Markets, Tariff and Non-tariff 
Barriers and other Related Issues 

l. A Regional Approach to Trade Preferences : The implemen

tation of the objectives of Part IV of GATT, the impact 



achieving mutually advantageous economic gains for the region as 

a whole; secondly, appropriate institutional arrangements for 

realizing in practice those regional goals. The role of law and 

legal techniques in both phases of the.,process is quite obvious. 

No two regional structures are ever alike; each will 

have to be moulded on the basis of desired goals, existing level 

of consensus and available options. They may differ even within 

a single region from one sector to another (e.g., agricultural 

products, mineral resources, manufactures, etc.), as well as 

from one aspect to another (e.g., foreign investment, transporta

ti'on, customs, tariff, etc.). Appropriate legal and institutional 

arrangements offer reliable procedures and necessary safeguards 

for the collective or co-operative actions of the members of the 

region to proceed on an orderl,y basis. 

Some useful insights can be drawn from a comparative 

survey of well-known regional approaches such as the EEC, the 
._ 

Andean common market and others, although their applicability to 

other areas may remain moot in the absence of the necessary 

political climate or a regional identity among the countries in 

the area. There are other examples of collective action for 

economic development which do not involve formal regional arrange

ments, These include customs unions, regional marketing arrange

ments, common tariff zones, regional arrangements for the regis

tration of contracts concerning transfer of technology, common 

transportation arrangements and so on. A useful way of andlyzing 

the utility of a regional approach is therefore to indicate by 

way of analogy and innovation certain material benefits or 

advantages likely to accrue in the various sectors if members 



of existing GSP operations and the scope for economic 

development of developing regions. 

2. The advantages of establishing customs unions, tax 

shelters, and common tariff policies on a regional or 

su·b-regional basis as incentives for enhancing access 

to markets. 

c. Industrialization, Transfer of Technology and Transnational 

Corporations : 

l. The criteria for an effective'regional strategy to 

facilitate transfer of technology, skills and manage

ment for rapid industrialization of the developing 

countr:i,es. 

2. The development of an integrated regional approach to 

facilitate arrangements for redeployment of appropriate 
• • 

industries within developing countries. 

D. Regional Systems for the Management of Transportation, 
Insurance and Other Invisibles of Trade'-: 

l. The scope for regional arrangements under multilateral 

conventions for the carriage of goods by sea, Line~r 

Conferences and party lines. 

2. The feasibility of establishing risk avoidance arrange

ments on a regional basis : the role of private banks 

in international trade. 

3. Regional marketing agencies : The role of transnational 

regional corporations as actors on the international 

economic scene. 
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The context of regional strategy 

For most of the specific areas listed above, the funda

mental assumptions underlying the decisions to establish regiona+ 

mechanisms for economic development must be adequately canvassed 

and clearly understood. RCDC cannot be an end in itself but only 

a strategy for the management of problems of common concern to a 

group of states; its justification rests in the·clear prospect 

of a mutual gain in a collective approach yielding greater rewards 

in the immediate or longer run not otherwise forthcoming. such 

benefits may or may not accrue in equal proport.i,on to every 
.• 

indigent unit but each participant should be able to regard that 

it is decidedly better off proceeding on a regional basis. A 

regional arrangement, like any other arrangement, involves making 

some concessions and sacrifices in the common interest of the 

group as a whole. Within one group itself, some may appear to 

benefit from the marketing arrangements put in place, others from 

its transportation arrangements, or from its technology transfer 

facilities or from its industrialization or its tariff system. 

The group spirit clearly is directed to the ~revailing inter

dependencies and perceived mutual interests. Trade-offs not 

apparent in the beginning may appear later once the process of 

regional action is put in place. It is essential that the 

·arrangements remain flexible and easily adaptable to changing 

circumstances. 
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International Trade: Access to ~larkets 
and Other Related Issues 

1. The linkages in trade practices between advanced Industrial
ize~ ~ountries and developing exporting countries 
eg; EEC/Co;mon N.arket agreements with the Textile 
Exporting countries; ("basket - exit mechanisms" etc.). 

2. Legal ancl. Institutional mechanisMs for -orderly trade 
arrangements emanating from The Post Tokyo Power Multi
lateral Trade negotiations. 

3. Emerging non-tarii.ff ba.rriers and concentrations of 
disguisecl. protectionist neasures in trade. 

4. Tile newly industrializing countries and their access to 
GSP preferences. 

The selective ll.pplication of Article 19 of the GAT'!'. 

The scope for ncn-discriminatory application of measures 
aimed at restricting imports. 

The neec to re-interpret or a!'lend Article 19 of GA'r'I' 
hecause it does not serve the needs of developing countries 
which are in a weak competitive position in the inter
national and market place: 

[At present any country seeking to restrict 
imports under Article 19 ·must do so on a non
c!iscrinina.tory basis; it must in other words, 
restrict imports from all sources. This is 
obviously unfair to the smRller, less 
cor:petitive developing countries.] 

5. The proposed legal fra.ir,ework for selective application of 
Article 19 procedures: EEC/GATT Multi-Fibre Agreerr,ent 
Negotiations. 

6. The need for uniform rules of application concerning tariff 
reductions uncl.er most favored Ne.tion treatment. At the 
present te.riff reductions r.ranted under GSP are availi>.ble 
only to developing countries e.s a.greed upon by ee.ch donor 
country in their bi-latera.l terms of understanding. 

The need for a. comprehensive review of the operation of 
the recently proposed "revised GSP" measures. 



Foreign Investl'lent, Transnational 
Corporations and access to ~arkets 

1. Lege.l aspects of In ternationa.l investn:en t Insurance, Loe.n 
guarantees, .Subrogation etc. a.s elecen ts to prol'!ote a. 
healthy climate for foreign investment intra-regionally 
/I 

2. Harr.onization of na.tional investF:ent lawi;; or efforts toward 
the 2.doption of a common regional investment code: eg: 
EEC, ~he andean lnvestMen t Coc.e, etc. 

3. Procedures for the establishl'!ent of a regional centre for 
resolving investment problems; complementarily of national 
laws and access to regional dispute settlement procedures. 
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Financial and Monetary Issues 

1. Studies on the effects of the operations and practices of 
Transnational corporations: Transnational Banks in Developi.ng 
Countries. U.N; Doc E/C 10/67 (10 April 1980) 

2. The Institutional features of the European Development Fund 
and the operations (criteria for credit transfers etc) of the 
Eur·opean Investment Bank. 

3. The proposals for regional capital transfers mechanisms with 
special reference to the balance of payment: probleras faced 
by members within such regions. Criteria for esta.blishment 
and questions of national Sovereignty. 

4; Public/commercial debt renegotiation: The role of private 
banks in achieving the common policies for resolving transfer 
o.f payments problems. 



Recent Initiatives 

The proposed Caribbean Basin Initiative: A regional system 
to improve international trade and the overall economic 
development of the Caribbean Basin region: 

Criticism of the Institutional features: 

1. A large part of the proposed CBI initiative ($350 million (U.S.)) 
was distributed through bi-lateral treaties whose main feature 
appears monetary assistance for specific.projects. 

2. It is a one-way free-trade zone and investment incentive 
proposal and therefore not all participants gave the CBI full 
support. 

3; The CBI does not support the export of agricultural crops, 
an important foreign exchange source for the caribbean. 

4, The absence of regional projects and exclusive emphasis on 
bi-lateral approaches. 

5, A requirement of the proposed scheme that a recipient Country 
sign an agreement to exchange information with the U.S. may 
not be Viewed favorably, or even be interpreted as illegal 
under modern international law and the evolving principles 
of new international economic order. 



Procedures and Mechanisms for resolving international 
conflicts arising in international trade, including 
investment and economic development related controversies 

1. The traditional criteria for conflict management. 

a. exchange of information 
b .. consultation and direct negotiation functions 
c. informal techniques of conciliation. 

2. The effectiveness of the traditional legal mechanisms 
employed in the North.l.South relations 

a. Yulti-lateral negotations 
b. Conciliation 
c. Arbitration including special arbitration procedures 

3. The Context: 

(a) The "Controversial Provisions" of Article 2 of the 
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States -
evolving consensus in respect of national sovereignty, 
and the local remedies doctrine. 

(b) The new mechanisms for peaceful settlement of disputes 
under the Law of the Sea Convention, 1982 and their 
adaptability to a regional or sub-regional economic 
arrangement. eg; domestic law changes for automatic 
enforcement of judgments rendered by an international 
tribunal. 

(c) The new GATT proposals for resolving individual trade 
disputes - November 1982 GATT Report of the Ministerial 
meeting on the subject of "Procedures for Settling 
Trade'Disputes". 

Specific Practices 

1. The World Bank Convention: The International Convention for 
the Settlement of Investment Disputes and the additional 
Annex concerning conciliation: Review of a quarter-century 
practice: The effectiveness and impartiality of the 
procedures envisaged. 

2. Special Arbitration procedures under investment agreements. 
The application of the London/New York Arbitral Rules of 
Procedure. 



3; UNCITRAL Arbitration Mechanism 

The Basic Issues 

1, The need for a regional or sub-regional dispute settlement 
system as an integral part of the regional arrangement for 
promoting economic development. 

( a) Politi tal Consensus Procedures 
(b) Priorities and Conflicts Conciliation Procedures 
(c) Security and Guarantee Provisions: eg: The Andean 

Pact arrangement 

Criteria for Action 

1. The adoption within the national legal systems of countries 
r.1embers of a regional arrangement of appropriate measures to 
facilitate automatically resolution of difficulties arising 
in international economic relations; 

2. Such measures must include provisions for the establishment 
and initiation of provedures, their organization and the 
binding character of the decisions thus made within the 
jurisdiction of member States. 

Formal 

(a) Jurisdictarial questions 
(b) Subject areas (competency) 
(c) Enforcement questions (compliance) 

Informal 

(al Regional consultation mechanism 
(b) Exchange of informc.tion 
(c) Direct negotation techniques 
(d) Conciliation /good offices. (GATT, World Bank, 

Law of the Sea, UNCITRAL etc.) 
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The Requirement of Mandatory International Procedures 

for resolving Conflicts 

The developed countries insist upon the establishment 

of binding third party procedures for resolving conflicts arising 

in the interpretation and application of the legal norms accepted 

in the name of a new international economic order. The need for 

dependable third party procedures, such as arbitration or judicial 

settlement of disputes has been recognized in many types of 

contractual undertakings. Where the industrialized and the 

developing countries appear to differ is not on the concept 

itself but, on the mechanisms or procedures acceptable to both 

sides. The conventional adjudicative procedures have not proven 

acceptable to the developing countries. Since the NIEO concepts 

are still in the form of recommendations rather than binding treaty 

principles, resistance to such formal procedures constitutes a 

major obstacle. The developing countries are unsure of the 

approaches which such procedures may take and fear that all their 

efforts to bring about changes in existing international law will 

be met with resistance. On the other hand the developed countries 

find in such entrenched institutions possibilities for imparting 

certainty and stability to the legal norms and principles affecting 

foreign trade and other issues. The obstacle is quite formidable, 

for in its essence it touches upon the legitimacy and reasonable

ness of the changes sought to be achieved through the United 

Nations system. When efforts are underway to bring about radical 



changes in the overall set up of the international economic 

order, it is normal for the states initiating those changes to 

refuse to litigate under the old law. 

These objections have surfaced during the debates con

cerning Article 2 of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of 

States. The absence of an internationally acceptable framework 

for negotiating changes in long term concessionary contracts has 

given rise to serious disputes about the competence of formal 

adjudicative procedures to provide equitable relief. At the same 

time there is obvious need to consider the desirability of 

establishing an inappropriate in terna.tional forum for resolving 

such differences. Such a forum should be able to clarify the 

common interests of both the developing countries and the 

transnational enterprises involved. The existence of such a 

forum, with effective competence, is likely to enhance the 

confidence of the industrialized countries. Given a proper 

understanding of the mutal interests and reaponsibilities of both 

sides, the process of review of individual matters within such a 

forum, could come to be accepted as an integral part of the overall 

framework governing international economic relations. 

The requirement that dispute settlement procedures be concerned 

with all aspects of economic development: 

The traditional perspective of international adjudication, 

are often limited to the formal aspects of treaties and concessionary 

con tracts, appear to the developing countries as an impediment and 



therefore excessive reliance upon such procedures is unlikely to 

promote the objectives of a New International Economic order. 

Further, in a number of important areas of the NIEO, 

the emerging concepts and rules, still nascent and formative in 

character, require the support of adjudicative institutions in 

order to strengthen the expectations they have generated. For 

example, in the areas of external financing, servicing of public 

debt, entitlement to protect aid and other related issues, inter

national practice is already in the process of creating stability 

in expectat:lons. International law can not but play an important 

role in promoting the authority of the principles thus crystal

lized by practice. The establishment of procedures appropriate 

for the transfer of financial resources and criteria for the 

grant of debt-relief are also matters than cannot be left for too 

long in the realm of diplomacy or politics. International law 

should embrace all aspects of economic development not just with 

some isolated aspects, such as the performance of concessionary 

contracts or adequate compensation for nationalized property. 

The developed countries, however, do not consider the 

formulation of a set of general principles applicable uniformly 

to all debt-relief cases desirable. Such an attempt is resisted 

on the ground that its application would be highly capricious 

and Ufirelated both to Capacity for financial support in the 

creditor countries and to financial need ih the debtor .countries. 

On the other hand, the developing countries regard the case-by-
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case approach to be equally capricious, not only because the 

excessive leverage such a system allows the donor to interfere in 

the economy of the recipient, but because the process fails to n 

sustain shared expectations as to how such decisions will be made. 

The role of multi-lateral aid institutions, such as the 

IMF and The World Bank, can be very important for the manner in 

which such general principles come to be articulated. Their 

decisions and specific policy recommendations operate to com

plement the bi-lateral choices made by states. The developing I 

countries see the decision-making procedures of these agencies 

inadequate for the realization of the NIEO goals. Those insti

tutions are often perceived as intermediaries favouring the 
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Co-operation Among Arab Countries in 
Human Resources Development 

API Project within the framework of 
UNITAR's Programme on Regional and 
Interregional Cooperation in the 1980s 

l. . The Arab States probably represent the collection of Third 
World countries most qualified for regional co-operation. 
In addition to a common culture and language, there is geo
graphic continuity and complementarity of resources among 
Arab countries. The current distinction between rich and 
poor countries is only transient in a historical perspec
tive. Arab countries share one common destiny in the sense 
that a genuine process of development can only take place 
at the level of the entire region. 

2. It is generally accepted that the core of the development 
process is the development of Human Resources. The Arab 
region does not suffer a dearth of human resources. How
ever, it is the level of satisfaction of social basic needs, 
the quality, mobilization, and utilization of the human 
resources that could make the difference between the begin
ning of a process of comprehensive development or the 
continuation of the present state of backwardness and small 
scattered islands of development in the region. There are 
various reasons to believe that human resource development 
can only be attained through truly cooperative effort on 
the level of the entire region. 

3. The essential elements of a strategy of Human Resource 
development in the Arab Region consist partially of the 
system of education, including formal and informal components, 
and the social organization through which the energies of 
the people are.mobilized in an Arab development project . 

. • 2 .. 
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Recent studies and statistics show that education efforts 
on the country level will not meet the end of compulsory 
education and eradication of illiteracy until the first 
decade of the 21st century. Consequently, a pan-Arab 
plan that depends to a large extent on people participation 
is the only way to overcome and, hence, hasten the achieve
ment of those targets. 

4.- A different and equally important issue is that the Arab 
region is experiencing sizeable labour movements among 
its countries, towards the oil-rich States. These States 
also receive significant inflows of labour from outside 
the region. The modality of labour transfers in the region 
are not necessarily in the best interests of both sending 
and receiving countries from the point of view of sustained 
development. These transfers need to be rationalized with 
a view to maximizing development potential in the region. 
Accordingly, a systematic and scientific study should be 
conducted to identify current and future supplies and demands 
of levels of manpower in the Arab countries. Such· results 
will function as a data base and inventory to draw-up 
policies for redistribution and utilization of Human Resources, 
and for specifying required operational programmes. 

5. Another issue that needs close scrutinization is the 
migration from Arab Maghreb countries to vJestern Europe. 
Research on socio-economic composition, schemes for compensa
tion and possible reallocation of these immigrants in the 
Arab thin labour countries should be conducted. 

6. Finally, the Brain-drain of Arab intellectuals to Western 
Europe and North America reveals tremendous losses in Human 
Resources and in the technological potential of the region. 
The determinants and consequences of this phenomenon should 
be retrieved and tackled from social, economic and political 
perspectives, in order to render a comprehensive solution . 

. . . 3 ... 
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Scope of the Operational Stages: 

1. Conceptualization of a normative Arab development model 
that relies upon development of people and their place in 
the social relations of production (level, structure and 
distribution of their social basic needs). Put it 
differently, the normative model will incorporate the 
criteria of efficiency and equity as simultaneous paths 
towards genuine development. 

This level of conceptualization will function, in later 
stages of the project, as a frame of reference for analysis, 
criticism, and hence al.ternatives for better development 
of the human element. 

2. The project will inquire basic and secondary data bank 
for aggregate and empirical-cum-distributive indicators 
that examine the level of basic needs satisfaction of 
people in each Arab country (e.g. education, health, 
employment, housing ..... etc.) and, accordingly, highlights 
alternative development policies. 

3. The proposed project will develop a computer-based model 
for manpower survey in Arab countries which consists of 
the following components : 

a) Labour force block 
b) Education and training block 
c) Manpower requirement block 
d) Manpower policy block 

The model is to depend on different socio-economic scenarios 
that could work-out a pan-Arab plan for optimal manpower 
utilization and the achievement of universal compulsory 
education and eradication of illiteracy by the year 1995 • 

• . . • 4 .•.• 
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4. The Research Project will commission necessary background 
studies to be conducted by Arab experts, also to solicit 
related studies from previous works. 

Background studies will include : Research on population 
distribution in the region, vital data and health situation 
(birth, mortality, life expectancy), the educational 
policies, problems of the educational system (drop-outs, 
repetition .... etc.). A.lso studies on patterns of labour 
movements and migration, women participation in the labour 
force, socio-economic formation and mode of productions in 
Arab countries. 

Specific studies will be commissioned to investigate the 
following :-

i) The repercussions of labour migration 
on the labour market and economy of 
the Arab receiving countries. 

ii) The impact of immigrants' remittances on 
the economy of the country of origin. 
(Arab and Asian). 

iii) The socio-economic impact of the Maghreb 
migration to Hestern Europe. 

iv) Patterns of Development Strategies in the 
Maghreb countries and impact on the outflow 
of migrants. 

v) Socio-economic conditions of Arab migrants 
in the Gulf countries. 

vi) Socio-economic conditions of Arab migrants 
in Lies tern Europe. 

vii) Studies on Arab Brain-drain. 

. .... 5 ..... 
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Technical Commitments: 

1. The Department of Human Resources at the Arab Planning 
Institute will supervise the undertaking of the Project 
in collaboration with the concerned Arab Organizations. 

2. Data Collection is to be conducted in cooperation with 
research institutes and Governmental agencies in the 
Arab countries. 

Computer Implementation will be shared among the following 
research bodies : 

i) Instituted'Informatique in Tunis will 
handle programming and data processing 
for the Maghreb countries. 

ii) The Arab Planning Institute in Kuwait 
will undertake programming and data 
processing for the Arab Middle Eastern 
countries, and that of the least developed. 

Current Phase of Project Implementation: 

l. Establishing a clearing house for the project, by soliciting 
related institutional research and individual contributions. 

2. Writing the conceptual part of the project. 

3. Building a system of socio-economic indicators, aggregate and 
empirical, tcf'be utilized as a data base for evaluation of 
current efforts of HRD, and for modelling in the second phase 
of the project. 

***** 
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Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen 

The issues 

Permit me at the outset to outline breifly, some of the basic, 

contemporaryas well as inherent problems and constraints to food and agri-
, 

cultural development in the Arab world, as this resume should lead the 

way for the identification of the various lines of action toward our 

final objectives of food· security and rural development. 

The most prominent feature is an inherent one,namely,the fact 

that the two basic resources for agricultural development, the natural 

and the financial are - with very few exceptions - very unevenly dis

tributed among the countries of our region. This rather unfortunate, 

purely coincidental state of near dichotomy can be seen from few 

indicators : 

More than 3/4th of the cultivated area and irrigation water, and the 

same proportion of rural population, are found in the 14 low and 

middle income countries, a total of 33 m/ha of cultivated land, of 

which 8 m/ha under irrigation, and G4 million rural people. Signifi-
a 

cantly/much higher proportion of the future potential is found in 

these countries. However the combined GDP of these countries rep

resents 24% of the tota 1 Arab GDP, with an average P /C income of 710 $ 

(1980). The six least developed among these countries, whose economy 

is largely agricultural, and the majority of their population is 

rural - possess 1/4th of the presently utilized land and water, 

28% of the total rural population, but only 4% of the combined Arab GDP, 

and having an average p/c income of less than 400$. 

I 
' 
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On the other hand the seven high income countries possess 

the remaining 1/4 of the agricultural resources and rural population, 

as well as the remaining 3/4th of the GDP, and having an average p/c 

income of over 6300$. If the two countries having good agricultural 

base are excluded from this group 

possess only 6% of the agricultural 

but also 57% of the total Arab GDP. 

we find that. the remaining five 
'i 

resources and rural population, 
// 

Detailed supply and demand analyses, as well as the present 

picture of agricultural imports, clearly indicate that, due to limita

tion of the resource base the high income Arab countries can not achieve, 

in the foreseable future an acceptable level of food security (again with the 

exception of one or two countries). In regards to the low and middle 

income countries these analyses show·that, although many countries in 

this group have the potential for self sufficiency and the production 

of considerable surplus for export, the rate of growth of their agri

culture in the past 10-12 yean have been by and large, disappointing, 

due to a number of factors, most of them have their base in the scarcity 

of development funds. 

Let us look at this problem from a little different angle, 

namely Government appropriations for agricultural and rural development. 

In the first half of this decade these appropriations averaged 3300 $ 

p/c of agricultural population in the high income countries, 320 $ 

in the middle income, and only 135 $ in the low income countries. 
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This is only 4% of the high income countries. The full spectrum 

ranges from almost unbelievable 17000$ down to equally unbelievable 

70$. And this last figure concerns one of the countries having the 

largest unexploited agricultural potential in the Arab world. In 

monetary terms the high income countries appropriated an estimated 

65 billion$ for their agricultural development in the 1st half of 

this decadewhile the figure for the seven least developed is little 

above 3.0 billion, much of it based on deficit financing and foreign 

aid which may or may not materialize. I must hasten to say at this 

juncture that these comparisons are not meant to reflect in any nega

tive manner on the countries concerned. Rather they show the real 

serious effort of the high income countries to transform their agri

culture and rural population,.which is part and parcel of the social 

and economic development and of the food security of the Arab world. 

These comparisons are meant to convey the central message of this 

presentation : namely that we in the Arab world can only hope to 

achiev.e our food security, with all its far reaching socio-economic 

and political i,mplications,through much higher level of cooperation than 

exists at present. 

Allow me now, Mr. Chairman, to turn to the critical and 

deteriorating situation of food and agriculture in the Arab world. This 

situation is clearly reflected in the expanding gap between demand and 

local supplies and the resultant growing dependance on foreign sources 

of supplies for most of our basic food commodities. During the seven

ties agricultural production grew at the low rate of 2% annually in the 

Arab world as a whole; while demand, fueled by high growth rate of 
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population and per capita consumption, increased at an average of 4.6%. 
basic 

annually. Self sufficiency ratios of mostfrood commodities declined 

from between 20 to 40% for the different commodities. We now import 

more than 60% of the wheat we consume, 70% of the suqar, 35% of the 

animal products and so on The import bill increased at an average 

annual rate of 26% due to increasing quantities and prices, while most 

agricultural exports declined in volume due to growing local demand. 

The outcome of this is a seriously disrupted agricultural trade balance. 

At the begining of the last decade there was a state of near equili

brium when export earnings, at a level of 1.6 billion$, accounted for 

90% of the cost of agricultural imports. In 1981 these exports which 

stood at less than 4 billion$ accounted for only 15% of the cost of 

imports, which exceeded 23 billion$. In the process 20 of the 21 

Arab countries, are now having negative agricultural trade balance, 

while 6 of them at the beainningof the decade enjoyed a nositive one. 

What is most disturbing of all of these negative developments is that 

practically all the Arab countries having known and well docun1ented 

agricultural production potential sufficient to exceed self sufficiency 

and provide food surpluses for the other countries which do not have 

sufficient resource base, are now net importers of food. 

The last point I'd like to mention here is the multiplicity 

and complexity of issues which should be tackled in a coordinated and 

harmonious manner to achieve effective agricultural and rural 

development. This is the demand of agricultural modernization and trans

formation in all the developing world, which adds a new complication 

and dimension to the problem, namely that of time. It should be 
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clearly recognized that, with minor exceptions, there can be no 

turn key development in agriculture. Real development in this sector 

has to deal with the complex social issues of farmers, their production 

relationships, their incentives and capabilities, and it must succes

fully caters to their basic needs. Numerous economic issues related 

to cost and return to farmers and cost to producers have to be resolved. 

Agricultural technologies are highly location specific, not only to the 

natural but also to the socio-economic local environment. These tech

nologies, therefore, can not be imported, they must be generated from 

within. Agricultural endeavor - per se - is practiced over extensive 

areas thus its physical infrastructural requirement and linkages, both 

forward and backward, are numerous and expensive. Agriculture needs 

timely supplies of inputs, as well as proper network for marketing and 

processing of its output. To demonstrate the point let me call to your 

attention the time requirement of one major technological breakthrough 

namely that of the development of the high yielding varieties of wheat 

and rice, whi eh is now referred to as the Green Revolution. It took 

the good part of twenty years between the initial stages of field and 

laboratory research and the general use of these new varieties. 

Furthermore sustained agricultural development can only 

thrive on well managed and conserved natural resources. Ill considered 

agricultural_ and food production schemes have often dissipated these 

resources in a process not much different from mining. Examples of this 

tragic misuse •are ever111-1here to be seen··in depleted and salinated 

groundwater resources, overgrazed and desertified 
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natural grazing resources, saline and alkaline and eroded soils, 

wasteful uses of surface water, depleted forests, over exDloited 

marine and inland fishery resources, and serious contamination of the 

environmentfrom excessive use of pesticides and fertilizers. 

In the Arab world these problems have reached alarming proportions. 

Having gone over the major agricultural issues. Allow me 

Mr. Chairman,to take a few minutes on one other issue of critical impor

tance, that is : are there really sufficient justifications and there

fore a convincing case for the much higher level of cooperation among 

the countries of the region reguired for their joint food security. 

I realize time does not permit me to go into this involved matter in any 

depth. However, I'd like to state that the Arab world has so far 

addressed this issue in varying forms and manners. Our joint and 

national Arab Funds have contributed through the provision of con

cessionary loans, to agricultural development in the needy Arab 

countries, so did a number of joint organizations specialized in 

technical assistance, and a number of investment companies in the 

private and the public sectors. 

But in spite of these efforts the flow and interaction of 

resources is decidedly insufficient, as can be seen from some of the 

figures mentioned earlier. 

Given the present critical and deteriorating food situa

tion; the abundance within the region of both natural and financial 

resources, and the will to achieve food security as expressed by the 

highest political authority - the Arab Summit of 1980 - why then have we 

not done any better? 
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If I may answer this difficult question in a nutshell 

I'd say because we did not so far succeed in devising appropriate 

formulae and modalities of cooperation in the agricultural field that 

would insure tangible, mutual and balance benefits to the coopera-
\)(here 

ting parties, and in the singular case/the appropriate formula was 

produced we failed at the level of implementation. Thus the Arab cooperation in 

agricultural and rural development remains the prisoner of the con-

ventional, traditional approach, which, I am sorry to say, has its 

naturally limited boundries. Concessionary financing, the most 

important of the conventional approaches, can not exceed certain limits, 

beyond which it becomes a heavy burden on both the donor and the 

recipient. Grants given in technical assistance forms has its very 

limited scope. Conventional investment in commercially viab·le agri-

cultural schemes remains very limited due to the high risk, the low 

level of technology and the multitude of supporting infrastructures 

and services required by these investments. Not to mention the legal, 

administrative and economic difficulties and insecurities these 

investment face in the host countries. Thus the special and specific 

need of agricultural development should be based on the adoption of the 

integrated approach to all these interventions, which would require 

effective coordination of the different bodies concerned as well as 

the organic linking of the different types of financing required 
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TOWARDS 

A STRATEGY FOR ARAB FOOD SECURITY 

Now that we have highlighted the major issu~:confronting 

agricultural and rural development, I will now attempt to identify 

major Lines of Action, each dealing with a specific aspect of the 

problem, and all converging eventually into the objective of food 

security. The selection of these Lines of fiction is preliminary and 

tentative, neither are they comprehensive. They could form the basis, 

however, of a strategy for Arab Food Security. 

Given a subject as complex and multifacited as food secu

rity, no single research project can possibly deal with all its aspects. 

Neither is it prudent to carry out another research effort on a subject 

which has been dealt with in the past rather extensive!½ thus our ap

proach to identify and conduct the necessary worked on specific lines 

of Action. Some would require extensive research and field studies, 

others legal ~nd institutional action, still others consultations co

cordination and policy decision, but all are clearly oriented to achieve 

practical results. 

Finally food security is not the domain of a single body. 

The required efforts should therefore be clearly determined and the role 

of each institution identified and effectively coordinated. 

The proposed lines of action could be grouped into four 

categories 

'"' 
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Legal and institutional requirements. 

Long _and short term perspectives. 

Coordination and strengthening of ongoing and planned 

joint efforts . 

Development programmes in a selected technical fields• 

I shall now, in the limited time I may still have, attempt 

to outline the reasons and justifications for this selection, and the 

objectives of each Line of Action. 

1. The Legal and Institutional Requirements : 

It is now deeply felt that an appropriate legal base and an 

institutional set-up is required to formulate a joint Arab agricultural 

development strategy, within which the various issues are to be dealt 

with systematically, and on permenant and sustained basis. This should 

also afford the appropriate forum for exchange of experiences and interaction of 

resources; for the formulation of suitable modalities of cooperation. 

among the Arab countries, and for the coordination and the strengthen-

ing of the activities of relevant, joint and national organizations. 

Work on this aspect is already in progress as a joint effort 

between the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development, the Arab 

Economic Unity Council and the Arab Organization for Agricultural 

Development. It is expected that this work will propose a treaty for 

Arab Agricultural coordination and integration, and to propose an ap-

propriate institutional set-up by which the (AOAD) will be strengthened 

to carry out the additional responsibilities required by the proposed 

treaty. 
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2. Under the second category a number of Lines of Action are 

proposed. Their overall objective is to establish a clear and reliable 

picture in regards to demand, production and foreign trade in agricul

tural commodities, and inputs and their probable evolution in the short, 

meduim, and long term. This is basically a monitoring function and an 

early warning system, on the basis of which appropriate measures could 

be identified and developed. 

Specifically three Lines of Act-ion are proposed within th'is 

category 

(a) Long term (year 2000) country perspective studie;. These 

studies will develop projections on 5 years intervals up to 

the year 2000. In demand projections it will apply low and 

high variants; and in production estimates it will employ 

three scenario a low or trend .scenario assiminq contin-

uation of present conditions; a normative scenario as

suming substantial support and policy changes, and a third 

high scenario assuminq hinh level of cooperation where fin

ancial obstacles are by and large eliminated. 

This work should form the basis, on country as well as joint 

Arab level, for the determination of possible food security 

levels and their inputs requirements - land, water, machine

ry, pesticides .. etc, including financial inputs and time 

requirements. 

(b) The Short Term Perspective Studies (1985). These studies 

are to be designed to carry out in depth analysis of the 
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ongoing agricultural and rural development plans, determine 

the reliability of their production targets from analysis 

of the different actions and policies included in these 

plans, also, to ~etermine effectiveness of implementation 

and major constraints. This work should lead to the 

identification of specific measures to relieve these cons

traints and achieve objectives. 

{c) Standardization of Agricultural Planning Methodology: 

So far no attempt has been made in this direction, and 

therefore each country employs its own methodology in agri -

cultural planning. And due to technical constraints the 

methodologies employed range considerably in reliability 

and sophistication. In the absence of a fairly uniform 

and sufficiently reliable planning system much of the future 

joint Arab effort would be hampered. 

This Line of Action therefore will attempt to establish an 

appropriate uniform methodology which would be adapted 

if necessary in ways that would not interfere with the basic 

premises of the system. This work should also lead the way 

to the identification of specific measures to strengthen 

the national capabilities in agricultural planning, follow

up and evaluation. 

3. The third category ·is an effort to review and evaluate 

ongoing and planned joint Arab agricultural and rural development 

activities. This review is intended to coordinate and intensify these 
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activities, to search for ways and means to increase their effective

ness, to identify major gaps in these activities, and importantly to 

search for ways of eliminating the obstacles facing some of the most 

important initiatives in this area, 

(a) The institutions involovedin the proposed review include 

the regional ~nd national Arab Funds,the technical assis

tance organizations(AOAD, ACSAD, specialized Federations), 

and the investment companies and organizations. 

(b) This effort should seek solutions for the stalled effort 

of the AOAD in the preparation of the Food Security Progr

rammes. These Programmes whose first stage of preparation 

was carried out two year.s ago have now been nearly stalled 

due to lack of funds. The proposed efforts should not only 

seek funding for the pre-investment stage, but should also 

ascertain availability of funds for implementation. 

(c) Third Line of Action in this category is to develop an 

appropriate institutional set-up for the promotion and ser

vicing of commercially viable investments in agricultural 

and food production and related areas such as the produc

tion of inputs, marketing and processing. The potential for 

such investments are tremendous but the obstacles facing it, 

as was mentioned earlier are also considerable. This could 

be an extre~ely rewarding undertaking which could yield rapid 

results. The proposed service should look at the investment 
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climate in each country thoroughly and try to work out 

specific solutions to existing problems. It should iden

tify suitable projects for investment, and carry out the 

necessary technical and economic studies, then would pro

mote these projects. The proposed institutional set up 

could indeed become the focal point that would bring 

together the investment opportunities in the host countries 

with the financial resources seeking st1ch opportunities. 

One of the most important initiatives in this area is the 

recent decision (1982) of the conference of private Arab businessmen 

in Taif, Saudi Arabia, to form the Arab Aqricultural Investment Company, 

with a capital of 5 billion$ This is a clear indication of the 

potential and the willingness of the private capital to enter the agri

cultural and food area. The need is to guide, assist and promote this 

great potential. 

4. The fourth and last category includes a number of technical 

studies designed to come out with specific practical measures to be 

carried out in a coordinated manner at the country and the joint levels. 

Each of the proposed studies is a complex of measures and activities 

that would require a long and expensive effort; but each, however, 

would deal with a fundamental problem: of agricultura·1 and rural deve

lopment in the Arab world. 

Time will not permit me to go into any degree of detail, 

I shall therefore limit myself to few words on each, and will be glad 

to answer any enquiry which might arise. 
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These Studies and Programming efforts include : 

(a) A programme for the conservation and development of natural 

agricultural resources. The most important of which are 

surface and ground water, soils; natural rangeland, forestry 

and marine fishing resources. The intended effort is designed 

to determine gaps in knowledge and the country's development 

effort, and accordingly to formulate plans of actions at 

the country's and joint levels as appropriate. 

(b) A Programme for Agricultural Research and Development of 

Technology. 

The need for concerted serious effort in this most import-

ant field is all to obvious. The individual country's 

capabi 1 i ties, al though different in extent, are in

variably inadequate. Furtheremore, and due to considerable 

environmental similarities, this field of activities lends 

itself well to joint efforts based on ecological zoning rather 

than on artificial georgaphic boundries. Several basic studies 

on the subject have been carried out which should form the 

basis of a suitable olan of action. 

(c) Integrated Rural Development. 

It is now clearly realized that effective agricultural 
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development should be humanized; technologies and infra

structures are useless in the absence of a contented, healthy, 

informed and motivated farmer. This social approach is now 

gaining rapid recognition at national and international levels. 

Some work has already been carried out. Completion, up-

dating and reorientation of this work toward specific prac

tical measures should receive high priority. 

(d) Physical Infrastructures for Agricultural Development. 

The lack of sufficient physical infrastructure, particu

larly in the low income major agricultural countries, is 

seriously hampering the exploitation of the vast produc

tion potential of these countries. These include a vast 

number of components such as control and distribution of 

surface water, drilling for ground water, hydroelectric 

power, transport and communication, storage facilities, 

fishing vessels and gear, agro-industries etc ... etc. 

Information on the nature, location, priorities, time 

requirement and cost is a fundamental prerequi s te of the 

medium and long term development plan. Furthermore infra

structural development receive high priority with the 

development finance institutions. Such comprehensive in

formation may well lead into greater interest and invest

ment at the national and joint Arab levels. 

(e) A Programme for Strategic Arab Food Reserve. 

Although a number of studies have been carried out at both 

the country's and the joint Arab level, no specific joint 
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programme has yet emerged. The available information on 

this subject indicate that there are serious gaps in the 

individual country's efforts in this area, and that con

siderable scope exists for joint action mostly at sub 

regional level that would afford areater degree of security 

and at lower cost. 

Finally Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I'd like to 

thank you very much for going through this ordeal of listening to me 

so patiently during all this time. Thank you indeed. 

K. Tahsin Ali/ma 

Jan. 7, 1983 
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ARAB DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE 

AID INSTITUTIONS: THE ROLE OF KUWAIT FUND 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Arab aid to developing countries accelerated 

rapidly over the last decade reaching significant levels 

in absolute terms as well as in relation to the performance 

of other donor groups. Several bilateral and multilateral 

Arab aid agencies were established in the aftermath of the 

adjustment of oil prices in 1973 for the allocation and 

administration of aid. Long before that date an initiative 

was already taken by the State of Kuwait to establish in 

December 1961 the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development. 

In the present paper we shall consider Arab 

development assistance and the complementary role of Arab 

aid agencies, particular emphasis is put on the efforts of 

the Kuwait Fund. However, no attempt is made to assess the 

effects of these efforts on the development process itself. Such 

task, to be meaningful, requires much more work than could 

be handled within the scope of this paper. Therefore, stress 

is on the efforts made and the manner in which they were 

effected. 
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II. ARAB DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE 

Arab Aid in General 

Three main groups of donors are usually referred 

to whenever the question of ODA flows to Third World Countries 

is considered. They are the DAC member countries, the 

OPEC members, and the CMEA group. The performance of CMEA 

is by far less significant than either of the other two 

groups. 

The OPEC group includes seven Arab countries which 

provide the major part of OPEC aid. In fact, four of the 

Arab donors - Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, 

and Qatar have so far been providing the bulk of what is 

termed 'Opec aid'. For the period 1970 - 1980, these countries' 

net ODA constituted 80% of OPEC's total for the entire period, 

and over 80% of OPEC's aid in 1980 (See Annex 1). 

Arab net ODA flows accelerated rapidly during 

the 1970s to reach$ 6.8 billion in 1980, equivalent to 

about 19 times their level in 1970, and constituting 2.34% 

of the group's combined GNP for that year. This ratio is 

more than 6 times the corresponding figure for the DAC group, 

which is .37%. 

Again, considered individually certain Arab donors 

performed extremely well in terms of GNP and in comparison 

to other major DAC donors. For example, Saudi Arabia's 

net ODA ranged between 2.6% and 5.62% of its GNP during the 
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period 1970 - 1980. Similar figures for Kuwait were between 

3.88% and 10%, for United Arab Emirates between 3.85% and 

12.69%, and for Qatar between 3.57% and 15.67%. In contrast 

to this none of the other DAC donors even reached a level 

of 1% throughout the entire 1970 - 1980 period; and with 

the exception of Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands and Denmark, 

none of the other DAC donors succeeded in transferring ODA 

equivalent to the minimum target of .7% of GNP[l], fixed 

by the UN Organization over a decade ago. 

The above comparisons which indicate conspicuously 

the high performance of .the Arab Group, do not take into 

account a host of other facts about Arab aid. First, all 

those Arab countries providing aid are themselves developing 

nations, and their economies are far from reaching the desired 

level of social and economic development. Second, dependence 

on one main export commodity - oil, renders their economies 

vulnerable to external factors beyond their control. Third, 

the 'financial surpluses', so far, realized by only few of 

the Arab oil-exporting countries are neither a true sign 

of their richness nor a measure of their income-generating 

capacities. These accumulated 'cash balances', arising 

from the liquidation of depletable assets were not, due 

to limitation of absorptive capacity, readily transformed 

into productive investments. Consequently, they have been 

exposed to the ravages of inflation, foreign exchange 

[1] See, OECD, Development Cooperation, 1981 (Table A.3) 
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fluctuations and other risks. Fourth, unlike much of the 

aid provided by traditional donors, Arab aid is free from 

any strings attached to procurement sources of goods and 

services; and does not seek to promote the donors' national 

economic interests, by way of seeking export markets for 

their products, or otherwise. 

Indeed, the Arab aid initiative - prompted by 

moral and religious principles, humanitarian considerations, 

and a sense of belonging to the developing countries - is 

a new phenomenon of cooperation, committed to the cause 

of development and solidarity of the Third World. 

Arab Aid Institutions 

Arab aid agencies comprise several bilateral and 

multilateral institutions which were established for the 

purpose of allocating and administering development assistance. 

With the exception of two institutions - the Islamic Develop

ment Bank and the OPEC Fund for International Development -

all other development assistance institutions included in 

Annex 2 are entirely Arab Organizations. The Islamic Develop

ment Bank and the OPEC Fund are considered under Arab aid 

institutions because of the major contributions made to their 

resources by Arab countries, and, in particular, Saudi Arabia, 

Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates and Libya. Both 

of these two institutions are also members of the. Arab Coordina

tion Group'.[!] All Arab aid institutions provide concessional 

[1] All those shown in Annex 2 are members of this group. 
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assistance, and have similar development objectives. The 

differences between them pertain to the scope of their opera

tions and geographical coverage. 

The rapid emergence of numerous Arab aid organiza

tions with huge capital resources, and financial and adminis

trative independence constitutes a new phenomenon of coopera

tion. The most evident part of Arab aid is that channelled 

by the development assistance institutions. The latter 

as a group operate in most of the developing countries. 

In the Arab World as well as in Asia, Africa and Latin 

America. They have been able to cooperate with more than 

95 developing countries, by providing them with financial 

and technical assistance for a wide range of operations. 

Funds were provided to finance infrastructure projects, 

agricultural projects, industrial projects and energy projects, 

as well as a number of other operations including balance

of-payments support. 

Annual commitments by the Arab aid institutions 

increased continuously during the 1973 - 1980 period, from 

a level of$ 59.5 million in 1973 to over$ 2.0 billion 

in 1977. Total commitments by these institutions reached 

about$ 4.9 billion in 1977, and rapidly increased to a 

total of over$ 14.0 billion in 1980 as is shown in Annex 2. 

This acceleration of commitments was caused by the speed 

with which these institutions had to act in response to 

requests made by various developing countries, despite the 

fact that some of these institutions were only recently 

established. 
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As new channels of aid, complementing ODA directly 

provided by Arab governments, the Arab aid agencies are 

now assuming a greater role in Arab ODA flows .to Third World 

Countries. For example, while net ODA provided by three 

Arab countries (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates) 

amounted to$ 4 .. 0 billion in 1975, only 237 million was 

channelled through the national development institutions 

of those countries. In other words, only 6% of the countries' 

net ODA for 1975 was allocated by the related development 

institutions. The latter's role, however, increased rapidly 

between 1975 and 1980, as is evidenced by the growth of 

net ODA by three of the Arab aid institutions in relation 

to total net ODA by the countries concerned. 

The foliowing table shows the share of three aid 

agencies in total net ODA of the donor countries. 

Share of National Develoement 

I ns.ti tu tions in Total net ODA 

(Per cent) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

1. Abu Dhabi Fund 3. 2 5.4 7.0 3. 5 7,5 

2. Kuwait Fund 23,5 10.7 14,2 18.1 23,5 

3. Saudi Fund 2.5 7.8 11.5 13.2 10.4 
~--

Average Share 6.0 8.0 11.5 12.0 12.3 

Source Based on tables IX-2 and G.1 in OECD, Development 

Cooperation, 1981 Review. 
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It is clear from the ab6ve table that the combined 

share of the three Funds in the total net ODA of the donors 

more than doubled, rising from 6% in 1976 to 12.3% in 1980. 

The increasing role of Arab funds in channel11ng 

aid implies that a larger proportion of Arab aid is being 

administered with a view to realizing more effective use 

of resources. Administrative and technical organs are in 

existence within each Arab development institution to ascertain 

the technical soundness of investments and their impact on 

development. And in discharging their dutie~ these institutions 

give considerable attention to the needs and problems of 

recipient countries. To this end, the 'Arab Coordination 

Group' was established in recent years with the aim of coordina

ting the members' operations. The Coordination group holds 

semi-annual meetings to review, discuss and exchange views 

on various aspects pertinent to its lending activities. 

These meetings have so far led to a number of 

concrete results. Loan agreements are now generally standard

ized and disbursement procedures unified. The institutions 

have also gone a long way in ironing out problems related 

to co-financing, follow-up of projects, etc. Despite these 

achievements we are aware that a lot more is still to be 

done and that the complex issues of development certainly 

require continuous and concerted efforts by all those involved 

in development activities. 
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III. THE KUWAIT FUND EFFORTS 

Soon after gaining full independence in 1961, 

the State of Kuwait established the Kuwait Fund for Arab 

Economic Development as an autonomous public body, with 

administrative, financial and technical independence. 

The main purpose of the Fund was to assist Arab States in 

developing their economies, and to provide such States with 

loans for the implementation of their development projects 

and programmes. Important to note in this respect is the 

fact that the initiative to establish an aid agency was 

taken long before the adjustment of oil prices and despite 

Kuwait's relatively meagre financial resources at that 

time. Nevertheless, the initiative originally aiming at 

closer links of cooperation with Arab States in their 

developmental efforts remained an overriding consideration. 

Immediately after Arab oil-exporting States 

restored sovereignty over their depletable resources in 

1973, the mandate of the Kuwait Fund was extended, in July 

1974, to include in its operations non-Arab developing 

countries as well. Today, the authorized capital of the 

Fund stands at K.D. 2 billion, its cumulative total 

commitments reached around K.D. 1104 million by the end 

of December 1982, representing the value of 236 loans 

distributed over 58 developing countries, of which 16 

are Arab, 25 African, 14 Asian, and 3 other countries. 
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As a development assistance institution, the 

primary function or the Kuwait Fund is the allocation and 

administtation of financial aid to developing countries, 

and its main objective is "to assist Arab States and 

Developing States in developing their economies and, in 

particular, to provide such States with loans for the 

implementation of their development programmes". Although 

Loans are the most apparent part of our all-inclusive 

aid efforts, we have always considered them only as a 

means in seeking the fulfilment of the desired objectives 

of development. Hence, realizing the fact that the 

requirements of development transcend the mere availability 

of financial resources, we got involved in various develop

mental activities, which unlike loans, are not usually 

recorded in monetary terms, yet they are important in an 

overall measure of aid performance and as such they should 

not escape notice. 

Operations and Activities of the Fund 

It is not our intention here to elaborate on the 

specifics of loans and grants provided to individual 

countries, but rather to highlight the collaborative 

efforts of the Fund since its establishment and to make 

some relevant remarks thereon. 

Loans 

The last year ending on December 31, 1982 marks the 

twenty first anniversay of the Fund. During those two 
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decades, the Fund has been able to cater to the needs of 

a wide spectrum of developing countries. In this respect, 

the Fund operations which are essentially project-oriented 

covered high-priority projects and programmes in such 

sectors as agriculture, power, transport and communications, 

water. and sewerage as well as other industrial infrastructure 

projects. As can be seen in Annex 3 showing the geographical 

and sectoral distribution of Fund loans, two sectors 

(agriculture and power) together absorbed nearly half of 

the Fund's total loan commitments up-to-date. This, of course, 

causes no surprise, but, it reveals some interesting facts. 

While in selecting projects to be financed by the Fund, 

our policy is to respect in principle the priorities set 

by the recipients themselves, and generally to turn down 

only those projects which fail to pass the rigorous apprai

sal made by our staff, the sectoral distribution of our 

loan operations is in line with the commonly accepted aim 

of increasing investments in agriculture and energy, being 

two priority sectors within the framework of a development 

strategy. 

Indeed, our operations in the power sector, 

constituting more than 27% of our total commitments, consist 

mainly of large hydro-power projects. The huge natural 

water resources of the developing countries, of which, 

according to present estimates, only a very small percentage 

(of the order of 4%) has been tapped and developed, offer 

the developing countries an attractive opportunity in 
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their search for alternative energy sources. However, 

sometimes, the viability of large multi-purpose projects, 

such as for irrigation and generation of electricity, 

is hardly justified on the basis of national interests 

alone, but they can become viable investments through 

regional coordination and cooperation. Other similar 

examples of projects in various sectors may be cited, 

but the point to be noted temains the same, and that is 

that some projects which cannot be justified on the basis 

of limited geographical boundaries may stand a good chance 

of success by the concerted efforts and close cooperation 

of neighbouring countries who would be the ultimate 

beneficiaries of the joint action. To this effect, the 

Fund has always welcomed such regional projects and tried 

to assist the participating countries in working out 

feasible and sustainable arrangements leading to a more 

lasting cooperation among the countries themselves. 

A quick look at the Fund's annual loan commitments 

given in Annex 4 reveals a sharp rise of such Commitments 

in 1975-76. This was due to the enlarged mandate of the 

Fund in July 1974, which enabled it to extend its operations 

to a large number of African and Asian countries. However, 

the preceding and succeeding years indicate noticeable 

fluctuations which were often misunderstood by observers, 

and therefore call for some clarifications. It has been 

the Fund's policy to commit itself to those projects 

whose implementation would otherwise have been hampered if 
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financial resources were not made available at the right 

time. The size and pace of commitments, to be meaningful, 

should be considered jointly with the volume of disburse

ments. And for commitments to be of greater value to 

recipients, a more judicious policy in this regard should 

allow for greater flexibility in pipelining projects. 

In this sense, fluctuations may become inevitable, but 

not utterly undesirable. 

Technical Assistance 

Another activity in which the Fund has been 

involved concerns grants and technical assistance. The 

latter activity was introduced into the Fund operations 

in 1971, after it became evident to us that certain Arab 

countries were unable to attract external financial assi

stance due to lack of well-conceived and prepared projects. 

Up-to-date, our efforts in assisting to fill this gap 

resulted in giving grants of a total value of around 

K.D. 14 million, spread over 28 countries, of which 10 

are Arab, 14 African, and 4 Asian. 

The major part of our technical assistance 

grants was directed to financing feasibility studies for 

projects .in various economic sectors. The recipient 

countries and the Fund cooperate closely in the selection 

and appointment of Consulting firms, the drawing up of 

terms of reference, and the supervision of the Consultants' 

work. The active part we play within the framework of 
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technical assistance is intended to, not only to ensure 

a high quality product, but also to give the recipients the 

opportunity to gain experience in tackling problems and issues 

related to their efforts in the development process. 

Contributions to Development Finance Institutions 

Apart frbm its main ''business'' of providing loans 

and technical assistance grants to Third World Countries, 

the Fund is entrusted with the responsibility to act on 

behalf of the Government of Kuwait in various activities 

related to development cobperation. In this connection, 

the Fund makes direct financial contributions, out of its 

own resources, to a number of multilateral development 

finance institutions such as the Arab Fund for Economic 

and Social Development, the Arab Bank for Economic Develop

ment in Africa, the African Development Bank and the Fund, 

and the Inter-Arab Investment Guarantee Corporation. Such 

contributions totalled around K.D. 106 million by the end 

of December, 1982 .. 

Although financial contributions to other multi

lateral development bodies such as, for example, the World 

Bank, the International Development Association (IDA), the 

Opec Fund for International Development, and the Internatio

nal Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), are made 

directly by the State of Kuwait, the Fund management is 

also assigned some role in representing the Government in 

those organizations, and therefore, through this role the 
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Fund is able to follow the activities of those institu

tions. 

Initiatives 

As a development institution with a relatively 

long history in development cooperation and a background 

of related experience, the Kuwait Fund has been aware of 

the fact that its mission cannot be fulfilled by the 

provision of financial assistance alone, no matter how 

much is being spent to establish factories, to construct 

roads, or to build other physical structures. It 

was therefore considered essential to take 

within the limitations of our means and capacity, 

certain initiatives aimed at promoting the building up of 

institutional and administrative structures as well as 

development-oriented institutions. 

In this regard, our humble initiatives relate 

to : (1) assisting in the creation of certain multilateral 

development-oriented institutions, (2) providing financial 

assistance to a number of national development banks, 

and (3) providing technical assistance and financial support 

for strengthening national operational bodies and institu

tions. 

In the first category, the Fund's initiatives 

include the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development, 

the Inter-Arab Investment Guarantee Corporation, Arab 

Bank for Economic Development in Africa, and the Opec Fund 
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for International Development. Such initiatives were of 

varying character and degree. For example, the proposal 

to establish the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Develop

ment and the preliminary documents for this institution 

were introduced first by the Kuwait Fund to the Arab 

authorities concerned. Subsequently, the Arab Fund was 

established. Again, the scheme for the Inter-Arab Investment 

Guarantee Corporation wai proposed and sponsored by the Fund 

whose active participation in the scheme continued throughout 

* the various stages of its elaboration and adoption. Our 

initiatives in the establishment of the other institutions 

were not as direct as they were in the case of the two 

examples thus far mentioned. N~vertheless, the Fund's 

experience and expertise helped constructively in making 

arrangements for and reaching agreements on the establish

ment of these institutions. 

Another area to which the Fund gives attention 

is national development banks. The Fund has actively 

participated in the establishment of several such banks 

in various countries. For example, in Lebanon, Kuwait, 

North Yemen, and Mauritania. Apart from this, some national 

development banks were granted loans to help them expand 

their operations and develop their capacities. Beneficiaries 

* For more details on the initiatives leading to the establi-
shment of the Arab Fund and the Inter-Arab Guarantee Corpo
ration, See, Ablatif Y. Al-Hamad, Building up Development
Oriented Institutions in the Arab Countries, Kuwait Fund 
Publications, October 1972. 
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in this regard were development banks in Morocco, Sudan, 

North Yemen, and Tunisia. 

Within the general framework of building up 

institutions, we consider that operational organizations, 

authorities, administrations and other structures are no 

less important than other bodies catering to the economic 

life of nations. The Fund's activity in this respect concerns 

the strengthening of managerial capabilities, promoting 

skills and advancing technical know-how for a more efficient 

utilization of human capital. To this end, the Fund assisted 

in organizing and funding technical assistance missions to 

advise on economic planning and policies in such countries 

as North Yemen, South Yemen, Comoros Islands and the Maldives. 

Advisory and Consulting Services 

In its cooperation with Third World Countries, 

the Fund tries always to ensure that the basic economic 

interests of the recipient countries, often among the least 

developed, are protected. various advisory and consulting 

services are rendered by the Fund and are geared towards 

fulfillini that objective. A normal feature of the Fund's 

operations is that of trilateral cooperation, so to speak, 

in which there is almost always a third party from the 

industrial countries. Consequently, a major part of our 

daily activities relates to assisting recipients in their 

dealings with consultants contractors and suppliers, and 

in tackling subsequent problems and issues. 
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In providing such services, the Fund identifies 

itself with the aspirations and interests of the recipients, 

and its leverage is used to ensure that contractual and other 

arrangements are based on more equitable and balanced terms and 

conditions. The strength of our leverage in taking specific 

attitudes with third parties stems from certain simple 

facts. First, the experience we have gained during twenty 

one years of active involvement in the international aid 

scene made us familiar with the nature of the problems and 

issues encountered, and at the same time aware of the appro

priate course of action to be followed. Second, Kuwait, 

being primarily an oil-exporting country has no commercial 

interests to promote in external markets through aid-giving. 

Consequently, the Fund does not seek to solicit national 

economic advantages through its collaborative operations. 

Its primary goal of aid-giving is to accelerate development 

in the recipient countries, and to this end, it tries to 

utilize its power, experience and leverage in a way most 

advantageous to the aid-receiving countries. 

Although it is difficult to measure the real 

impact of our advisory and consulting services in concrete 

terms, there is no doubt that their benefits are, more often 

than not translated into more practical concepts of projects, 

more appropriate choice of technology and design, lower 

costs of investments, more equitable terms and conditions 

and better performance. 
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Another aspect of our operations in which we 

have been actively involved is that of co-financing. Large -

scale projects such as for the development of agriculture, 

infrastructure, hydro-power, and other multi-purpose proj

ects require resources that are beyond the means of any 

one donor to cope with. Financing such projects, therefore, 

requires close cooperation and coordination with co-lenders, 

especially those co-financiers whose policies and procedures 

are dissimiliar. Co-financing with Arab aid agencies poses 

no problems because of their similar procedures and largely 

harmonized policies. Other non-Arab co-lenders, providing 

tied aid, limit the scope for joint-financing, but very 

often this issue is resolved by resorting to parallel

financing whenever this is possible. 

However, the Arab/OPEC donors have in recent years 

opened dialogue with their counterpart donors of the DAC 

and EEC groups with the aim of exchanging views on co-finan

cing issues and other matters related to the development 

efforts of the two sides. 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The world economy is suffering from severe problems. 

The industrial countries have been faced with a ~rolonged 

recession and heavy unemployment accompanied by unpreced

ented high levels of interest rates. The developing 

countries' economic problems have been aggravated by the 

drastic drop in the prices of primary commodities, high interest 

rates, exchange rate fluctuations, unfavourable terms 

of trade, a decline in export volumes, as well as protectionist 

measures and other trade barriers by industrial countries. 

Against this background, one of the main issues 

currently discussed in a number of international forums concerns 

official development assistance. It is distressing to note 

that while the developing countries' capacity to absorb 

more aid has improved, the volume of aid has recently levelled 

off. Not only that, but some traditional donors' attitudes 

towards the question of concessional aid has changed 

markedly, and unfortunately, their call for a more active 

role by commercial sources of funds comes at a time when 

the developing countries are struggling with an already 

mounting debt servicing burden and only limited means for 

an access to the international financial market. 

To avoid the worsening of the economic plight 

of the poor countries and keep the 'economic engines' 

working together, aid efforts need to be increased and 

the quality of assistance should be improved. Arab 
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oil-exporting countries played a major role in development 

assistance over the last decade by sharing, through their 

temporary 'Surpluses', ''in what we believe to be, in the 

longer run, mainly the responsibility of the richer countries 

of this World". The industrial countries' current problems 

should not loom above those countries potential to provide 

at least the 'minimum aid' in terms of GNP. 



ANNEX (1) 

NET CONCESSIONAL ASSISTANCE BY OPEC MEMBERS 1970 - 1980 

($ MILLION) 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

Algeria 25 47 41 54 47 44 272 83 

Iraq 11 423 218 232 61 172 847 829 

Kuwait 148 108 .345 632 976 621 1517 1270 1055 1188 

Libya 63 53 64 214 147 261 94 115 160 105 281 

Qatar 94 185 339 195 197 106 277 319 

Saudi Arabia 155 160 204 305 1029 1997 2415 2410 1719 2298 3040 

UAE 50 74 289 511 1046 1059 1238 717 1115 1062 

Arab Donors 365 371 494 1283 2974 4878 4670 5585 4187 5968 6802 

Iran 2 408 593 753 221 278 25 3 

Nigeria 5 15 14 83 65 38 30 42 

Venezuela 18 59 31 103 52 109 83 130 

Non-Arab Donors 25 482 638 939 338 425 138 175 

Total 365 371 494 1308 3456 5516 5609 5923 4611 6106 6978 

Source : OECD, Development Corporation, 1981 Review. 
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ANNEX (2) 

EVALUATION OF COMMITMENTS BY MAJOR ARAB/OPEC AID INSTITUTIONS 

(U.S. $ MILLION) 

Total Total 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Commitments Commitments 

End of 1977 End of 1980 

Abu Dhabi Fund for 
Economic Development 55.1 46.2 169.4 138.1 408.8 901.0 

Arab Fund for Economic 
and Social Development 127.3 200.8 336.3 362.6 1027.0 1250.0 

Arab Bank for Economic 
Development in Africa (a) 79.5 76.0 155.0 598.0 

Islamic Development Bank 120.3 120.3 1465.0 

Kuwait Fund for Arab 
Economic Development 5 9. 5 143.4 343.1 324.5 411. 8 128 2. 3 2526.0 

OPEC Fund for Inter-
national Development ( b) 42.7 243.0 285. 7 1490.0 

Saudi Fund for Develop-
rnent 282.7 458.3 841.1 1582.1 4159.0 

The Iraqi Fund for 
Foreiqn Development 1744.0 

Total 59.5 325.8 872.8 1410.7 2192.9 4861. 2 14133.0 

(a) . Not including commitments under the Special Arab Aid Fund for Africa, administered by BADEA , 
which amounted to s 56 million in 1976 and $ 13 million in 1977. 

(b).Not including commitments to IFAD, IMF Trust Fund and UNDP, totalling$ 477.6 million. 

Sources : ( 1) All figures for the period 1973 '- 1977 from : OECD, Development Cooperation, 1978 
Review, (Table VII-13) 

(2) Total Commitments at end of 1980 from: The OPEC Fund for International Development, 
OPEC Aid and OPEC Aid Institutions, Profile, January 1981. 
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ANNEX (3) 

GEOGRAPHICAL AND SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF FUND LOANS 

(1.1.1962 30.11.1982) 

(MILLION K.D) 

Sector Agriculture Transport Power Industry Water and Others Total Share of 
and Primary Cornrnunica- Sewage Total 

Countries Sector tion and ( % ) 

Storage 

Arab 130.580 182.422 105.707 123.493 27.300 10.864 580.366 52.56 

African 54.810 84.828 32.770 17.500 4.000 193.908 17.56 

Asian 39.860 50.950 162.547 58.515 12.250 324.122 29.35 

Other 3.700 .2.130 5.830 0.53 

Total 228.950 320.330 301.024 199.508 43.550 10.864 1104.226 100.00 

Share of 20.74 29.01 27.26 18.07 3.94 0.98 100.0 
Total ( % ) 
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ANNEX (4) 

LOAN COMMITMENTS 

1.1.1962 31.12.1982 

Financial year 
(1 April - 30 March) 

Number of 
Loans 

1962/63 3 

1963/64 3 

1964/65 2 

1965/66 1 

1966/67 4 

1967/68 3 

1968/69 2 

1969/70 1 

1970/71 7 

1971/72 5 

1972/73 2 

1973/74 8 

1974/75 6 
1975/76 [l] 34 

1976/ 77 [ 2 J 22 

i977/88 14 

1978/79 25 

1979/80 20 

1980/81 24 

1981/82 34 

July - Dec. 82 16 

Total 236 

l 1 l 1.4.1975 - 30.6.1976 

Amount 
(K.D Million) 

11. 871 

6. 216 

17.384 

1. 6 74 

14.416 

10.181 

1.124 

6.996 

11.699 

11.141 

7.633 

31.435 

26.500 

158.618 

106.590 

57.326 

100.350 

72.297 

121.870 

214.945 

113.960 

1104.226 

[ 2 l The fiscal year begins July 1st and ends June 30th 

for this year and the subsequent years. 
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Prepared by 

Vatroslav Vekaric, 
;r:nstitute of international politics and_ econosics, Beograd 

1. Influence of conflicts in the r,editerranian Basin on 
the perspectives of regional cooperation in eig.hties; 

,2. Typology of conflicts in the Mediterranian Basin 

2. 1. Gauses 
2.2. actors 

3. North-South conflicts in the conte:xt a.f social and 
economic dev-elopment in the Viediterranian region; 

4-. Conflict East-West in the . context .of .social. and. poli- · 
tical development in the l-:editerranian region; 

5. Regional conflicts 
5.1. palestine question 
5.2. interarab -conflicts· 
5.3. balcanian conflicts 
5.4-. greco-turkish conflicts 
5.5. other conflicts 

6. Conclusion 

If necessary a·contribution by Darlco Bekic (Institute for Deve
loping countries, Zagreb) on "Extraregional·factorc in the l'ledi
terranean politics: case study of the Balkans';could be added. 
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CO-CPS1:1ATION 

Preliminary reseer::h report on: 

Prepared by 

Mario Polic 
·Institllte for De 1.'eloping Courit::--ies, Zeg:reb 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary aim of this-p~cject is to investi5ete the ;resent 
stete, e~d the perspectives of t~ode reletions he~~1ee~ the ieve

lopin~ end de 1relor,ed cot1ntries iD the f3diterr2::ecr. :?ec::ion. ·I1~'= 

project will cover b quentitetive encl ,::p.E?litstive 2n-2l7sis 

of these reletions from the st::ndpoint of the N0rth-South trade' 
c;eneral and global c!"'.aracteri:;;tics, as \•!ell es frorc: the stand.poi:at 
of those specific charecteristics thet result from the p2rticul2r 

socio-economic development of the Mediterranean Region. 

The project •,rill analyse the follo,·!inz topics: 
- Trade reletions in the Mediterranean (d:mamics, m;:::-c!"'.andise 

structure,· ree;ion&l orientation) 
!'lorth-South relations 
South-South rel&tions 

Implementation end utiliz2tion of the system of -::-references 
and of trade egreements;·their meenins for trade relations 

between the d.evelo:,ing and develo;::.ed countries of the: J:fediter-

j 

I 
I 
I 

· 1 

i 
i 
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Generalized system of preferences, 

EEC ae;ree·me!lts ~ .. .1ith d.evelop~r.c countries_,_ 

- IMplementction end utilizetio~ of" prsferences end other forms 
of co-oiieretio!l emon::; develo:pir:::: co'J.y,+;ries; t:1eir. meeninc for 

trede rel;stions bet,.-Iee:i develoni!lz end develor,ed cbu!ltries of . . . 
-'-ho ',' 0 di" t:"r'"'a·n"an "'e""; 0'"' V ... ..., . >t: u-... ..., ,._, . !\. .,;,-:- .4 • 

of co-o;:ieratior: countries 
countries, 

Other 1c1 !:'pe et s 

(co-operation of state tr--aC.e orgat!izatio-r.s ,. fonndetion of 

3, METHODOLOGICAL NCII'E 

The pest and the planned projects 2r8 b2~ed 
analyses, on previous national end intsrnetionel 
individual 2nd joint assessment of the preser:t en::: future trade 
reletio!ls of the ~editerreneen countries. 

T"r)e ,jsual- statistic iTiethC'd.s ';·:ill 'be us::d for the f'. 1!'t:ler: 

reslizotion of this projects, corn~lg~entin: them by consultations 

in GAT'T. ?ri the 

4, ILLUSTRATION O:F PRST_JIVI~:P.RY ?.ESTJTJ':S 

The present ~ech~nisms, both ~enBr2l (the ~ereral system of 

:rrefer3nct:: s) ···ond i ndi vidue 1 (2:SG ~ c;raene"!"lt ~ ·.-ri.-th fho Fcdi t errci'nean 

and l'-:id.dle East Countries) heve i~:proved the trade e:-~chsn;::;e in the 

Medi terr;:meen Ree;ion S!ld brouf'.,t about. the conditions fer- structu-

. _'!:'e l chances ·in corimodi t::· tr2 de 2mons t!:.'= deve l o;:in3 countries of 

the .Regiqn• .. -The fc,r::.s of Co-o_:)eriation ar.io~g the --_dev·elopins- .count:"-ies 

heve the ser.ie ail!! i,.., s:::ite of the feet t:1cJt they ere -still in their -

initial-phase~ 

. , ". i 

' ' 

I 

:1 

i 
ii 

i I, 

! 
I 
I 
,: 

" ij ,. 
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?oth the present and.the planned rese2rch p~oject sh0~!~ 

end eq_ual trade r.6lstions bet 1:.reen ~he d•~velopi1:s en~ de't"elcpeC. 

countri~s 22 e tesis cf :1'..rt!"':.e!" d~velo:>!iient of tl-,-G co-o!'>sretio=:: 

i~ ceneral in the M2diter~9~een Resion. 
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Preliminary Research Report·on 

TRADE RELATIOl·fo BETWEEN DEVELOPING AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

IN THE l'IEDITERRANEAN l'IBGION 

Structure and Dinamics of the Mediterranean l;e,·rly 

IndustrializinR CouI1tries' Regional Trade 

Prepared by 

Jelica Minic 
Institute-of International Politics and Economics 

1. Specific Features of .. the Mediterranean NICs Compa::-ec. 
to the Asian and the Latin American Ones 

1.1. the type of industrialization fuTJ.d of tb.e economic 
development 

1.2. the relation of.the industrialization model a.TJ.d 
marchandise and regional structure of the foreign 
trade 

1.3. their degree of dependence on the more developed 
regional backg_rounq. 

2. The Role of the·Transnational Corporations in the
Hutual Trade of· the Mediterranean Countries with -
a Special Vie11 to the rues · · ·~ • · 

2.1. the role and :ii.mpact oLthe EEC.,s .TNCs 

2.2. the role and impact of the American· and 
· Japanese TNCs 

.3. The Effects of the Institutional Factors 

3.1. EEC's Arrangements with the Mediterranean 
n,,,,,,7 nni rH, Countries 



. 3.2. the results of the Generalized System of 

Preferences 

3 .3. GATT--Protoccrl on Trade preferences -Among 16 

Developing Countries 

different arrangements 3.Ild policies of the 

EEC, OECD ,- Group of 77, non-aligned Movement etc. 

new policies of the. \·/orld. Benk and International 

Monetary rund with a special view to the intro

duction of the differentiated treatment of 

developing countries 
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CO-OPEID.TION 

Preliminary research report on 

CO-OPERATION IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM 

Prepared by 

Ivan Brezovic l1linari6 
Institute for Developing Countries, Zagreb 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The rationale for this project is to be found in 
the facts that -(i) tourism represents a world-wide pb.enome::.on, 

with bro ad and. far-reaching i:3pli.cations for socio-economic, 

political, ::ul tural and other aspects of b.w:ian life i:::i gene

ral, and that (ii) the Mediterranean has grown, over the past 

several decades, into the leadi.:c.g world· touri st-recei vi:::ig 

area, aDso::-bi:2.g some 3o per'-~ent o: the inter!lational tou::-ist 

flows (60 2illion out of the total of 200 million visitors, 

WTO 1979). 

In this respect, particularly significant is the 

emergence of high expectations in the 6os and ?as regarding 

tourism's potential role in the progress of the less. devel

oped countries, notwithstanding its apparent shortcomings 

and limitations. In order to set the framework for the 

proposed·-research, the main characteristics of tourism in 

the Mediterranean may be summed up as follows: 

- social and economic importance (recreation, health, cul tu-_ 

ral impacts, foreign currency receipts, ·income generation, 

employment), 

coastal ·orientation· (predominance of-maritime aspects), 

- marke.t seasonality (climatic0 :factors, but also life pat

terns in·tourist-generating~areas), .and., 

- specific relations with riatural and man-made enviro=ent 

(its dual nature of user/benefactor and abuser of the as

sets put to use in tourism). 
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The ob.jectives of the project are: 

(a) to. ascertain what beneficial effects could be 

obtained from regional co-operation, or, to put it dif

ferently, to identifly the problems which require· ( which 

could be removed-by or alleviated through) regional co

operation!; 

(b) to assess the present level and forms of co

operation i.n the light of (a); and 

(c) to propose new forms of co-operation, involving 

human, institutional and financial resources- (with the under

lying "philosophy" being the one of de-,relopment as opposed to 

the economic growth, drawing on the concept of self~reliance 

of developing coun11f-ies as well . as on the. idea of a co=on. 

tourist platform of the Mediterranean countries). 

\ . 
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION· 

The above-mentioned objectives are to be :::-eached 

through the analysis_ of suecific tonics relating to economic, 

socio-cultural and enviro=ental aspects of regional co-ope

ratiDn in tourism. These may be outlined as: 

I. areas of co-operation 

ECONOMIC: 

- strategies and policies of tourism development, 

- provision of tourist facilities and infrastructure, and 

- functioning of the tourist sector proper (organization 

and planning, .. tecimology, personnel, marketing). 
' 

SOCIO-CULTURAL:· 

- preservation of local patterns of life in receiving 

countries (productional, ·cultural ,:~educational, etc.), · 

and. 

- necessary adjustments in generating·. countries ( s-ff,i.gge

ring· of vacations, information and· education bf tourists). 

1 
I 

t 
I 
! 
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ENVIRONMENTAL: 

- assessment of carrying capacity of tourist areas, 
- application of locally adjusted town-planning and 

architecture, 
usage-cum-preservation of valuable natu:tl and historical 
assets (national parks·, cultural heritage, etc.) , . and 

- research and use of alternative energies. 

II. bearers of co-operation 
- tourist sector proper, 
- governments and their administration (national, 

subnational, ·local), 
- other sectors (transport, agriculture, construction, 

etc.), and 
- international ~gencies and other supranational bodies. 

III. ·.forms .·and modalities of co:-operation 
- joint research, plan.~ing and programming, 
- consulting, education and information, 
- financing, and 
- legislat-.:U'e. 

• 3. l1ETHODOLOGICAL NOTE 

The project will mostly be based on library research 
(national sources, WTO), complemented with some interviewini;,: 
and, time and finances permitting, field research (based on 
characteristic case studies). 

4. PRELil'IDT.ARY RESULTS 

The most important regional co-operative activity 
undertaken .so far has been the. Mediterranean Action Plan 
(based on the 1976 Barcelona Convention), which means that 
this Tesearch will dxaw, whenever possible, on the results 
obtained within that framework. It will endeavour to assess 
critically the experiences of this undertaking in the field 
of tourism (institutional· arrangements, priority actions de
vised tc, foster self-reliance in the. soluti.on of problems in 
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na.rticular countries, etc.) ,thus contributing to the 
~ . . . . 

clarification of .the cr~cial points underlying regional 

co-operation in the future .. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Due to the fact that regional co-operation in 

tourism within the Mediterranean is of a recent date, no 

definite conclusions can, as yet, .be reached w~th respect 

to its practical results. Nevertheless, it is clear enough 

that both the problems and the awareness of them are fact 

approaching the state which will aTow for enough firm ground 

upon which it will be feasible to establish and promote sucp. 

co-operation for the benefit of future tourism development. 

To this end, the final report will contain the essential 

reco=endations concerning the ways and means to achieve 

such a co-operation, involving all oL-i ts above-,rnentioned 

constitutional elements. 
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CO-OPERATION 

Section: 

CO-OPERATION IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE Al'ill FOOD IlillUSTRY 

Prepared by · 

Visnja Samardzija 
Institute for Developing Countries, Zagreb 

1. INTRODUC'l'ION 

In the seventies, the agriculture md food industry 
in developing countries is char9.cterised by the follcwing 
trends: (1) an insuficient growth of food production compared 
by current needs, together with (2) slow changes i.:::1 the 

structure of production, that results in (3) growing depen
dance on the import from the developed countries. 

The food production in developing countries between 
1970' s and 1980' s had a 3. 2 per cent growth rate, which is 
well under the 4 per cen,t planned for the Second Development 
Decade. At the same time, from the mid-sixties until the end 

of seventies the growth rate of the food imports iri the devel
oping countries had grown from 3.6 to 6.8 per cent, while in 
the developed countries it had declined. 

Ho doubt, the problelll of food production is one of 
the vital problems of the developing countries, the alliviation 
of which should be looked for in the mutual econociic co-operation 
on an equal basis. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPI'ION 

The aim of thi·s research project is (1) the asses
sment of the objective pcissibili ties for widening the co
operation in the field of agriculture and food production 
among the countries of the Medi terra.riean Region, as well as 
(2) the marketing of food products in the EEC and in other· 

developed countries. 
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. Within the framework of these ·set aims, the research 
project involves the following: , 

a) ANALYSIS OF' TBE PRESENT CO-OPERATION n:r 'AGRICULTURE Atw 
FOOD PRODUCTION 

(regional analysis, analysis of the food_supply situation 
in the MEDITERRANEAN REGION, mutual co-operation between 
the developing and the developed countries) 

b) TRE PROSPECTS OF CO-OPERATION D:r AGP.IGULTu'RE AND FOOD 
PRODUCTION 

(long-term productive co-operation, joint ventures, know-how, 
transfer of technclogy, etc.) 

c) !1A..1IB:ETING CONCEPl' n;r PRODUCTION .AND DISTRIBUTION OF F.OOD 
PRODUCTS 

(production organization, distribution policy,. and promotion 
of food products in the. EEC market ·and in the markets -of 
other developed countries) 

3. METHODOLOGICAL NOTE 

The research project will be based on "Library 
Research" (collection, elaboration and analysis of the 
existing data from the secondarJ sources). The verification 
of the information basis will be carried out by means of 
interviews with experts for different fields. If possible,' 
a "Case Study" based on concrete experience will be carried 
out. 

4. PRELII1INARY RESULTS 

The past co-operation of developing countries in 
agriculture and food production was mostly based on merchandise 
trade .and programes of joint marketi..ng organisations. The 
objective possibilities for the imp:riovement of co-operation 
in agriculture are widened by the transfer from merchandise. 

trade to production sphere, that is to say, through joint 
Ventures, long-:-term productive co-operation, know-how, and 
transfer of technology. 

I 
'I 
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5. CONCLUSION 
' 

The expected results of this research project 
should render the scientific contribution to the ·improvement 
of co-operation in agriculture and food production among 
developing countries in the Mediterranean Region, as well 
as with the developed countries (esp. with EEC). 

The possibilities for the application of the 
results obtained through the. research project are expected· 
throug (1) _ the assessment of the global framework that 
defines the fields and forms of co-operation among various 
countries, as well as through (2) the assessment of the nos-

. ' -
sibilities for the co-operation on the-horizontal basis 
which should be carried out by particular firms (the food 
producers) from different countries . 

.. 

' 
i 
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CO-OPERATION IN THE FIELD OF JJ'T'f·ERHATIONAL LABOUR MIGRATION 

Prepared by 
Zoran Roca and Nada Svob-Dokic 
Institute for Developing Countries, Zagreb 

1. INTRODUCTION 

International migration of labour force has been, 
already for some time, one of the most interesting demographic 
and developmental phenoraena in the Mediterranean. Until the 
mid-fifties-emigration·of labour force from the Mediterranean 
we: --1 mainly directed to the transcontinental ·extra-Mediterranean - . 
di..ections. From the fifties until recently the dominant form 
of migration for the Mediterranean population has been the so
-cw.led temporary migration, - also directed most'Ily to the ...,, 
extra-Medi terraneaJl. countries (i.e. Western and Cei:tral Europe). 
In the context.of the recent economic and social problems-that 
are confronting the foreign labour-recepient countries, it is 
becoming ever more clear that in the forseable future the long 
tradition of emigration from the Mediterranean will be conside
rably modified and, eventualy, stopped, from a quantitative and 
qualitative standpoint. Many jobs held by blue-collar migrant 
workers will be directed to skilled workers, which,means that 
the brain drain from the Mediterranean to. extra-Mediterranean 
countries might become the dominant form of migration of labour 
force; .Cleraly;- for _the sake of their own development objectives,
the Mediterranean countries should· seek ·for· a ·better mutual use 
of their ·human resources. Intra-Mediterranean co-operation ·in 
this area should'.be promoted in order to reach a co-ordinated 
intra-Mediterranean labour force (both blue-and white-collar) 
migration policy, particularly from the point of view of the 
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regulation of the emigrants and returnees socio~econonic 
. status for the grater benefit of the I1edi terranean. countries. 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPrION: , 

· The research will cover the folJo-.ring issues: 
- types, directions and volume of international labour 

migration from the Mediterranean; 
- demographic, socio-economic and cultural characteristics 

of Mediterranean international· migrants;· 
positive and negative social, economic, and other effects 
of international labour-force migration in the Mediterranean 
labour-exporting countries; 

- international migration policy in the Mediterranean countris, 
particularly from the point of 7iew of the social and. eco
nomic integration of returning ::ii.grants; 

- national-policies regarding migration of labour force and• 
the aspects of social & economic<i_.-itegration · of returning 
migrants; 

- areas for co-operation among Mediterranean countries in the 
field of mutua~beneficial development and use of huraa.'1 

• resource potentials, i.e. in the fields of education and 
training policy, social and economic security, transfer 
of state, fi= and/or personal fin=cial resources, legal 
and administrative instruments, etc. The ideas for the 
implementation of the concept of TCDC in the area of huma..-i 
resources will be put forward. 

3. METHODOLOGICAL NOTE 

The following forms of. study and analysis will be 
used: 
- field research (interviews and data collection at corresponding 
· national focal points) 

- library research at ILO, U1IDP and OECD · 

desk_ research at the Institute for Developing Countries, Zagreb · 
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4. SAMPLE OF THE FIRST RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 
. 

In 1974, in the most important European countries 

receiving labour, emigrants from t_he Medi terra,."l.ean labour

-exporting countries totaled four-million wo"fkers. In the 

1980 this figure was reduced to 3.4 million. This 15 percent 

decrease does not, however, discredit the .notion· of the 

Mediterranean as being a "labour-force reservoire"for the 

industriailized Europe in the seventies. Namely, the "Mediter

ranean portion" was overwhelming in the foreign labour total 

in the immigration countriei;, i.e. 61 percent. Nevertheless, 

the ever growing restrictiorts on imigration and the obvious 

unfavorable demographic economic and social effects, due to. 

the labour emigration, have forced the labour-exporting and -

importing countries. to set up SOPEID:, a joint system of -

permanent migration observation within the OECD. Moreover,. 

the immigration ·and emigration countries have .~been recently 

signi.p.g bilateral agreements -concerning the· aid: for the 

organized repatriation and the reintegration o·f the migrant 

workers. In this context the multilateral project "Experimen

tal Programs Aiming at an Increased Employment in Significant 

Areas of Emigration" is to be coni'idered of prime importance. 

For example, such return-stimulating programmes ·have had a 

significar,t impact on the transfer of savings C+emitances in 

foreign courencies) .to the labour exporting countries. In 

1979. in Yugoslavia the remittances represented 23.1 percent 

of the. total revenues and even 5o percent of the total savings 

of the country. In Turkey, the remittances in 1979, have 

. totaled 33.4 percent of the. total export covering. 60.3 percent 

of the external trade deficit.· It .. remains however, to cbe •. 

ascertained up to what point remittances can cover the prod.uc-

.. tion losses ·(i.e. due to-the loss of --skilled-labour)-as well

as other costs due to an increasingly "positive selective''. 

characteristics of migrants from the.point of the labour- -

-importing countries'interests. 

I 

I 
I 

I 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Th'e international transfer of "hWll.an capital", and 

the_.Fqle of the r1editerranean countries in it, is extremly 

-~=:: --s--sensi ti.ve- area:· of- development and of ·international relations. 

Having "its own" North and South between which this transfer 

tak.es place, -the Mediterranean could be .an area where some 

of the basic assumptions of the NIEO should be realized. 

Namely, the individual and collective self-reliance of 

Mediterranean developing countries as well as a more equitable 

co-_operation with the developed countries of the. region, and 

~ could be established through varies fo=s of co-operat

ion in this particular area. Greater and more rational 

valorisation of. human capital at the South - South level is -

needed but it is hardly conceivable without the co-operation 

with the North. This study should try to test empirically 

the various social, economic a cultural and political aspects 

of the already achieved ways and for:ns of a region-wide co

operation, as well as to propose new ones.-;;f4el'Js=::!::=:""'f-·::::o::;=-i,;:. 

:This.· could eventuall v be a constructive concentual and nrac-" . . 
tic al contribution of the "Mediterranean - case-study" to 

_- other Regions and/or North-South co-operation at the global 

level. 
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, - CO-OPERATION TIT TEE FIELD OF CULTURE A.till Il1F0Rt1A.TION 

- Prepgi.red by 

Biserka Cvjeticanin and Nada Svob-Boki6 
Institute for Developipg Cou.ntr~~s 1 _ Zagreb 

1. IlTTRODUCTION 

The Mediterranean has traditionally been the region 

.of inter~cultural and cross-cultural _connections. It is the 

er-addle of the great world cultures and civilizations tzat 

developed. through mutual cultural influences. The p.resec.t 

day cultural co~operation represents a rationalized and 

organized _cultural exchange, which can no longer ·ce identified 

with the processes of acculturation. The new di:::i.ension in 
- ··--

cultural co-operation calls for the actiYe pa;::ticipation of 

all cultural agents, even those--.,hich were neglected because 

of the extra-cultural reasons. Cultural co-09eration is 

conceived_ as communication in the~fields of education, sci

ence, culture in the narrow sense of the word, in a.rt and 

also in the sphere of information. It should be closely lin..o::ed 

with all other types of. international co-operation. Having the 

long and rich tradition of inter-cultural relations, the 

Mediterranean countries might offer interesting examples of 

cultural co-operation integrated in the over--:all process of 

cultural development. The analysis of sue~ examples might 

demonstrate the value~ of new dimensions in cultural co

operation among the Mediterranean countries. 

Close lin_l(s between cultural development and in-

- ternational communication emphasize the role of information 

_for the development in general. The exchange of info=ation 

· -covers a wider scope of development, and. will be treated as 

a special field of co-operatioU among 11editerranean countries. 

•-

'., 
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Attention should be paid to national and international 

· info=ation · s:y.stems · operating in the Mediterranean region ,cc··::,~,::::: 

... <··· -and; the• ·links' among- them, ·as well-· as to the .. role, of.-m.ass- • :~·;-?C-.;1": 

.. 

2.· GENERAL_DESCRIP.l:IOlf ----- -- -· ---- ·---
. ----,- ·---=· -~- "-":".:::. ::£::.:. 

The research will cover the following issues: 

- historical- perspecti,/e of inter-cultu.!'al relations in the-.,

Mediterranean region; .general evaluation of the historical 

trends; 

._;_ ··-
·- · .... : ~-;;.~ 

special characteristics of Mediterranean cultures and their··-:;' 

impact on cultural e¼char:.ge; 

types of cultural exchange in the Mediterranean .. region; 

- new dimension in cul t'ural co-operation: areas, forr:is and. 

participants; 

creation of the new cultural values and the urocesses CI 

cultural transformatiotifthe Mediterranean co~tries; 

- ·developmental role of inform.ation systems. inc cultural and· 

other t3rpes of co-operation; 

traditional and modern m.odes of communication; 

-- socio-cultural role· of. mass media irr l'1editerranean countries;~-' 

new di;nension in .the. exchange of infor::nation: areas, ·for:ns- - ·;' 

and participants; · ··-· •-• 
;,_ .. 

changes in •. the existing systems of information and exchange 
.. /'·. 

of information among the Medi terran.ean countries. ·-··· .~::-:-

3. METHODOLOGICAL NO'l'E 

·The efforts will be made to introduce the field 

research as much as possible. Library research will be car

ried o.,.Qt in this Institute, and other Yugoslav libraries,· as 

. well as at. U1IBSCO and OECD. Interviews in the written form 

are envisaged, 
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4-. &V1E'LE OF TEE FL"IIBT RESUL'TS OF THE RESEARCH 

The_ research carried ot1,t up to now. demonstrates 

that the cuJ._tu_:r::al __ ?O-oper_ation among the Mediterranean coun-

- -tries has been lim.i ted to specific ·cultural circles:: Arab 

countries (e .g~Film festival in Carthaga), or countries of 

the~Balkan peninsula (e.g •. multilateral studies of cultural 

in.heritence on· the Balkan peninsula,. meetings of the Academies 

of sciences of the Balkan countries etc.). 

The extra-[1edi terranean influences in the field of -

culture and information are very strong, and the · cultural and 

informational contacts of Mediterranean countries are mostly 

:::-ealised with highly developed non-Mediterranean co1L'ltries 

....,.. 

(e.g ... i:lediterranean. countries import between 31. and 68.8 per 

cent of films from non-Mediterranean countries). The strong 

non-r1edi terraneru:i influence is particularly fel t--in mass ;:iedi a, ~:-: 

general exchange of information and production of books. In __ 
-

spite of their very. rich and diversified cultural heritage, -- ---
i!lOst Mediterranean countries are. passive- consumers of foreign __ 

cultural values. They are not active enough. in including their 

own· cultural values and information of themselves in the 

· international 

.. institutional 

cultural co7operation and co=unication~ Current -•. 

mechaniSllls are not sufficiently adapted to sup7 

port direct, either bilateral or multilateral; cultural co

-operation and exchange of in.formation among the Mediterrai:tean ~ 

-countries. 

5 . CONCLUSION . 

Cultural co-opera1tion _ raises a number of que~tions 

regarding the principles and modes of communication arr:ong 

the Mediterranean countries. It covers a large nu.m.ber of 

fields which directly or indiretly affect all the processes 

of social deyeloppement, including also relations among· 

. different fields. In the Mediterranean countries e·specially ~ 

cultural a.'l.d informational exchange are related to a broader 

context of development, but it should also embrace all other 
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aspects of developmental activities.Cultural co-operation 

among Mediterranean countries should aim at valor:ization of 

-all cultural resources of these countries (from cultural 

legacy to education and training) in order to indude them i11 

----a broader co=1inicat'ion and-co-operation. This might help 

the development of co=unication between different inodesof 

production; ·different social systems and different cultures, 

which leads to a beter mutual ·understanding oT !1editerr'anem 

countries, regardless to the differences in social and 

economic systems. 
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Vid Vukasovic 
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. Protection and enhancement of the marine environ

ment in the Mediterranean Area is an example of regional co-ope

ration in an only seemingly 'technical'field ,having bConomic, 

political, social, health, cultural and other implications not 

only in the region but on international relations in general. 

It is interesting that in this case the common foe of all the. 

countries concerned ( all mediterranean countries with an excep

tion of Albania are taking part in the co-:opell'Stion) was a common 

danger. A natural resource of vast importance , shared by all 

of them,has been endangered. furijher degradation of it could 

amount to a catastrophy. The need to stop it forced the countries 

. otherwise very different and not always i.n very good relations, 

to pool their strenght and to copordinate their efforts. 
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1. The Mediterranean as a ·shared natural resource ; 

2 •. Special characteristics and vulnerability. of the Mec!iterranean; 

3, The need for close co-operation among the Mediterranean 

States and international organizations for the protection 

an~ enhancement of the marine environment as one of the 

main causes of interdependence; 

4. The-growing:awareness 6f the environmental issue as one of 

the crucial issues of international relations in general 

and in the Mediterranean Area in particular 

5. International legal regulation: 0 

5.1. Principles 

5.2. International agreements 

Global 

Regional 

. Subregional 

Bilatera.l 

6. Barcelona Convention and the Protocols 

7. Institutional ~rrangements: 

7 .1:. The role of international organizations 

7,2. UNEPs Regional Seas Programme 

7.3. 

7. 4. 

7 .5. 

7~6. 

7.7. 

UN Specialt"zed age.ncies 

The Role of Regional or~anizations (EEC,OAU etc.,) 

Nongovermental organizations 

Bilatral Commissions 

Other bodies 
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s. The position of developing countries and newly industrializ~d 

countries of the. region; 

9. Assessment of the environment 

10·. Conclusion 

Note: If necessary a· contribution by Zeran Roca ( Institute 

for Developing Countries- Zagreb) on the position of 

.the mediterranean developing countries in the field of 

environmental protection, could be added. 



Prof. Mihaly SIMAI 

INTERREGIONAL COOPERATION BETWEEN THE ARAB WORLD AND THE 

CMEA COUNTRIES 

· /Written in the framework of UNI'rAR Programme on Regiona;1 

and Interregional Cooperation in the 1980s/ 

·A contribution of the Institµte on World Economy of 

the Hungarian·Academy of Sciences. 



'.../ Some thouqhts on the defi.ni.tion of regions 

' What could.be considered as a region or a subregi,on 
' 

from economic point of view? 
i 

' 
Traditionally, two forms of regions have been recognized by 

geographers: single feature regions /like a product bel0 

in agriculture /and multi featured or composite regions. 

These latters are the geographical regions. 

The geographical region is an orglnization of space based 
i 

on both:quantitative and qualitative criteria and expres~-

' ing various interrelations between different elements of' 

natural socio-etatical political, strategic and economic, 

features. 

l"rom economic point of view a region can be defined as a: 

system, as a·set of comparable units with various inter

dependen·t relations among them. These relations include 

' the inte~actions of countries groups or organizations in 

political field,,in the production, distrib~tion and use of 

goods,and services. The heterogenous elements which are 

present in a region through _these interactions must be 

blending into some form of unity. 

No region .could be however comprise a totality they are 

not finite. This is on~· of the reasons why regional 

boundries can hardly claim to universal acceptance. For 
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many scholars therefore a regional division is not a tru~ 
! 
' picture of reality but an arbitrary ·device, depending on; 

the elements which are selected as the most significant 

ones. 

'.Che above mentlonnc.1 1·1ro.blcmi~ arc u!:;pccially irnpo:r-.t..:nit 
I 

:i. ll U1,, ,,o:.u:ch for a clef in :Lt :Lon of the /\r ab Wor lcl ar; a 

region in the world economy. The names applied so far to[ 

this area may vary and the boundaries may change in 

different concepts but the region securing a large 

the I 
I 

part: 

of the world oil consumption; consisting of countries with 
I 

predominantly Moslem culture is implicit-in internationat 

political, military and economic affairs including its 

subregions with specific economic and socio-political 

characteristics. The region as such very important also for 
I 

its partners i.n the rest of the world, including CMEA 

countries. 

In this paper we are dealing with the eastern 

of ' this-region, which is considered as Middle East in 
! 

trade and economic: stratistics. Cooperation with the 

Maghreb countries is covered in the paper dealing wi tl\ 

Africa. This is due basically to statistical reasons, 

There are in fact many similarities in the· relations of 

CMEA countries, with the Maghreb i:l.nd with the Midc::.e Eastern 
I 

Arab countries. 
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2/ Relations between CMEA countries and developing co\m-

tries /General rer.iarks/ 

In their general international economic policies 

the European CMEA member /Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German 

Democratic Republis, Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR are 

the European members of the Council of Mutual Economic 

Assistance/ countries are emphasizing the neccesity of 

-expanding .their economic relations with the developing 

countries at a faster1 rate.This aim have _been outlined 

' time and again in different policy statements on govern~ 
' ' 

mental and party level. They want to elaborate and implement 
I 

medium ana longterm, comprehensive and sectoral programmes, 

which would include cooperation in industry, agriculture, 

science, technology etc. They want to help the strength

ening of the economic foundations of their partners in 

order to promote internally generated economic developm9nt. 

. They want to contribute to the strengthening of the 

developing countries in the world economy by helping the 

growth of export. sectors in those areas which are based on 

national industrial progress. 

The role of the CMEA countries in the world economy 

has certain special char&cteristics. Some of these are 

connected with the nature of the socialist syst~m, others 

are connected with the level of development, the size of 

the countries, their natural endowment etc. 
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The CMEA region in international trade is playing 
. 

less important role than their share in world output. The 

proportion of CMEA countries in world trade is one third 

of their share in total world industrial output. Statistically 

the great share of the USSR is reflected in this proportions 

/about 75 per cent of the GNP of. the region/, but there are 

other historical and economic reasons as well. The econory 

of the CMEA countries was, at least until the sixties, 

strongly orientated to the home market, their economy was 
i 

characterized by efforts for full uti:: .:,:' domestic 

production factors. Exports and imports were subordinate~ 

to these aims. There were also some external barriers of 

export expansion on the world market for the countries 

which entered later to respective markets. These 

barriers were of economic policy and institutional nature 

like oligopolistic trade organizations, undeveloped 

marketing, weak bargaining power etc. 

The trade and other economic relations, between the present 

i 
European CMEA member countries and the developing world : 

were rather limited in the period before the 1950s. Some; 

trade relationi existed also in the past and even in the: 

pre World War II. period in the case of certain presently 

CMEA countries they were quite meaningful in the fr~mcwork 

of lliu world cconr,rny of th:Ll: t:i1,1c,. ' In ruz1ny c:1~·:c)H, ho\:h~Vl~l~ 

i 

. .tru.dc and other r0li:-l1.:.lo(.:: :.-::tarted frorn zero. Dy the cnt1: 
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of the seventies, the share of the CPE countries in the 

import of the developing world has been aound 5 per cent 

and in the total export of the region ~round 4 per cent. 

Similar proportions characterised the .flow of resources 

in the form of loans and aid. These figures however, are 

in a way misleading, since both trade and other relations 

are highly concentrated to 16-20 developing countries.They 

helped many developing countries in di~:~cult situations, 

to maintain their political independence and to avoid 

economic' collapse. They developed new forms and conditions 

of relations unknown and unprecedented in the traditional 
i 

world market /credit conditions, new forms of industrial I 

cooperation etc./. 

On the basis of the trade figures, the flow of new 

technology from the CMEA countries to developing countries 
! 

embodied j_n machinery and equipment is estimated about 5-.7 . . I 
_per cent of ·the total technology imports of LDCS between: 

I I 

1960-1980. In the case of about 15-18 countries, this 

figure was 'much higher. /about 2o per cent/ a'nd in individual 
I 
I 

hranch:es ~ore/. In. addition to the·se figures one has to I 
take into account the _importance of some special area like 

iron and steel where the global figures are closer to 10 

per cent, and_ in some countries·much higher. 

The CMEA countries in the inte:cnational market of 

technology offered an alternative sourcw . ·.:;loping 

countries. This element is especially important in those 
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) ' ' I 
cases where the 

I 

market is heavily oligopolistic. Several: 
! 

large projects, dams, power stations, steel rr,ills etc. have 
I 

. ! 
been built by different CMEA countries in the developingi 

I 

world. 1'hey contributed to the progress of mining, different ' . 

branches of manufacturing, agriculture and transport in; 

several ·countries. 

Beyond the competitive role of the CMEA countries 

there was also a relatively new possibility the comple

mentary, the trilateral technology transfer deals, where' 

the developing the socialist and the developed western 
I 

countries took part together and thus the developing co4n-

tires could utilize the advantages of each participating; 

partner.· 
I 

Cooperation between CMEA countries andideveloping 

countries in general takes place in the for~s of 

;a/ bilateral cooperation between CMEA member coun

tires and developing countries; 

b/ cooperation between 2-3 CMEA countries and one 

developing. country; 

c/ cooperation between.CMEA group and individual 

developing countries; 

d/ cooperation between il')dividual CMEA countries 

and the integration organizations of the developing: 

countries; 

\ 
I 

e/ cooperation between CMEA and the regional group~ 

of the developing countries; 
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f/ cooperation between countries with developed market 

economy, CMEA members. and developing country /trilateral: 

cooperation/. 

At the present very difficult international econor.iic 

situation the multiplicity of the various forms has 

importance, because it gives greater flexibility to 

i. 
special 

! 

the; 

' ! relations at a time when bilateralism is on the increase. 

3/ Main Trends in Economic Relations Between European CMEA 

Members and the Middle Eastern Arab countries 

Econo1ilic relations between European CMEA countries, 

and the Middle Eastern countries are determined by several 

factors. The historical, political, geopgraphical, economic 

and institutional /organizational/ factors of relations 
. ' 

themselves are of rather complex nature, and each one of 

them could be the subject of separate analysis. 

The process of economic and social transformation 

of the two groups of countries is in intself a source of 

important changes. 

The great differences among the Arab countries concern

ing their population, murket siz0, natural endowment, 

·economic and social structure,·~cv0lopmont level etc. 
I 

ar,o 

well known sources of possibilities· and limitations of c,o

operation with CMEA countries too. 

'' 
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The CMEA countries also differ according to their size, 

development level, economic structure and. many other field, 

which influences their possibilities and practices of co

operation. The characteristics of the.socialist system into 

which the CMEA countries belong, are of course sources of 

political and economic similarities. What are the main 

differences among them. From among the European CViEA 

members USSR is an Eurasian country a union of republics·, 

within which there are different nations. The USSR has long 

traditions of economic cooperation with the Arab coun

tries, she has also long historical experiences of 

integrating different nations an varying level of devel-. 

opment into the economic system of the Union through 

planned industrialization, which has created firm ties and 

complementarity between the different republics and reduced 

the level differences among them. /An important part of the 

savings from the more developed republics has been 

rccl:lstributctl j_n favour o[ the less clcvclopcd one~ 

through /cjeveral decades. /Czechoslovakia and the German 
1 

Democratic Republic are industrialized countries, with 

long historical traditions of manufacturing. Poland and 

Hungary are middle-level economies, with important agri

cultural and industrial sectors·belonging to the higher 

level of this group, Romania and Bul_garia are on the ver1e 

of passing the frontiers between less developed and middle 
' I 

level economies. /The developing, .nonEuropean members of' 
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the CMEA are not the subject of analysis in this paper,, 

though their experiences may be interesting from the point 

of view of the cooperation between countries of different 

reg-ons within one integr~tion organization./ Hungary and 

Czechoslovakia are landlocked countries which creates 

special transport conditions in their overseas relations. 

The European CMEA countries in general are going through 

a period of major change: from the extensive type of economic 

growth to the growth model which is based on the intensive 

use of production factors. This process is a source of 

new problems and possibilities at the same time for more 

intensive participation in the world economy. 

Some of the smaller countries of the CMEA region 

have naturally limited capacities to offer markets and new 

technologies and this latter mostly only in a few branches 

since their production experiences are concentrated to , 

certain areas. Large countries, especially the USSR which 

re9resents about 70-75 per cent of the production capacities 

of the CMEA countries can offer a much wider range in the 

export of goods, new technology and expertise and rep

resent also larger import volumes. 

The economic differentiation in the Arab World is· 

also growing. Even the 'oil producers are in an increasingly 

different position. Several countries established important 

industries in the 1970s, There are countries however, where 

the oil incomes did not lead to substandial structural 

changes as yet. 
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4/ Actual and potentials of cooperation between CMEA coun-

tries and the Arab countries in the Middle East 

The Middle Eastern countries of the Arab World are 

the most important trade partners of the CMEA member fr?m 
I 

among the Developing countries. The share of the Middle! 
' . i 

East increased in: the total exports of the CMEA countrl.'fS 
, I 

to developing cou;ntries from 20 to almost 30 per cent in 
i 

the 1970s and from 8,5 per cent to 24 per cent in her imports. 
! 

The importance of the CMEA countries in the trade of th9 
I 
I 

Arab countries of the Middle East has declined during the 
I 

same period, but it is still meaningful in the car,e of ! 
i 

certain' countries of the region. During the 1970s aboutl 

6-7 per
1 
cent of the total import of the Middle Eastern 

Arab countries came from CMEA countries. 
' 

l 
. I 

With the help of the CMEA countries.severa :i.mpor~ant 
I 

infrastructural industrial and agricultural projects ha~e 
I 

been implemented in the Middle Eastern Arab countries, ) 

_during the past decades. 

/Table l. '},,. / 
i 
' ' • I 

. . The most important Arab partners of the CMEA couni 

tries.are: Ir.aq,- Syria, Kuwait in Western Asia, Algeria, 
! 

Miirodco; Lybia and E.gypt in North Africa. ! 



Table 1. 

• ~ ~--- ·-- - - -·,.-·-

- Trade Flows bet\,ieen-Ec1ro"p,~-an l:1iF;'\: cou11Erfes--and-the-Arab~countries- in-tl~e-Middle East 

Total C·!EA CHEZ\. Exports European Total CMEA CMEA Imports European CMEA 
imports to MEAC CMEA share imports from MEAC ,share in total 

$ MD $ MD 2/1 in total $ MD $ MD 4/3 N.1~.\C exports 
MEAC imports /per cent/ 

1. 2. /per cent/ 3. 4. 

1970 30,525 815 2,7 11,5 28,637 272 1,0 2.6 

197 3. 52, 2 53 1,335 2,6 8,8 50,184 778 1,6 2,9 

1975 77,358 2,549 3,3 5,9 82,576 1,883 2,3 2,3 

1978 112,434 4,578 4,1 6,4 110,608 2,671 2,4 2,6 

1980 155,170 5,584 3,6 5,7 144,316 3,415 2,4 3, 5 

Source: UN. Trade Statistics. 

Yearbook. 



Commodity Structure of 'rrade between CMEA and Middle 

Eastern Arab countries /1970-1980./ 

SITC 

0-1 2-,1 3 5 7. r-;+.n 
Food Raw Inil t. Fuels Chemi- Machinery Other 
Drinks /excl. manufact. 
Tobacco fuels/ 

J.970 
r~:El\C imports /SITG 8,1 4,7 l,O 
f rOftl. CMEA o-8=100/ 

ME.1\C imports from 7,0 11,5 1,7 CMEh as the pc. of 
· import in the group 

1980 
Ml~l\C imports /SITC 9,4 3,5 10,7 
from CHEA 0-8=100/ 

MEAC imports from 
C'.1Eh as the pc. of 5,0 8,0 6,6 
import in the group 

1970 
European CMEA 
i.mports /SITC 37,5 37,8 10 / 2 
from MEAC 0-8=100/ 

CMEA imports from 
MEAC as the p.c. of 2,7 3,1 1,6 
imports in•the group 

European /SITC 
c:✓iEA imports 0-8=100/ 8,7 ! 8,7 78,5 
frorn MEAC 

CHEA imports from 
MEAC as the·p.c. of 1;6 2,8 - 16,5 
import in the group 

Source: UN. Trade Statistics 

Yearbook 

cals goods 

2,7 57,3 26 ,,o 
' 

3,9 17,7 10,5 

I 

5,1 48,6 22 17 ,, 

4,9 7,3 .4 / 3 

3 ,o 0,3 11,.2 

0,4 0,1 0,4 

0,5 O,l 3 ,,5 
I 
I 

0,1 ' . ' 0,4 
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While so far bilateral trade relations have been playing 

a predominant rolo, there is an increase in the field of 
' . i 

industrial cooperation and soma joint ventures were also: 

established. Several CMEA countries a~e participating ini 
' 

the prospecting of oil and other natural resources. About 

75 per cent of the total number of experts of the CMEA 

countries, working in developing countries are concentrated 
' I 

in the Arab World. /This figure includes also North Africa./ 

The specialization among the CMEA countries 

J,:eveloped mostly on the following lines in implementing , 

project- .in the region: 

USSR: metallurgy, several branches of heavy 

and light industries especially engineering, da~s and 
' I 

electric power stations, agricultural development, mining 
' I 

and prospecting fishery, port, and road construction etc: 

Bulgaria: light and food industries, irrigation 

.systems, agrucultu1re, 
I 

Czechoslovakia: engineering, light industries, 
i 

prospecting, 

GDR:engineering, chemical industries, coal 

mining and processing, 

Poland: shipbutlding, engineering, chemical, 

light and food industries, fishery. 

Hungary: telecommunication, food-processing, 

f 

engineering, transport equipment, bridge-guilding, housing, 

agriculture, 
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Romania: · chemical industries, oil extracting, and: 

1~a(Jnc1:-:i.(:i:·;, .-1gric;ulture, :i.1:-1~i1}1tt:ion :-;yntcmi::, -pror;pcctinc/

•rJ1u a0ovo specialization patterns aro not repre

senting the whole picture and range of technology transfer 

activities of the individual countries. 

Besides specialization there was also some direct• 

cooperation among the CMEA countries in their economic 

relations with .the Arab countries, usually within the 

framework of a general contracting system. This cooperation 

is promoted institutionally also by the CMEA both directly 

and indirectly. 

Taking into account the possibilities and the 

mutual interests of the CMEA countries and the Arab world 

there is a great potential in the expansion of economic 

relations between the two groups of countries. The analysis 

of these potentials is based on the long term- trends in 

the structural changes of supply and demand, the geographical 

proximity, the established channels of cooperation and on 

thecinterests of both partners to diversify their relations. 

a/ The import reguirements of the European CMEA 

countries in the field of oil, are going to increase from 

sources outside their rer,ion. 

b/ It will be more advantegeous for many CMEA 

countries to purchase some petrochemical products from 

abroad instead of increasing their output. 
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I 
c{ Cer·tain countries in the Middle East may offer; 

i 
. different agricultural products ) like oranges, lemon etc!. / and 

iridustr ial goods / especially light industry products/ fo
1

r 
I 

exports which may be purchased by some of the CMEA count,ries. 
i 

d/ The development of infrastructure the process of 
; 

industrialization, ·the agricultural development programmes 

are offering good export facilities to CMEA countries, which 

are at present supplying about 5-7 per cent of the totali 
' 

import of machinery and equipment of the Middle Eastern 1 

Arab countries. /In certain cases these proportion are· i 
I 

much higller./ 

e/ The transformation of consumption, the improvement 

of the health services, hausing etc. are also representing 
I 
' 

possible areas for cooperation especially with the oil export

ing countries of the region in the field of industry, agri

culture and services. 

f/ The development of human skills in the Arab coun

tries proved to be a very important field of cooperation· 
' 

between the region and the CMEA countries. There are great 
' 

possibil~ties also in these very important areas. 

g/ CMEA countries could be also important partners 

' in geological prospecting, improvement of water supplies, 

designing large territorial development project and other 

areas of services. 

h/ There are important possibilities for trip~rtite 

cooperation which represent an increasing part of trade 
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L'1.:l.,L.i.on:.; nli:·c,luy :11; tlw bc,1:Lnn.Ln0 of tl,o 1980:c:. /lrnplr,11,cn
! 

t..,,tion of projects with the participation of CMEA countries 

and Western countries./ 

5/ Trade Policy Instruments and Institutions 

.One of the important features of economic cooperJtion · 
/ 

i between the European CMEA countries and the developing , 
) 

countries in general is the direct active participation 'of 
' 

governments in specifying the scope of cooperation and also 
I in regulating and controlling the realization of cooperation 

prograrnJUes. This factor is very important in Arab countries 
I 

where the governments are also playing a major role in 

promoting economic development and trade relations. On both 

sides, the elaboration and realization of comprehensive 

complex, long-term cooperation programmes would be in

conceivable without the direct involvement of government 

organizations. 

In the European CMEA countries, where foreign trade 

is a state monopoly and the foreign-tradE;l plan is an 
. ' 

organic constituent of the national-economy
1
plan, direct 

I 
I 

gbv.ernment participation in laying down the ·scope, volume 

and mai'n thrust ·of international·. economic transactions is 
i . . i 

a matter-of~course necessity. There are of course diffe1-
• I 

ences among the CMEA.countries concerning the actual fo~ms 
I 

. I 
of state involvement. In some countries.it is practicedlin 
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;1 dcccntr;1lizcd way .in others it is more centr.:ilized. In 

many Arab countries too, the state is increasingly bec~ning 

a direct actor in the regulation of international economic 

relations. The similarities are sometimes helpful in 

ing economic relations. 

I 
promot-

' I 

Tariff systems do not plav identical role in the 

i 
trade policies of the different European CMEA countries., 

Several of those countries /Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Pol1and, 

Romania/ are members of GATT, the general agreement whic,h 
I 

ensures access to markets through tariff measures above ~11. 

One of the demands of long standing of the developing 

countries is for one-sided tariff preferences vis-a-vis the 

industrially more developed countries, with a view abovd all 
' ' 

to stimulating the exportation of their own manufactures. 

'l'he Soviet Union abolished tariffs on imports from 

the d~veloping coun~ries as early as 1964, thereby accorded 
I . I 

to the developing countries a more favourable treatment! 

' 
than MFN. This decision is unilateral/that is, is 

no mutuality/; it is also free of discrimination, 

stimul'o.tes 

as it ! 
! 

extends to every developing country. The preferences cov,er 

the full range of products /basic materials, manufacture~ 
! 

and agricultural produce/. The. Soviet Union at the same t.ime 

retained a right to assign contingents to imports from 

developing countries. 

I 
t:he 
I 
I 

Most of the other European CMEA countries ir',trodu~ed 

in the early 1970s some form of preferential treatment o~ 

the developing countries. 
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Bulgaria - which, like Romania, itself enjoys some 

non-reciprocal tariff preferences - in April 30, 1972 

' announced a 30 per cent linear tariff, reduction applicab,le 

to the developing countries' products. Since 1977 Bulgarian 
! 

trade policy has classed the developing countries into two 

I 

groups: Group A contains the least developed countries,: 

' 

which, since that date, enjoy full exemption from tariffs, 
' 

whereas the SO per cent tariff reduction has been 

for the countries of group B. 

maintained 
I 
! 

Czechoslovakia introduced a system of preference 

in February 1972: it makes possible the granting of a sol 

per cent tariff cut to the overwhelming majority of products 
I 

originating from the developing countries, and contains i 

prevision concerning further significant reductions. 

Hungary has been applying since the beginning of 

1972 a preferential tariff system under which cuts are 

granted to the manufactures of all those developing counr 

tries whose pe_r capita national income is less than Hungary's, 
1 

w·hich maintain normal trade relatins with Hungary and apply 
1 

no discrimination to Hungarian products. The list of 

' preferences covers some 600 productr; and product groups, i 

! 
including r;omc 100 iteni,-; wh1.ch enjoy full exemption. In , . I 
other instances, there is a redQction of 50 to 90 per ce~t 

i 
' against the tariffs applied to products of countries enjoying 
I 
I 

MFN status. As an important distinctive feature, this tariff 
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system also covers finished goods of agricultural origid 
! 

/food products, tinned goods etc./. 

Poland introduced in 1976 a preferential tariff 

system which grants an average tariff· reduction of So per 
! 

cent to imports purchased in the developing countries and 

indeed, full exemption to a number of products. The 

preferences do not, however, extend to those products ; 
i 

originating in the developing countries which reach Polahd 
! . 

through middlemen in the developed market-economy countries. 
I 
I 

i 
Intergovernmental trade agreer.1ents are instrurr,ent:s 

! 

rather widely used in any relation of international trad~. 
I 

In trade between the European CMEA countries and most 
! 

ofi 
I 

the Arab countries also such agreements determine the sc,ope 

and conditions of trade. 

Practical experiences proved of course, that 

concluding a trade agreement does not automatically 

about trade-generating results, 

bring 
i 
! . 

The role of intergovernmental agreements more corn~ 

prehensive cooperation: in trade, industry, science and I 
technology and in the creation and operation of raixed 

intergovernmental commissions have been more important. 

Intergovernmental commissions tend to play a role 

of increasing importance in bringing about a more meaningful 
i 

division of labour between the countries of the two groups. 
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The parties to an intergovernmental agreement delegate as 
i 
' a rule high-ranking officials into these commissions which 

. . . . . I 
are usually headed on both sides by deputy prime ministers 

or ministers. These mixed commissions·are standing ones as 

a rule, meeting at regular intervals /once or somefimes twice 

a ycnr/. This permits to avoid the haphazard and incoherent 

approach which used to dharacterize some earlier trade 

relations, and.which led in quite a few cases to ill-adv~sed 

economic action in the dooperation between the two parties. 
' 

These commissions, headed by high-ranking political and ;• 

economic personalities, are in a position to submit their 

recommendation$ to the respective governments for vetting 

and .dedi~ion-taking without undue delay and to take the: 

necessary practical economic measures with government approval 

and backing. 

In a majority of cases, the mixed commissions' 

authorization covers the entire spectrum of bilateral 

relations/trade industrial and technical cooperation, 

modalities of bayments, deliveries etc./. 

Intergovernmental joint commissions usually play 

a key role also in the preparation of those long-term /10 

or 15 year/ economic and scientific-technical intergovern

mental agreements. 

Often, a broad network of subsidiary organs - sub

.committees or working groups - are created by the inter-: 

governmental joint commission: the brief of those organs 

covers concr.ete areas / sectors or branches/ of economic 
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cooperation. The discussions of these committees or working 
i 

groups and the recommendations submitted as a result of j 

their deliberations are apt to promot~ the elaboration and 
i 

implementation of action programmes a;i.med at the laying bf 
' i 

sound foundations for cooperation or for a partial divis~on 
I 

of labour within their respective areas of competence. i 

Sectoral agreements whenever they exist envisage the 

priority development of certain sectors of a developing 

country; they help thereby to minimize the difficulties 

' risks that newly created sectors usually have to face. 

is achieved, firstly, by the Eur6pean C~£A countries' 

This 
' ' I 
i 

participation in the development of the sector in questeion 
I 

.. /by supplies of equipment, by the preparation of technicrl 

documentation, plans and edesigns, by the seconding of 

specialists, etc. / and secondly, ,by the European CMEA coun-
l 

tries' u1tdertakings to purchase a certain part of itsi 
I 
' • I 

output. The purchase obligations are medium- or longer-t~rm 
i 

as a rule, giving sufficient time for the nascent industry 

to grow i,trong, for its production to become profitable,! for 
I 
I 

its competitiveness to incre.ase. The time horizon of sue~ 
I 

agreements tends to be longest in mining, where enormousi 
I 

investments, involving deliveries of machinery and equipinent 

for huge sums, are necessary. 

In a world economic situat.ion of increasing 

complexity, in a period of diffic.ulties for Arab or the 

European CMEA countries there is quite understandably a 
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growing demand for framework agreements on complex, many;

sided cooperation embracing as many sectors of the economy 
i 

as possible. The various mixed commissions with their 1 

' 
flexible and task-oriented organization are especially 

suited for managing the implementation of agreements of 

w,ell 
I 

complex content. 

This would presumably entail a greater efficiency and a 

Ja 
' 
I 
! 
I 

better economic viability. It would also permit to catel 

more efficiently to the accesory needs arising in the I 

course of economic cooperation /training of specialists,/ 

protection of the environment, health etc./, and to avofd 
' 

some of the tensions arising almost automatically as a 
' 

consequence of one-sided development. Between those Aral 

and European CMEA countries whose relations have been 

characterized by a significant and extensive cooperatio1, 
a growing institutionalizati,on of relations in certain I 

I 
specific areas can be obseryed nowadays, involving agreements 

between ministries and bodies other than 

mental joint commissions. The purpos'e of 

agreements is the implementation of joint 

the intergovern
i 

these lower-level 
I 

. 'th.l proJects wi in 
I 

the. competence of the bodies involved. In several E1,1rot,ian 
! 

--CMEA countries, the authorization of the industrial ministries . . . I 
includes responsibility for the organization of industrial . , . ·. I . 
cooperation ventures abroad, for supplying the machinery and 

• I 

! 
.servtces. 

I 
equipment sold abroad with spares and after-sales 

' ' 
I 

I 

I 
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The various forms of cooperation in production have resulted 

in more and more active participation in inter-country 1 

economic contacts on the part of the ·competent ministries 

of.the developing and of the European CMEA countries, in 

their more and more direct involvement in the external 

economic process. 

Another important instrument of intensifying trade 
I 

and economic relations is the ever more frquent exchange 
i 

of trade missions and high-level economic delegations. I 

I 

In the light of experience gained so far, the activity 

of the joint 
• 

intergovernmental commissions and similar I 
! 

institutions is assessed favourably by both the European 
I 

CMEA and the Arab countries. By common consensus, the useful 

features of this special institutional mechanism have iri the 
I 
I 

1970s greatly contribured to the upswing of economic coope~ 

ration between the two groups of countries. · I 

One important element of the institutional infra7 

structure of cooperation with the Arab countries is a set of 

agreements of multilateral cooperation between those and 

the CMEA integration. 

By their very nature, these agreements are called upon 

,.demonstrate in the long term the extent to which they 

i 
! 

J:\O 
I 
I 
I can 
I 

be regarded as efficient institutional instruments of co-
! 

operation. 
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There are possibilities for such agreements between 
! 

CMEA on the one hand and the regional international orga-
1 

nizations and integration-type groupings of the develop~ 
I 

• I 
ing countries on the other. They could represent a corn-, 

I I 
. i ! 

p<l,ratively new and - as yet - unusual type of institutional 

t.ie of· economic cooperation between the two groups of c9un-
, 

tries', 

The present constitution and structure of insti

tutions in the CMEA facilitate multilateral c.ooperation 'on 

region to.country on region to region basis. 
i 

I 
The constitution of the CMEA opens the way for the partil-

cipation of any country which agree with its aims and 

principl~s. The basic principles of CMEA cooperation 

' 

I 
! in 1962 emphasizes, that, the socialist international 

division of labour developes with the consideration of the 

<;1lobill int:ornull.onf\l Jivl:1ion of lubour. /M,iltilutorul 

Economic Cooperation of the Socialist States. Moscow, 1972. 
I 
' 

p. 107 .. in Russian/. 

The Comprehensive Programme of Cooperation within' 

the framework of the CMEA went one step further and declared. 
I 

I 
In the framework of the CMEA any country member of new ! 

member of the CMEA could participate fully or partially 
. ' ' 

which shares the aims and Principles of the Programme" 

/Comprehensive Programme of the Future Endeepening and 

Improving Cooperation and the Development of the Socialist 

Econornic···Integration of the CMEA members. Moscow, 1971. 

p. 117 /·.i!n Russian./ 
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The two financial and credit institutions of the 

CMEA the International Bank of Economic Cooperation /IBEC/ 
' 

and the I~ternational Investment Bank /IIB/ offer also some 
I 

possibilities. While IBEC is responsible for trade transr 
I 

action accounting and its possibilities outside the region 
. I 

are limited IIB has not only a broader authorization, but . I 

also manages a ''Special Fund for Credit Measures for i 
! 

Economic and Technical Cooperation with the Developing 

Countries", which started operatin or January 1, 1974. 

This fund was made up in 95 per cent in transferable roubles 

and 5 per cent in convertible currencies. 

In the discussing concerning the further development 
i 

of CMEA cooperation, relations with the developing countries 

' 
broader multilateral institutions are having an importan~ 

place too, It is evident however from the experiences 

gained so far, that the institutional framework of co

operation with developing countries must be improved on 

the line envisaged on the Declaration and the Programme 

of Action on NIEO. 

6/ New policies, possibilities and ad}ustments for inter

regional cooperation .. 
'.rhe. strategic aims of interregional economic co

opera1;:ion, can be realized only.if they conform·also to the 
' . 

changing possibilities and needs of the individual coun-' 

· tries or, if the direction and structure of economic.develop-

ment in member countries change in harmony with the 

interests. 

' 
regional 

! 
' 
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Besides, of course, a readiness to develop and maintain: 

interregional relations is also riecessary. From this latter 

point of view the similarity of pol~tical, strategic, 

and economic aims in the narrow sense· /or their deviations/, 

cooperation experience, and the knowledge· of each other '.s 

efficien·cy are of extremely great importance. 

A comparison of the changes taking place in the 

Arab world with the interests and· perspectives of CMEA 

countri~s suggests that there are possibilities for in

terregional cooperation. 

Interregional cooperation, relations between the 

European CMEA countries as a group with Arab countries 

/or with any subregion within the two area/ require the 

solution of many complex problems, if it is done on a larger 

scale. 

1. The scope and intensity of regional cooperation 

within the Arab world must increase. At present there are 

important political, economic structural and institutional 

problems of inter-Arab cooperation. While there are 
! 

important regional institutions their role is limited by 

political difficulties and by legal and economic.considerations. 

There are very important financial institutions with great 

prestige and of global reputation. There are very few ' ' . 
regional production projects however, which are implemented 

\ by several Arab countries. Initiative 
i 

for regional cooperation 
! 

must come of course from the countries concerned. External 
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actors /integration organizations, countries or trans

national corporations/ should participate in this process 
i 

at the consent of tho Arab countries on the basis of mutual 
I 

' 

interests and benefits. If the Arab countries of the region 
I 

are not ready for full scale cooperation and their econqmy 

is not developing on the line of complementarity, no I 
' 

harmonious relations will be .possible with other regions 
i 

on multilateral.saale. The participation of CMEA countries as 
i 

a regional group could be also limited in this case. / 

2. The character of regional and sub-regional co~ 
I 

operation among the Arab countries must be better defined. 
I 

If the efforts for regional cooperation 

to the ideas of customs-union or to the 

will be confined 
I 

i 
establishment of 

I 

a few firm from the common funds especially in the private 

I sector,: subject to national tariff, financial tax and 
I 

other regulations influencing the.flow of goods and concrete 
I 
I 

steps will be very slow towards real integratio~ 
I 

the region will remain in fi/,Ct in the present framework.I 
. . I 

Studies, in connection with the integration projects of the 

developing countries and more specifically about the Arab 

integration revealed the reasons why those projects failed 

or why they are stagnating, I~ is evident from these 
I 

studies:that the integration, aiming at trade liberalization only 

does not lead to the wanted results. This especially applies 

to the Arab reg ion, where the minima}. ··,lts of the Arab 

Common Marl:et and the problems of subr"''J .i.onal free trade 
I 

areas proved the fact, that integration confined to the 
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"customs union" was not a feasible approach under the 

conditions of the respective countries. Th~ joint develop

ment policy on regional level, the regional production and 

development integration which would establish a true 

division of labour and by "correcting and partially 

eliminating the market mechanism" would jointly develop 

the productive capacity of the region could be the 

basis of a real integration /regional or subregional/, 

/See for example: Klaus Glenbitt/Bernhard Lageman: Arab 

Economic Integration - Which Way. Bochum, 1980. p. 3,/ 

This qualitatively different approach to the regional 

cooperation an integration based on large scale inter

country projects within the public sector /or with the 

massive involvement of the public sector/ and private firms 

which would be developed with the aim of supplying the 

market of several countries, or promoting joing exports 

! establishing common infrastructure in different areas, 
I 

like transport /ports, shipping and air companies/ 

ed~cation /regional universities/ would also create a 

different level for external participation. In this latt'er 

case regional·cooperation must be connected very closely 

with national planning of the ~ountries concerned. A 

similar regional mechanism, which has developed within 
i 

the framework of CMEA for the coordination of medium and: 

.. longer term plans will be helpful. In this case, the 
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participation of the CMEA countries could be also more 

mcc1ningful. The n.iturc of their economics would facilitate 

much broader cooperation both by country /or countries/ 

with the region and interregional basis. 

3. Regional or subregional economic institutions 

must be further developed. This is not an easy task. There 

are well known political difficulties which go beyond the 

scape of the analysis in this paper. There are also economic 

problems. Experts are probably available but the smooth 

running and management of the institutions is expensive. 

The costs are justified only by the achievements, which 

must be measurable from the point of view of the member 

countries. They must have the ability of coordinating not 

only regional interests but also promote the coordination 

of interests with other regions. 

4. Concerning interregional cooperation, non

discriminatory relations between the members of the 

European CMEA region and all the Arab countries must be 

established. Interregional cooperation presupposes the 

absence of discrimination against the CMEA countries in 

the Arab world and vica-,versa. They must enjoy mutually 

both fair. political and economic treatment in the respective 

markets. Neither the necessary level of confidence nor 

the required degree of security could be achieved otherwise. 
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5. It is also evident, that more meaningful co

operation between the European CMEA countries and the 

Arab world requires deliberate strucfural adjustment on 

a long term basis. 

Tl1e European CMEA countries will have to take into 

account much more than in the past at the elaboration of 

their medium term /5 years/ and long term plans those areas, 

where structural changes are required in production and 

consumption in order to increase her imports from the 

Arab countries. 

The increase of CMEA exports require also certain 

adjustments. It is not enough to create simply more export 

potentials. Export must be developed such a way which 

corresponds to the changing needs of the Arab world. The 

complexity of exports /exporting (or example production 

cultures or systems, including machinery and equipment 

know-how, expertise not only in a framework of a produc~ 

group but also in the closely interrelated areas/ is a 

very important requirement as well and these could be 

done on a regional or subregional basis. 

From the point of view of CMEA countries with a 

I 

i 

given system of central planni.ng it is also important t~ 

be able to rely on their partners as relatively stable 

markets, with which long term relations could be established. 
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A deliberately organized long term division of labour is 

not a one way doal. It can be efficient and meaningful 

when the nature of the economics and the interests of 

"both partners are taken into consideration. 

The interests of the Arab world of course require, 

that regional and interregional cooperation with them 

should help in the solution of their basic problems the 

liquidation of backwardness, the increase of the standard 

of living of their people, more social justice and the 

strengthening of their position in a changing world 

economy. Interregional cooperation must serve also the 

long term economic aims and interests of the European 

CMEA countries. These basic tasks should not be lost in 

the technical details • 
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--Economic Relations of CL3A Countries· with Africa 

1. Afr.ic:-1'r; st..r•u'.rp•J.0 for a tro.n:-:!for.rnution of intcrn:-_i_tion:1.J. 

ocono1nic relations, and co-opcrution with the sociali·,~t 
countries 

Africa's struggle for a restructuring of international 
economic relations, for the development of interregional re~ 
la.tions aims - as in the case of the other developing coun
tries - at eliminating its considerable underdevelopment, at 
diversifying its distorted and unilateral economic structure, 
av reducing, counterbalancing its one-sided but multifaceted 
economic and political dependence on the developed capital
ist countries and multinational companies, a~d at exploiting 
its wealth of r:atural resoll.rC<i.S in the interest oi' r2ational 
development. The ultimate goa~, beside political independence 

(having alread;y been attained by most Afric(;...." countries) is the 
attai=ent of economic independence, the realization oi' an 
autonor:10us and balanced economic developcent and grov,th, a 
satisfaction of the basic needs of the Africans n=bering some 
470 million /19~0/. 

Besides the African countries hav1ng the intention to re
ly both in their struggle for a transformation of exter:c.al eco
no2ic relations and. in the realization of. their fundamerital 
econoaic and social goals mainly on the national and. &11-..'f'ri
can resow:·ces, they reckon in a consic.erable measure on polit
ical wid economic. support of the socialist cou.."tries, on deep-

+ By Cl.:i:.?_ countries primarily the Soviet U::1ion fu"d the :Su.rope= 
C~~A countries /Bulgaria, Czeohoslovoi-:::. -~,~,e GDB, Hungary, 
Poland, Ro=nia/ are understood, sir:.ce ---~ 0xtra-European 
C:,_;,A co~1tries /Vietnam, Iilon_solia and. Ct.:ba/ have just slight 
or no E:cono.:r.ic relations with Africa. 
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ening with them interregional co-operation. So ::mch the li::Ore 

as co-operation with the socialist countries - v1hich is callec. ll,t 
new-type /or socialist/ one in econorr.ic literature-, following 

from its basic principles, forms and impacts, pro::;otes - even 

if only to a slight extent - the achievement of all those goals 
for which the African countries conduct a struggle. 

'.i:he co-operation ri:.ialized \'1ith the socialist cou:.1.'cries 

as distinct from and as against the co·lonialist or neocolonial

ist-ty po division of· labour "est.o.blished" with the i.leveloped 

capito.list courttries - is aiminc; at a "dc>colonization" of the 
African countries' internal economW on the one hand, a..'1d of 

their external econor:1ic relation!: D!-< l\~e other: it pro:1ote s 

the internal econo2.ic development of these countries, their 

economic and social integration, a transformation of their 

economic structure, and - partly by mea".s of these - it avoids 

in exterDal economic relations the ineQus.lities, asy=etries 

that are characteristic bf the international division of labour 

realized with the capitalist countries, a.'1d forces the capital

ist countries to improve the conditions of their relations 

wi'th the .A.frican countries. 

2.:;.1utual significance of econo.rric relations - in the li0:ht of 
; cor·,t10di t:y tlJ.rnover 

I1:. ev.s.luat"ing, anal:yzing econou1ic ;-elations bet\7een t:-.:.e 

socialist ?,nd the .. 1'.I..Zrican countrie~) it is necessar:57 v.1it.b. a 

view to objectivity to point out 

importance of relations. A usual w.etb C?~ a,;£ e· .:.s is the pre sen-
tation of the .role played b;y forei~-r. t ,,.:lG.e, b;y bilateral cow.
w.od.i t;y turnover in the external ecor.:.omic relations of the t'No 

grou?s of countries, so ouch the illOre as today stil¾ foreign 
trade is the oost ifilportant forra of co-operation. On the othe~_ 
Land, it cust be taken into co:nsideratio~ that cLe role played 

in each other's forei5n traUe may only partly reflect the sii-
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nificance of economic relations, since be:yon6. uJ.utual consod.it:.1 

deliveries eco~omic relations also cover other fox~s of eco
nomic co-operation, often ones having implications of greater 

significance than foreign trade; identical foreign trade shares 

=y isply different significance, dependiri.s on the commodity 

structure of deliveries, Q~the terms of exchange. 

a/ Socie.list ez-oorts and the Af'rican r:.a.rket 

Exa;;iini11g the socialist cou11tries' @io~@_!l;a, t,~:,sihei? e::-

ports to the developing countries, and within them those going 
to Africa, it can be stated that v:hile bet'Neen 1 960-1981 tl:::e 

socialist cour_tries' total exports - in ter2s of value a~~ cal
culated at ctl.:'rent prices - increased '11111".10.4 times, expo;:ts 
to the developing countries grew i11i,iz 22.2 ;;;Lmes, c_o:nseg_uen;;ly ___ _ 

the developing cour1tries' VH=ight within the s-ocialist cou::i.

tries' total exports rose from 6.5 per cent in 1960 to 13.8 

per cent in 19dl • .An even more dynamic growth than that of 
soci,..,7-; ,...--;- ev-T"\or.J.-c to tt:.e d8Velouing countries w~s tiarkea.~ b-y -c.--;;:;;;.,, .... -=" 1,,,-..J - .... --

the exports goiI1g to Africa /27.2 times increase in terms of 

value between 1960 and 1981/, as a result of which a co:r:.sider

able growth occurred in Africa's share both within soc-ialist 

exports to the developing countries and within the overall ex

ports of the socialist countries: while in 19601 29 per cent 

of socialist exports to the developing cou...---itries v1ent to J. .. f

rica, in 1901 the cor.res::9or.:.diri.g share was al.ready close to 36 
:per cent, i.e. in 19ol 5.0 per cent of 2.11 soci2.list e:coorts 

went to i,frica, as aginst 1.9 per cent in 1960. 

The ;_frican coi;.:"'l+,.-le.s, ccnseq_uently, -represent a~ d:1-

r.:.amicall~/ de"',.rclopin;~ ttc .. :c.;.-:.ct, but_ a fairl:y u.odest outlet, fox

the corri206.ities of the socialist countrie::s, v1hich is to be a--c

tributecl partly to a lo.tcr attainment of political indc:,icnder1ce; 

by the J .. fL'ico.n countries. -t(; 5·fr-o:1r•;er 11 tics 11 v,ith th0 cx-::lothe:r 
I • 

count::-iE=s, with the ce.:;,,-'t-~.l'i-!:.t ~co::10::~, ~C finar.:.cial organi-
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zations, with the r:ionopolies ar:.d 2ultinational co;:;:pani8.s, to 
an instability of economic and political systeus, to a s~~ll 
size and narrov1 internal market of the :najority of .African 
countries, to transport difficulties, to a lack o:f :narket 
irn.owled.ge on the part of the socialist countries, to an inst..f
ficience of adjustment to the special cli:natic conditions, 
and partly to conpeti t?'n becor:iing keener als Oon the market 
of Africn:1 cou.ntries~~o an unsatisfactory level of the co;:;:-· 
petitiveness of the socialist countries' commodities • 

.P.nd what do the socialist countries' supplies mean for 
the Africa~1 cour.:.tries? 'Xhat weight is accounted for b~1 social

ist ezports in weetinfi the i::ipo.:-t demands of ·these countries, ~d 
lNhich are tl:!.e cor.:iI0odi t:y ;zrouns ;:1i thin socialist exports that 

are of particule...r sig~~~icance? 

As is evident from the figures of the tables included, 
the socialist countries - despite a dynamic growth of the vol
ur.h": and value of their exports to Africa - satisfy ~ a ver:1 
slight share of the import needs of the African developing 
countries: while in the early 7Os the socialist countries sat
isfied sooe 6-o ~er ce~t of all African imports, by the end of 
the 7Os this share declined to around 5.0 per cent, that is to 
say, in the. last decade the African countries increased their 
procure:nents more dynamically from other cocintries, primarily 
fro~ the Qeveloped capitalist countries dominating some 80-65 
:per ca:r.:.t of their trade .. r~lations, with a..."'1 increasing role be

ing played in their purchases by the other developing cocintries 
too. Consequently, the socialist countries continue to account 
for a modest weight within the African countries' imports, it 
is difficult for them to counterbalance the dominance of the 
developed capitalist countries. 

Desi;ite the fo.ct that the c;reater part of socinlist CXl)Orts 
/35.-40 fiBI' cent/ is nccounted for by m,'lchincr:v ancl tr0ns1)ort 
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Table 1 
The sociai ist co=tries' exports to Africa by COWLlOd; t-? frOC:..T,,:' . 

• 
/million us :?,, fob/ 

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
"R' 0 --- d. - u ' bever-
c:..ses 2.nd tobacco 
/,STffL~ --V O+l/ 105 105 300 280 275 364 431 491 ... 

Crude ;;:aterials 
/ SI'.I·C 2+4/ 58 110 lo5 145 125 214 193 209 . . . 
:.:ineral fuels 
/SITC 31 69 87 220 · 180 175 204 146 210 ... 
Cl:e r;ic al s 
/SI·I'C 5/ 35 47 99 110 ll5 165 194 209 
I's:achiner;y, trans-
T -.·,"· e" u" -men t _t_JV.l.. l, ':1 .J._l!' 
I" I,-,,,., ...:.i .l.V 7/ 425 560 590 670 660 084 1134 1228 . . . 
Ot.hcr LaanufD.C-
t ll.rCc. coods 
/SI'l:C 6+8/ 195 265 475 450 435 563 536 722 ... 
Total e:1.-:iorts 
;sr·rc 0-9/ 1000 1280 1910 1960 1890 2508 2913 3234 4090 

/Source: Calculation based on UN Yearbook of International Trade 
Statistics 1980/ 

Table 2 
Com2odity structure o~ the socialist countries' exuorts to Afr,ca /%/ 

10 00 • be.,.r , .1-0-... .:.: c., \ \i • ., I., u. 

Crude ::iaterials 
l,:ineral fuels 
Che::::.icals 
1~ach4,...,e.ry, trans
port eq_uip::ient 
Other 2an..uac
tured goods 
Other 

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

10.5 
5.8 
6.9 

3.5 

8.2 15.7 
i::l.5 9.6 
8,7 11.5 

3.6 5.1 

30.8 
24.8 

2.5 

14,3 

7.3 
9.1 
5.6 

14.6 
6.6 
9.2 
6.0 

14,5 
8.5 
o.l 
6,5 

35.2 
22.4 
4.8 

14.8 
6.6 
5.0 
6.6 

38,9 3o.o 
18.4 22.3 

9.7 5.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

/Source: Calculation based on UN Yearbook of International Trade 
Statistics 1980/ 
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Table 3 
The weight of socialist countries' exports within A:f.rican imuorts 

/%/ ---
.-----~ 

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

Fc•od, bev., tob. 6.6 3.6 6.1 5.0 5.2 5.6 5.8 5.8 . . . 
CruU.c ;;iaterials. 11.4 12.6 11.7··. 9.8 b. 4 10.8 9.1 7.7 ... 
: .. :ineral fuels 9.9 9.4 7,8 5.9 5. 4 5.6 3.8 3.7 
C.he;::;ical s 3.6 3.0 3.9 3.8 4.2 4.8 5.0 4.4 • • • 
i-.•lacl-'i.llie ry, trans-

9 .4. 6.4 5.0 3.9 3.4 3. 8 4. 5 4.9 poi·t 

Other 
tured. 

eg_uipmen·0 ... 
manufac-
goo 6.s 5.8 5.3 5.9 4.4 4 I!.. . ' 4.5 3.8 4.5 ... 

8.4 6.3 . 6.0 4.8 4.4 4.8 

/Source: Calculation on the basis of Uli Yearbook of International 
Trade Statistics l980/ 

equipment /agricultural machinery, mining and construction 
eg_uipment, tractors, aeroplanes, machine-tools etc./ and to an 
extent of 20-25 per _cent by manufactured goods, even in the 
case of these products the socialist countries can meet just 
a very modest and declining sl:iare /4-5 per cent/ of.Mrican im
port demands. It may be·anticipated also :for the future that 
the greater part of social_ist deliveries will be L::2.de up of 
capital 5oods, machinery, complete equipment of fu..ridamental 
significance for the economic development of the African de
·ve.\cp.::..ng countries, besides these becoming outlets :for certain 
:;:·00::..ztuffs, food industry products too. On the other_ hand it 
is expected that the manufactured consu.wer articles exports 
go~ there will decline in respect of both dynamism and sha.::-e, 
not\least as a result of the African countries' endeavours at 
an import substituting.industrialization. 
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b/ Socialist imports atid the African source of nroc"J.re:::ent 

Examini...,-1;~; the d:;lnamism of the Ci~IEA countrieG, imports, 
-t,.!,,.:;i.r imnorts from the developL"'lg countries, and within. t:le:n 

,,_ tl·.ose corning from Africa it can, be stated that while bet'nc:en 

2.960-1981 the socialist countries' total imports increased~ 

10.l tiraes, their imports from the developing countries greY1 

.,- 14,9 times, conseg_u0ntly the develo-::,in,o; countries' weic;:l'.'.t 

v1i thin the total ir::1ports of the socialist c ou.ntr ies rose fr-0:-2 

'7.4 per cent in 1960 to 10.8 per cent in 1981. And since of 

total Ci\BA exports currently a s..riare of 13.8 per cent goes to 

the developing world, a 4 billion ruble surpli;.s turns oi;.t to 

be in the trade balance to the benefit of the socialist coun

tries. 

Socialist ir:roorts coming from Africa grew less dynanical

l:;1 between 1960 and 19lll than the total imports of the CL:SA 

countries and than those frorn the developing cou..~tries, conse

quently the weight of Africa - which for that matter had not 

been of particular significance - continued. to decline ir. the 

course of the 60s and '?Os, and currently the Gr.SA countries 

cover just 2.0 per cent of their imports from Africa, although 

of their exports 5.0 -oer cent goes to that continc:nt. The so

cialist cou,ntries' trade balance with Africa showed in 19/31 a 

s:.:rplus of some 3.'7 billion rubles, i.e. the ratio of irq:,ort/c:x

:por't cover amo1.u1ted. to sor.::e 250 per cent in the case of t.b.e 

c~·:~-A countries' P.f'rican t.rao.e. It; is prooa·cle sr5r11:,: that in 

tt.:.e future there v1ill be s. consicierC?6/e,, decline in the exter1-C 

of the su..r:9lus, in case the sociali.s·c ..:,,;:JU2J.tries - ar.t.G. witt.i:: 

t.hem nrir.u.aril--.i the East-Eu.rc_-oean socialist c-ount~ies - w--:11 ir:..-
. ~ V 

c::ie_ase their f"u.el and rav.1 m teris.l :pu.rche.scs from the .A.f'ricar... 

count1:ies, ar:.d the industrial division of labour will ~ dee:9-

e~ betY1een the socialist and the African countries. 
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Table 4 
The socialist cou.ritries' . _,_ 

imnorvs from Africa b;y d . _,_ comma lvJ: ~re~ 
/million us ll, fob/ 

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 197d 1979 19d0 

Food, bev., tob. 265 3d5 520 630 650 621 635 710 ... 
C.rude = te::-ials 330 350 700 760 400 516 319 438 ••• 
~ine.ral fuels 31 200 - l 5 .L- 230 335 175 155 632 ... 
Cherr-.icals 21 26 39 66 42 45 47 37 
l~acb.ineI\Y, trans-
port equipment 1 4 3 9 2 0 0 0 ... 
Other manufac- 135 170 255 345 235 251 264 199 
tl.U'e d goods 
Total imports 7d3 1135 1632 2040 1754 1608 1415 2016 3 i 7 LL -- . 

/Source: Calculation on the basis of lJ1i Yearbook of International 
Trade Statistics 1977 and 19d0/ 

Table 5 
Commodo t;y structure of socialist countries' imports from .P_:fr-i ea 

Food, bev. ,: tob. 
Crude materials 
1:ineral fuels 
Chel!lical s 
:.:&.chiner;y, trans
;; o.rt eg_uip:nent · 

o-:~,:;.r D12nufac
t:.u-ea. good.s 

JJ:·otal imports 

1%/.. --
1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

33.8 33.9 31.9 30.9 37.1 38.6 44.9 _35.2 
42.l 30.s 42.9. 37.3 22.8 32.l 22.5 21.7 
4.0 17.6 7.0 11.3 19.l 10.9 11.0 31.3 
2.7 2.3 2.4 3.2 2.4 2.8 3.3 1.8 

0.1 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.1 o.o o.o 0.0 

17.2 15.0 15.6 16.9 13.4 15.6 18.7 9.9 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

/Source: Calculation on the basis of figures in Table 4/ 

As these tables show, the most important co=oa.it;y groups 
of the socialist countries' imports from Africa are made up of 
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tropical agricultural produce,;, foods, fruits a:::1d beverar:e s 

/cocoa, coffee, te£.., spices, tro•pictl fruits/ to an e.:-:tent o;f ____ _ 

abou·t: lt'O ner cent of imports, arid of crudG' materia-1s·7bau.xit0, 
phosphorus, raw phosphate, nonferrous metal 

cotton, \',ool/ and mineral fuels /crude oil, 
ores, wood, hide, 

zus/ to an exteLt 
of 20-30 Der cent of impor:t;s. The African countries' exports 

to the' socialist countries - si~ilarly to the co=odity struc

ture of all African exports - are characterized by an 80 per 

cent crude products dominance; it is on the other hand a fa
vourable tendency that a considerable increase occurred in the 

socialist countries' · imports of manufactured ;:,:o ods, consu:::e" 

i te~s f.roo the African countries too. Ano:1g the r:_anufact-.ired. 

goods iHorth;y of mention are various textile i teu..s, leat..t.er, 
shoe and clo·thing ind.ustry manui'actures, and products of iron 
and non-ferrous r:1etallurgy. 

The significari.ce of the procurewent :from Africa of trop

ical agricultural produceJ and of.'crude and. basic materials is 

shown by the fact that while just 2.0 per cent of all socialist 

imports comes from the African countries, some 6 per cent of 

Cl,IEA imports of tropical agricultural producei, about l 0 -per 

cent of crude a.,~d basic materials, and 4 per cent of_ ~ineral 

fuels are of African origin, i.e. in respect of these itews 
A:frica represents a relatively important source of nrocureceEt 

for the socialist countries. 

·I'he above products are not only significant from the view
point of the socialist -countries' proc=ements, but also the 

Ch::EA countries represent fo.r Africar: exports an outl0t of r.::-ea°C

er significance t.i:lan the average, in c c::.~arison to tots.l ex

ports, to be su.re. FoI· eY..ample, while in 1979 some 3. 0 per cent 

of all 1'..frica..>;. exports went to the socialist countries, the 

CI;i3P. accounted. for 7.4- per cent of the exports of agricultl.:.:'al 

prod.uce1, and nineral raw materials and for 7.9 per cent of those 

of foods and beverages. 
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TG.king into accou11t that with regard to certai,, crude r:,c:

terials Africa is in the group of leaders as to Vlo.rl5. p.:ioC!.Ll.c-
• tion e.nC. wor:c.. reserves·, that t.he socialist countries also 

participate in the deve'Iopment of the· extractive inuustr-y of 

the African C:.eveloping countries, •and tilG.t · in viev1 of that t:C-,ey 

·._.•,.;ant in the futu.re to ensure part of tl-1€.'ir crude material needs 

from. extern2.l /including African/ sources, . t . ' ' ,. l lS prOOe-D.e tb.at 

l;,•it.t.in the socialist c·ou.r .. tries' imports frow Africa crude prod.

nets, and their ur>ocessed. variants, \'Jill continue to pla:y a 
---~. . . . . , c-0,, tJ t i-<~ I/< . . . , 
leactins role, and l,:; is also a.magi n<i),;,:, that Africa's weig!li; 

in respect of the imports of these proc.ucts v1ill even exceed 

the curre;:.t relativelJ high - share. In the futt1re the}.:£-
='ican cruci.e rr~atcrial base may be an area of mutual econo'8.i c ·,::.:.

tere.st forwing e. basis for the econor..1ic co-operation of the tv-.'o 

grou:;;s of countries, ·out for taking ad.vantage of this, a e:;re&t

er 2.ctivity, flexibility and an increase in the co;:,petitivenE:ss 

of the socialist coLmtries will be required. Or:. the other- hand, 

co'nsidering the future, the African cow:i.tries - b&sides VJ&nt

i!lg to er:sure solid warkets for their c.riude products - v:ill al

so sear-eh primarily for such e::,.-panding o_utlets /which are read

ily available for them in the socialist countries/ where they 

can sell the products of their rising inciustries. 

+ 

+ + t 

_i._fri8&. is the nlace of occur.rencc for 96 ~b of the v1orlC..' s 
dia::or:d rcserv-~, 90 5; of the ct.i.rowillID. re ser-ve, 50 % oi.· t:-:.e 
cobclt reserve, 50 % of the phosphate reserve, 55 % of the 
w.e.nga:-.i.ese reserve, 40 % of the bc.w:ite re.serve, .30 7; of ti.Le 
tb..ori0.r.1 ar:.d l.l!:aniu:a reserves, anC.. 20 % of the cop)tr ::-eseEve, 
aLO. this continent accounts for 72 JU cf the \vox·ld' s cobalt 
,--r--"•·r--,o,~ 67 v: of' ~n· e "Old" -~o->~~io,, :,..-0 c.? 0~ ~i-1-~ ... c·~z-a-;!-V'-1.4 .... Li- -, _,., _ Li O ,l)..._ 1...;.i,..1,1..., L.1- -) ,,/ /C .L L.1- ._, IH-..:;,..l.--c, 

nese yrod.uction, 35 % of the ct.i.romi!.Zil p.roductior.., 20 75 of 
the phosphate production, 22 % of the copper production, 10 % 
of the iron production, and 7 :iG of the bauxite production. 
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A d.efinitE:l;; one-sided picture would be given of tiae E:co

nomic relations of the socialist and the African countries, 
if economic co-ope:ra tion were evaluated just on the basib of 
foreign trade. figures, and no accou.'1t were· taken of the dis

tinctive marks existing between co-operation with t:-,e social

ist countries and econouic relations rcaliz6d with other groc.ps 

of COLLJ.tries, and of the fact that econoillic co~o:peration cov

ers muc.h. wid.er areas than foreig:.:i trade and that in the co-

groups of countries such important forms 
of co-operation also appear as are at least of the same sig

nificance as mutual comoodit;y deliveries. 

3. E:{tra-fo.:_,eign trade form.s of' econorr-.7 c co-oneratio:i. 

CL1he economic co-operation being realized b:y the socialist 

countries with the developing - including ~ African - coun

tries differs mainly in the bas"C principles of the establish

ment of economic relations, in the i,,.,direct and direct ir:n:,acts 

of co-operation and, to a ce.rtain e::tent, in the fol'r;is of cc

operation from the relations established with t::ie capitalist 

countries and pla;ying a dominant role in the majority of cases. 

It is often these qualitative distinctive marks that permit 

a strengthening of the impact of co-operation slight in Quan
titative terms, a q_uantitative· expansion of relations. 

·::he basic princiules C..eter2ining co-operation betY:een t.:C..e 

°t'NO groups cf coLL~tries - observa.11.ce of sovereignty, eq_uo..:.~ . .-::;:y, 
+- l - · 0 tfo1,,,,; ~ l . t ~. - - -muvua acvan~ages, ~ree~ ~ro2 exp oi a~ion ana cepeLce~ce, 

full equality of ri:;hts, non-intervention in each other's ir_-

ternal a£fai.rs are in evid.enCe in all forills of co-o:,e.ra -t;icr-.:. 

-icbza :-ealizc;ci. ';;itt. the cleveloping countries. 

&?..:ree:nents 

A:rrong the forills of c o-ope.ra tion Bost fUYldamen tal is fo~

E:ig~ t=ade, co""'uodity turnover already presented an~ analyzet 
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b8cai;.se it is z;eneraliJ handled. \':i t:li:-l tb.e fra~e~::orl:. 

o:: long-tcr:n, bi..lt at least ;yearly, tre.d.e e.,:_::reer1H.::nts and re 2.at eG. 

E-.c:ree:12nts on. pc:y:;)e:o.ts and ecoric;-:1ic c o-oue.::atic:-.:., ar ... d ir:i.t.ro

Cuce s thus cE:rtain stabili t;y, sy stei!ie. tic cho..:·acte=, safety ~L5. 

continif:Si1 Ce -: ~-, system of relatio~s. A.:~d this - with a ·vie:l 

to both cal'°•kct assurance a2::.d a:1 assu::'ance o-Z the sot.:..:'ces c·:-

;Jrocu::2..,..·e~t - is~he interest of both pe.rties, and. ofte:2 it 

::ay be a form counterbalancing poli tic&l uncertainty a::i.d or::.:::,_g

ing to expression mutual economic interest. Currently the so

cialist couLtries .have long-ter~ agreeDents a~Q ar=a~gemcnts 

v.1ith 34 Afric&n cou.ntries. 

In the co-operation on raw t1aterials between the Cli:2<L CCll-Yl

tries and the ~frioan courstries an ever more freguent phenom

enon is the conclusion of long-term SL1.pply contracts in for·ce 

for 10, 20 or 30 years, where the concrete form of relation 

Se~veer: tl:e partnezis na:y range f~om usual ~6lling an_~_.J)_LiJir::; ---- -

through barter-type mutual co=odi ty d.eliveries~o co-opera-

tion covering also cred.it and technical co:....operation betv1een 

the partners. In 1970 Poland concluded. a.."l agreement ,~ith the 

Eoroccan fi.:cs 0:!'.'fice Cherifien des Phosphates, in accordar,ce 

with ·v1hicl:: Poland receives from l;lorocco ai:. annual 500 t.b..o:.:sG.r.:.d. 

tons in exchange for sulfu.ric·-- c..cid factory eg_ui?-

men.t. I:.:: s.ccord.sr.ice ui th a Polis.b.-'1:i.misian phospI';.e. te con-'crac t 
Poland. recsi.ve··s between. 1977 and 1905 a:c. a::.r:.ual 3C·J thousar.!.C. 
tons of ?:1.osp:1.ate as an offset. to coL'.!plete factory equ.i:pt"~ent. 

In 1978 ?eland. concluded. a long;-terrr. oil s~pply contract v1ith 

th8 frane~Nork of which Lib:ya pa:ys, as f::or:. 1979, 

by a defi~ite acount of oil
1
for the Polish pa.rt:y's ~GilQing 

ind.ustr:,· services and participation in p0\78~ station cons tr uc
s1.r::Yol", contracts were concluded with Lib,7a _.... .., .; 
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by Huu6ary ar.d. Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Union ente.::-ed. 

into a bauxite sli.pply contract v:ith GLlinea anC. a 30-year phos

ph.s. tc supply contract with l'Jorocco. 

b/ Delivery O"' co::::1Jlex eaui·ament a:1d faci 7 ities 

A distinctive trait, beyond the stability a..~d sytematic 

cb.aracter alread.y rr:e.ntione d., of the socialist co;;mtrie s' cor,:c
mod.i ty tu.rnover V.'ith the d.evelopirig - and ason6 the!!! the Af-

~ican - cou..~tries is the delivery of tcurr,1, .. c.v Dlantc .... . ........ ,, .... - ..... ' 
ecu-ip13ent+, an6. the particina.tio-n in the construction. of va-

riotJ.s facilities o-f' significa:-.:.ce f o::- the nc:. tional ecor!OT:1'/. 
' 

•J:hou.gh tllls form. of co-operation depends to a greater extent 

on the shaping of political relations t~an si2ple coa~o~ity 
deliveries and often it also serves de;;:ionstrative_ pu.rposes, 

-------
but considering its effect - primarily its effect exercised 

on the developing countries' economy - it is superior to the 

direct and indirect i;;:ipact of commodity deliveries. Complex 

deliveries, the setting up of facilities of natione.l economic 

significance permit in the first place the establishment and 

development of complete vertical lines of production of indi

vidual industries, of a research and development base, of ag

riculture and of infrastructure in the developing countries, 

they increase the productive capacity and the possibility of 

accuwulation, ~ro~ote indirectly a modernization of .the pro-
6.uction pattern, a decrease in its one-sidedness, possibly the 
establish;::;ent of export capacities, an easing ~- the erq:iloy-

ment problew, and if deliveries are complete with a t:c-c:ns-

fer of lc:-00·,1-how a.."1.d technolog;y, and the education ar,d trai11-

irig of the local staf:f of specialists, they even contrib-

ute to lessening technological dependence and to lightenirig 

the concern about ~he shortage of specialists. 

+ In 1970 sose 53 per cent of the Soviet Union's macn:i.ner;y and 
equip2ent exports to the developing countries was made up of 
complete eguip;::;ent. 
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'l'he crca.test sicnifico._-ri.ce of this form of co-op0ration lies 

in its .cotmle:c character, that is to say in that 

- it includes for a siven economi~ facility the designing, 

the erection, the putting in service~Ghe supply of 2achinery 

a:r,d eg_uipment, .occasionally the send.ir:.c of specie.lists, the 

transfer of tech.,."1ology, technic&l and scientific a ssiste.nce, 

the trainir...s of local workforo-•;_, :,_;ossibly the sre.nting of crecS.

it, and. buyback of part of the goods proa.uced; 

- it con tributes to reducing the unilateral depena.ence on 

the developed capitalist countries' machinery and eg_uipment 

supplies, technology transfer, a~d credit £ranting; 

it promotes th~ developaient of the· given cou...."'ltr:r' s na.
tional econom~ and □eans of proUuction, a realizatio~ of its 

economic integration, a."1 increase in its export capacities, in 

many cases a reduction of its depeno.ence on imports, an active 

and mutually advantageous involvement in the international di

vision of labour, the development of interregional relations; 

and. it contributes to a long-term development of solid, 

systematic, mutually advantageous economic relations to be 

realized with the socialist countries, • creating muiua1 eco

nomic interests. 

Until the beginning of 1901 the socialist co=tries par:

ti~ipated in the establishment of 4.910 facilities+ in the de-
. . ' . ... . ... . . ++ 

veloping cou.".lories, OI which a.Lready 3.300 are in s;,rvice and. 

in' the possession of these coULtries, with tota1Jb'1.i:,t°ftt:i.es of 

~ a.i~"lual 30 million tons of steel, 67 million tons of oil, 

50. million tons of oil products, 23 million kw of electric pov:er
1 

etc. Some 90 per cent of the facilities established. by the so-

w<-rt-
+ • Of ,·micn 2752t,_in Asia, 1964 in .:.frica, and 202 in Latin 

•America. 

++ 164-7 in Asia, 1507 in .Africa, and 14-0 in Le.tin .e.I1:.erica. 
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cialist countries are to be fou..,d in key bra."lches of the pro

ductive sphere; 70 per cent came into being in the field of 
industry, processins and extractive industry, energy produc
tion and a 0riculture, while., 30 per cent were realized. in. the 

domo.i.,,, of infragtr:,ucJ'..ure, ed1,1.c-:,.-cion, health and cul tu.re~ The 
C~0::i!.:A countries &C±Jt2c:. into being L, _the cieveloping countries 

193 machine factories and metal-working plants, 161 chemical 

industry plants, 103 oil producing and processing plants, 1969 

ener;y supply facilities, 229 mines, extractive industry pla."lts, 
96 iron and nonferrous metal s:iel ting works, 663 food industry 

plants, 239 light industry facilities, 172 building industry 
factories, 335 transport, traffic and teleco=unication net

works, 344 agricultural farms, furthermore 641 facilities in 

the field of public health and education. 

0 ~ th f · • .. - t' M~~A ~ . . 6r~h . ~ _ . . I e acJ...LJ..1:iJ..es ne v.:::l...i:'.J · cou11vries ew a l.nuo oein.g J..ll 

the developing countries 1964 are to be fo~d on the continent 

of .. Africa /with 1507 already in service/ and four fifths of thes 
tv 

are in the possession of iae African countries withl\socialist 

orientation. The distribution by branch of the facilities erect

ed on the African continent is similar to the picture charac
teristic of the whole of the developing countries: t.he greater 
part /three fourths/ of the facilities are in the productive 
sect~r - primarily in industry, in the extractive industry, 

in e~6rgy prodQctio~ and in agriculture-; but in view of the 
considc~able 1.U1derC.evelop::ient of the contir.ent' s ir..frasi::J:'uc-

ture, of the backi.T.1ard.ne_ss of the . ' .., . '. ~ranspor~ anu conr:!unicav~on 
net~·,orl:, the socj;:::7 ist cotL11tries laid greater stress i...'T)_ Af

::ica/ than in the other developing regions,,-·on the establish
ment of i-r,·f·re.structu..ral facilities. 1I1he r:iajority of the faci:..

ities de-. a;i~iflto being with the c:.-~A cou..~tries' co-opers.tic:s. 

cor,t::ibt.:te to a strengthening of the public sector of the Jd

r:i.c5.ra developing ccuntries, since once constructed, these fa

cilities~¥ in the possession of t~e developing countries. 
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Of the facilities established in Africa 107 are in Egypt, 

100 in Algeria, 36 in Somalia, 21 in Ethiopia, 30 in G~ine~, 

15 in Sudan, 14 in :dali, and 5 in J.:orocco, and some other :fa

cilities were constructed with the help of the socialist coun

tries ;i.n Angola, Benin, Ghana, Congo, Libya, l!iozambig_ue, Hi

geria, Zambia, Tanzania and Tunisia. 

Tl1e Soviet Union established in Africa some 500 facili-:

ties of national economic significance /160 in industry - 26 

in energy, 15 in metallurgy, 8 in petrochemistry, 26 for metal 

working -, 57 in agriculture, 11 in transport and telecommm1i

cation, and lOo in public health and educaoion/. Of these scme 

150 are to be found in the countries of Black Africa. 45 of 

the latter are in operation in industr:y and. energy, 11 in trans

port and teleco=unication, 15 in the extractive ina.ustr·y, ,19 

in agriculture, and. 45 in the field. of education and public 
health. 

. ,W/iJ..J 
The facilities g~le~ ;i.aatg be-:ing- in the field of in~ustr7 

are designed on the one hand to contribute to creating the 

foundation of a domestic national industry,~ laying the foun-

dation for the heavy industry,;-, establishing an energy base, 
:iM developing the forces of production, ~ increasing' employ

ment, and cl,,e raising the level of qualifications and, on the 

other hand, they contribute to an im:;?rover:ent of the 6.evelop

ing countries' ext;ernal econor.:ic balance, :l;;®e 5 .t,,1o 'Tney also 

serve purposes of isport substituti~n ar,d possibly of export 

orteni;;ation. Viith a view to this, the sccialist; co=tries ~

~ t4 ... 1ti·4'oir~ i:!.1. the field of industry, on the hand., .b.eav:y in
d us tr..,1 /ff!eta 71 u.r;.:; ical 2 rr.e tal vJorkir.:.;;;, er:.~i:-Leer in~ e.nd C_uildiI::.r..::

r:ia terial s rnanufacturin.r,-/ facilities: iron and steel "works in 

Egypt /Helvian/, in Higeria /Ajakouta/, in l.lgeria /El-liad.je.r/, 

in Congo, l,'.ali, Somalia; an alum.iniu.,, plant in Egypt /Hag Ha::,_

r:cadi/, with an annu.al capacity of 100,0JO tons; Roms.nia estab-
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lished tractor factories in Zaire, Egypt, T.s.nzania and l'~igeric., 
and Czechoslovakia in Ghana; the Soviet Union set up in Libya 
two nitrogen fertilizer factories; in Ethiopia / Assa b/ Soviet 

participation .-:as ensured for the erection of the country's 

largest oil processing plant, which releases the country fror2 

the import of oil products, as its capacity 'iias already 800.000 

ton;; in 19eo; the Soviet Union built JI. cement \'1orks in L\ali•, 

and the GDR contributed in Mozambique to the reconstruction of 

· the ce1:1ent industry(!)~1e GDR set up in Mozaubig_ue an IFA truck 

assembly plant and electrotecb..~ical enterprises; and on the 

other hand, enerr,Y facilities were established+ /water and heat 

power statior,s, po·.1er station coq)lexes in Egypt, Sm:1alia, Gui

nea, Tanzanie.., Ethiopia, .Angola, Zarabia, Libya, Llali, Lloze.u
big_ue, l,igeria and Sudan/. 

Besides concentrating on heavy industr;y facilities, the 

socialist countries also participate in the setting up of lir,ht 

industry /textile, clothing and shoe/ and food industr, estab

lishments satisfyir15 the needs of the population ant possibly 
increasing the country's e~'J)Ort potential /Hungary, for exasple, 

brought into existence mills, bread factories, slaughter-houses 

and meat processing plants in Algeria; slaughter-houses,· □eat 

complexes were established by the Soviets in Guinea, Somalia, 

Ethiopia and Sudan; dair;y plants in Ethiopia, Somalia and Su

dan; the Soviet Union set up in Guinea four fish plants and 

fish canning p7c~ts, and established fish processing pla~ts 
in Sowalia and. t.llgola; the GDR set up a textile COfilplex in 1lo
zambique/. 

The co-operation realized in the field of the extractive 

i~QustrJ is based on the one hand on the African ·countries' 

+ Until the beginning of 1981 the CJ:£A countries establisheQ 
502 energy facilities in Africa. 
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v.realth in rav,r materials /oil, phosphate, iron ore, :nangar.J.ese, 
nonferrous and rare metals, copper, tin, lead etc./, and on 
the other on a complex character of the co-operation realized 
by the socialist countries, which practically covers all phases 
cf the extractive industry activity /sending of geolo8ists, 

~~rveying, development of natural resources, delivery of ex

tractive industry equipc1ent, mining rr.achines, pr9du_9t_ion, ctrc-
-t::-t-t, d,· , 1-,..., 

centration, treatment, pipeline construction, la c::irep~rt of, 

· seologists etc./. The CivlEA countries co-operation in extractive 
industry covers above all the following African countries: Al

geria /iron o.;:,e, oil, noruerrous metals, mercury/, Lib:ya /oil, 
gas/, }:or·occo and T~_nis ia /phospl-.!.E:. te/, Eg;ynt I , .. raw vno snnc:.-ce - -

Et.t.io::iia and Guinea /bauxite/," Ghana /me.r~..s.:e:.ese, 

iron ore, gold, bauxite/, Suda.i.~ /bauxite, copper, magnesite, 
asbestos/, Con.co /zinc, lead, gold/, Benin /copper, tin, zir.c, 
molybdenum, cobalt, nickel, chromitlli./, 1'\ali /cement basic r::a

terial, iron, gold/, ~:Iozambia ue /coal/, Higeria /iron, coal, 
metallurgical ta.sic material/, Sener~a 1 /ti taniu:i, gold/, r.ran

zar,ia /G;old, zinc, rare r.o.etals/, the Ivor;y Coast /iron ore, 

manganese ore/, An~ola /oil, raw phosphate/, Zaire /no~.ferrous 
metals, copper, lead/, Zambia /copper/ etc~ 

One of the best examples of cowplex co-operation in the 
extractive industry is the Soviet-Moroccan phosphate agree2ent 
sisned. in 1970, in accordance with which the SovietUnion, as 
general contractor, develops viith Soviet credit the open m.ine 
of frieskala together with the related. transport netr.rork, in e:{

change for which 1:orocc o is to deliver to the Sovie{. IA.v,i'.on, for 
30 ;years, raw phosphate, phosphoric fertilizer, and phospt.o;;,:.c 
acid .. 

The wost important areas of co-operation in the field of 

a;:ricul tu.r·e a.re: supply of agricultural means of production, 

complex facilities, turn..~ey plants &.nd complex production s;ys-
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ter::1s; increase in and mechanization of agricultural prod.ucticn; 

establishment of state far:ns, aero-industrial complexes, nc;ri
c u.l tural mo.chine stations, stock-raisins farms and s;yster:s; 

isprovement of vett;rinary hJ7giene, plant :protection; draviir.:.g 

new lands into cultivation, complex utilization of stocks of 

land a.c'1.d waters, soil amelioration, soil protection, irrig&

tion; process in.g of agricu.l tural prod.uce·s; OZ signing, establish
ment and equipment of pilot farms and laboratories; educ&tion, 

training of agricultural specialists, sendi.'15 of agricultural 

experts, consultancy. /In Angola and Ee;;ypt the Soviet Union 

called into beir0 several dozens· of mechanized _sta te-·farms for 

increasing cotton and wheat production; a:;ro-industrial coE

plexes v1ere established. by Romania in Libya, by tbe Soviet 

Union i.:.~ r,:ozambiq_ue, e.nd by __ Hunga.ry in Algeria; poul tr:7, cat

tle ar::.d sheep raising farms were set up in .Algeria by Roc.2..nia, 

Hungary and. 3ulgaria; the 3ulgarians co-operate in L:oza.:ibig_ue 

in increasiLS the production and processing of rice, fr~its, 
tobacco, sugar.,· vegetables, and of products of animal origin; 

the Soviet Union und.ertook tbe drav;ing into cultivation of vir

gin lands, carrying out of soil improvement, supply and estab

lishment of irrigation systems in Egypt, Algeria, Morocco, Tu

nisia; Romania carried out soil improvement works in Tunisia, 

Alceria and Morocco; the Soviet Union participates in the sllp

pl;y and establisi::i.rr,.ent o:Lwater power plant systems, ·oarrages 
a,.d in develop::ient of water resources in Ezvut - Aswan d=, 

, ' ~v• 

Tci.Lri.r in. ·Algeria, Angola, l-;:oze..sbig_ue, L1'ad..e..gasc:c..r, 

Ethiopia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Tunisia, hlali, Zambia, Xi,;0-

ria, S02alia; t~e Soviet ULion set up s~ientific experimental 

laboratories in Guinea, Congo, established. grain stores in Ethi

opia, v:ith an average capacity of 200.000 tons./ 

.Another significant domain of co-operation is the develop

ment of infrastructure /construction of railways, bridges, roads, 
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airports, telecomL'lunication systems/, and the d.evG:loprnent o:: 

public he2.l th /est&blisl::men t of hospi t&ls, _ ma terr,i ty ho:ae s, 

sending and training of physicians/ and of education. 

c/ Tech.'1.ical GJ.10. scientific co-::meration 

From the viewpoint of the developin:; countries' eco:::w2y 

and economic development, a very inportant role is played by 

techr..ical and scie:itific co-operation, sending of sDecialists, 

traiEin;::.: of spec inlists, and· technolog:y transfer being realized 

by the socialist colllltries. This form of co-operation is im
portant in the first place because of the impact it exercises 

on the developin0 COU...'1.tiries, since it proraotes in these cour,

t.::-ies an alleviation.of the shortage of specialists, a rcc.uc

tion of teclmolocical and techr,ical dependence, it helps to 

counte.::-balance the ideolo6 ical and political influence of the 

developed capitalist colllltries and to weaken the demonst.::-ation 

effect, and it contributes to an expansion of the scientific 

and technical potential of these COLllltries. 

The socialist countries' scientific and tech.'1.ical assist

ance is realized on the one hand within the framework of, or 

related to, other forms of co-operation /e.g. supply_ 9f .cou
plete equipment, turnkey plants, usually complete with tech

nology, licence, kr.ow-how transfer and training of specialists/, 

oris conducted independently of other forms of co-operation, 

under alltono::i.ous technical and scientific co-o-c-era tion contrcicts: 

agreements. The socialist colllltries concluded technical and 

scientific agreements with so::D.e t.hree c.ozen.s of African collll

tries. 

The cost imnort2.nt areas of technictl and scientific co

operation being realized v;ith the African countries a.re as fcl
lcws: 

1. '.i:ransfer of licences, lmow-how, technology, experience 

in production, manageuent a:1d work orgar;.ization; co-operation 

in the elaooration of the a~propriate technology; conduct of 
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joint re:searches; joint solution of scientific, tschnical prob-
11:i:-1:-:; f:xc!inr1;'J; of i11formntion; cr1rr-;yin1.,; 011"1.; of con:J11l tin;-.';-0~·1-

i ) .. 1h;l::r·Jn;l; nct;i_vit,y in -Lhe Uuvc1lor1in;~ cou11:l,1.•Jnr.1; tc:e;b11olo~J 

trans:t\:;.r in the ·ror·m of' desic;ning o..nd technical services; clul.J

oration of economic and social development ·plans. /For ey..anple, 
the socialist countries handed over oil, gas and mineral devel
opr:10nt tech.,,"J.ologies to Nigeria, Congo and Algeria; the Soviet 
Union provided. tsch,,i,al ai6. in trie field of agriculture to some 
25 Africa.."l. countries, including Somalia, Guinea, Algeria, Eg:;:pt, 
Mali, ;I:Ll.!lisia; Bulgaria concluded a contract with Egypt on 
joint solution of scientific and technical tasks in the field 
of asriculture and food industry; the Algeria-based Hungarian 
'l'ESC0-Kczr~I office sees to designing services./ 

2. Assignment of specialists and instructors with the pu=
pose of tec.hrcical assistance for the construction and puttin5 
in service of various facilities of nationai economic signifi
cance, .or as consultants or instructors in local facilities, 
educational institutions. In the late 70s sone 90.000 special
ists worked in the developing countries from the Soviet Union, 
the East-European socialist countries and Cuba. About half of 
the e~1)erts on assig=ent are active in Africa.+ Half of the 
socialist cou...-itry specialists working in Africa were sent from 
the Soviet Union, and the other half from the other socialist 
countries. 

The socialist countries' specialists vJOrk in most 
ent fiel<is of economic life: the Soviet experts /gc.:. 

engineers, physicians, agronomists/ are active mainly 

dif:?er-

. . 
A.1.ge-

ria, Litya, l1~igeria, Ghana, Guinea, Mali aLd Ethiopia in the 

field of the eY.tractive industry /geological exploration, wap
ping, test drilling etc./ and in the development of the heavy 

+11.750 e.g. in Algeria 
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ind.ustry, of agriclllturc and of the :.·ood industrJ; i:.i.8.._sarian 

stock-breeders, agronomists, engineers, technicians, econom
ists work in Tunisia, Mali, Sudan, Ale;eria, Nigeria, Tanza:;,ia, 
Kenya, Ethiopia; Rwnanians carry out geological d.evelopment 
work in Mauritania, Guinea, Nigeria, Kenya; the most import
ant domaLvis of Hungarian specialists - who, amon.0 the Africar.1. 

cou,.v1trics, mainly display activities in Libya, Algeria, liige
ria, Tanzania, Ghana, Zambia, Ethiopia, iiali, Sud.an and Guinea 
- are: economic management and planning, industrial develop
ment, agricultural production, soil amelioration, management 
of water resources, stock-raising, veterinary hygiene, mapping, 
geological exploration and prospecting, town planning, t0Yr;1 de
velopuent, public health, education •. 

3. The trairsi""' of snecialists provided for by the social
ist countries include on the one hand the education of Africans 
at the socialist cou:ntries universities and colleges, the sec
ondary-level training of technicians and postgraduate develop
ment, furthermore the development and training of local staff 
in the course of the construction and putting in service of va
rious facilities. On the other hand it covers the establish
ment of educational institutions and places of resear:ch in the 
developing countries. 

The socialist countries' universities and colleges pro
vided education in the early 70s for 24 thousand. students, in 
1978 for 30 thousand, and currently /1981/ for some 51 thous
aJc.d. Some 50 per cent of the students of 103 developing co=
tries pursuing studies in the socialist countries are f~o= Af
rica, and about one third from the countries of Black L.frica. 
:.: .. 'ort,bJ of mention is the Scholarship Fu.ncl of the Cl'.:~;:_, v.rith the 

assistance of which some 3.500 students frol:l 50 developi!lg 
countries pursue studies in the socialist countries. As to che 
African students enrolled. in Hungarian universities and col-
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leges, 3 per cent of them continued studies in the philosoph

ical and lav1 faculty, 5 per cent in the faculty of natural 

scien·ces, another 5 per cent in that of econo::iics, 21 per cent 

in the technical university, 50 per cent in the university of 

oedical sciences, 14 per cent in the faculty of agricultural 

and veterinary sciences, and 2 per cent in other colleges. 

In the African developing countries the socialist coQntries 
established 56 higher and secondary educational institutions, 

and 15b centres for special technical-professional education, 

·where sooe 350.000 specialists are trained, and they partici

pate in the development of a research base, in the setting up 

of scientific-experimental laboratories. /In 1973 five tech

r:i.ical schools i'iere set up in Algeria with Soviet assistance, 

wnich provide amor:i.g others for the training of agricultural 

specialists; the Soviet Union brought ir:i.to existence an educa

tion centre in Egypt's Yanaklis, where between 1970 and 1974 
1.400 agricultural specialists were trained. The GDR called 

into bei.'J.S ir. Egypt's rlaryut district an ed.ucation cs:ntre calr=-

ed "Bag a.ad", v1hich trains agricultural mechanics -;~a. machine 

operators, and puts out agricultural engine fitters, special 

engineers, technicians. Bulgaria called into being a research 

centre. for waters management. The educational facilities estab-

lished by the socialist countries are to be 

Tunisia, Ethiopia, tZali ar~c. 
found mainly 

Guinea./ 

in 

r;:ore stable a::i.d lasting c o-o:;ieratiorl,( than the forms pre

sented above, is assured by the forms of co-operation that 

cover -;:,reduction, the fundamental deterwining process of re

prod.uctioll, and are based on comrr;on econoraic interests existing 

in production. This is tl1e are a where 0 c ouoraic interests are 

manifest ::cost directly, where the .socialist countries c2.n shm: 

best &Lei r!!OSt conspicuou·sly the advantac;es of econorr~ic relations 
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with them /egt1ality, freeness from exploitation, direct and 

,:iainly ind.ircct irJpact on the develop;aent of the devGloping 

countries/, the mrks shov1ing the distinction as .I-. • • .. 

vO a SlI!:.J.J..c.r' 

J?rod.uction/ co-operation with the ad.vanced capitalist 
countries. 

In the case of production co-operation between the s0cial

ist and. the developing ·coLL,tries the motivation of the social-

cou:c .. tries is not r.1.a.l.cing profits, slc.imr:1ing the domestic ab

solute and relative capital surplus, making extra profits, w1d 

intensifying thereby the dependence o:f the d.eveloping countries, 

but creating a_~ alternative for domestic investme~ts /for ones 
designed to be realized in the socialist countries/, find.ir:g 

crr&rkets for sales, assurance of the procureo.ent of certai::i. prod.

ucts, f=theruore establishment of a.11 industrial base, a 

producing capacity in the developing cotmtries, develop

i;1ent of agriculture and of infrastructure, increasing their 

exports and. changing their co=odity patterns with a vie\'I to 

diversification, promotion of an efficient and equitable in

volvement in the inter.national division _of labour, improve2ent 

of their situation in world economy, promotion of the interr,al 

ec•onomic integration, satisfaction of the needs of 1-oeal popu
lation. 

Production co-operation I:18.J be realized in various forms. 

·l'r&ditional forms are the sectoral or in-Pra-sectoral co-c:pera

ti·o:::i. cases - mostl:1 }Yidu:.:.~rial cnes- ~ bet""-.veen autonomous pro-

ducing units, productio::i. specialization, mutual use 

of licences and tecbnologies, joint ventures 
and devcl-

field of marketing, services and research, joir.t ventures ::.::.cst-

1:r relJi!lf; en the develo:9in5 countries' raw material and lc.
bou.r bases, the so-called. tttripartite co-operationn, which in

cludes enterprises froo the socialist, developing and advanced. 

capitalist V.'Orld, and recently horizontal and/or vcc:-·tical corrc-
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p1 c:x co-oner Dtion combining vor ious ~ 1orms of economic col]n-
t 11, l' '.) l if q J. 

l'p to now the; .,ociblit<t countr:ie s lrnve uv6iled thc:fi,Si.olVcs 

in ,just a ~ slight measure of the above-enu'Derated possi

bilities sn".l forms of production' co-operation in respect of 

both the whole of the developir1g countries and Africa. The 

joint ventUNs so far called into being in. a number of about 

100 primarily serve tne sales of the socialist countries' co:n

mo".lities /Bulgarien joir.t ventures in r,igeria, Guinea, Tuni

sia, Su".lan, !torocco, Ethiopia; Soviet joint ver.tures for ma

chine sales in Nigeria, Ethiopia, Hungarian joint venture ;n 

1',i5;eria for the □arketing of pharmaceutical prenarations/, or 

· carry out tech"'1ical a."'1d scientific activity /e.g., the Eunga-

risn !Tigerian l'.'spping Co. Ltd. Lagos displays geodesic, map

ping, cartoeraphic, aerial photographic a"'1d technical design

ing activity in Nigeria; the TESCC-KCZTI Consulting EngiJ:ieer

ing Ltd., Calabar, ha"'1dles civil engL"'1eerL"'1g and overground 
'constr-.iction tasks/. 

The overwhelming !DCj ori ty of production-type joint ven-

• tures - in which joint capital interests are held by the de

'veloping country and CJVTEA country partners - were est-eblished 

th I">-~, .. . . th ,.,. . •by .e vh.L:, coun-r:i.es lL e ,Hr1C&"'1 

dustry. L"'1 the raw material ventures 

··Africsr~ cou..71.tries the Ci-.~=.:: .. generally 

countries' extractive in

called into being i:1 the 

holds 10 to 49 per cent 

of the shares. The greater part of socialist shares is sade 

U:J o-f rr:s.chine:--y end equipment suprlies, various tecf':~ical c~·.:.. 
scien~i:'ic services, wherees the smaller part is represe:-.ted 

:)y co!"'~vertibJ.e currency contributiops. Rowania is the mcst act~ 

ive in the fou."'1dation of extractive i.r1dustry joir1t ventures: 

in 1977 it established a joint venture with 3=undi called 

Somibt:rom :for the geological exploration and exploitation of 

non-ferrous metals; the joL"'1t venture established in ~enya con-
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cerns itself with the Geve}oprr:erit of the African. ccu.r}try's 

1 e2!'J, zinc aY}d silver produc ~ion; the !'.TokUJ:Jbo :lorr:eni ari-Za:Tibiar,. 

vent~e co.rries or.. co-;::per exp1citation in i&"Ilbia; recentl;y [.;. 

:R.omanian-f.lceria-j joint venture called Alicsme wcs established 

for the exploration of new oil fields. The Soviet Union par

ticipates ir1 bsuxi te production in Gui.'1ea /Kindia mine/ a:-,d 

takes over 90 per cent of the output of the mine havi.'1g an r:r,

nual capacity of 2.5 million tons. 

It is probable that in the future there will be an increase 

in the nuTber ot· joint ventures called -into being by the so

cialist cou.'1tries, rnoinly in the .African -coun_:t;ries'·extractive 

"ndustry, and possibly ir, their light an9 food industries. The 

activity of these is expected to cover the exploitation, the 

processing of rc..w materials L""l Africa a...'1d the exports of p:-o

ces::sed raw materials and finished products to the socialist 

cou.--itries. By their help the African developL'lg colmtries will 

come by capitcl goods, modern technologies, and reliable sales 

outlets, .while the socialist countries may safely rely on con

tinuous deliveries ot· the products of such ventures. 

e/ Fi.'1ancial and credit relations 

It is perhaps not accidental that among the forms of co

oreration the last to be mentioned are financial co-or,eretion, 

ere-Sit gra.TJ.ting and rendering of assistance. The intention is 

to emphasize thereby that in the· economic relations the social

ist countries realize with the.developing countries, and smcns 

them with the Africa.'1 countries, they don't wa.TJ.t to put on u,e 
first plsce credit grantL--ig and the rendering of assistance. 

They don't wa--it to pro:ncte the "assistance" of the develcping 

countries by a transference of financial means, but through 

the forms of co-operation analyzed above L--i detail, through 

enforcing to the full the basic principles presented. Naturally 

t.~e s0cialist countries also engage in credit era.'1ting ar.d re~-
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dering assistance, considering it as a means that furthers, 

accelerates and strengthens the developme.'1t of co-operation 

between the two groups of countries. 

In the interest of achieving this goal, the socialist 

countries conclude financial egreements with the Africa.'1 de

vel o;,ins countries. :ns tc ad of the previous cleoring occol.Zl t, 

a chcngeovcr is b0ing made more ew:J more to accounting ir, co:-1-

vertible currencies featuring greater dyrwmism and flexibility. 

A definite tenclency is becomine evident towards makinc; accou.'1 ts 

multilateral and making use of the transferable ruble for the 
financi.'1g of plants established in the developing countries 

GDd for ~11ortizing debts, for settling there on a multilateral 

basis. A new possibility is offered by the 1 billior, ruble 

S0eciel ?u.'1d of the International Investments Bank of the 

which ,r:ay be used for the establishment or reconstruction of 

/energy, metallurgical, chemical, textile i..'1dustry etc./ plants 

in the developing countries. 

\'iithL'1. the framework of financial agreements the social

ist cow-,tries grant credits - state or government credits and 

commercial firm credits - to the developing cou.'1tries, among 

them to the African developing countries. The credits have 

very favourable terms: the socialist cou.'1tries usually ,s-'&r,t 

their gover:-,□ent cre0.its for 8 to 12 years, with a 2-3 per ce:,· 

ir..terest, the mortization of which either occurs in convert

ible currency or by deliveries of the deve,loping cour,tr~,'s tra

di ticnel export products, or - &'1d this is what occurs most 

often - b:y deliveries of prod;.icts /oil, gas, steel plate, tin 

and copper concentrate, al=ir,iur.i, bauxite, carbarnide; coffee, 

cotton, caoutchouc, tropical fruits, cocoa, clothL'1g items, 

shoes etc./ of the facilities fina:-.ced b;y the credit. Since 

the greater part of government credits are loa.'1s servir,g the 
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constructio!1 o:-:? definite fbci7it7e:;+, tl':e'distribution of cy•eci

its by use a.rid sector fully coincides with the sectoral struc

ture of the establishments cons tri..cted by the soc ic>l ist co-.~1-

tries: in 1979 three fourths of the credits granted by the So

viet Union a.rid the socialist countries we::it to the produci.rig 

sphere, and within it to industry, whereas in the sa'lle ye er 

ji..st 19 per cent of the official develcpment aids /ODA/ of the 

sdva'1ced capi tslist co1.mtries went to the developing countries' . . 
p:::·oducing sector, with a 6.1 per ce::it share going to industry. 

In the case of the Soviet Union a'1 even more favourable pic

ture is shown by the distribution of credi_ts: 71.5 per cent 

went to industry, energy, 9.7 per··cent to agriculture, 1.6 per 

cent to transport and com:nunicatio:1, 9.0 ·per cent to the ex

trec•tive industry, 7.0 per cent to education a.rid public health, 

arid 0.7 per cent to the development of housing. 

';,bile between 1965 and 1972 half of the credits granted 

by the socialist cou.ritries were received by _the Africari coun

tries, by the mid-70s the share of the African continent fell 

below 30 per cent, which is to be attributed to a diversifi-
·---... 

cation of the socialist countries' credit granting. On the part 

of the socialist countries the most important donor is the Sc

viet Urlion, which accounts for 50-60 per cent of all credits. 

This is of particular significarice for the African developing 

countries for the reason that the overwhelming majority, some 

80 per cent, of Soviet credit gre..riti.rigs is made up of gover:1-

ment credits, which are grarited or .. □ore -favourable terms the-.:. 

comi:1ercial credits. /tY .. ile state credits are granted v:ith a 

+ Recently ~he Soviet 1;nion granted to J .. lgeria a 715 millior .. 
!Jo~llar cre6it for in::reasir.:_:: steel er.:.d aluJniniu."Yl proauction, 
,ma it gave s 2 mill ion dollar creo it :to Morocco for phos
phate ex~loit~ticn c-~c supplies. 
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Table 6 

The sociDlist cou.!tri,,::s·, grcritin,~ of crcrJits to the dsvelc,nir,.:;:- ccu:..--:-

tries /million US $/ 

1954-1972 7 G'7~ 
, j 1974 1975 1976 

Bulgaria 334 43 117 17 8 

Czechoslovakia 1341 303 108 168 1064 

GDR 857 ... 46 277 105 

lillr.1gsr-y 542 148 110 151 20 

T'olar...d 719 247 107 54 52 

Rornonia 910 36 752 465 261 

Soviet Union 8147 1230 1260 1642 1.208 

C!'.-~EP. COUTJ. t:r·ies) total 12850 2007 2500 2774 2713 

Cre'J its grentea. to 
Africa 6193 746 761 639 720 

Shar:e of Africa /%/ 48,2 37,2 30,4 23 .0 26,5· 

Source: Afrika v 70-80-ye gody, stanovlenie natsionalnoy ekono!I!iki 
i strategiya razvitiya, "Nauka" Publisher, Moscow, 1980, 
p, 297 

2,5-3,0 per cent iriterest rate, for 10-15 years, with a grace 

· period of 1-3 years, in the case of cornrnercial credits the rate 

o,~ i..--iterest is :nigher /3,0-3,5 per cent/ and the period of re-

. poymer1t is shorter /5 years//. 

The socialist credits were divided by and large on a fifty

fifty basis between the Korth Afr i'ca.A z,d the Black J..frican 

countries, showing of course very great fluctuations by t.':e 

. year and in certaL-, periods. In general it• can be stated that 

while in the 60s and in the early 70s socialist cre'.'.:its went 

meinly to the I·[orth Africa.'1 countries /to Egypt in the first 

place/, from the mid-70s the countries of Black Africa have 

gsined much in significance. Vii thin the Black J..fric1,m region 
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the !TIOst i~port2.nt recipients are: Suda.ri, Gh&'1a, Guinea, Ethio

pia, t·1cJ. i a:1d Zarr:bia, and t·ro:1; tne late 70s P .... '1.gola and 1-:ozcuJ

bique. 

4. Geo.:zranhical distribution of rel 2t ions and partner se7 ecticr. 

Zconoo:..c co-oper .stion betv1·een the two groups of countries, 

the socialist 2nd the developing - amor!g them the J..fricn..7. -

countries, may be stable, long-term and advo."l.tageous t·or both 

perties it~ the pertners' ecor,omic and pol i tico-str8tegical ir,

terests coincice also in t::-,e longer run. L"l. case partner selec

tion is made i.."1 suborc". ·:'_::,:-; to the i.."l.terest of one party on

ly, tten the appesrfu"1.C2 __ . ·occc::iing prevalent ot· the other's 

interest leads to a looser.irlg, a disorgffiiza ticn of relations. 

:Tori t:!.is viewpoir~ t, :lowever, :,ol i tice.l er.:.d economic L"'l teres-:s 

are not ec.uivdent. In case p8rt.rier selection is based just on 

1 ... " ........ ··t· · .,, 1•;.•, 1 ... -no J.. 1,1c£u mo 1,,l vs l..l.On, w1 tn r.c cna."':gc O.;. po i l,,,1cs..!. re a 1,.ic;is 

the economic ones having been lau.riched regress fully, st%---n2te, 

or declL~e to a minimum level /see e.g. tne evolution of eco

nomic relations with So::ualia in 1978/, or it" political change 

is in favour of the socialist countries, they may begin to de

velop all of' a sudden /see e.g. the large-scale deliveries to 

Cn the other hand, relations based on 

mutual economic interests - even if the political situation is 

u."l.ste.':JJ. e - reme.in on an ur,cha."l.ging level, or may even cevel op 

./see e.g .. tnc shaping of relations with Xigeria or SudaL/. 

:Sxamining the struct·:..rr-e b~y cou:1tr;y of the socialist cour .. -

tries' expo~ts to aY1d isports fror.: the .African develcpir1g cou;.""!

tries it ce.:i be stated tt.2.t the greater pert of reJ. ations cue 

mai:-.. tai.:1~·'J, even now, ·Nitt. the :~o:--th African region, which cc...."1 
" t · ·" t ' t .._,__ ". l · . ... f t· 1· t" ! .co • · -----ue a crluU e:. o ,.ie geogre.p,.:ce. proxir:n .y o ::e \C:t:'. •• .Lrl-

. ----· 
~ • ... t1---.r.'I t_,,._.:l~.J..:.r...-.,."! ...,.\.._,:;--.,..,, + , ... 7'..,----t·-; r. .•+tn .J..',- -ca:i regio::1, "'o ... 1,; ... ~,..;J.. L,..;..1,..;.! ..................... ~ ..:-C ... er o_--rc.ra 1.0 ... s v,_ •• 1.. • .1.es1:;;: 

cou:-,trics, to the rr,rea~2:· o. &sorp·:,: .. vc copooity a~d r:,· 0,b/1 ilc-;, 
o-t· t:-,e market, ond to e re:::.a·c:..ve development of infr-~s-f.~-v..t .. t--vJ-t.,, 
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Table 7 

Geo (J'rnr:h ·i.c ;.;) ,Jic.tribution of the soci eJi2t coun tri E::c • exnortc, 
to 1\·-C:r ic 2 /':~/ 

1970 - :;75 1977 1978 1979 

Algeria 9.8 14.4 18.2 15.1 
Egypt 6C·.O 35.4 24. 7 19.9 19 .c 
Libya 5.8 23 .1 22.2 26 .o 28.2 
!1,orocco 5.s 7.4 5.6 5.8 4 .1 
Tur .. isia· 1.4 1.9 1.6 1.7 2.4 

The 5 £:orth t.:'ricar. 
""' 7+ cour,tries 82.8 82.2 72.3 68.5 ,/ ,/ . 

Ca-;;erocn 0.3 0.3 0.4 G.5 0.5 
Ethiopia G.7 0.6 1.8 3.9 2.9 
Ghe.r..a 1.7 1.1 1.3 0.8 

Guinea 1.2 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.4 
Ivory Coast 0.1 1.4 . 0.8. 0.8 C.6 
,,... . . 
,L·, 1ger2a 3.7 6.9 8 • .4 9.0 5.4 
Somalia 0.3 1.6 0.5 0.0 0,0 

Suda'1 6.2 2.C 1.4 1.6 1.C 
Tanz.snia 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 

Total o:' countries 
66.3++ above 97.2 98.5 C.--., 37.1 

Total ::or AfriC? 100.0 100.0 100.0 lCO.C 100.0 

Source: C•·~ cGcu12:ions based on figures on peges XXX, )Gv.I, 
XX'lIII, XXIX of Ecnthly Bulletin of Statistics, Jcly 
l9bl, Vcl. Y:Y.XV, No. 7 

+ Witnout Algeria 
++ Wi tr.out Alge:- ia e::d Ghana 
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T.sble 8 

Geol!l"nphiceil distribution of tne socialist coi.~·-··-:·:5..es' impcrts 

from Africa /%/ 

Algeria 
Egypt 
Libya 
Morocco 

Tunisia 

'.Lhe 5 North Africari 
cou:-, tries 

Ce.,",Jeroon 

Ethiopia 
GhaT1a 

Guinea 
Ivory Coast 
Nigeria 

Somalia 

.S ·;__1 d a..TJ. 

::::;:1ia 

..;,:;u:-.. tries 
.ebove 

Total for Africa 

1970 

10.2 
57.8 
0.1 
6.4 
1.6 

76.l 

1.1 
0.1 
6.9 
1.1 
0.5 

3-5 
0.0 
8.2 
0.4 

97.9 

Source: The same as for Table 7 

1975 

15.0 
45.0 
4.8 

11.5 
2.1 

2.7 
0.3 
4,9 
1,4 
1.5 
5.5 
0.3 
1.4 
c.5 

96.9 

lCC.O 

1977 1978 1979 

6.2 9.0 7.9 
37.1 22.6 19.2 
13.3 21.3 31.7 

9.0 9.1 8.9 
1,7 1,4 0.6 

67.3 63.4 

2.1 1.3 0.7 
0.3 0.6 1.1 
s:6 6.G 8,3 

3.3 2.6 1.4 
2.8 6.4 4,7 
1.4 4,6 0.6 
o.c 0.0 0.0 .. -
2-3--2:-3 --2.7 
G.3 0.2 (; .. 

88.4 89.4 :=-:::- , .__.,_,, ..... 

100.0· 100.0 100.C 
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a,."'1rJ of tr .. e mc:r·ket oreu1ization. Cr,. the other hand, whi:. e pre

viously the most ir:iporta"'1 t po.rtncr in t:nis re:cion v,o.s =cy;;t, 
which :1cc;our.tccl for 60 per 
soc i.s list cot.;.J;. tr i0 [' in the 

cc:nt of ,_;}1 J.fricon turnov0r· 0[' tbc; 

6-0s end in the early 70s, t,y 

late 70s a.'l.d early 80s Libya and Algeria have become the most 

While in the 60s economic relations :naintair,EJl with the 

J..:'ric2r~ cour1tries were concentrated - mainly becausE.: cf poli t-

' ic2.J ccns::.,':erations - tn just a fev~· countrie~ /Egypt, Guineo, 

Ghano, Su0Jon/, in the 70s - with pc~ i tic al motivation rernoin

ine prevaJ.erit - greater stress v-.1as laid on a dcvelopmen t and 

diversificc:-.tic:-i of' relations based or .. mutual 1;:conomic ~~ter

ests~ primc.rily tov.1ards such countriE:s w;.iere agricul tu:--el pro

duces a .. ,J mineroJ. rev.: mnteriaJ.s could be relied on &.s set.off 

/Lib;,e, J.J.geria, Morocco, ?:igeria, Sudar./. From the mid-?Os -

sir:n.:J. ta,eously with the incresse o:f Africa's international 

poJ.itica1 'Neir;ht - we can witness agair1 en establisl'"JDent of 

relations on grounds o:f politic al motivation /with i.ngcla, i.'oz

aubique, Ethiopia, and partly with Libya/, but a :further de

velopment o:f relations will probably depend on the mutuality 

o:f eccnor:iic in terests
1 

too. 

In the f'uture tha most important partners of the sccial- · 

ist ccuntries will be or remai..Tl, on the cne hand, the pote:-,tial 

raw materisl and :fuel exporters and the cotmtries hsvi.--:.e co:-,-
. d "1 1 + ' . /' - . s1 ere....,. e so.J.ven'"" mB.rKe-r.s .d . .lgeria, Libyc:., l~igeria, S'J.d@1, Gui-

r .. ec, 1torocco, Tu..."1.isia, Za":lbia, 1-.ngola/, on the othe:- hand, v:e 

will :further develop, on the basis of political viewpoints, 

the relr,tions with the socialist-oriented A:frican countries 

/l-..:.-J.gol a, Vozambique, ~thiopia·, !J·&r1zcnia/. 

Cn the part o:f the sccia}ist countries the most important 

supplier to J.frica is the Soviet L'nion, which in 1979 eccou.'1ted. 

fo:::- one third of the CFEA colmtries' exports to Africa, after 



which ?..cIJ,sr1 i&, 3ulgari a and Pel e.na, ond the:-.1. Cz&chosl ov akia 

a.,'5 riung cry follow suit. 

Table 9 

Distr-i.bution. of t::-1e socis:li3t cc-ur~tries' exnorts to A::'"'rica 

1970 1975 1977 1978 1979 

Sulge;ri a 4.9 1c.5 13.5 13.8 13 .. 4 
Czechoslovakia 11.3 11.4 8.2 9.8 9.0 
G:UR 6.1 6.4 8.9 10.3 10.6 

Hungary L 9 ' . 4.7 6.6 6.9 6.8 

Pola:::6 8,4 12. 3 12.9 11.5 9;9 

Romar1ia 5.8 14.3 14.8 15.c 17.2 
Soviet 1..i"r.i.ion 58.6 40.4 35.1 32.7 33.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 lC•O .0 

Source: '.:he same as for Table 7 

Table 10 
Distributiorl of the socialist countries' imports from Africa 

r,.rnon,:; the socialist countries /96/ 

Czechoslovakia 

1970 

3.5 

6.4 

3,6 
67.5 

1975 

4,1 
8.0 
6.0 
5.6 

11.l 
10.6 
54,6 

1977 

9.0 
11.4 

7.0 
9.5 

52.1 

1978 

9.3 
7.5 
5.4 

21.2 
49.2 

1979 

4.c 
2.2 
6.0 

4.0 
7.4 

24-7 
5J__.7 

100.0 100.0 100.0 lC•O.O lCC.O 

Source: The sa.~e ss for Table 7 
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1~:1cn£; the Chi=.A countries 1:.::e r.,or t sign if'ic ar:._t ir:,port.er 

is c.lso the Soviet tinio:-i /with h5.J.f of all C?v;ZA iwpurts of 

J;fric.::::! origin/; &7.d the second place is ta~t:n by Roman!.a. 

They are followed by Poland, tJ::e GDR, Hungary, Bulgaria a."ld 

Czechoslovakia. 
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5. Possibilities for developing interregional cooperation 

Taking into account the present - relatively low - level 
of economic cooperation between the two groups of countries, 

experience gained by the socialist countries in national economy 
building, industrialization, developing and transforming agriculture 
and _accomplishing national scientific and tec:tn1ical base, their 

intention_and interest to deepen international division of labour 
especially with the developing countries, the requirements of 
~c;, aevelopi,1e; countries and the African region to reach higher 
and r;ia/be more equal econo:nic development, to meet br,sic needs 

of the rapidly growing population - there are a great number of 
possibilities for increasing and deepening interregional coopera

tion between the socialist and the developing African countries. 

a./ 'i:he main criterion and basis for increasing interregional 
econo:nic cooperation has to be the coL1r:ion economic and political 

interest of the two groups of countries, ,l... • • ' ..I.. ~ • L,ne2.r ini::eres l•ea.ness in 

establish:i.ng and d.eepening a~ division of labov..r, in achievins 

a certain de5--ree of complementarity in their economic stru2tures, 
From tl1e side of the socialist countries it _i_nvol-,.res their 

increasing reliance on the raw material, fuels and tropical agri
cultural so'rrces of the African region, their increasj_ng purchases 

but not exclusively in crude form but in processed or semi-pro
cessed f3/m, as well. Besides the r 2 w material sector the socialist 
countrietnd especially the sl!lall European socialist countries a=e 
more and more interested in establishing a real industrial division 

of la tour with the developing countries, a_11d within the Tt,ird \'io:cld 

with the Afrtcan countries, first of all in t!"'.:.e fielcl of ~ndustri3.l 

consu.::..:..er eoods /texti}es, clothing, footwear etc .. /~ in ce::-t.ain 

heavy iT.!.dus try branches /metallurgy, steel ir-:.dustry t :uet.roc~.er.:2.c2l 

food processinga For the sociali.st cc0_r-1.t!:'ies the 

iI21portance of the African region would increas-? no~. unly in ~.te 

iwport side, tut on the ez:port side as well, es}_Jecially i:-1 the field 

of ea pi tal goods, r:uachir,ery, complex plant, turnlrny projects 

deliveries and in exporting expertise, skills e.;c,, 

• I • 
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· As Iar the African region interest in deepening interregional 

.economic cooperation with the cM:BA · region ii:) concerned its main 

objective - according to the 1a.gos Plan of Action and other resolutions 

of the BCA :- is to liquidate backwardness, to.increase economic growth 

- and promote economic development irough taking part in the inter

national division of labour a11d realizing comparative advantages 

on the basis of equality &.n.d reciprocityo 

b./ Deriving from the common economic and political interest 

of the two_regionsthe main fields of interregional cooperation 

would be the following: 

-Industr:r. As for the Africa.'1 cour,tries as we!l the main driving 

force in eccnorr:ic development would be the industrial development, 

the :N.rther develop::ient of heav-J and light industries /metallurgy, 

manufacturing,: machinery, petroche,.,ical industry, food processing/ 

ti~., t!le main emphasis· has to be laid on industrial cooperation and in

dustrial division of labour between the two groups of countries•. The 

necessity· ·to 'deepen•, industrial cooperation ·,can be explained by the . . . - ' . . 

. ' . . . . , . . . . . .r - ~ . 
~mall ones, would like or has to stop the production of certain•manuf-

a.ctured goods, ·ma.inly labour-, energy- and raw material intensive 

products ar,d. transfer this production acti.vity to developing count!'.'ies, 

ar,d within tne· Third World to the African developing countries. 

- ,Raw material sector. 'I'aking into consideration that nowdays 

fer the rr,ajori ty of the African and the G.clf-countries the ;;:iost im

portant /or in most cases the single/ export revenue is deriving 

from the exports of raw materials /minerals, fuels and agricultural 

raw materials/ and there will b~ an increase in raw materal demand 

in the socialist region in the coming_years, the raw material sector 

f. · vill 'r~in a very important sphere in interregion&.l cooperation. 
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Both regions' interest is to increase the stability and security 

of raw material deliveries and enlar~e.the share of processed and 

semi-processed raw materials. The realization of deepening raw ma

terial.cooperation will necessitate the coordination of the activity 

· of the competent ClvIBA, ECE and UNIDO organs, and that of the d.ifferent 

African regional integrational groupings. 

- A,r;;ricultureo In contrast wi~h the past, one of the most ra

pidly developing fields of interregional cooperation would be the 

agricultural sector. It can be substantiated by the 1'an growing 

necessity to increase domestic agricultu:ral and food production 

in Africa, to carry through a certain degree of regional self-suf'fi

ciency, to re-orientate the structure of agricultural production 
' 

· towards staple food-stuf'fs meeting domestic demand. The fulfilment 

of the African agricultural ple.ns laid down in the documents of 
. ;:, 

FAO /FAO: Agriculture towards 20·00/ and BCA /ax'rican Food Plan/, 

necessitates not only the development of agricultural production 

. forces,· increasing 'the ·use of inp1,1ts·, reclamcJ.ting and meliorating•.,. 
. . ' . 

of land~: irrigation, building up agricultural infrastructure, .but 
'.• •-,, ., 

the development of production relations, as ;;ell. In bot_h fields· 

the,cooperation with the socialist countries can promote the eli

lliination of agricultural underdevelopment and contribute - though 

modestly - to counterbalance the increasing role of agribusiness. 

The soci::;list countries can deliver different agricultural machinery, 

equipments, inputs,· ,productions systems and technology contributi?li; 

to development of, agricultural production forces, and through providing 

agricultural expertise, skills and handing over their experience 

in the field of agricultural deveio:timent they can change the pre

vailing production relations, as.weµ, The agricultural cooperation 
, . . \ .. 

' between the tlio regions can be h~.l:ped not only by the harmonization 
.~, :· ;:J, ,-, : • ; 

• I • 

I' 
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of the activities of Ci•IBA and competent African 0rgans /r.CA and 

regional integrational groupings/ but. by 'that of the FAO and the 
. .. . . . 

U1U00, firs~ly in the field of food processing industry and agri-
. ' 

~ •·'cultural•· machinery,_ technology; ,, fertilizer etc • 
• 'i ,. ' ' 

... ,. Technological .and scientific cooperationo Like in the past, 

the socialist countries in futi..ir,e also will attach special importance 

·to Tooperatio~nthe field of.sc~e~ce and technology. This type of 

cooperation will cover technology transfer, sending specialists, 

educating and providing skill to Africans or on the spot, or in 

the socialist countries. Possibilities available in this field 
i 

could be JJtilizecl by the help of UN.1:1SCO 8-l'ld UNITAR, A more active 

cooperation with CODESRIA also could contribute to develop a real 

scientific cooperation with the African countries. 

r:./ AS far the future and p,;issibly forms of interregional 

coo;:,eration is concerned they will v~ry ac_cording to the aims, ,'fiel.ds 
; . 

. and partners of cooperation. The most co=on form will remain the: 

foreign ·trade,· mutual deliveries With'' a more stable and planned 
;t il, '-. '. 
•J, \ ·- . ~- . . . . t 

, , , ;rehare.eter lea.dine to a geniune' d;visipn of labour. The long term 

delivery agreements, comprehensive, long-term economic /t:tadet-· 

industrial, agricultural, fina.l'lcial/ and scientific-technical inter

governmental /maybe interregional/ agreements, the creation a.l'ld 

operation of mixed intergovernmental /or interreeional/ commissions 

;~ serving the practical realization of these agreements and covering 

the entire spectrum of bilateral relations, subcommittees and working 

groups for concrete areas /sectors and branches/ of economic cooper

ation, for elaboration and implementation of (l:ction programmes, for 

cooperation or for partial division of labow: within their respec-' 

tive areas of competence will play'ii,n 'increasing role. 

'' '!11 
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ln a world economic situation of increasing complexity, in 

a period of difficulties for either the developing ,urican or the 
·• . 

· ·European Cl'1.l15A countries, at a time when the importance of external 

~ economic relations between the different regior~ is on increase 

there is a et:owing demand -for frame-work agreements on comp:).ex, 

_inany-si:ied coo;:;eration covering the most importa.'1t branches. The 

various mixed and sectoral commissions with their flexible and task-

01.iented organization are especially well-suited for managing the im

plementation of complex agreements. This would presumably entail 

a greater efficiency and a better economic viability, and so 

strengthen both the developing African and.the buropean CilIBA 

· economieso It would also permit to cater more efficiently to the 

accessory needs arising in the course of .economic cooperationo 

'.!.'his form of intergovernmental and maybe interregional cooperation 

ciµi be supplemented by' agre.e.ll,len'ts ,between ministries and bodies 

other than the intergovernmental joint commissions. The purpose 

of ,tl:ies'e lower-lev~l agJ1eemen~s 1i_ouid be the implementation of 
•_'., ...... ,. ' . 'f. ' . ··., ' .. , . :· _. ,.,';.' .. ,:, ' . - '' . ·. . . . 
::joint projects w:i.thin the competence 0~ 'the'·bodies involved., In. 

: ' \ · . : ' . . • ' ,. ~ , 1·i • . 
1 

.' (', I" • - -~ . • " ;· 

severai ~'u.ropean CMEA co_untrie~ /like in Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria/ 

the· authori;,atiotl of the ind.ustri_al ·'ministries includes responsibi- · 

lity for the organization of industrial cooperation ventures abroad 

with epares and after..-sales serviceso 

Another important instrument and form of intensifying trade 

and economic relations would be the exchange of trade missions a.nil. 

high level economic del~ations. 

An'incr'easing role will be_played by 

. which is' justified no"t only by the .'export 
'', 

production cooperation 
... ,• )·· 

goals of the CMBA coi.mi;rie_s"; ' 

·but by their import reqtu~ements, j;'r'e w::11, especi~ in the field 

of certain branches of manufact.uri!Jg industry as a consequence of_., .--c: ·(. 
r , . • ,,, ,: , . • ~" 

; +, (-'.1.:-h..1'ft}•,l 
their would be redeployment policy. The most co=on form of pro- .· ,.':•~- . 

. '. 
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"duc-tion cooperation cou.ld be the joint ·ventures for which certain 

incentives are provicied in the.socialist countries. There are also ·' . 

realistic possibilities fo~ cooperation without the <iirect par-
.•:'"( 

• ti~pation of production capital from the Cf'IBA countries within 

the 'framework of complex contra·ct !3ystems, joint deliveries, di

vision ,o;t;,. prodlt.ction, inter- and intra-branch cooperation, division 
. ·."" . 

'of technology and research, joint marketing activity. 

A major advantage for the future ·development of interregional 

economic cooperation is the fact that on both sides the governments 

play a direct and active participation in specifying the scope, the 

aims and means of cooperation; in regula-;;ing and controlling the 

realization of cooperation programmes as the elaboration and reali

zation of comprehensive, complex, long-term cooperation programmes 

would be inconceivable without the direct involvement of gover=ent 

_organizations. 

' .. ' ,, 
d./ As far the participants of interregional cooperation is 

;. 

concerned here also a wide. range of _varieties can be imagined: from · 

~ illarrowest bilateralism towards tee total mu.l tilateralism. These · ·, 
• ' I '. - ,J 

patterns could be the following:bila~eral cooperation between CMEA 
' 

member countries and certain African·o'r Gulf-countries; cooperation 

between 2-3 Ci,i.J.,;A cou..r1tries and one African or Arab country /one 

of' the verJ few exam1;le£ is the common Polish-Ro=ian agricul-. 
~ . 

tural cooperation with Bgypt/i cooperation between the Cl1BA, as an 

integrational group and an individual AfricaE 

case of imc;ola, · .r;thiopia. and Mozambique/ on a 

,... 
countrly /like in the 

\ll 

"region to.count:r;y" . 

basis; cooperation between individual cr.rr,A .countries and the Afri-
' : 

. -1 · can .:;..ntegrational groupings; co'cpe'.!;:a:t.:i,cin between the Ci•IE.A, as an 
' . . ' .. . , ' ' 

. . ,· .,-, ·, : . ,. 

integration and the integrational•gr!Jupings of the Africa.--i <level-.· 
• ;~: - I .. 
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oping ,countries, on a region to -~e,gi~-n .basis; cooperat:i.on 1betwe~:ri.' 

GQt, 11tfoped marke't; ,e~oit6my ,co\mt~,1:~s, Cm;A ~ember countries and Af.., • ,- -
·, ,, ".' :,;,;_ L • • '. 1· :·'·-,.' •• I • • ·:·. • •• 

;t'ican Ii eve loping- countri,es Ione' 6f _ thJ:l rare examples of_ present , 
.. ~-- \_ ' ' ' -

·:-tri~rti te cooperation, is a Hungarian;.Belgian--Kuwai t -cooperation _ 
, . ''.' . ,, ·. ' . ·, . . ·' . 

iri th~' f_ield ~f agricult~re iri ku~~it/ O 

' I 

e,/ The,±ealization of all the proposeu changes and devel-

opments depends on ths one hand on the internal economic ar,d politi-

·• cal developments, financial, trade policy and institutional changes _ 

_ in the two regions. At present there are a great number of problems 

hindering the cooperation between the African countries, there 

are only few such recional projects wr..ich has been implemented, 

'!:he intensity of recional cooperation wi thj.n the African region 

must'>tD increase.If the region's countries are not ready for a 

regional cooperation and their er::onor!!ies are not developing on 

the line of complementarity, no harmo:-iious relations will be 

possible with other regions on a multilateral basiso 'Ihe parti:.. · 

cipation of CM1,A countries could be :::.lso very limited in this case. 

There are iTiporca.'1t conditions o:,i the side of the CHEA 

couJ1tries which must be fulfilled. Sor::e of these are institutional, 

especially in the 2:ield of international payments, where a multi-

lateral systc!:l of settlenents woUld l.·s first- of all necessaryo 

Up till nl1lN the ::-ealization of this type of p2.yments it is possible 

• to envisage a joint operation by scve:.:-al Ci•8J1.. countries in a devel-

aping country wi ti1 w:1icb each of tneD has 2. bilateral clearing 

agreement, beca,;.se in the case of constructing a l&rge project 

in one of the African colliltries it is pos;oible to E,ettle the 

surpluses or u:efici ts .of the individual Ci·Ll:l,\ countries between 

'! 
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them in transferable roubles, and only the residual surpluses 
' •. 

or deficits would .appear on ·the cle;ilring account's. Another option 

,,, · involves a payments agreement· between a clearing union of a number 

•' of African developing countries and the socialist countries interes-
1.;,.: 

ted in .expanding their . trade with .. the develop;i.ng countries in 

·'question. The developmeni; of relatio'ns between tne two financial" 

!illd credit institutions of the CJ.'11.EA /the International Bank of 

tconomic Cooperation and the lnterna.tional. Investment Bank/ and 

the African uevelopmentBank and. the Arab financial organizations 

/like the_AF~SD/ provides further possibilities for financing the 

interregional cooperation. 

A further possibility is to conclude tra.1e and market ag

reements involving several .C1{;;A and· developing African and Ara,b 

countries for deliveries·of tropical agricultural products, fuels,· 
' •, 

raw ;r,w.terials ag,c:.inat machinery,; manufactured goods, expertise• etc • 
. ' 

A most important preconiiitori for the.further development of 
. .~i 

, interregional cooperation from the side of the Ci'ii:JA countries is 
. ,, 

the credit· term, which main p!U'pose is to promote foreign trade, 
! . . 

:'to increase the purchasing ,power 'of the poorest Africa,'1 countfie,s, 

. because in the. case of the b.frican region .:. . _incomparison with the 

other regions - the most rigid 'constraint to expanding trade is the· 

lack of financial resources. 

' .a more meaningful cooperation between ,the BUiopean Ci•;:&. 

countries and th_e l,frican developing countries requires deliberate 

structural adjustment as .well, e:3pecially -frpm the side of .the 

Cl,u;;A .countries. The c~untries will have to take into ac~ount much 
. ' ' 

... ,mor~'. than in the past at the eiaborat1on of ·their medium 
' ' ' ' ~ , - ' • f 

/5 years/ 
, ' 

•. ~nd lbng 

required 
. . ' 

term plans tl:).ose areas 'Where stru.~tural ' . 
. ' . . . . :..: . . . ' 

in production and· co.nsw:rotitm in'.-order 
'.. ' ' . ' i ,, - . ~ ' . 

, ' 
· .their imports t'rom 

)_ ,, 

'·" ,,.,f'ield of processed 

changes are 
·1,. 

to increase ,. 
, ;. )e'l'_ • , .. ·, 

the African :~~trµis, eijpecially in the i'';&:' 
' . : . ' . . ' ·'· .,,---:· ': 

raw -~aterials and manufacture.d goods. The · ··., ·, 

• 

'. 
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increase of CM.i¼ exports also req_U:ires certain adjustments, greater 

~ activity and flexibility, because it is not enough to increase 

t, 
export potential quantitatively _but it has to be developed accord

ing to the needs of the African region. 

'£he :;trategic aims of interregional coo:,:,eration can be realized 

only if they confo= with the changing possibilities and needs 

of the individual countries, and if the direction and structure 

of economic development in member countries change in harmony with 

the regional interests. 

The character of interregional cooperation will depend on 

the cJ-1aracter of regional cooperation. lf the efforts for regional 

cooperat~ confined t; micro-integration, which means 

basically inter-firm relations, then the external participation 

will not differ from the joint venture type operations, and the 

CJ>IBA countries can participate only in the interfirm cooperation. 

The regional integration or cooperation based on large scale inter

country,projects within the public sector /or the massive involve

ment of public sector/ and private firms it would create a different_ 

level for external participation. In this case regional cooperation 

must be conneated very closely with national pla.'Uling of the 
•1: 

countries concerned and the participation of the Chilli countries 

would be facilitated by their .similar nature of economies. 

Of course, the development 9£ interregional cooperation 

will strongly depend on the future development of the Ci-'1£.il. integ

ration. In the case of a more open, extroverted type of socialist 

integration there would be more possibilit~ for increasing inter

regional economic cooperation with the Tbi.rd world regions, including 

Africa. 

-' 
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t-,1, 
;,, 

For promoting interregi'?W:U economic cooperation regional 

~ and sub-regional institutions must be esta·olished with the main 

.) . . ,. task to coordinate regional and interre,;ional interests. 

•\ The third factor on which the realization of all the 

•.. proposed changes and developments of the interregional cooperation 

will depend is the future world economic and Dolitical situation 

·] (economic growil:, structural changes in the ·.,;orld economy, changes 

in the world market prices, terns of trade, ·,orld trade regulations, • 

free trade, liberalization of trade or further restrictions, easing 

of political tensions, development and trade JJOlicy in the Third 
l~IBO 

liorld, rec1lization of self-reli~tc,/.) 

Apart from the advantageous or disadvantageous changes in 

the world economic and political order the interregional cooperation 

' between the .l!iuropean CMEA co1:..'1tries and the African developing 

countries will play a very modest role in each other's external· 

. relations. By the autho~,m calculations - elaborated within the 

framework of an international world trade modell directed to out

line world trade development· alternatives for the year 1990 -

in 1990 only 4 per cent of Africa's total exports will be directed 

to the socialist countries /but lo-11 per cent of their chemical 

.exportr, 12-16 per cent of their consumer goods exports and 12-15 

per cent of oheir agricultural product exports/, while in ~he 

field of imports 6 per cent of Africa's total imports will be 

covered from the socialist countries. For the socialist countries 

Africa will remain a very modest outlet as by 1990 about 6 per 

cent of the European Ci'lliA countries' exports oill be directed to 

Africa, while 3-4 per ~ent of their import demand will be covered 

from African sou:rces./+/ 

/+/ For more details se~ the _a.u-;h.Q.r's coming publication: What 
kind of future for fric l/ dStudiea on Developing Countries, · 

udapest, Institute for orld"Economics/. 
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Summary 

Durinv the last Js to ?O years t}e Mediterrar,ean cour.tries, like countries 
in otJ,er reviors, hnve attempted to change the character of their relations from 
colorial or semi-colonial to normal ir:ternatior,a1 relations amorg peers. Because 
of the oil surplus of some and deficit of others, change h,1s been particularly 
sweepir,g. The strategic importance of this arcient historical area, both on 
ecoromic and political grounds, }as irvolved a great number of actors, includinf 
the two superpowers and other external powers. This has made the Mediterranean 
a highly conflict-prore area. Nonetheless, different networks of co-operation 
1'ave already been created. The Europear Commur,i ty has set up a number of 
associatior· a.greements with all the coasta.l countries except Albania and Libya. 
Arab ard West Europear: countries have started the complex exercise they call 
tlce "Arab-Furopean dialogue," while the Furopear Commurd ty a11d the League of 
Arab States have contirued their regional co-operation. Important bilateral 
relations, such as those betweer Yugoslavi.; and Italy, have been evolved at 
last, alonp- with specific Mediterranear multilateral undertakings such as the 
Urited Nntions Frvironment Programme's "Plan Bleu". 

In view of this mixture of conflict ard co-operation I two differer.t 
attitudes have been worked out by Medi terranear peoples towards their area, 
A first attitude -- by far the most widespread and active - stresses the common 
cultural heri tap-e ar;d blames exterl'al' interference ( especially that coming from 
the preser.ce of the superpowers) for both the existir:g cor.flicts and the lack 
of political a.rd. economic integration. Ir this view the Mediterranean is cor.sidered 
a region of its owr., cutting across Western Europe as well as Africa and the 
Middle Fast, By contrast, the secor.d attitude stresses existir,g differences ir. 
ecoromic development ard political a.lignments ard, without ruling out the potential 
for co-operation, look~ at the latter as interregional in character. The 
implementation of Mediterranear. co-operatior is, then, subservient to the res.pective 
re17ior,al co-operation schemes, and cannot exceed the bounds of both regional and 
interr:atior.el irterests ar,d. a1igrments. 

Al though the "Mediterranean" school of thought has been the most outspoken 
ir its rhetoric, the evidence is that Mediterrar.ean countries, such as Italy and 
Fp;vpt, co-operate as best they can; but any goal of Mediterranean unity wi11 
rever supersede, in· their eyes I ei thcr European or Arab unity, Rivalries between 
Med.it~rranean and r,oy,-Medi terrar. ean countries wi thi.n the European Community have 
been lar17ely rpspor:sible for producing- a misl eadinp: ir,terpretation of Medi terrar:ear 
interrep:ionel reality. Frarce, and t,rcertially Italy, in order to shift the centre 
of 17ravi ty of the Furopean Commul"i ty, J,ave attempted to claim the existence of 
a Medi terrarear rep-ior. The real meaning of t1'is move is clarified by the fact 
t},a.t the Economic Community's so called "global" Mediterranean policy, far from 
beinv a multilateral arrangement, is a set of bilateral agreements without any 
link between them other than tre Commurity itself. This is not to make a negative 
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veluatior. of the FC's Mediterranean presence, but only to say that its 
rerional rhetoric should not conceal the ~regional reality of the 
Medi terrar, ear,. 

Once the ~rerior.al naturP of Mediterranean relatio!"s is affirmed, 
all schemes· for co-operation must be studied and implemented on the basis of 
co-opera.tier• ar,d integration process.es wi thil" the various regions bordering the 
Mediterranear Basin. Also, conflicts ir,duced from the outside cannot simply 
be played dmm vs alien influer:ces ir: an otherwise co-operative environment. 
Beside conflicts, also co-operation is prompted. from outside the Mediterranean. 
Corflicts within the Mediterranean are those of the different regions bordering 
the basir, ard not of the Mediterranean macro-region itself. All this sugeests 
thd interT'ationaJ irtegration ,md irvolvement is an important factor in analyzing 
Medi terra.rear regional ard interre/!iora1 perspectives. 

Ir order to put all these factors or, the path of self-sustaining growth, a 
r ew sec;uer:ce must be followed. The rising price and national reappropriation 
of oil have started a process of /!l"Owir g international interdependence by triggering 
rew patterns of trade and financial flows all over the world, and new processes 
of ir:dustrializatioT' in both the oil exportinl" countries and the so-called, newly 
irdustriclized countries. The fir:ancia1 and economic aspects of this evolution 
have been decoupled. Whereas the financial flows have terided · to increase inter
dependence at the world level I irterdependepce related to the aspects of trade, 
industrial development I etc., has lareely grown across the Mediterranean I especially 
between the Arab a!'d the Wester!' European countries. This enhanced interregional 
interdependence has threatened cor,flicts and offered opportunities for co-operation. 
To 1 essen col"fl i.cts ard seize opportunities within the interregional frame 1 

sigr·ificar.t progress is needed in.the respective regional integrative processes, 
Were the Medi terranear, countries to fail in accelerating th<'ir respective processes 
of intq,ration, interregior:al relations would never manage to overcome present 
corflicts ard to evolve smooth and frui.tful patterns of economic co-operation. 
Ir· particular, ore has to bear jr mind that a factor of Arab integration is at tl-.e 
same time a factor of Arab economic development. This factor can allow the European 
Commurity ard other Westerr European cour.tries to tranform interdependence into 
sourd interr.atior,al specialization and ir>te/"ratior.. The key to the working of the 
sel f-sustairirg growth circle in the Medi terrar,ear: is the deepening of Arab 
ir·.tegratior,. 

Tr the followir·g sectiors, ir order to test this hypoth,esis, we will discuss 
Medi terrarean ir,dustrial growth I as well as Arab financial integration. 

Jr dustria.1 Growth ir the Mediterranean 

At the l"lobal level industry grew very rapidly until the beginning of the 
seventies. Ir the last decade, however, global industrial /!rowth has slowed 
down corsiderably. 

These terdercies are the resu1t of divergent national and regional trends. 
Urtil the early 1970s Japan ard most F:uropean cour,tries ter,ded to grow faster thar 
the Uni.ted States and Great Britair, while within the group of developing countries 
a subgroup· emerged, experiencinl" considerable expansion of industry. Jr1 the 
seventies the slowir,g down of ir,dustrial growth affected mostly the ir.dustrial 
ra.tiol's. Burope ceased to grow more rapidly than the United States, while Japan 
cor:tirued to outpace both, although at a considerably reduced rate. Industrial 
('TOwth continued a.r.d was only marl"ir.ally affected in those developing countries that 



had beg1m to industrialis,e in the previous decade(s) 1 while the oil-producing 
countries were able to devote increasing amourts of fir,,.mcial capital to investment 
in industry, 

Tr relation to these global trends, the ~'editerranean fared rather well, 
Irdustrial p.-rowth was more dyramic than the global averages, while at the same 
time there was a redistribution of industry, from its previous concentration in 
Frar,ce ard Northern Italy. 

Al though the ]lrocess of industrial izatior. takes S]lecific forms in each of 
tre countries, there is no country ir, the Mediterranean which is not experiencing 
some level of industrial p.-rowth, This is the result of a determined effort on 
the pa.rt of natioral governments, intert on an industrialization policy whose 
JJrimary f-Oal is to find sufficient domestic employment for a rapidly expanding 
l~bour force. 

Some major as]lects of Mediterranean industrial erowth deserve elaboration, 
The first of these is the role of energy, 

The circumstar,ces ur.der which energy is supplied will continue to play a 
growirp: role ir. the Medi terral"ear context, The Arab oil producers intend to 
increase the added value of their ex]lorts domestically by integratinp: their oil 
ir,dustry dowristream end ex]lortinf ar. ircreasil".g proportion of refined and petrochemical 
products irstead of crude oil, This will change tre industrial geography of t.he 
above sectors, which in the past tended to be concentrated on the Northern Rhore 
of the Mediterranean, 

A secor.d important element J irked. to crude oil is the probable evolution 
of the transportation system, There will be an increase in the role of pipelines, 
and a lcrger proportion of exports will use Mediterranean outlets, This wi11 
change the confi/C'llration of transportatior, costs, ard affect the sitfog of some 
types of ir.dustrial activity. 

A further important development will be the utilization of gas resources, 
This cay, be pursued through the use of r,atural gas in industrial processes in the 
producing countries I or throuvh exports, No doubt I both alternatives will be 
pursued, As far as exports are concerned, because of persisting proli1 ems with the 
economies of liquefactior, 1 we mip:ht witness the development of a Mediterranean 
grid of gas pipe1 ines which would become a strong attractior. for industrial 
activities with a high energy content, 

Firo.lly 1 new technologies could be developed to utilize coal in liquefied or 
ve.sified form in order to take advaiotage of the existing transportation infrastructure, 
orce the supply of traditional hydrocarbor.s starts to decrease, 

The second noteworthy aspect is tre importance of basic industries in all 
Medi.terray,ean countries. This is due to the crucial role played by the state 
in the industrializatior of typical latecomer countries, and creates both dangers 
of corflict ard opportunities for co-operation, The outcome will depend on the 
total ir,stall ed cep~.ci ty in some crucial sectors, The two sectors in which 
corflict is most likely to occur are petrochemicals and steel, Ir, both cases thE 
increase in the productioi, capo.city of the Arab and Europear. NI Cs cannot be sir.gl ed 
out as a rel evart cause of the overcapncity plaguir.g the European cour,tries, 
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including some Mediterranean ones, Yet the problem remains, because of the 
essentially regional nature of these markets, which is a consequence on the one hand 
of global cor.ditions of excess capacity and on the other of widespread protectionism. 

Al together, steel production ard industrialization "downstream" from oil 
production represents additional productive capacity in sectors where the Western 
European countries are already strongly represented; hence, it could take place 
ody if there were a shift of such activity to the d.eveloping Mediterranean 
countries, with a simultaneous liberalization by the European Community and 
the other West Europear countries with respect to imports of those products from 
rew Mediterranean manufacturing sites. 

A third crucial aspect is the fact that the current processes of industriali
zation, based on the exploitation of the natural resources of Mediterranean 
countries and or the development of substantial basic industry ( usually state-owned) 1 

create economic and social tensions within each of the industrializing countries, 
with evident imbalances between the rise in incomes and the limited productive 
capacity for consumer and intermediate goods, In the more populous countries, 
such imbalarces tend to be covered in the short run virtually exclusively by a 
recourse to imports. The only way to avoid greater and greater dependancy on 
imported manufactures is to ir,duce a parallel growth of light industry integrated 
with the already established basic·industries, For the most part this course is 
open only to the more heavily populated countries. However, this type of. 
intermediate industrialization can no longer be based on simple import substitution 
under policies of autarky ·• Rather, to be sustainable and to constitute a driving 
force for each individual economy, it must be open to international competition, 
seeking new outlets at the regional level, particularly in the markets of the 
r,ewl;ir ir,dustrializing countries with rising incomes, 

Ir all this it is easy to pick out reasons for co-operation in the energy 
fi.eld, among public enterprises, and in trade and investment policies, Ho,;ever, 
these aspects of irdustrialization assuma a.·si tuation of rivalry among the various 
E\Conomies, inasmuch as efforts by any individual country or group of c01mtries 
to obtain a. new position in the industrial division of labour can always be 
interpreted as threats to the other cour.tries, In fact, the industrial policies of 
the oil-produc:i.rtg Mediterranean countries are founded on ~ust such conflit:tual 
confrortatior.s, thanks to the powerful weapon of energy supplies, which has shown 
itself to be ar extremely effective tool for producir,g accelerated growth, 
However, if we assume that such conflictual mechanisms are the only factors that 
generate a drive toward industrializatior, then the industrial growth path of 
Medi terranear, countries cannot go much further than a conflict-ridden expansion 
of productive activity connected with energy resources, 

We must ask whether there is an alternative to this conflictual scenario, 
Indeed, we can envisage a harmollized process of industrial transformation for 
the t,,edi terrarean ecoromies, by means of a policy of interregional co-operation, 
which could produce more positive results for all the countries of the area. 

The substantial role of the state in the Mediterranean countries' industrial 
policy has already been underscored, What is needed, now, is to end the strictly 
"ne.tior,al" outlook that rules the activity of the Mediterranean countries' public 
industrial enterprises, to establish regional co-operation among the various 
publicly owned industrial groups, Such an arrangement would provide a framework of 
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mutual economic and social interest in ;•hich compromise agreements could be 
reached concerning the exploitation of natural resources, "downstream" industriali
zation, marketing, and the regional division of production, 

Obviously, such concerted action would not necessarily exclude private 
firms, But the main thing is to establish a framework of co-operation -
necessarily a public one - withiri which the economic and social problems of 
all the countries can be properly considered, 

'Fssertially, this hypothesis means getting over the "spontaneous" 
confrontation between Mediterranean economies, with oil-price rises I protectionist 
measures, ard deflatiorary tifht-money polities, that has so far dominated economic 
rela.tior:s within the Western European-Mediterranean macro-region, Oil-price 
policies and the industrial countries' trade policies would thus be put in a new 
context, Sidestepping world economic slowdo;m, they would spur growth in all 
the countries of the Mediterranean, Only in conditions of rising income in all 
the economies, can we imagine the development of new manufacturing activities 
in the industrializing Mediterranean countries together with an accompanying rise 
in industrial exports from the advanced. economies, 

The recession in the OECD area car not help but damage the Third World's 
prospects for industrializatior, relegating industrial development in the 
emerging Mediterranear courtries to a high concentration in a few energy-based 
products, 

Thus, th., al terr,ative - more d.yramic co-operation between the less developed 
Mediterranean cou11tries and the Western Europear, countries - is undeniably attractive, 
Ir conditions of risir,g world demand, it will be easier to make the needed. production 
adjustments gradually, through a subsequent relocation of some e11ergy-intensive 
production activities to the d.eveloping Mediterranean countries, just as it will 
be possible to understand. the be11efits of :Creating new market-oriented manufacturnng 
p]cnts once the economic geography of the Mediterrarean Basin becomes more 
decentralized.. 

Ir our view, the prerequ~~ite to this path of i11terregional co-operation is the 
stre11gthe1,ing of both the European a11d. the Arab processes of regional integration, 
This is the point to which we now revert, 

Arab Finarcie:l Ir,tegratior 

The Western Europea11 area is well integrated by average standards. The 
European Commu11ity integration process, however, is lagging behind for it does 
,cot mar•cge to encompass the full range of Southern European countries - particularly 
Spain - and. to implement a sigi,ificant financial a11d. monetary union, What makes 
further progress of eco11omic in!f,egration impossible is the lnabil'ity 0£ Europe 
to set up an integrated set of political i11stitutions, Despite these difficulties, 
Western Europe and especially the European Commu11i ty are already eco11omically 
sufficiently i11tegrated to allow a fruitful ir:terregional co-operation, Ar: important 
poin~s that the possibility of a growing integration in the Arab region may be 
an incentive toproceed erith Europear integration, The two processes may be 
interrelated and sustain one another, This would be helpful for the processes of 
re,do11al a.s well as interregionul co-operatio11 arid. integration, As we said. above, 
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the initiation of an integration process in the most dynamic Arab region may 
offer ,'1esterr. Europe opportunities for co-operatior, which would translate present 
interdependence into a more articulated and flexible form of interregiona1 
integration. For this reason progress in the integration of the Arab region is 
the key to begin viable interregional co-operation across the Mediterranean. 

The state and most of all the prospects of Arab economic integration are 
diversely assessed by those corcerned. In the assessment the historical experience 
of Europear, integratior based on trade liberalization and increase weighs 
heavily, As the literature on ecoromic integration among developing countries 
has shown, different conditior.s call for different instruments. In the Arab 
ce.se it is the development of a large range of financial flows that is the engine 
of Arab economic integration: capital movements may pave the way for the movement 
of goods and of labour, The development of banking, both domestically and 
internatiorally 1 plays a key role in this evolution. 

Tho present exparsion of Arab banks may be considered the fourth wave in the 
growth of national be.nks on the internatiarnal scene, after the American banks in 
the 50s ard 60s, the European banks in the 70s, and the Japanese banks quite 
recently. The factor behind the first three waves has been the necessity for the 
national ber,ks to assist the international ambitions of their clients or to realize 
them ir. co-operation or competition with the parallel tremendous growth of 
foreign currericy markets. As for the Arab banks, their international development 
is predicated on the plain necessity to invest financial surpluses from oil. In 
other woras, while the OECD's banks would have pegged their international financial 
inter:ratior: to the real development of the national entities in which they were 
based, the Arab banks would be experie11cing a purely financial international 
integratior with no or few lirks with the national economies withiri wh1i.ch they 
operate. 

In our view this evaluation does riot take into account a number of important 
features which are emerging ir, the evolution of the Arab financial system. Al though 
the size of such featur·cs may appear 1 imi ted in relation to the size of the 
irterJSa.tional irite{'Tation of the Arab banks, the trends are expected to have a 
dyr,amic impact on the real aspects of Arab economies and their integration. 

The first aspect to consider is the implementation of development plans, 
pa.rticulerly ir the less populrn.ted oil exporting courtries. As a result of 
successful imp1 ementatior,, some countries have begun to recycle domestically a 
lFrger proportion of their fir,e.ncial surpluses than was thought to be possible. 
A crucial aspect of this domestic recycling is the large transfer to individuals 
ard families, a,rd to firms which were accounted as public expenditures in the form 
of housi;,g allowances, low or free interest loans, and subsidies designed for 
diverse purposes, This development is leading to a r,ew and significant balance 
between interrrntiona1 and domestic uses of available financial resources. 
Irdustrial growth stimulated by the implementation of development plans has triggered 
a tremel\dous increase in iriter-Arab migration flows. This in turn has been 
tra.rslated into sigrii'icant flows of remittances. These particular fir,ancial 
flows, al org with aid extended for political and military reasons - to Jordan 
for example - is creating an Arab use, as opposed to an internatior,al use, of, the 
available fin,·ncial resources ard is working as a potent element of Arab integration. 
lr. fa.et, remittances are used today to build private houses in the countries of 
orie-in and will be invested tomorro11 in the productive activities of returning 
migrants, 
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Ar,other way in which resources are recycled within the Arab world is the 
creatior of public and private joint ventures, For cultural as well as political 
reasons, these joint ventures - often linked to the ir.tergoverr,mental retwork -
have evolved, especially in populated Arab courtries, such·,as Jordan, Egypt and 
Turisia, This is helpful ir- maximizine: the Arab region-wide recycline of financial 
resources, Ir. this framework the role of the banks and other financial 
institutiol's is becoming increasinF,ly important, As an Arab economist said: 
"The regional and national fira••cial insti tutiors which have been established 
h,·ve acted as a channel for the multilateral transfer of Arab funds among the 
Arab countries, in addition to direct bilateral transfers which have taken place 
for economic and non-economic reasons, This is an important form of co-operation 
because the flow of capital he_s beer, induced generally in accordance with certain 
criteria desi('"!Ced for this purpose, Ir the abserce of such institutions these 
flows ma.y not have occurred, at least their 1 evel and geographic investment 
pattern would have been differevt, being then governed by autonomous decisions 
based on a ca.lcul;i_s of private costs and benefits",* 

The second aspect which tends to be misinterpreted or overlooked in the 
process of Arab h•tegration is the evolution of the institutional banking structure 
itself, To get a meanirgful overview of this evolution one must refer to the ratio 
of total firancial activities to GDP, ard the ratio.,of domestic to internatior.al 
finar.cial activities, According to the most recent available figures (end of 1970s), 
the Arab countries can be divided into three categories: ~) countries with a 
hil'h ratio of total fincncial cctivities to GDP, i,e, Lebanon (172;0), Jordan (122%) 1 

Ee:'{Pt ( 9.<1%,), Ale-eria ( 1P2%), Syria ( 67%), Tur.isia ( 66%) 1 Morocco ( 62%); · 
b) courtries with a low ratio; i,e, Iraq (34%), Sudan (43%), Arab Republic of 
Yemer (561,); and _s) oil-exporting countries, ,.e, Bahrain (119%), Kuwait (75?1), 
Libya (49%), Saudi Arabia (122%), \>lhile the second category requires a case by 
ccse explanation, the first and third categories correspond to different absorbing 
capacities and to different roles of the financial institutions, This is more 
evident wher considerin{' the second ratio., namely that of domestic to international 
financial 8.ctivi ties, For the countries of the third category, domestic financial 
activities are about one third of total GDP activities, whereas for the other 
countries they are about two thirds, The first category countries are clearly 
developing a firancial market to serve their ecoromic development by recycling 
resources from international to Arab uses, The second category countries are 
more integrated ir. the international market, in forms and with roles as d.ifferent 
as those of Saudi Arabia (me.inly investing abroad) and Bahrain (an off-shore 
centre), The overall picture is one of an incipient organic financial system 
,-,ith all its specialization of functions to cater for different requiremerts and 
demands, Historically, ore may maintair that this ability to specialize while 
e-rowirg is the hallmark of the creation of a unitary system, On the same historical 
ground one has to say that, as irterrational as their projections may be today, 
the rational base of the Arab financtal system will not remain unaffected in the 
future. 

The above remarks argue f"r a strergthenir,g of Arab ivtegrati.on for successful 
ecoromic develojXT\ent, If our hypothesis is correct, it is up to the Western European 
countries to seize the opporturities for co-operation and growth that this process 
,,riJ.l offer, This would be the starting point of a sound interregional co-operation, 
promotfrg the irdustrialization of the J,lediterrar.ean countries beyond the problems 
experienced today, 

*Samir A, Makdisi: "Ara.b Fear omic Co-operation: lmplicatiors for the Arab 
and. World Fcoromies", ir Roberto Ali bod (ed) 1 Arab lrdustrializatior ar,d 
Ecoromic Ii t,wratior, Croom Helm, Lor,dor, 1979, pp, 94-95, 
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In the implementation of the project RC-5 "Economic 

Cooperation in Western Asia" the functional scheme formulated 

by UNITAR is beinq followed. \fork on the project to date 

has been concentrated on the first four sections of the 

structurn,l breakup of the scheme. In this report preliminary 

results have been given of the analysis of regional coopera

tion efforts in the follm·1in0 fields: agricult. .. re, industry, 

trade and finance. 

CotUi ous efforts in the direction of promoting economic 

cooperation between the countries of l~estern Asia began 

almost thirty years ago. Initially politically inspired. thes'e 

efforts were implemented at the initiative of the Leaque of 

Arab States. The pro0ress of the actual implementation of 

economic cooperation efforts did not, however, follow a 

consistent upward trend. And a large difference existed 

' ' between the desire to cooperate and actual cooperation. Thus 

the stage of the institutionalization of these efforts was 

attained only by the mid-sixties, which still left much to 

be desired. The scope of the emerqent institutions was 

limited: their work was concentrated, primarily, on trade 

liberalization. 

During the Seventies a s1nni~icant channe in the 

character of the cooperation has been noticed: In the 



cooperation efforts the finance and production aspects 

have received attention. What is more significant is that 

some progress has been made in the institutional orqaniza

tion of this cooperation, Thounh these efforts were 

inspired by political considerations an important catalyst 

was the rapid increase. in the financial 1,ealth of some 

of the· Western Asian .countries after the dramatic rise in 
! . "I 

oil price~ during the early years of the Seventies. 
! ' . ' '· ' 

The impetus provid~d by these factors led to sub

stantial progress in the field of economic cOoperation 

especially in the i'dentification of investment possibilities 

and formulation of specific projects. In the mediation of 

these efforts no small role was played by institutions like 

the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Deve1opment which provided 

the te.chnical' assis'fance for the realization of these 

projects'. 
. . I . !-. . '• . 

In d1e'pr6cess' specific areas 1-1ere identified 
. J) ' 'j. I '• .• , • \ •• ·• ;' 

where regional cooper~tion could prOve tb be beneficial: 

indu~iirial de~eiopmen't, development of indigenous technology, 

development of fdoct' resources e'tc. The pace of the 

imple~e'ntati oh of 'cooperati mi' schemes, however, sti 11 does 

not match the ''iritentio'n 'to coope1·ate'. 'Though the lack 

of political will has been blamed for this an important 

contributing factor has been the absence of a realistic 



long term strategic frame~1ork 1,ithin which the various 

cooperation efforts can be coordinated and interlinked. 

Cooperation in the Field of A~riculture 

· Steps to establish the institutional framework for 

cooperation efforts to increase agricultural production 

began to materialize in the early Seventjes. By 1979 the 

Arab Organization for Agricultural Deve,lppment had been 
• !• ' '• • ''·· ',. • ., 

four.ded. It was, primarily, " consultative body ;,ith the 

objective of devising an appropriate strategy for realizing 

the aim of self-sufficiency in food. The range of the 
. . . : . . I ... ' 

activities of this ,Organi,zation has been, wide and includes 

research and the coordination of the implementation of its 

recommendations. The primary emphasis of its activities, 

however, has been on identifying potential agricultural 

projects and preparing feasibility studies for them. Plans 

were also formulated with the cooperation of the Committee 

for Agricultural Coordination for guaranteeing food supplies 

for the, region and for the preparation of a base for regional 

food seH-suffici,ency .. The success of the food supply 

guarantee scheme was ,to be achieved through increased inter

regional exports and the establishment of a 'food-fund'. The 

generation.of hi_gher. production surpluses of essential commodities 

was to ensure .regionaJ food selfasufficiency. 



The later years of the Seventies have seen the 

implementation of various schemes prepared in the earlier 

. years. The main objective of these projects was not only 

to enhance agricultural production but also to encou~age 

their ind~strial processing within the region. For example, 

the Arab Authority for Agricultural Investment and Devel op

ment initiated a comprehensive programme for agricu1 tural 

development in Sudan in the 1,1id-Seventies, This programme 

involved the allocation of around half a billion US dollars 

for the implementation of a multitude of inte0rated projects 

for the production of important agricultural in nuts·, for 

social and physical infrastructural development, etc. 

Cooperation for Reqional Industrial Development 

As mentioned earlier. the generation of large financial 

surpluses in the countries of Western Asian following the oil 

price hikes in the early Seventies provided a major impetus 

for the acceleration of economic cooperation efforts in the 

region. Prior to this the emphasis of such efforts had been 

on trade liberalization which was hoped to accelerate 

industrial development and lead to overall growth through 

' linkage effects. This emphasis was misplaced since the 

industrial base of the countries of .the region was small. 

Therefore, the expansion of intra-regional trade required, as 

a ne~essary condition, the diversification of the industrial 

strudture in these countries. 



During the mid-Seventies various producers' associations 

had emerged and a number of joint industrial ventures were 

also undertaken. The producers' associations are most often 

private but operate under the sponsership of one or the other 

regional organizations. The primary purpose of these 

associations has been the coordination of the production 

and supply of specific industrial products. Their activities 

also cover the provision of advisory services and technical 

and administrative training. 

The essential regional framework for the coordination 

and expansion of industrial activities is provided by inter

governmental organizations. Notable examples are the 

Industrial Development Centre for Arab States the Arab Standar

ization and Metrology Organization and the Organization of Arab 

Patroleum Exporting Countries. The scope of such organizations 

has been wide. This is especially true about institutions like 

the Industrial Development Centre and Arab Standardization 

and Metrology Organization. They have sponsered meetings and 

held training courses~ they have contributed significantly in 

the dissemination of information among member countries and 

for improving plant organization and productivity in industrial 

establishments. ~owever, their main emphasis has been on 

the achievement of a regional balance in industrial policies. 

For the coordination and harmonization of procurement 

and sale policies a consultative body-the Gulf Organization for 



Industrial Consulting was set up in 1976. Besides this 

industrial cooperation during the mid-Seventies was 

facilitated by the emergence of joint industrial projects. 

Though the implementation of these ventures was secured 

largely from the rapid increase in the financial reserves 

of the concerned countries most of the preparatory 1,1ork 

had been completed during the early Se~enties. Most of the 

projects rely on heavy public funding though they are run 

on a commercial footing. For example, the Arab Company 

for Pharmaceuticals and Medical Supplies which began 

operations in 1976 and is sponsored by ·the Council ·of 

Arab Economic Unity, handles the bulk of the production 

and distribution of chemical and pharinaceuticals within 

the region. The rounci l al so sponsers the Arab Mining 

Company - a joint venture established· in'l974 to undertake 

all mining related. projects other than those connected 

with petroleum. Its most important activities include copper 

and phosphate mining projects in Egypt, Sudan and Oman. 

Another joint venture is the Arab Potash company whose main 

objective is the manufacture of industrial chemicals from· 

the Dead Sea, Though this ~ompany was established during 

the mid-Fifties, its activities remained' suspended till 

1~75 when it was again reactivated. 



The bigger Arab joint ventures have been concerned 

with petroleum and related act·ivities. Mostly they are 

organized and financed by the Organization of Arab 

Petroleum Exporting Countires which was established in 1968 

with the aim of promoting the interests of these countries 

in the production and export of petroleum. Various projects 

in the field of petroleum services, oil tankers, ship-building 

and repairs etc. have been implemented with the help of the 

Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting countries. The Arab 

Maritime Petroleum Transport C0mpanv established in 1973 had 

by the end of the decade control over an impressive fleet of 

oil tankers. These ventures reflect a major joint effort on 

the part of the countries of the region to vertically integrate 

their oil operations. By 1974 with the financial help of 

the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries an Arab 

Petroleum Investments Corporation had been set up to coordinate 

the development of the • petroleum and pharmacentical industries 

in member countries. Beside_s this many other joint ventures l1ave 

been implemented with the financial and organizational help of 

this organization. An important feature of these projects has 

been the provision of facilities For vocational training 1,hich 

reflects an emphasis on human resource development and the 

desire to exercise greater control over national resources. 



Cooperation in Trade and Finance 

Trade: 

Inter-regional trade was till the Seventies 

the only sphere of cooperation efforts. However, 

these attempts were confined to the liberalization 

of trade which were uncoordinated and oostly bilateral 

in chara-::ter. Important exceptions were the Multilateral 

Trade and Payments Agreements arrong seven Arab countries 

corrm::mly called the Arab Trade Convention and the Arab 

Payments Convention 1atified during d1e early Fifties. 

Though these conventions were a -::orrrnendable effort tD 

promote multilaterally the interests of the region they 

failed to be :implemented ,effectively, Political and admi

nistrative factors are both to be bl.ar.1cd for this tl,ough 

no small role was played by tile tariffs and duties on :imp

orts that were imposed by tile countries involved to raise 

revenue and protect domestic industries. Thus bilateral 

agreements replaced the conventions and prooved to be more 

lasting as tiley covered a larger range of products and 

accorded greater preference for the traded goods. 

TI1e stage of more lasting multilateral agreements 

was reached some time later. The Council of Arab Economic 



Unity was one such attempt in which the clauses of 

existing: bilateral trade ar:reanents were multilaterialized. -~ - . 

Initially, four countries were involved: Syria, Iraq, Egypt 

and Jordan. Durillg the late Seventies Syria and Sudan also 

joined in which widened the scope of the Council. The 

ul timat€, objective of the C ,uncil was to achieve ecor.omic 

unity for its manbers. This was to Le implm1cnted in s tar;es 

that involved the free movanent of people and capital within 

the region, transit and transport, use of transport facilities, 

freedom of trade, a17ployment and residence etc. 

While some progress in regional cooperation was 

definitely made in specific areas the overall performance was 

not very encouraging. This was because manber countries 

gave up trade restrictions only reluctantly. Still by the' 

early Seventies many of the tariff barriers on agricultural 

corrrrodities and manufactured products had been removed. For 

some ca1IIDdities, however, non-tariff measures like quantitative 

import restrictions still applied. As a result the Arab 

Corrrron Market failed to make a significant impact on the 

economic devebµnent of the region. Its influence was reduced 

significantly by the protectionist policies of the manber 

countries which sterrrned, primarily, f-rom identical production 

and expert structures and varying cost structures. 



Thus despite tl1e existence of a multitude of multi

lateral agree:nents, at tl1e implanentation stage it was tl1e 

bilateral agree:nents iliat have made a greater impact. With 

the passage of time the scope of tl,e bilateral agree:nents 

has been gradually widened to cover broader issues of economic 

cooperation and integration. Most often the bilateral 

agreements have been beneficial to the participating countries 

because of the promotion of tl1e collective interests of the 

countries in external trade, and industrial and technical coo

peration. 

Finance: 

The rise in oil prices and the generation of large 

financial reserves of soo1e of tl,e countries of Hes tern Asia 

was the single most important factor tl-iat countributed sig-. . 

nificantly to the expansion of economic cooperation efforts 

in the field of finance. Part of the large financial surpluses 

were converted into development funds for extending loans to 

countries within and outside the region. 

One of the oldest funds of the region is the Kuwait 

fund for Arab Ecommic Development. Thou,,h established· in 

the early Sixties its sphere of activity was considerably 

expanded during the Seventies. as it began to extend develop

ment funds not only to the countries of' tl1e region but also 

to developing countries of Asia and Africa. 



• 

Various similar banks e:nerged in the late Seventies 

in the region that provide soft development loans for countries 

of the region and to other developing countt·ies. Though 

these loans are not usually 'tied' in the sense of being used 

for any specific purpose within the region they have been inost 

often utlized for inf--rastructural development. 

Another development bank of greater significance for 

regional economic cooperation is the Arab Fund for Economic 

and Social Development Es.tablished in 1971.this fund provides 

its services only to m61lber cm.mtries. Its loans are readily 

available especially when utilized for advancing the interests 

of regional cooperation. The terms and conditions of extending 

the loans, however, vary according to d1e financial state of 

the receipient counn-y. Thus, the fund Emphasises the extension 

of its loans for investment in joint ventures. An important 

example is its funding of the multi-million project for d1e. 

Identification and Preparation of Inter-country Investment 

Projects and their related Feasibill ly Studies. 

The mid-Seventies also s= the emergence of the Islami.c 

Development Bank which extends loans, provides the services of 

corrmercial banks and, prepares feasibility studier. for develop

ment projects et:c. During ilie same period a special body was 

established within the Organization of Arab Patroleurn Lxporting 

coi.mtries to provide financial assistance to poorer Arab Countries 



• 

:in the form of interest free loans with long periods of 

maturity. Investment companies, too, made their appearance 

during the mid-Seventies, e.g. the Arab T'etroleaum Invests 

ment corporation and Arab Investment 6ompany which had the 

aim of creatin1s a proper institutional framework for the pr=

tion of financial cooperation in the region. 
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Quelles sent les raisons qui s'opposent a une integration 

economique effective dans la sous-region? A cet egard, il est neces

saire de distinguer les Organisations Inter-gouvernementales (OIG) a 
objectif limite, des cornrnunautes economiques. 

Un certain nombre d'OIG a objectif limite ont ete crees a 
la hate du cours des annees 70, dans le but d'attirer l'assistance 

financiere exterieure : ADRAO, CILSS, LIPTAKO GOURMA. 

Les OIG de creation plus ancienne, qui n'obeissent pas a une telle 

motivation, ont ete les plus performantes : OCLALAV, OICMA, ASECNA (1) 

; parce que leur mandat a ete pense, defini de fa~on precise, a par
tir d'un besoin precis. 

De toute fa~on les OIG a objectif limite doivent @tre con

siderees comme des wagons, par rapport aux locomotives constituees 

par les Cornrnunautes economiques ; le noeud gordien du probleme de 

l'integration se situe au niveau de ces Communautes economiques. C'est 

leur inefficacite qui freine le processus d'integration reussie des 
economies de la sous~region. 

A cela, i+ y a bien entendu des raisons d'ordre politique : 

l'engagement politique effectif ne suit pas toujours les declarations 

faites au cours des rencontres officielles cornrne les sornrnets de chefs 

d'Etat. Mais de ce point de vue, on peut compter sur la sagesse des 
dirigeants politiques de la sous-region, pour faire passer le bien

@tre des populations dent ils ont la charge, avant toute autre consi

deration. Et l'integration economique effective est dans le contexte 

actuel un des moyens les plus surs pour atteindre cet objectif. 

Nous avons surtout identifie des raisons d'ordre economique 
l'accent demesure mis sur l'integration des marches, et l'absence de 
strategie d'integration de la production. 

(1) OCLALAV = Organisation commune de lutte anti acridienne et anti
aviaire. 

OICMA = Organisation inter-Etat centre le criquet migrateur afri
cain 

ASECNA = Association pour la securite de la navigation aerienne. 
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A) Les obstacles a strategie adoptee d'integration des marches. 

La strategie d'integration des marches de pays differents 

passe par uncertain nombre de phases : zone de preferences douanieres, 
zone de libre echange, union douaniere, marche commun (1). Mais cette 

strategie est sujette a des prealables Il faut qu'aient ete regles 

le probleme de la production des biens a echanger et le probleme des 

moyens logistiques de circulation de ces biens. 

Comme c'est le cas dans la communaute Economique Europeenne (CEE) ; 

comme ce n'est pas le cas dans les Communautes economiques africaines, 

la CEE constitue leur modele de reference. Alors que la CEE est entree 

la phase du marche commun, nos communautes economiques n'ont pas encore 

atteint ou bien n'ont pas encore depasse la premiere etape de la zone 

de preferences douanieres. Il y a manifestement echec de la strategie 
d'integration des marches dans la sous-region. 

Cet echec tient a plusieurs raisons: la deficience des mo
yens de transport, le probleme des moyens de paiement, la hantise du 

developpement inegal, l'inadequation des structures de production. 

1) - La deficience des moyens de transport. 

La deficience des moyens de transport dans la sous~region 
et dans le reste du Continent a ete simplement evoquee et a fait l'ob

jet de declarations et de decisions importantes (Plan d'Action de LAGOS, 
decennie des transports pour l'Afrique .... ). 

2) - Le probleme des moyens de paiement. 

Le probleme des moyens de paiement ne se pose guere dans la 

CEAO, du fait de l'appartenance de cinq membres sur les six, a une meme 

zone monetaire. Aussi n'est-il pas etonnant que la CEAO enregistre de 

meilleures performances du point de vue du commerce intra-communautaire . 

• . • I ... 
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Par contre dans l'Union MANO RIVER; on trouve autant de 

signes monetaires que de pays membres: Leone de la Sierra Leone, dol

lar du Liberia, s~ly de la Guinee. 

Quant· a la CEDEAO, elle est une mosaique de monnaies : Naira 

du Nigeria, Cedi du Ghana, Leone de la Sierra Leone, dollar du Liberia, 

dalasi de la Gambie, Ouguiya de la Mauritanie, franc Malien, escudo de 

la Guinee-Bissau, sily de la Guinee, franc CFA des six pays de l'Union 

monetaire Quest africaine. (1) En dehors du dollar du Liberia (qui n'est 

autre que celui des Etats-Unis) et du franc CFA qui est intimement rat

tache au franc fran~ais, il s'agit pour l'essentiel de monnaies non 
utilisees pour les paiements internationaux et meme inconvertibles en

tre elles. 

Ce qui n'est pas de nature a faciliter les echanges commerciaux a l'in

terieur de la sous region. 

Pendant longtemps, les Etats ont eu recours a des accords 

bilateraux de reglement (Nigeria-Niger, Senegal-Gambie) ou bien ont 

ete obliges de passer par les places financieres de Paris et de Landres 

pour faire face a leurs paiements intra-regionaux. Dans les deux cas, 

le courant des flux commerciaux se trouve considerablement ralenti. 

C'est pour cela qu'a ete creee la Chambre de COMPENSATION 

de l'AFRIQUE DE L'OUEST (CCAO), en 1975. Celle-ci a mis au point l'Uni
te de compte de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (dont la valeur est egale a 1 DTS 

du FMI) qui realise le pont de passage qui manquait entre les differen

tes monnaies. Ainsi, il est maintenant devenu possible pour un impor
tateur d'un pays de la sous-region de payer dans sa monnaie nationale, 

dans le meme temps que son fournisseur, l'exportateur, sera lui aussi 

paye dans sa monnaie nationale, les transactions passant par les ban~ 

ques commerciales, les banques centrales et la CCAO. 

Cependant, le systeme se heurte a bien des difficultes : 

- le support de fonctionnement de la CCAO est constitue par les moyens 

de telecommunication: telex, telegrarnmes ... , dont la situation est 

particulierement desastreuse dans la sous-region. 

(1) Le Togo et le Benin sont membres de l'UMOA sans etre dans la CEAO, 

alors que deux membres de la CEAO, le Mali et la Mauritanie, ne 

sont pas dans l'UMOA. 
. .. I ... 
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il n'est pas evident que l'existence de la CCAO et de ses mecanismes 

soit bien connue de ses utilisateurs potentiels. 

- Les operateurs economiques (importateurs et exportateurs) repugnent 

a utiliser la CCAO, meme s'ils en connaissent l'existence, et cela 

pour une raison tres simple: les monnaies africaines autonomes ne 

sent pas desirees par les populations. 

Ce n'est pas souscrire a l'ensemble du diagnostic et des 

recommandations du rapport de la "Banque Mondiale" (1) que de recon

na1tre que les monnaies africaines autonomes sent sur-evaluees. Le 

marche noir fonctionne dans tousles pays de la sous-region; d'ailleurs 

on peut se demander si les taux de change du marche noir ne refletent 

pas la vraie valeur de ces monnaies, compte tenu de l'absence de mar

ches de changes officiels, dans des pays a structures d'economie de 

marche. 

Aussi, le marche du Liberia pour le dollar, et ceux des pays 

de l 'UMOA pour le franc CFA vont-ils se presenter comme cibles privi

legiees pour les exportateurs de la sous-region. 

Ce qui explique les mesures de sauvegarde commerciale prises par les 

autorites de ces Etats, et qui portent atteinte au fonctionnement des 

Communautes economiques mises en place (c'est particulierement le cas 

dans l'Union Mano River). Dans le meme temps, au niveau des autres pays, 
des besoins importants d'importation ne sent pas satisfaits. Ainsi le 

Ghana est un debouche potentiel important pour le betail de la Haute

Volta, mais le marchand de betail voltaique n'a nullement envie d'etre 

paye en cedi ghanaen. Le citoyen Ghanaen lui-meme, s'il est planteur, 

au lieu de vendre sa recolte de cacao a l'Office de Commercialisation 

local centre des cedis, preferera l'ecouler en Cote d'Ivoire centre des 
francs CFA. 

Il faut dire que les gouvernements eux-rnemes ne respectent 
pas toujours les regles du jeu qu'ils ont etabli, le Nigeria n'utilise 

pas la CCAO pour ses ventes de petrole a ses partenaire de la CEDEAO. 

(1) Banque Mondiale Le developpem'ent accelere en Afrique au sud du 
sahara 1 981 

... I ... 



3) - La hantise du developpement inegal 

Lorsque des pays sous-developpes s'engagent dans une voie 

exclusive d'integration des marches, les capitaux exterieurs, sur les

quels on compte beaucoup, se dirigent de preference vers les "poles 

de developpement" ; c'est a dire les pays qui disposent d'une certaine 

infrastructure materielle (ports, routes, telecommunications, •.. ) et 

humaine (main-d'oeuvre qualifiee) susceptible d'assurer une rentabilite 

plus elevee aux investissements. Il s'agit generalement de pays cotiers, 

dont certains ont ete relativement privilegies par l'Administration 
coloniale. Ils se presentent alors dans la sous-region, comme verita

bles "soleil industriels" autour desquels gravitent des "satellites 

agricoles" constitues par les autres partenaires, le plus souvent des 

pays enclaves qui se trouvent specialises dans deux fonctions bien 

prec1ses: fournisseurs de produits du cru (cereales, produits d'eleva

ge ... ) et debouches pour la production industrielle des premiers. 

L'integration libre des marches accentue ainsi les situations 
initiales de developpement inegal. 

Ce phenomene a ete maintes fois enregistre dans les experience 
latino-Americaines d'integration economique: dans le Marche Commun des 

Caraibes, entre la Jamaique ("riche") et la Guyane pauvre) dans le Mar
che commun Centre Americain entre le Costa Rica ("riche") et· ie Hondu

ras (pauvre), dans l'Association latino Americaine de libre echange 
entre le groupe Bresil-Argentine-Mexique et tousles autres. 

Plus pres de nous, sur le Continent, c'est le phenomene de 
developpement inegal qui en 1977 a conduit a l'eclatement de la Commu
naute economique de l'Afrique de l'Est (qui privilegiait le Kenya au 

detriment de l'Ouganda) et au retrait du Tchad de l'UDEAC en 1968. Et 

cela, en depit des dispositifs de compensation douaniere mis en place 

taxe de transfert dans la Communaute economique de l'Afrique de l'est, 
taxe unique dans l'UDEAC. 

. .• I ••• 



C'est la hantise du developpement inegal qui avait conduit 

les Etats membres de l'UDAO-UDEAO a ne pas respecter la regle du de

sarmement douanier prevu par le traite; ce qui, on le sait, a fait 
que cette OIG, ancetre de la CEAO, n'a jamais existe que sur le pa
pier. Ce qui manquait a l'UDAO-UDEAO, c'etait un dispositif de com
pensation financiere. la CEAO a retenu la le~on et a introduit la 
taxe regionale de cooperation et le Ponds communautaire de develop

pement qui compensent financierement les pays membres importateurs 

de produits manufactures. Pour !'instant, les difficultes proviennent 
plutot du cote des partenaires exportateurs de produits industriels, 
compte tenu du poids de leurs contributions financieres au Ponds Com
munautaire de developpement, dans une conjoncture economique at finan
ciere difficile, meme pour des pays plus developpes. 
Mais dans quelques annees, si la CEAO devait continuer a fonctionner, 

selon les memes mecanismes, il est certain que les partenaires encla
ves ne manqueront pas de poser legitimement le probleme de leur deve

loppement industriel. 

Les signes du developpement industriel inegal sont deja 

perceptibles, avec la repartition des entreprises agrees en regime 

de la Taxe de Cooperation regionale: la Cote d'Ivoire detient 66,42% 

du marche de produits industriels agrees et le Senegal 27,40%; ce 
qui pour ces deux pays, fait un total de 93,82%. 
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Repartition des entreptises agrees 

Pays 1975 1976-77 1978 1979 1980 

Cote d'Ivoire 46 81 94 113 11 9 

Senegal 30 52 58 61 66 

Haute Volta 4 6 10 1 2 1 8 

Mali 8 10 1 2 1 2 1 3 

Niger 3 5 5 5 5 

Mauritanie 0 0 0 1 1 

Source : Integration Economique n° Special septembre 1981 CEAO 

Dans le dispositif de la CEDEAO, ce n'est pas la presence du Fonds 

de compensation et cooperation qui peut contribuer a dissiper les in

quietudes de certains Etats, face ace qu'ils appellent le "geant Nige

rian". Ne craignons pas de l'ecrire : C'est la hantise de voir leurs 

marches submerges par la production industrielle du Nigeria qui freine 

chez beaucoup d'Etats !'engagement en faveur de la CEDEAO. On se sent 

par exemple plus rassure dans le cadre d'une petite communaute econo

mique comme !'Union Mano River, ou les partenaiTes ont une dimension 
economique a peu pres egale. 

Pourtant, dans la CEDEAO, pour les produits d'industrie le
gere avec lesquels il est en concurrence avec d'autres partenaires, le 

Nigeria souffre d'un handicap non negligeable : des couts salariaux plus 

eleves, qui ont necessairement leur incidence sur le prix de revient des 
produits destines a !'exportation. Seulement, il se trouve que le Nige

ria est pratiquement le seul pays de la sous-region a avoir entrepris 

au cours de ces dernieres annees, une percee dans le secteur de l'indus

trie lourde (siderurgie, petrochimie •. ). Ce qui dans un proche avenir 
pourrait conduire a une situation de monopole. 

A partir de donnees economiques sur les differents pays de 

la CEDEAO, nous avons elabore ce tableau qui donne une vision assez 

globale du paysage industriel dans la sous-region. 
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Ce tableau montre bien la forte presence du Nigeria, dans les dif

ferentes filieres industrielles. 

La non-complementarite industrielle. 

Les economies africaines - lit-on souvent - ne sont pas com

plementaires, et c'est la un obstacle au developpement des echanges 

commerciaux. Dans la sous-region de l'Afrique de l'Ouest, toute con

currence est exclue pourtant dans le domaine de !'agriculture, entre 

les produits de la la savane sahelienne (arachide, coton, betail ... ) 

et les produits de la zone soudano-guineenne (cafe-cacao-palmistes, 

bois ••. ). Le non complementarite se situe non pas au niveau de !'agri

culture, mais au niveau de l'industrie. 

Comme le montre le tableau precedent, le tissu industriel dans 

la sous-region est compose d'unites textiles, alimentaires, chimiques 

c'est-a-dire des industries legeres qu'on retrouve un peu partout, 

pour la satisfaction des besoins du marche local. Il n'y a pas la as

surement une base solide pour un developpement intra-communautaire 
des echanges industriels. 

Seulement, a la differente de !'agriculture, l'industrie n'exis

te nulle part au monde a l'etat naturel. Les unites industrielles 

sont toujours creees, souvent meme en beaucoup plus grand nombre, loin 

des sources de matieres premieres (cas du Japon sans ressciuices mi-. 
nieres, compare a un reservoir de ressources comme le Zaire). Il faut 

done dans le cadre de la sous-region, une strategie d'implatations 

industrielles dans les differents pays, sur une base de complementari
te, pour le developpement des echanges commerciaux. 

Paradoxalement en depit de tous ces obstacles au commerce intra

regional, les differents traites de communaute economiques de l'Afri
que de l'Ouest ont toujours ete des projets d'union douaniere comme 

si le droit de douane etait !'obstacle decisif, voire exclusif au 

commerce intra-regional. Le droit de douane peut certes freiner le 

commerce entre la France et le Luxembourg, mais aucun commerce ne sui

vra le desarmement douanier entre la Haute Volta et la Sierra Leone, 

tant que le probleme du transport n'est resolu, sans parler des au
tres obstacles. 

. .. / ... 



Les traites de nos communautes economiques n'ont cure de tout 
cela: !'integration economique reste un probleme de droit de douane. 
C'est au regime des echanges qu'on consacre toujours le plus grand 

nombre d'articles. La CEAO a de tout temps ete consideree comme une 
affaire de douaniers. Le traite de la CEAO a d'ailleurs ete redige 

par un ancien fonctionnaire fran~ais de !'Administration des Douanes, 

Jacques David, et ce traite a beaucoup inspire celui de la CEDEAO. 

Les dispositions des traites des communautes economiques passent 
ainsi en grande partie a cote des vrais problemes, de la sous-region; 
c'est parce que le modele de refonne est la CEE. En 1973, l'auteur du 
traite de la CEAO, exer~ait ses activites au siege de la CEE a Bruxel
les. Quelques annees auparavant, dans un ouvrage dont il est le co
auteur, il proposait explicitement la CEE comme modele a l'Afrique. 

Et pourtant de l'exterieur comme de la sous-region, ce ne sont 
pas les mise en garde qui ont manque de la part de certains economis
tes, contre l'erreur qu'il y avait a reduire les donnees de !'inte
gration economiques en Afrique, a un probleme de droit de douane 1/. 

En tout cas, les limites du modele d'integration des marches 
sont devenues tellement manifestes, que dans chacune des trois corn-

-

munautes economiques de la sous-region, des intentions claires ont 

ete formulees pour s 'engager dans une voie nouvelle : l 'int,egration 
de la production. 

J. DAVID, ANGUILE : l 'Afrique sans frontieres - Ed. Bory-Monaco 
1965 pp. 14-15. 

1 / Fran~ois PERROUX L'economie des jeunes nations. P.U.F. Pari~ 
1962 pp. 168. 

T. JABER The relevance of traditional Integration theory 
to LDCs. JOURNAL OF COMMON MARKET STUDIES. Vol 9, March 1971. 

UKA EZENE: The Applicability of the Conventional Theory of 
Integration in West Africa: A closer look. 

West African Economic Journal - Vol. 1. Number 2 - Sept. 1980 - pp. 1-23 
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Dans le modele asiatique d'integration economique, l'ASEAN 

(Association des Nations du Sud Est Asiatique), on a procede par une 

approche tout a fait pragmatique, en commen~ant d'emblee par une 

strategie d'integration de la production : repartition d'un certain 

nombre de filieres industrielles entre les pays membres. Le traite 

de l'ASEAN ne comporte aucune disposition d'arrangement tarifaire. 

La CEDEAO aurait ete tellement plus operationnelle et plus credible 

si elle avait demarre avec un projet concret, comme la mise en place 

d'une societe communautaire de transport maritime, au lieu de s'en

liser dans des discussion douanieres. C'est l'absence d'une strate

gie d'integration de la production qui a ete l'obstacle majeur a la 

reussite des experiences communautaire en Afrique. 

B) L'ABSENCE DE STRATEGIE D'INTEGRATION DE LA PRODUCTION 

L'integration de la production peut etre entreprise selon deux 

modalites: la specialisation et la co-production. Dans la premiere, 

un pays se voit attribuer l'exclusivite de la production de tel ou 

tel produit pour approvisionner le marche communautaire, ceci, soit 

compte tenu de ses dotations naturelles en ressources, soi t a la suite 
d'une decision communautaire. 

Dans la seconde, deux des partenaires mettent en commun des 
elements de facteurs de production, pour fabriquer un produit qui 
aura aussi comme debouche le marche communautaire. 

Aucune de ces strategies n'est veritablement mise en oeuvre dans 
les communaute africaine. Pourtant l'industrie lourde qui est la base 

du developpement economique ne peut etre implantee dans les pays afri

cains que sur une base communautaire de specialisation ou de coproduc

tion a partir des dotations naturelles en ressources phosphates (Sene
gal - Togo) pet role (Nigeria - Cote d'Ivoire), fer, (Mauritanie -

Liberia •.. ) bauxite (Guinee), uranium (Niger) ; ceci pour la seule 

sous-region de l'Afrique de l'Ouest. Seulement, du fait des relations 

verticales qui sent privilegiees, ces produits de base sent exportes 
et tran~ormes ailleurs que sur le continent. 
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Meme si l'on se tourne vers des profils industriels plus modestes, 
on constate une absence totale de concertation au niveau des initia

tives nationales ce qui se traduit par un enorme gaspillage de ressour

ces. Les industries du ciment et du sucre en sont des illustrations 

edifiantes. 

1) L'industrie du ciment : 
Le ciment peut etre fabrique directement sur place a partir de 

gisements de calcaire, ou bien a partir du broyage d'un produit 

semi-fini, le clinkor, qui peut etre achete. En Afrique de l'Ou

est francophone, trois pays, le Senegal, le Togo et le Mali 

disposent de gisements importants de calcaire. Des cimenteries 

existent done dans ces pays. Mais un pays comme la Cote d'Ivoire 

qui ne dispose d'aucun gisement a neanmoins mis en place trois 

usines de broyage de clinkers qui sont importes de France et 

d' Espagne. 

N'aurait-il pas ete plus rationnel que l'ensemble du marche de la 

CEAO soit approvisionne a partir de cimenteries localises aupres des 

gisements de calcaire, sur la base, d'un systeme de coproduction pour 

le financement des investissements? Il existe d'ailleurs dans ce do

maine un modele : la societe des ciments de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (CIMAO) 
implantee au Togo, et son l'essentiel du capital social est detenu 

par les gouvernements du Togo, de la Cote d'Ivoire et du Ghana (30,7% 

chacun). La CIMAO produit pour les usines de broyage de la Cote d'Ivoire 

et du Ghana, du clinker plus commode a transporter, que le p:r-odui t fini. 

On peut citer aussi la societe des ciments d'ONIGBOLO entre les gouver
nement du Benin et du Nigeria. 

Mais ces cas constituent presque l'exception dans le domaine de la 

cooperation industrielle, compte tenu d'une certaine attitude de»chau

vinisme industriel" de la part des Etats. Pratiquement, chaque pays de 

la sous-region dispose d'usine de ciment ou de projet. Mise a part celle 

du Senegal creee en 1949, toutes les autres cimenteries localisees 
dans l'ancienne AOF ant ete mises en place dans la periode 1965-71, et 

a partir de 1978, c'est-a-dire a des periode oil ant existe l'UDEAO puis 

la CEAO. Et plus de la moitie sont des usines de broyage de clinker 

importe .!./. 

2_/ Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire - n° 1066, 29 octobre 1980, n° 1067, 

5 nov. 1980. 
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2. L'industrie du sucre. 

La meme politique d'implantations irrationnelles existe dans l'in

dustrie du sucre. En 1972, la Cote d'Ivoire a mis en place un projet 

de 6 complexes sucriers, (SODESUCRE) pour une production de demarrage 

de 180 000 tonnes en 1980-81, dont la moitie destinee a l'exportation. 

La matiere premiere est constituee par la canne a sucre cultivee dans 

le Nord du pays avec un systeme d'irrigation a partir des cours d'eau, 
ce qui ne pose guere de probleme dans un pays a forte pluviometrie et 

investissement total de 300 milliards de dollars, soit 10 millions de 

dollars (compte tenu surtout des surfacturations) doit permettre une 

production de croisiere de 280 000 tonnes a partir de 1985, annee ou 

la consommation interieure est prevue autour de 100 000 tonnes. Les 

possibilites sont grandes d'augmenter la capacite de production pour 

l'approvisionnement de tout le marche de la CEAO, par exemple par vo1e 

de participation des autres pays du capital de SODESUCRE. 

Seulement, dans le meme temps, tous les autres pays de la sous

region, se sont lance dans des projets sucriers ; meme les pays sahe

liens regulierement confrontes a la secheresse, ceci pour la culture 

d'une plante comme la canne a sucre qui exige beaucoup d'eau. 

Le Gouvernement Ivoirien detient meme 16,29% des parts d'action 

de la Societe Sucriere de Haute Volta, qui est un complexe ag_ro-indus
triel. 

Au Senegal a partir de 1972, des terres jusque la utilisees a la 
riziculture pour l'autoconsommation villageoise (dans la region du Fleu
ve, au Nord du pays) ont ete affectees a la culture de la canne pour 

l'approvisionnement de la raffinerie creee a cet effet. Mais comme la 

production de canne est tres insuffisante par rapport aux besoins de 

l'usine, celle-ci est obligee d'importer d'Europe du sucre roux (produit 

semi-fini) l'usine etant implantee dans une region enclavee distante 

de 370 km du port de Dakar, le sucre roux effectue le trajet a partir 

de Dakar et le sucre raffine revient par le meme trajet a Dakar qui cons

titue le principal marche de consommation. Ce qui se traduit par des 

coOts de transport eleves, naturellement repercutes sur le prix de vente 
au consommateur. 

• •• I •.• 
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Durant deux mois de l'annee 1981, le marche interieur n'etait pas suf

fisamment approvisionne et les senegalais avaient commence a s'habituer 

a la penurie de sucre. Dans le meme temps, la Cote d'Ivoire etait con

frontee au probleme inverse : des excedants de sucre qui lui posaient 

d'enormes problemes, surtout que les Autorites de Bruxelles lui refu

saient le benefice du protocole sucrier de la Convention de Lame, qui 

garantit un prix d'ecoulement superieur au prix du marche mondial. 

Il faut ajouter que le projet Ivoirien remonte a un moment ou le cours 

mondial du sucre venait de passer de 50 a 300 francs CFA le kilo. 

Les exemples du sucre et du ciment montrent tout simplement que 

les Etats africains confectionnent leurs plans de developpement sans se 

concerter, exactement comme si les Communautes Economiques n'existaient 

pas. C'est decidement a se demander a quoi servent celles-ci, qui n'ar

rivent meme pas a remplir la fonction de conseillers techniques coor
donnateu rs aupres de''s gouvernements. 

Ces strategies nationales d'implantations industrielles irration

nelles et desordonnees s'expliquent tout simplement par le souci de 

chaque gouvernement de ne pas voir son pays tenu en marge du processus 

d'industrialisation considere non sans raison, comme la base du develop

pernent economique. Les pays africains les plus industrialises cherchent 
-a consolider leur avance, et les autres ne tiennent pas a jouer eter-

nellement le rOle d'appendices agraires. 
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Report of the UNCTAD-CEESTEM-RCCDC Round-Table 

on Economic Co-operation among Develooing Countries 

(Mexico City, 22-29 November 1982) 

At the Round-Table, views were expressed by the participants 

in their personal capacity, They do not necessarily reflect 

those of the organizations to which they belong. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Round-Table on Economic Co-operation among Developing 

Countries, jointly sponsored by the Mexican Centre for Economic 

and Social Studies of the Third World (CEESTEM), the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the 

Research Centre for Co-operation with Developing Countries, 

Ljubljana.Yugoslavia (RCCDC), with the financial suoport of 

the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), was held 

at the headquarters of CEESTEM in Mexico City from 22 to 29 

November 1982. 

2. It was opened by Mrs. Alicia Puyana, Chief of the CEESTEM 

Project on International Economic and South-South Co-operation 

in the area of the New International Economic Order, who wel

come::l the participants on behalf of the host organization. 

She reviewed the main forms of economic co-operation among de

veloping countries and outlined the changes that would be ,re

quired in the form and content of such co-oneration in the 

short, medium and long term, in light of the present world 

economic crisis. 

3, Mr. Alister McIntyre, Deputy Secretary-General of UNCTAD, 

expressed his appreciation to CEESTEM for hosting the Round

Table. Pointing to the crucial role of South-South co-opera

tion in the reactivation of the world economy, he emphasized 

the importance of the co-ordination of national policies with 

the decisions taken by the Group of 77 as a whole in the Caracas 

Programme of Action. He stated that, given the complexity of 

the tasks, it was essential to undertake a serious analysis 
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of the options and to establish a rigorous order of priorities. 

He emphasized the need for interregional support for co-operation 

at the regional and sub-regional levels and pointed, in particu

lar, to the Lagos Plan of Action as an example of an initiative 

which merited the financial and technical support of the deve

loping countries as a whole. 

4. Mr. Jorge Eduardo Navarrete, Under-Secretary for Economic 

Affairs, welcomedthe participants on behalf of the Government 

of Mexico. He described his country's commitment to economic 

and technical co-operation among developing countries, stating 

that, while such co-operation was not an alternative to, or subs

titute for, North~South co-operation, it was a valuable instru

ment in efforts to achieve a radical reorientation of economic 

relations with developed countries. He highlighted the import

ance of finding a means of financing South-South co-operation 

without having to use scarce foreign exchange; of negotiating 

the Global System of Trade Preferences (GSTP) within a univer

sal forum such as UNCTAD; and of establishing a permanent 

institutional support mechanism for the Group of 77. 

5. Lie. Luis Echeverria Alvarez, Director General of CEESTEM, 

recalling the achievements of three decades of South-South co

operation, emphasized that this co-operation should be oriented 

towards a restructuring of the present inequitable system of 

international relations within the framework of the Charter of 

Economic Rights and Duties of States, which had been adopted 

thanks to the solidarity of the Third World. 
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6. Dr. Boris Cizelj, Director of RCCDC, highlighted the 

important role that could be played by national research 

institutes in developing countries in the area of ECDC, and 

stressed the need for such institutes to co-operate closely 

among themselves and with appropriate international organiza

tions such as UNCTAD, and to establish close links with the 

Office of the Chairman of the Group of 77 as well as with 

national agencies responsible for implementation of ECDC. 

7. In the course of its work, the Round-Table engaged in 

a wide-ranging discussion of the substantive items on its 

agenda, which is briefly described in chanters II and III 

below. The participants also agreed on a number of conclu

sions and recommendations arising out of the discussion. 

These conclusions and recommendations are contained in 

chapter I below. 

8. At the final meeting, on 29 November 1982, Ambassador, 

Manuel Perez Guerrero of Venezuela, Dr. Boris Cizelj, Director 

of RCCDC, Mr. Moses T. Adebanjo, Director of the Division for 

Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries of UNCTAD, 

Mr. Gustavo Silva Aranda, Resident Representative of UNDP in 

Mexico, Mr. Frank E. Bracho, member of the Core of Assistants 

to the Chairman of the Group of 77 in New York, took the floor 

to express their anpreciation to the Mexico Centre for Economic 

and Social Studies of the Third World for the excellent organi-
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zation of the Round.Table and the high quality of the faci

lities provided. 

9. Dr. Cizelj emphasized the imoortance of giving as wide 

a distribution as possible to the report at the national, 

sub-regional and regional levels. Mr. Silva Aranda stated 

that in his view, the Round-Table had been a v:e·ry rewarding 

experience and expressed UNDP 1 s continuing support for ECDC 

activities despite growing financial constraints. Mr. Bracho 

said that he would ensure that the report received the widest 

possible distribution among the members of the Group of 77. 

Mrs. Alicia Puyana, Chief of the CEESTEM Project on Inter

national Economics and South-South Co-operation i~ the area 

of the New International Economic Order, exp~essed her 

thanks to all the participants for their contribution to 

the success of the Round•Table, which had oroved a source 

of great stimulation for CEESTEM, 
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few critical non-tariff measures. However, quantitatively 

specified trade targets might also be considered . 

(b) Negotiations in the area of raw materials could use

fully encompass the possibilities of horizontal diversification 

and the necessary financial and institutional support mechanisms 

for this·, especially for developing countries which depend large

ly on the export of raw materials. 

(c) Exchanges of preferences in the area of trade in manu

factured goods may usefully be complemented by appropriate 

arrangements that will enforce security of supply of products 

that will be covered within the framewGrk o·f the GSTP. 

(d) The negotiations may also wish to explore the possi

bility for establishing appropriate services in the area of 

transport and insurance, as such services will help to underpin 

and support intensified trade among developing countries, par

ticuiarly in those areas where they do not exist or are gross

ly inadequate. The possibility of transport preferences should 

also be explored. In addition, trade facilitation measures 

should include the simplification of tariff procedures. 

(e) The global approach under the GSTP should be seen as 

a way of extending and consolidating the progress made so far 

in sub-regional, regional and interregional co-operation. Be

cause of the complexity of negotiating such arrangements, ini

tial efforts should be based on a flexible and pragmatic approach. 
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The approach to the GSTP should also bear in mind the inter

related nature of measures in the trade sector w1th measures 

in other major ECDC fields such as finance and industriali

zation. 

(f) Individual countries should be encouraged and. 

assisted to identify actual and potential trade opportunities 

within the framework of interregional co-operation and to 

pursue programmes and policies that could expand such poten

tial opportunities. Stress should be laid on an expanded role 

for trade information systems. 

2. The present role of TNCs in regional and interregional 

trade should be studied and assessed on a product-by-product basis, 

with a view to proposing measures that will ensure that such 

trade makes a po•si tive contribution to trade and development in 

the developing countries. Decision--makers should make the ful-

lest possible use of existing studies on the subject. 

3. Since the contribution of interregional trade to the growth 

and development of the participating developing countries would 

depend on the value added by these countries in the production 

of the traded pr0ducts,studies should be made of the value ad

ded in the production of the major traded commodities, with a 

view to proposing measures for intensifying, by mutual and col

lective effort, the domestic value added to traded commodities. 
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4. Since purchases by public authorities constitute a siza

ble and increasing proportion of total purchases in a large 

number of developing countries, one important means of pro

moting intra-regional and interregional trade is by according 

preferential treatment to developing-country enterprises 

supplying goods and services. Such preferential treatment can 

be implemented through the exchange of information on the 

plans, projects and supply requirements of the public sector; 

promotion of the participation of developing-country enter

prises in meeting the supply requirements of the public 

sector; the establishment of services to promote inter-firm 

contacts at the South-South level; and through long-term 

supply and purchase commitments among the developing countries, 

if need be on a preferenti~l basis. In this connection, work 

should be stepped up on the recommendations made in both the 

Arusha and the Caracas Programmes of Action for studies, -con

sultations, and consultancy and advisory services that would 

lead to the preparation of further programmes of co-operation 

among State-trading organizations (STOs) and other purchasing 

authorities of the developing countries. 

5 . (a) In order to overcome the disadvantages for South-

South trade of established trade channels, brand names and 

distribution networks for a number of products traditionally 

imported by the South from the North, it is important to step 
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up the efforts that have already been initiated by UNCTAD 

for implementing the recommendations on the establishment 

of multinational marketing enterprises made in the Arusha 

and Caracas Programmes of Action and by the Working Party 

on Trade Expansion and Regional Economic Integration among 

Developing Countries. In this connection, consideration 

should be given to the possibility of promoting the establish

ment of trading houses of the Japanese type (sogo soshas) in 

developing countries. 

(b) In this connection, developing countries should 

support the establishment of joint ventures of developing 

countries, in particular multinational marketing enterpri-

ses, and the strengthening of existing ones. In particular, 

efforts ·should be made to ensure that these enterprises are 

provided with the necessary financial and managerial reso~rces, 

so that they can operate in a fully viable and effective way 

in competition with firms of developed countries in interna

tional markets. 

6. It is recommended that special measures should be 

worked out to promote the special interests of the less deve

loped countries, not only to enable them to derive clear bene

fits from the preferential arrangements but also to emphasize 

the all-important principle of solidarity between the more 

developed and the less developed group of developing countries. 
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In this connection, it is suggested that particular attention 

should be paid to the following measures: 

(a) The least developed countries should be exempted 

from making reciprocal concessions within the framework of 

the GSTP. Any concessions agreed within that framework between 

the more advanced countries should be extended to the least 

developed countries. 

(b) A special programme of economic and technical 

assistance within the framework of ECDC should be provided 

by the more advanced to the less advanced developing countries, 

with a view to helping the former to overcome some of the 

structural and infrastructural problems that would prevent 

them from taking full advantage of preferential arrangements 

within ECDC. 

(c) Studies should be made of special financial measures 

that could be provided by the more advanced to the less developed 

members of the group in support of trade measures. One such 

example is the payment or part-payment in local currency for 

imports by the less developed countries. The local currency 

proceeds from such transactions could then be utilized for 

programmes of technical and financial assistance and investment 

by the more advanced countries for the benefit of the less 

developed partners. 
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(d) The more advanced partners could demonstrate their 

solidarity with the least developed countries by actively 

participating in the special programmes of assistance to the 

latter countries which were recommended by the United Nations 

Conference on the Least Developed among the Developing Coun

tries and which are now being implemented through a series 

of donors' meetings organized within the United Nations 

system. 

(e) As a very special way of demonstrating solidarity 

between the more developed and less developed partners in 

the group of developing countries, the more advanced countries 

could develop a special programme of support for the Lagos 

Plan of Action including the Industrial Development Decade 

for Africa and the United Nations Transport and Communications 

Decade for Africa, particularly in the fields of food and agri

cultural production, technology transfer, energy and industrial 

development. Such special programmes of support could be 

worked out by arrangements involving ECLA, ESCAP, ECWA, ECA 

and the OAU. 

7. (a) The negotiating machinery should be assisted by in-

tensive studies of production and market trends in the major 

commodities that could be important in interregional trade. 

These should include studies of existing capacities and pro• 

posed expansion, comparative prices and the various options 

for mutually advanta_geous concessions on bilateral or multi-
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lateral preferential arrangements. The possibility of ex

panding trade through bilateral barter arrangements should 

also be examined. 

(b) Such studies should be undertaken in co-operation 

with national and regional institutions and should focus 

attention on trends and possibilities at the national, sub

regional, regional and interregional levels. The studies 

should include some assessment of trends in production costs 

and prices and the internal and external factors that are 

most important in determining the trends of costs and prices. 

(c) Other studies should relate to (i) various national 

policies, such as those on incomes, prices and exchange rates, 

that have important consequences for the movement of domestic 

costs and prices; (ii) identification of exportable products 

that will react more positively to tariff preferences and 

contribute more tangibly to economic growth; and (iii) the 

costs of trade diversion and export promotion within the frame

work of the GSTP. 

B. MONETARY AND FINANCIAL CO-OPERATION 

1. It is essential that the Group of 77 should accord a 

higher priority to measures of monetary and financial co-ope

ration when formulating ECDC policy proposals, for at least two 
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reasons. Firstly, present policies and priorities pay in

sufficient attention to the catalytic importance of monetary and 

financial co-operation in the implementation of their ECDC mea

sures and processes, such as the expansion of trade and services, 

investment, structural adjustments and the transfer of techno

logy, and the support of technical co-operation. Secondly, 

there are acute payments and trade imbalances which threaten 

the stability not only of many developing countries but also 

of the Group of 77 itself, and for which remedial measures 

are urgently required. 

2. Steps should be taken to increase the awareness of Go-

vernments, the Group of 77 and its Group of 24 of the need for 

strengthening monetary and financial co-operation. To this end 

Governments should be requested to assign to the Group of 24 

representativeswho are not only financial and monetary experts 

but are also experienced in problems of economic co-operation 

and integration. In addition, co-ordination arrangements 

between the Group of 77 and its Group of 24 should be strength

ened. 

3. It is desirable to create a platform of global negotiations 

on debt repayments in the context of the prospective world trade 

and financial situation. Institutional arrangements and an 

agenda for the platform should be proposed 'for the forthcoming 
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sixth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 

Development. 

4. Policies and measures should be realistic .and pragma-

tic. To this end the reasons for past successes and failures 

should be studied closely, and more attention should be paid 

to the constraints, including attitudinal barriers, which in

hibit investment and development assistance. 

S. Special attention should be paid to the needs of the 

least developed countries. Consideration should be given to. 

the investment and payments needs of the African region and to 

the preparation of special programmes of support by developing 

countries to the Lagos Plan of Action, shich should be designed 

particularly to expand investment resources, to reduce trade 

imbalances and to facilitate technical co~operation. 

6. Policies and measuresshould reflect the need for a bila-

teral, sub-regional and regional approach between developing 

countries, as well as the need to strengthen and develop global 

and interregional co-ordination arrangements, including insti

tutional arrangements. 

7. ln line with the general recommendations outlined above, 

the following specific measures should be included in the pro

gramme of monetary and financial co~operation. 
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(a) The preparation of specific guidelines to encourage 

the development of bilateral agreements both interregionally 

and regionally between developing countries which would facili

tate, inter alia, the use of local currencies in trade expansion, 

technical co-operation and joint investment. 

(b) The continuation of technical studies on the feasi

bility of establishing a Bank of Developing Countries. Such 

studies should be designed to clarify further the desirable 

scope of the Bank's operation, and constraints and problems 

which would affect its operation. 

(c) The preparation of guidelines for special measures 

of assistance by developing countries to the Lagos Plan of 

Action, the Industrial Development Decade for Africa and the 

United Nations Transport and Communications Decade for Africa, 

including the desirability of opening financial support "windows" 

through the African Development Bank and the African Development 

Fund, and assistance in the preparation of portfolios of pro

ject proposals. 

(d) The improvement and strenghthening of sub-regional, 

regional and interregional financial institutions, including 

regional clearing arrangements, and the development of inter

regional clearing links. In connection with sub-regional, 



regional and interregional clearing arrangements, special 

consideration should be given to devising an investment 

facility including investment guarantees in such arrangements. 

This would be expected to encourage the deployment of accu

mulated balances of creditor countries for profitable invest

ment in debtor member countries, thereby permitting greater use 

of clearing arrangements. The Co-ordinating Committee on Mul

tilateral Payments Arrangements should be requested to inten

sify its activities to strengthen and develop linkages between 

these institutions. 

(e) Support for existing regional and sub-regional deve

lopment banks as a high priority. In this connection, pre-in

vestment and investment resources should be increased for the 

identification, preparation and financing of.multinational in

vestment projects. 

(f) Studies and promotional action to encourage the par

ticipation of developing countries members of regional develop

ment finance institutions in the ordinary capital of develop

ment banks of other regions and also in projects financed by 

these banks. 

(g) The development of limited convertibility arrangements 

to assist the expansion of intra-developing countries' trade 

and services, and the development of other mutual payments sup

port arrangements. 
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(h) Further technical study of the scope for develop

ing an interregional system of investment guarantees. 

(i) Steps should be taken to sensitize policy makers 

and planners to the role of TNCs 1n the international movement 

of financial resources from the South to the North and its 

consequences, and to measures which can be taken to mitigate 

such movements and their consequences. In this connection, 

special attention should be given to the effect of co-opera

tion in strengthening the services sector in the South in 

order to reduce the South-North flow of financial resources. 

(j) The above~indicated measures should be carried 

out 1n parallel with further considerations in the reshaping 

of the global monetary system, with the aim of creating con

ditions for greater harmony in world development processes 

and of facilitating ECDC. 

C. TECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY 

1. It is recommended that the developing countries initiate 

or further s·trengthen measures for co-operation among themselves 

within the framewo,rk of a strategy for the technological trans

formation of their countries, in order to reduce external de

pendence and strengthen national capacity to take the decisions 

necessary for autonomous technological development. 
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2. Specific measures of co•operation in this regard should 

include: 

(a) Action at the overall level: 

(i) Systematic identification of specific TCDC 

capacities and needs through workshops where go

vernment participants would be empowered to enter 

into specific agreements; 

(ii) Strengthening of information systems at the 

national, sub,-regional, regional and interregional 

levels, with appropriate linkages; 

(iii) Arrangements for joint technological research 

and development, design and engineering; 

(iv) Harmonization of developing countries' policies, 

rules, regulations, laws and practices governing 

technology in all its aspects; 

(v) Training and exchange of personnel, including 

the co•operative exchange of skills; 

(vi) Establishment of preferential arrangements for 

the transfer and development of technology, 1n par

ticular for the least developed countries. 

(vii) Technological co-operation in specific areas 

and sectors of crucial importance; 

(viii) Strengthening of existing regional and sub

regional organizations and, where necessary, the 
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creation of new institutions to service new 

areas or sectors to be opened up for co-opera

tion, and the establishment of interlinkages 

between them. 

(ix) Institution of mutually advantageous and 

expanding arrangements to include sharing of 

technology developed by developing countries 

with their limited resources and for their 

own commercial advantage; 

(x) Appropriate use of the modality of "nation

al research and training centres of multinational 

scope", by strengthening and adapting existing 

centres .and, where necessary, establishing new 

ones. 

(b) Action at the sectoral level in such sectors as 

food production and processing; pharmaceuticals, capital _g9ods, 

industrial design and engineering; and information and commu

nications. Such action should be designed to promote.the es

tablishment of research and development projects at the nation

al level suitable for ECDC/TCDC, which should be linked with 

the production process, particularly in the public sector; of 

national and regional capacity for the assessment of the suit~ 

ability of new technologies; of institutes for quality control 

and testing of equipment from alternative sources; and of net

works for the dissemination of information on experiences and 

on existing domestic technological capability. Efforts should 

also be made to introduce schemes for the exchange of skills, 

with a view to overcoming the constraint of scarcity of skilled 
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labour existing in almost all developing countries. 

(c) Action to encourage joint efforts by the develop

ing countries to develop indigenous information-communications 

hardware and software technology, given the fa~t that such 

technology is an essential part of the other technologies. 

(d) Action in the field of en'ergy directed towards: 

(i) Strenghthening of communication and informa

tion on energy technologies, including the draw

ing up of inventories of available technologies 

at the regional and interregional levels; 

(ii) Exchange of technology in those sub-sectors 

where a technological capability has been built 

up in the developing countries, such as in the de

velopment of alternative conventional sources-of 

energy; 

(iii) Co-ordination of research and development 

activities in the transfer, application and develop

ment of technology in the energy sector; 

(iv) Arrangements for promoting the development 

of new and renewable energy technology in order 

to ensure an orderly transition to an energy system 

increasingly based on more diversified energy 

sources; 
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(v) Arrangements between consultancy and en

gineering organizations of the developing coun

tries, to provide, iI1ter-ali_a, for joint parti

cipation in tenders in international bidding 

and for joint production of equipment in this 

sector; 

(vi) Establishment of an agency and/or the rein

forcement of existing regional institutions res

ponsible for the preparation and planning of 

energy technology projects, which, inter-alia, 

would assist in drawing up a list of projects 

requiring multinational action, in the search 

for alternative sources of financing and techno

logy, and which would reinforce the basis for 

intergovernmental negotiations; 

(vii) Creation of a forum of public utilities 

for improving power equipment procurement and 

exchange of experience in power plant management; 

and 

(viii) ldentification and promotion of multina

tional energy enterprises. 

D. INDUSTRIALIZATION 

1 . The developing countries should evaluate and explore ways 

and means of developing internal and regional markets for 
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their industrial goods; 

2. Co-operation should be pursued at the sub-regional, 

regional and interregional levels in the area of high-techno

logy, notably micro-electronics, advanced communication equip

ment and genetio engineering, so as to permit developing coun

tries to learn the implications of, and take measures to meet 

the challenge posed by, developments in these new areas in 

accordance with their own needs. In this regard, it is import

ant to reinforce the on-going activities of UNIDO, ITU, UNCTAD 

and other organizations in this area. 

3. Multinational projects, such as the coal mining venture 

between some Latin American countries, should be developed in 

order to exploit natural resources on a supranational basis. 

4. National industrial development banks should be en-' 

couraged to foster the implementation of multinational indus

trial projects. 

5. International financial institutions should be encour-

aged to finance multinational industrial projects of developing 

countries. 

6. Organizations within the United Nations system should 

reinforce their co-operation at all crucial interfaces between 

production and trade; industry and agriculture; industry and 

energy; and production, trade and finance. 
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7. Regional integration groupings should be encouraged 

to learn from the industrial co-operation and integration 

efforts of the past and notably to focus efforts on specific 

industrial projects of common interest to all member coun

tries. In the preparation and execution of such projects, 

efforts should be made to ensure the participation of entre

preneurs in both the public and private sectors, unions, re

search institutions and all other relevant local entities. 

E. INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 

1. The institutional mechanism for co-ordination, monitor

ing, follow-up action and evaluation established by the Cara

cas Programme on ECDC should be given the strongest support 

by all co.untries members of the Group of 77 as a first step 

towards the consolidation of a comprehensive institutional 

system of developing countries for ECDC, including a compa~t 

full-fledged secretariat. 

2. This support could entail: 

(a) Increasing contributions to the "Group of 77 Account 

for ECDC" to allow it to fund a wider scope of activities than 

at present; 

(b) Strengthening the implementation mechanism through 

the secondment of highly qualified government exoerts as well 

as through the recruitment of independent experts and consult

ants; 
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(c) Increasing the number and scope of activities at 

the national level as well as exchange of information and 

working contacts between the national focal points on ECDC. 

These focal points should also be entrusted with the respon

sibility of furthering ECDC objectives at the national level 

in government departments, with the private sector and with 

the national mass media, in order to help change attitudinal 

misconceptions .at the national level on co-operation with 

other developing countries. 

(d) Encouraging the participation of entrepreneurial 

institutions and labour organizations in the formulation and 

implementation of ECDC projects and pr0grammes. In this con

nection an evaluation should be made of ECDC projects which 

have already been established on a commercial basis. 

3. Sub-regional, regional and interregional economic co

operation. and integration groupings of developing countries 

constitute some of the most valuable tools for the promotion 

of interregional ECDC objectives. The recently established 

Informal Contact Group of the secretariats of these organiza

tions, which has adopted a comprehensive programme of co-opera

tion among these organizations in support of the Caracas Pro

gramme of Action, should be fully used in the implementation 

of the various sectoral aspects of the Programme. 

4. In the field of monetary and financial co-operation, full 
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use should likewise be made of the facilities provided by the 

Co-ordination Committee on Multilateral Payments Arrangements 

and the World Federation of Develoument Finance Institutions. 

Developing countries members of clearing arrangements and 

development finance institutions should likewise consider be

coming members of similar institutions of developing countries 

in other regions, since such possibilities have recently been 

opened up by some of these institutions. 

5. The Chairman of the Group of 77 should make an inventory 

of, and establish contacts with, existing research institutions 

of the developing countries with ECDC interests, in order to 

identify possibilities for co-operation with these institutions, 

particularly in connection with the preparation of studies and 

the servicing of the technical meetings planned within the calen

dar of sectoral meetings under the Caracas Programme. 

6. The Group of 77 should make greater use of existing pro-

ducers-exporters associations of developing countries in the 

preparation of technical studies, proposals and negotiations 

relating to the sectoral objectives of the Caracas Programme, 

particularly in connection with the sections on trade,raw mate

rials, food and agriculture, energy and technical co-operation, 

Likewise, a greater involvement of these associations in the 

Programme could help to accelerate the entry into force of the 

Statute of the Council of Producers' Associations. Furthermore, 
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in line with the recommendation contained in the Caracas 

Programme of Action that existing producers-exporters asso

ciations should be strengthened and new associations should 

be established, it would be important to ensure that adeauate 

information on these associations be provided through the 

compilation, up-dating and centralization of information on 

the associations and their activities as well as the carrying 

out of evaluation studies on their performance, 

7, Given the importance of information to sustain any econo

mic co-operation process of negotiation; it is felt that 

this aspect of the Programme should be given the highest 

priority, Besides continuing to support the actions undertaken 

by the non.aligned and other developing countries in the area 

of Information-Communications, it is recommended Information

Communications should-be given more concerted attention as a 

newly evolving multi.sectoral area, including both the technical 

aspects and the economic, political and socio-cultural impact 

of modern communications facilities, in particular transborder 

data flows (TDF) and the use of communications satellites; at 

the same time, the stage of development of information systems 

should not be overlooked. The Develonment Info~mation Network 

(DEVNET) should be actively pursued, starting with~ well-con~ 

ceived interregional pilot project, with appropriately supported 

inputs at the regional level, 

8. The Action Committees are recognized as a most flexible 
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and useful institutional mechanism, which could be set up by 

any number of countries on a voluntary basis to deal with any 

issue of common interest, with a servicing secretariat of li

mited duration and financed by the interested countries them

selves. As such, the Group of 77 should attempt to undertake 

a few pilot case studies to test the most appropriate operation

al framework for these committees. The possibility may be ex

plored, for example, of establishing an Action Committee of 

interested developing countries of Asia and Latin America to 

study ways and means of giving supoort to the Lagos Plan of 

Action. Another such committee could be established to undertake 

promotional action with the public and private enterprises of 

one region to explore possibilities on investment in another 

region. 

9. Although the developing countries have repeatedly re-affirmed 

that the imnlementation of their ECDC programme should be based 

on their own efforts, such as those suggested above, it is also 

recognized that the support of the United Nations, its regional 

economic commissions and the specialized agencies will remain 

essential during the formative stages of this process. It is 

therefore felt that the Group of 77 should continue to press 

the international community to provide its assistance and suoport 

to its ECDC objectives. In this connexion, the following measures 

could be envisaged: 
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(a) The United Nations Secretary General should be re

quested, through resolutions of the General Assembly, to ear

mark additional resources for the promotion of ECDC. 

(b) Through common action in the governing bodies of all 

organizations within the United Nations system, and particular

ly UNCTAD, UNIDO, FAO, ITU, UNESCO and UNDP, the Group of 77 

should request technical supoort for the attainment of the 

sectoral objectives of the Caracas Programme of Action. 

(c) Since a number of developed countries have in the 

past been sympathetic to the idea of ECDC as an essential 

component of the New International Economic Order, the Group 

of 77 should consider, in appropriate cases, offers of tech

nical and financial support from bilateral a.id sources of 

those countries in pursuance of its ECDC objectives. 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL ISSUES OF ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1. The discussion under this item centred upon a number of 

general considerations concerning the basis for, and strategy 

of, economic co-operation among developing countries, many of 

which were raised again in the discussion of more specific items 

of the· agenda. 

2. A large number of participants stressed the need to ensure 

that the political will reflected in the wide set of principles 

of ECDC adopted by Governments were translated into concrete 

actions. One participant indicated that such was the purpose 

of the Caracas Programme of Action and described the components 

of this Programme. Others referred to the necessary links that 

needed to be established between the intergovernmental fora 

dealing with ECDC issues and officials and business circles .in 

developing countries responsible for implementing ECDC resolu

tions and decisions, In particular, there was a need to reinforce 

political attitudes and increase awareness in developing coun-

tries by demonstrating the importance of ECDC as an engine of growth 

for the development of developing countries as well as for the 

world economy. 

3. Several participants also referred to the overall ECDC 

strategy that should be adopted. It was pointed out that, in 

order to devise a suitable strategy, an effort should be made 
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to arrive at a proper understanding of the nature of the 

problems addressed, including that of the current world economic 

crisis, as different diagnoses of the problems led to different 

actions. In this connection, one very important issue was that 

of the relationship which should exist between global and inter

regional ECDC programmes and ECDC efforts at the regional and 

sub-regional levels, and the related question of whether ECDC 

would be better promoted from the top (global and interregional 

programmes) or built up from the bottom (regional and sub-re

gional efforts). The general view was that everything should 

be done to ensure that both processes reinforced each other. 

4. One participant stated that, in his opinion, the concept 

of individual and collective self-reliance should become a 

crucial element of the economic policy of each developing 

country. At a time when there was increasing protectionism 

on the part of the developed countries, economic co-operation 

among developing countries assumed paramount importance for 

the achievement of collective self-reliance. 

5. With regard to priorities for ECDC action, one participant 

warned against laying too much emphasis on trade as agains4 

for example, industrialization. However, the meeting was re

minded that the Caracas Programme of Action sought to achieve 

a balance of progress on several fronts without unduly favour

ing any of them at the expense of others. 

6. Other issues raised included the choice of appropriate tech-
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nology for developing countries; income distribution and 

its links with the structure of production and scope for 

co.operation among developing countries; the desirability 

of developing countries co-operating with like-minded deve-

loped countries; the necessity of designing ECDC projects as 

commercially viable propositions; the important role of technical 

co-operation among developing countries; and the distribution 

of costs and benefits of ECDC. In this latter connection, some 

participants expressed concern about the unfavourable situation 

of the least developed among the developing countries (LDCs), 

which might prevent them from reaping the full benefits of 

ECDC. The suggestion was made that special provisions should 

be incorporated in global ECDC prograID.mes and projects, giving 

favourable treatment to the LDCs, as was already the case 

for the less developed members of regional and sub-regional 

arrangements. Concern for the situation of the LDCs was 

manifest throughout the discussion of the remaininp items, 

of the agenda. 

7. There was general agreement that there was a need for 

adequate institutional machinery in sunport of ECDC. Some sug

gestions were made in this connection, in particular concerning 

the need to strengthen the Group of 77, to rationalize and in

crease the effectiveness of the existing institutional machi

nery, and to make more use of flexible, partial schemes such 

as the action committees envisaged in the Caracas Programme 

of Action. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROMOTION OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

IN THE FIELD OF: 

A. TRADE 

1. Under this item, the participants engaged in a wide

ranging discussion on the basis of six papers presented to 

the meeting. There was general recognition that the decision 

taken by the Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77 in October 

1982 to proceed with the negotiation of the Global System of 

Trade Preferences (GSTP) reflected the importance which deve

loping countries attached to the GSTP as a means of increas

ing the volume of South-South trade. In this regard, a number 

of participants laid particular emphasis on the need for poli

tical will. Several participants warned that an exclusively 

top-down approach could prove counterproductive if the vital 

role of the private sectors was not fully recognized. There 

was a need for a parallel "bottom-up" approach, and it was 

essential to arrive at a better understanding of the most 

appropriate mix, 

2. It was pointed out that in the implementation of the 

GSTP it would be difficult to ensure ipso .facto a truly equi

table distribution of benefits as between the parties to the 

negotiation. The important thing was that the benefits to be 

derived by all participating countries should outweigh the addi

tional costs that would inevitably have to be assumed in terms 
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of reduced revenue and trade diversion. 

3. Stress was laid on the need to ensure that the effects 

of the GSTP were compatible with existing preferential arrange

ments at the regional and subregional levels. In that connection, 

it was stated that there would be a need for deeper tariff cuts 

withing the integration groupings concerned in order to safe

guard existing preferential arrangements, though one partici-

pant pointed out that such cuts might offset or negate the 

preferences given under the GSTP. 

4. There was some difference of view among the participants 

concerning the efficacy of tariff reductions per se. One par

ticipant argued that an empirical analysis of experience in 

regional and sub-regional integration groupings demonstrated 

CJ'':✓.: th~ Lariff cuts of at least 10 percent were required to gene-

rate some increase in trade flows, and that cuts of· the order 

of 20 percent would have a considerable effect on the volume 

of trade, particularly of manufactures. A number of partici

pants, however, expressed the view that tariff liberalization 

alone might not necessari;y lead to an expansion of trade, un

less supplemented by other measures, including action in respect 

of non-tariff barriers (NTBs) and harmonization of the policies 

at the country level. Others felt that the· GSTP negotiations 

should proceed in phases and that it would not be advisable to 

attempt to tackle the difficult problem of NTBs in the initial 

phase. 
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5. Several participants emphasized the point that, in view 

of the very different levels of economic development within 

the group of developing countries as a whole, and the concen

tration of South-South trade among the newly industrialized 

countries (NICs), these countries would inevitably be the 

major beneficiaries of the GSTP. One participant, pointing 

to the fact that the GSTP was the first test case of a major 

negotiation within the Group of 77 itself, as a negotiating 

forum of ECDC, warned of the danger of very limited partici

pation in the negotiation unless new techniques were introduced 

and measures taken in the immediate future. He said that the 

GSTP should be viewed as a long-term process, in which a net

work of preferences could be gradually built up from the re

gional and sub~regional levels and in which the NICs could 
' s 

play a "locomotive" role in promoting interregional exchanges' 

of preferences. 

6. All participants stressed, however, the need to take 

account of the interests of the LDCs and to associate them to 

the greatest possible extent with the benefits to be derived 

from the GSTP. It was recognized that there could be no question 

of reciprocity from the LDCs, and the specific suggestion was 

made that any preferential arrangements negotiated under the 

GSTP should automatically be extended to the LDCs irrespective 

of whether these countries participated in the negotiations. 
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7. A number of structural constraints to the development of 

South-South trade were identified by the participants. These 

included the higher cost of transport in the South and, in ge

neral, the lack of adequate infrastructure; the smallness of 

the markets; insufficient production capacity; the complexity 

of tariff procedures in developing countries; problems related 

to the adoption of rules of origin; lack of standardization; 

the predominant role played by TNCs in determining the scope 

and nature of trade, including intra-firm trade; the lack of 

export incentives; foreign exchange policies; and monetary 

constraints. 

8. Among the possible measures that should be considered, 

it was suggested that particular attention should be given 

to the development of transport systems; the simpli:fication 

of tariff proce.dures; government procurement oolicies in 

favor of other developing countries, in particular through 

State-trading organizations; export promotion policies; 

quality contro~; the possibility of barter arrangements and 

the development of domestic markets. 

B. MONEY AND FINANCE 

9. Under this item three papers were presented to the meet

ing and an oral report was given on the status of the feasi-
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bility study for a proposed Bank of Developing Countries 

(South-South Bank), which was being assisted by the UNDP

financed UNCTAD-executed project, Advisorty Services on 

ECDC/TCDC. In addition, it was stated that UNDP, through its 

interregional programme, had also provided a separate modest 

allocation covering consultancy services relating to the pre

paration of background documents for the recent Jamaica meet

ing at which the proposed South-South Bank had been discussed. 

10. There was some difference of view among the participants 

with regard to the proposal for a South-South Bank. Several 

participants pointed to the difficulties that were likely to 

be encountered in establishing a new global financial insti

tution, especially in light of the current economic crisis. 

Reference was made in this regard to the difficulties encounter

ed in previous initiatives undertaken at the regional .level, 

particularly in Asia, and the need to review that experience 

in the context of the emerging development imperatives. It 

was felt, moreover, that the external debt situation prevailing 

in a number of developing countries might well act as a di

sincentive to their participation in the pro-posed South-South 

Bank. Some participants raised the issue of the potential 

scope of such an institution. In this regard.it was felt 

that, in the course of the feasibility study, further attention 

might be given to the range of functions which such a bank should 

have. In other words, could such an institution realistically 

perform a balance-of,payments support function as well as, among 
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other things, a development financing function? In this 

regard, a view was advanced that for balance-of-payments 

adjustment assistance reliance should be 

improving current compensatory financing 

placed more on 

arra~ements. 

The need to revive studies and proposals for indexation 

was underlined by one participant. 

11. Other participants were of the view that the concept 

of a South-South Bank was essentially sound and that priority 

should be given to completing the feasibility study, par

ticularly in light of the urgent requirements of developing 

countries for various types of monetary and financial sup

port. In this regard, a diagnosis should be made of the rea

sons for the failure of the pr0posed Solidarity Fund to be

come operational. 

12. It was suggested that, with a view to enhancing monetary 

and financial co-operation among developing countries, there 

should be closer co-ordination between the Group of 24 and the 

Chairmanship of the Group of 77, and that the delegations of 

developing countries in the Group of 24 should be composed 

of experts not only on monetary and financial questions bear

ing upon North South-relations, but also on the ECDC aspects 

of these questions. In this connection, attention was drawn 

to the urgent need for the developing countries to arrive at 
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a common position on the problem of external debt, before 

negotiating with the creditor countries a new set of princi

ples to restructure the present debtor-creditor relationships. 

This would not necessarily imply joint debt renegotiations on 

the part of developing countries. 

13. One participant drew the attention of the meeting to 

data contained in one of the papers presented on trade, which 

clearly demonstratedthe existence of two major imbalances 

threatening the stability not only of many developing coun

tries but also of the Group of 77 itself. The first imbalance 

related to the enormous payments deficit of all developing 

regions with West Asia, a deficit which could not be offset 

solely through trade liberalization measures, such as those 

envisaged under the GSTP. The second was the trade imbalance 

resulting from the dominant share of the higher-income coun

tries in intra-developing countries' trade. 

14. In addition to the discussion on the proposed South

South Bank, which represented a global approach to monetary 

and financial co-operation among developing countries, there 

was also an exchange of views on complementary actions which 

could be taken at the interregional, regional, sub-regional 

and bilateral levels. So far as the interregional level was 

concerned, there was considerable discussion of the possibility 

of other regions providing both financial and technical support 

for the Lagos Plan of Action, in light of the fact that the ma-
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jority of the LDCs were to be found in the African region. 

It was felt that such an approach might also be followed 

in other cases, and particular emphasis was laid on the 

strengthening of linkages between regional development 

banks. In the case of the Lagos Plan of Action, for example, 

the African Development Bank and the African Development 

Fund might wish to establish special accoun~s, to which 

other regional development banks could earmark contributions. 

15. One participant drew the attention of the meeting to 

the experience in respect of ~a-operation between the oil

exporting Arab States and Africa South of the Sahara. He 

noted in this regard the emphasis which the former placed 

on project as distinct from programme lending, and on capi

tal-intensive as distinct from labour-intensive projects. 

Another participant pointed out that much of what was expected 

in terms of monetary and financial co-operation among deve-. 

loping countries naturally depended on the full participa

tion of the oil-exporting developing countries. He warned 

that, in light of recent economic trends, there mip,ht well 

be some constraints on such participation in the future. 

16. In view of the numerous obstacles to intra-developing 

countries' trade, it was emphasized that appropriate linkages 

should be established between the GSTP and financing mechanisms 
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for this trade, particularly in view of the growing economic 

differentiation among developing countries. One participant 

indicated that a portfolio of bankable viable project propo

sals, in which all interested interRational and regional or

ganizations had a role to play, could facilitate the flow 

of funds from and among developing countries and could pro

vide an important compone1.t of ECDC efforts in addition to 

preferential arrangements. It was also suggested that 

that there should be further study of the scope for develop

ing an interregional system of investment guarantees and 

of the proposal for a commodity currency reserve scheme. 

17. A number of participants, referring to actions at the 

regional, sub-regional and bilateral levels, pointed to the 

need to improve communication between various national and 

regional financial institutions, to strengthen existing 

clearing unions and the linkages between them, to develop 

limited convertibility arrangements and other mutual support 

measures, and to explore the possibility of barter arrange

ments. 
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C. TECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY 

18. The introduction to these items and the ensuing debate 

was based on four papers presented to the meeting for consider

ation. Stress was laid on the need for the developing countries 

to strengthen measures for technology and energy co-operation 

among themselves within the framework of a strategy for the 

technological transformation of their countries. It was felt 

that such co-operation would benefit from the results obtained 

in the extensive building up of the technology base in the de

veloping countries since the 1950s, and the similarities and 

complementarities existing among them. An important point 

raised in the debate related to the importance of supporting 

co-operative measures through action at the individual nation

al level, through the adoption of integrated technology poli

cies and planning and their effective connection to the respect

ive development plan. 

19. It was also felt that co-operation for the technological 

transformation of the developing countries was possible in a 

number of areas and sectors. A number of suggestions were made 

during the debate, some of which have been reflected in the 

conclusions and recommendations contained in Chapter I above, 

and,in particular, regarding very specific measures and moda

lities for further action in the areas of food processing and 

production, capital goods, industrial machinery, design and 
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engineering, information and communication, skilled human 

resources, pharmaceuticals and energy. With regard to ener

gy, one participant suggested that OPEC States might envisage 

a special scheme for oil importing developing countries with 

a per capita GNP below a given level to purchase petroleum 

products with 50 per cent foreign exchange and 50 per cent 

local currency. Reference was made to on-going activities 

under the Development Information Network (DEVNET) and 

UNDP/INRES; the various information systems being established 

and expanded by organizations within the United National deve

lopment system and by regional and sub-regional integration 

arrangements; technical assistance activities of UNCTAD in the 

transfer and development of technology; and the results of 

UNCTAD governmental groups of experts on food, capital goods 

and industrial machinery, reverse transfer of technology 

(''brain drain"), and energy. 

20. Detailed references were made to the unequal partici

pation of developing countries in the explosion of information 

technology. At the same time, it was stressed that development 

of information systems should take into account the stage of 

development of national information systems and the need to 

strengthen them. 

21. Emphasis was placed on the enormous possibilities of 
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opening up a market for technologies from and for the deve

loping countries in the field of culture, and the important 

and increasing role which consumers and consumer associations 

should increasingly play with regard to technology and.its 

products. 

22. Specific attention was drawn to cases where developing 

countries had developed technologies with their own limited 

resources and in areas where they might have commercial ad

vantages. There were also patent and copyright systems in 

developing countries. It was stressed that deliberations on 

technical co-operation among developing countries could use

fully devote attention to such issues with a view to devising 

mutually balancing modalities. 

D. COMMODITIES, FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 

23. Under this item, two discussion papers were presented 

to the meeting, dealing mainly with opportunities for ECDC in 

the areas of commodity trade? and food and a~riculture. 

24. The Round,Table reiterated that the UNCTAD Integrated 

Programme for Commodities was the sole global commitment for 

negotiations on commodities and that all possible support 

needed to be extended to that Programme. 
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25. It was recognized by the participants at the meeting 

that the current depressed level of commodity prices cons

tituted a very serious problem for commodity-exporting deve

loping countries. Much of the participants' attention focus

sed on the need to conclude and implement effective interna

tional commodity agreements as the main way of solving, through 

negotiations, the problems affecting commodities. In this 

connection, it was pointed out that co-operation among produ

cers could help to achieve progress in the negotiation of 

commodity agreements. One participant also indicated that 

the chances for this were greater when some work had already 

been done at the regional and sub-regional levels. Some 

participants also noted that the fact that there were some 

producing countries which did not participate in commodity· 

• agreements and were therefore not bound by their provisions 

constituted an obstacle to the successful operation .of these· 

agreements, and that, accordingly, their effectiveness would 

be enhanced through the participation of as many countries 

as possible. There was some discussion of unilateral actions 

taken by commodity producers, and one participant pointed 

to the lack of success in some of these initiatives. 

26. Another issue raised in the meeting was that of the 

associations or communities of commodity producing-exporting 

countries. One participant described experience in the Asian 
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and Pacific region, where work was in progress towards the 

constitution of communities of countries producing and export

ing specific commodities. The possible influence of TNCs 

within these communities was also mentioned. In general, pro

ducers associations of developing countries were considered 

to be a valuable instrument of co-operation for developing 

' countries producing commodities, which merited narticular 

attention on a continuing basis. Specific mention was made 

in this regard to the need for greater information on these 

associations and their activities. Support was also given 

to the establishment of the proposed Council of Associations 

of Developing Countries Producers-Exporters of Raw Materials, 

as recommended by the 1975 Dakar Conference of Developing 

Countries on Raw Materials and reaffirmed by the Caracas Pro

gramme of Action. One participant also suggested that a meet -

ing of the secretariats of existing producers associations 

could be held in order to facilitate the entry into operation 

of the Council. 

27. Opportunities for co-operation among developing producing 

countries were also mentioned in the areas of trade, processing 

and marketing of commodities. One participant drew attention 

to the potential for increasing trade in commodities among 

developing countries, as these countries would provide signi-
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ficant markets for commodities in the future. In his view, 

there was need to begin consideration of the steps to be 

taken to fully realize this potential. Another participant 

described the experience of a mul tinationalenterprise set up 

by some developing countries for the marketing of one commo

dity. This demonstrated how important it was for enter

prises of this type to be provided with the necessary finan

cial and managerial resources, including skilled personnel, 

if there were to compete successfully with similar enter

prises of developed countries, including TNCs. 

28. With regard to ECDC in the area of food and agriculture, 

mention was made of the need to bring about structural changes 

in the agricultural sectors of developing countries as a 

precondition of effective co-operation among developing coun

tries in this area. Such changes should include steps t_o_,en

su~ the full participation of the real agents of co-operation 

in developing countries, namely, those engaged in food and 

agricultural production in rural areas. Food security schemes 

among developing countries with supportive components were 

considered feasible by another participant, but in his view 

institutional machinery was needed for their implementation. 

It was also stressed that the agricultural sector should be 

given more importance in ECDC programmes and that regional 

and sub-regional co-operation should be encouraged for the 

satisfaction of domestic food needs in develouing countries. 
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E. INDUSTRIALIZATION 

29. The discussion under this item was based on three papers 

presented to the meeting, which analysed and evaluated the 

development, present situation and future options of indus

ttial co-operation. 

30. The potential pitfalls and obstacles to successful co

operation in industrial development identified by several 

participants included differences in country size, the degree 

of opennesss of national economies, the existing levels of 

industrialization, and changes in the external and domestic 

political atmosphere and economic policies. 
~. 

These obstacles 

were found to a greater or lesser degree in all forms of 

industrial co-operation. Several participants stressed that, 

"-in dealing with th.ese problems, the emphasis should be placed 

on "feasibility" criteria rather than on "desirability" _cri

teria. 

31. It was felt that industrial co-operation amonp, develop

ing countries could become more dynamic if the following 

principles were observed: 

(a) Wide consultation and involvement of the parties 

concerned; 

(b) The identification and granting of adequate i.n

centives; and 

(c) Flexibility, 
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32. It was suggested that one instrument that would satisfy 

many of the above considerations or criteria was the creation 

of multinational enterprises which would facilitate the move

ment of factors of production (capital, skilled labour and 

technology) among developing countries, In this connection, 

it might be advisable to adopta "bottom-up" approach and 

provide incentives for the establishment of such enterprises 

at the business level, which would ensure that the benefits 

to be derived would not seep away to developed countries, 

as was the case with TNCs. 

33. It was pointed out that in the 1980s developing court 0 

tries were faced with a new international situation. On the 

one hand, the current economic crisis had increased the im

portance of promoting industrial co,operation among develop

ing countries. On the other, .·revolutionary changes in 

technology were providing new opportunities and constraints 

whose effects on the industrialization process needed to be 

explored. 

34. The change in the international situation served to 

accentuate the difficulties encountered by most developing 

countries, including a number of those counted among the'NICs' ,· 

with respect to the pattern of industrialization. Despite 

increased levels of industrial output and in some instances 

manufactured exports, the pattern of industrialization rarely 
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conformed to the basic structure of domestic resources or 

to the primary consumption needs of the population, and the 

benefits of industrialization in terms of income generation 

were highly s~ewed. The current frustration 'with the exist

ing pattern of industrialization, however, in no way implied 

a return to raw materials production and export. Rather, 

a broad consensus had now emerged on the need to rethink the 

role and content of industrialization policy and its articula

tion with policies and measures in other sectors and sub-sectors, 

and with pricing, employment, wage and tax policies. 

35. In this rethinking process, the linkage between policJ

makers and planners on the one hand and, on the other, entre

preneurs (private and public), unions, research institutions, 

engineering consultancy firms and all those responsible for 

executing the new industrialization strategy at the national, 

regional and interregional levels would be of crucial importance. 

36. With regard to the issue of the sectors to be selected 

for industrial co-operation and the criteria for the identifica

tion of such sectors, a number of views were expressed by the 

participants. Some participants laid emphasis on those indus

trial sectors producing goods to meet the basic needs of the 

populations of developing countries. Others stressed the need 

to take into account also those industrial sectors with greater 

potentia'l for the future, such as electronics and genetic engi-
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neering. Some participants were of the view that it would 

be more appropriate to concentrate on existing industries 

rather than create new ones, while others referred to the 

importance of employment-generating sectors in any industrial 

strategy. Other criteria mentioned for the choice of indus

trial sectors were the existence of a captive market as a 

result of State involvement in production and trade; the 

generation of a high proportion of local value added; and 

economic feasibility based on comparative advantage, thus 

ruling out protection. There was wide agreement that any 

industrial strategy of this kind should be flexible enough 

to adjust to changing economic conditions in the international 

environment and domestic policies, 

F. INSTITUTIONAL MATTERS 

37, Under this item two documents were presented to the Round

Table, which described the evolution of the inter-governmental 

process of the Group of 77 from a consultation machinery, 

created in UNCTAD to coordinate the negotiating position of the 

developing countries in their negotiations with other groups 

of countries, to the emergence of a comprehensive system ope

rating also at United Nations Headquarters in New York and at 

the headquarters of most other organizations within the United 

Nations system, namely, in Geneva, Vienna, Rome, Washington 

D.C. and Paris, as well as at international conferences, re

gardless of their location. 
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38. Another major aspect of this evolution was traced to 

the mid-1970s, when the Group of 77 enlarged its area of 

concern to the promotion of ECDC, with the adootion of a reso

lution on that subject at the Third Ministerial Meeting of 

the Group, held at Manila in February 1976; followed by the 

Mexico City Conference on ECDC in September of the same year, 

when the first ECDC Programme of the Group of 77 was adopted. 

39. Since then, the Group of 77 had been confronted with 

the need to adapt its institutional arrangements to better 

respond to the special requirements of its ECDC responsibili

ties. It was recognized that, while in North-South negotia

tions the traditional form of co-ordination of negotiating 

positions met the requirements of the Grouo, action on ECDC, 

where developing countries should negotiate with one another, 

imposed a totally different set of requirements, and in par

ticular necessitated the provision of information, technical 

support and conference and related facilities for negotiations 

on the various priority sectors of the Programme. Recognition 

of this had prompted the Group of 77 to study the feasibility 

of establishing a technical support mechanism, an issue which 

had been a subject of debate for many years until, in May 

1981, the Caracas high-level conference on ECDC decided on the 

establishment of a "Mechanism for Co-ordination, Monitoring 

Follow-up Action, and Evaluation", which provided for a limited 
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technical support machinery consisting of a Core of Assistants 

to the Chairman of the Group of 77 in New York, supported by 

a special "Group of 77 Account for ECDC'' to finance operation

al expenses and funded through voluntary contributions. 

40. The Round-Table was also informed of the status of the 

implementation of the Caracas Programme calendar of meetings 

on ECDC, which covered action on trade, finance, technology, 

industry, energy, food and agriculture, as well as of the 

results of the first meeting of the Inter-Governmental Follow

up and Co-ordination Committee, which was held in Manila in 

August 1982, and whose recommendations were endorsed by the 

Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77 held in New York 1n 

October 1982. The Ministerial Meeting adopted a number of 

very important decisions, including. the launching of the 

negotiations on the GSTP, as well as the recommendation that 

the Chairmen of the Group of 77 and of the Non-Aligned should 

study ways and means of facilitating effective co,ordination 

and harmonization of the implementation of the two ECDC nro

grarnmes. 

41. It was generally felt that success·in implementing the 

ECDC objectives of the Group of 77 would make a major contri

bution to the attainment of the objectives of the New Interna

tional Economic Order and would be of benefit to the intejna

tional community as a whole. 
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42. Although most participants felt that it would be high-

ly desirable for the Group of 77 to equip itself with a strong 

secretariat, given the complexity of rendering such a facility 

operational in the immediate future, it welcomed the establish

ment of the limited institutional arrangements of the Group of 

77 for ECDC, which would receive the strongest political and 

technical support of its members and of the international com

munity as a whole, 

43. The participants also felt that this institutional arrange

ment should be supported by organizations within the United Na

tions system; national, regional and interregional organizations; 

and public and private organizations of developing countries; 

which should be mobilized through a substantial promotional 

campaign. Issues requiring the highest attention included: 

securing an adequate flow of information among countries· on 

ECDC matters; incorporating an ECDC dimension into the nation

al policy-making process; exploring possibilities of opening 

up existing sub-regional and regional institutions to the par

ticipation of countries from other regions; devising imaginative 

ECDC projects under the system of Action Committees adonted by 

the Group of 77 as an institutional scheme of a temporary na

ture for the attainment of specific ECDC objectives of interest 

to less than the whole membership of the Group of 77; widening 

activities of economic co-operation groupings; monetary co-
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operation and clearing arrangements; regional development 

finance institutions; research organizations; sectoral 

producers' and exporters• associations; and chambers of 

commerce and industry of developing countries . 
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CHAPTER IV 

ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS 

1. The Round-Table was attended by experts invited in their 

personal capacity and by a number of observers from interna· 

tional and regional organizations. The list of participants 

is contained in the annex to this report. 

2. Lie. Luis Echeverrfa Alvarez, Director-General of 

CEESTEM, was Chairman of the Round-Table, and Mr. Alister 

McIntyre, Deputy Secretary-General of UNCTAD, and Dr. Boris 

Cizelj, Director of RCCDC, were Vice-Chairmen. Mr. Raul Uranga, 

Senior Economic Affairs Officer of UNCTAD, acted as Ranporteur, 

and Dr. Alicia Puyana, Senior Researcher on World Economy and 

South-South Co-operation in CEESTEM' s NIEO area, actecl as Secretary. 

3. In addition to the opening and closing meetings~ the 

Round-Table held eight working sessions which were chaired by 

the Vice-Chairmen. A drafting group, which was established 

to draft conclusions and recommendations on trade and money 

and finance and was chaired by Mr. M. T. Adebanjo, Director 

of the UNCTAD Division for Economic Co-operation among Develop

ing Countries, held three meetings. 
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.4. At its opening meeting, the Round ,Table approved the 

following agenda: 

1. Opening of the Round-Table 

2. Adoption of the agenda and programme of work 

3. General issues of economic co-operation among 

developing countries 

4. Promotion of economic co-operation among develop

ing countries in the field of: 

(a) Trade 

(b) Money and finance 

(c) Technology and energy 

(d) Commodities, food and agriculture 

(e) Industrialization 

(f) Institutional matters 

· 5. Other business 

6. Adoption of the report. 

5. At its closing meeting, the Round-Table approved the 

draft report, as amended, and authorized its Rapporteur to 

complete the final version. 
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The Role of Canada and Other DMEs in RCDC: Case Studies (IRC-9) 

INTRODUCTION 

Rather than presenting an interim repCl'f't ~- one step beyond the 
preliminary report submitted in September 1982 -- we have decided that ,~e 
could make the best use of the experience and ~1isdom of the Panel and of 
other researchers by putting to this meeting a series of questions. 

The questions indicate the areas upon which IRC-7 and 
focussing, but not necessarily the directions we are taking. 
will help us to direct our study and also may identify other 
we ought to pursue. 

IRC-9 are 
The responses 

areas which 

Because IRC-9 flows naturally from IRC-7 we are presenting 
one series of questions for two studies. We would hope that, besides 
the feedback we will get during the meeting, 'perhaps further thoughts r:-.ig t 
be forwarded to us later, both by those in attendance in -Kuwait and by ot er 
members of the Panel and research network. . 



Q. l. a) Should DMEs support S.S. cooperation in ways that will promote 
distribution and participation as well as growth? 

OR 

b) Should DMEs remain neutral and simply offer assistance to 
regional groups as requested by them? 

If YES to Q. 1 a) 

Q. 1.1 Should strategies for assistance from DMEs be designed to 
promote .equity among the members of a region? 

1.2 Should DMEs give preference to regions that pursue policies that 
maximize distribution and participation among their members and 
within their members? 

1.3 Would an affirmative response to Q. 1.1 and/or Q. 1.2 lead to 
actual or perceived interference with the development of the 
region? 

1.4 What criteria should guide DME assistance to regional groups? 
- needs of the region, as seen by the region 
- needs of the region, as seen by the donor 
- special characteristics of the DME (e.g. expertise in 

specific areas) 
sel f-rel_i ance/i ndependence of the region 

- equity within the region 
- others. 

Q. 2. Would the active participation of DMEs in S.S. regional cooperation be 
acceptable? · 

OR 

Would it be seen to be infringing on sovereignty, increasing dependency 
and/or interfering with indigenous processes? 

Q. 3. Do bilatel"al aid and the related bilateral ties act as an i1cpediment to 
regional integration? 

Q. 4. Should DMEs.shift a portion of bilateral ODA to regional development 
funds? 
If YES to Q. 4: 

Q. 4.1 Should such ODA be untied programme funds for the region rather 
tban tied aid for projects? 
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4.2 Should a DME donor to a regional fund: 
a) participate in the planning arid implementation activities 

of the regional fund; 
b) sit as a non-voting-observer on the fund; 
c) have no involvement apart from contributing to the fund? 

4.3 Should a DME donor to a regional fund: 
a) contribute directly to the fund; 
b) contribute to the poorer members, according to a formula 

based on the wealth of the members, to assist them in meeting 
their quotas to the fund and thus promote equity? 

4.4 Would DMEs accept a reduction i'n the proportion of ODA which is 
tied for regional programme funding? 

4.5 In giving ODA to regional groups should DMEs: 
a) decide individually who the recipients should be; 
b) coordinate ODA with other DMEs to ensure more equitable 

distribution of ODA among regions; 
c) provide ODA for distribution through a centralized agency 

(e.g. World Bank or new RCDC agency). 

Q. 5. Should regions be based on: 
- geographic contiguity; 
- ideological similarity; 
- mutual economic interests; 
- complementarity of·resources; 
- produc\ion/consumption patterns; 
- trade/markets; 
- traditional ties •.. ? 

Q. 5.1 Would regional groups with members from N. and S. be viable? 

5.2 In what sense is it relevant at.all to identify the Pacific 
community as an economic or political region with a distinctive 
role? · 

5.3 How. does hemispheric cooperation relate to regional cooperation, 
e.g. Pacific rim to ASEAN? 

Q. 6. What are the major obstacles to the efficient operation of existing 
S.S. regional groups? 

Q. 6.1 What has been the major cause of the failure to·achieve effective 
regional cooperation in East Africa? 

6.2 Wha.t strategies would help to overcome the existing impasse? 

6.3 What role, if any, can countries like Canada play in this situation? 
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9 Q. 7. Would it be feasible to have regi ona 1 codes on TNCs and technology 
transfer? 

Q. 8 Would it be feasible to take a regional approach to non-tariff 
barriers? 

:jd 

• 
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Introduction: 

During the 198Os and 199Os the United States should be willing 

and capable of greater and more truly developmental involvement with 

the Third World through regional organizations. This remains as 

logical a hypothesis in the fall of 1982 as it has over the last few 

years. Regional bodies could in theory be more effective mechanisms 

in many spheres. In particular they could be the fora for the de-

fusing of political conflict and the acceleration of development 

initiatives. Yet little progress is occurring. 

Abstract policy proposals alone will not change this situation. 

An operational solution must meet the requirements of any form of 

systems change. There must be definable policy goals and a consen-

sus that they are desirable. The necessary actors have to have the 

time, the means, and, most crucially, the incentives to take the 

needed actions to reach the goals. Two very common systems contra-

dictions must be avoided. One cannot pursue at the same time two or 

more mutually conflicting goals. One must also be sure that the 

means employed and the goals sought are compatible. As will be evi-

dent many times in the following pages, the roots of most visible 

forms of stagnation can be traced to consistent violations of these 

basic systems principles. Very often it is simply that organiza-

tions or their inhabitants do not have the incentives to pursue the 

policies that to mandators appear so superficially logical. 

What follows then is an effort to address both policy and incen

tive structure, the politics and metapolitics of the U.S. role in 

regional cooperation among developing countries. The first problem 

is to understand the links and the contradictions between region-

alism in the abstract and US policymaking in the concrete. We will 
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start with the general logic of the utility for the US of participa-

ting in regional arrangements. Logic in the abstract then gives to 

conflict in an exploration of the different normative approaches that 

are applied to regionalism. These contradictions enter internation-

al discussions generally, as a few brief examples will show. To put 

', 
the~e contradictions into operational context the political and 

organizational contexts of US policymaking must also be introduced. 

The major portion of the paper explores the recent history of 

US policy toward regional organizations in the Third World. The 

first section provides an overview of linkages, financial flows and 

policy initiatives toward these regions. The aecond section treats 

a series of three case studies from different time periods and geo-

graphical aieas: participation in Sahel Development activities in 

the 1970s; involvement in Southern African regional efforts since the 

late 1970s; and the 1977-1982 Caribbean Basin initiatives. The paper 

ends with a series of conclusions drawn from the case studies, and 

presents some policy recommendations. 

I. From Regionalism in the Abstract to US Policymaking in Context. 

The use of regional organizations for many kinds of education 

and communication has a compelling logic which ought to appeal to US 

policymakers. Several related advantages can be mentioned. A re-

gional entity with regular meetings of senior or mid-level officials 

tould provide a settin~ mare conducive to comfortable low key edu• 

cation and to non-threatening cross-cultural communication. There 

is not the theater-like atmosphere of the United Nations where the 

Great Power conflicts tend to intrude at least indirectly into almost 

every substance area. Formal and informal contacts on non-controversial 
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issues would be the best way to begin communication between ideologi-

cal or political adversaries. A situation permitting continuity of 

low-key interactions could build up mutual trust over time. This 

would raise the ability of nations to work out more conflictual bi-

lateral situations a little down the road. 

tion migh~ well be the forum to do this. 

The regional organiza-

A regional entity could also provide a good setting for multi-

country seminars to explore development issues in comparative and 

historical frameworks. Most US policymakers have not studied indepth 

the nature of and reasons for unequal development on the periphery of 

the world-system. At the same time Third World elites have long 

resisted discussion of many internal structural reforms essential to 

development properly defined, Reducing urban bias or permitting 

more freedom and encouragement for local development initiatives can 

on the surface appear threatening. But regional organizations can 

provide an arena to thresh out such issues, to retire some imprisoning 

mvthologies, and consider some new approaches around the model of 

participatory development. Such sessions can avoid the bilateral 

lecturing and hectoring of the World Bank, the IMF, and core powers. 

Instead regional standards and goals can be developed on a wide range 

of development concerns--the technical, organizational, political 

and cultural matters as well as the material ones. Participants find 

out that their problems are not unique and can listen to how others 

are trying to solve them. 

Issues of political security can also be efficiently handled 

within the framework of regional organizations. Groups of militarily 

weak nations working together are in a far better position to re

btiff intrusive Great Powers seeking bases and allies and maintain 

local independence. Communication among small states can more effect-
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ively discourage local arms races than can lecturing by core states, 

states which are usually the arms sellers. Excessive military 

spending promotes uneven institutional modernization, the militari

zation of society, a drain on social resources and nondemocratic 

politics and economics; a discussion controlled by regional concerns 

c~n_$Or~ easily focus on the linkages of peace and development (see, 

esp. Galtung, 1980). On one level the US will see disadvantages in 
' 

this trend since it has historically equated control or influence 

with military bases and links, Times have changed, however; both the 

US and the small countries can obtain their minimum security objectiv~s 

far less expensively by evenhanded exclusion of all Major Power mili-

tary ties in a region. The new island states in the South Pacific, 

for example, remember how the presence of bases during WWII acted 

as a magnet for trouble. they now resist US ideas of conventional 

security links, while continuing to guard their independence against 

encroachments by the Soviet Union, 

On paper there is a certain degree of plausibility in these 

economic and political arguments for regional initiatives. But in 

the process of moving from paper to the mind of the policy actor 

these ideas must be filtered through a normative framework, then a 

political culture, and finally an organizational context, Consensus 

on the meaning and utility of regionalism for US government policy-

makers diminishes. A brief exploration of this process is helpful 

both to understand the recent history of US policymaking at the 

regional level and to lay the groundwork for constructive alterna

tives, 

US policymakGrs and analysts do not all see the issues of re

gionalism in the same way because they do not have a uniform world 

model. The study of social sciences and of history continues to 
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evolve, and people of different ages received quite different 

intellectual frameworks, For example, history graduates in the 

1950's absorbed elitist, Western foundations, many students in the 

late 1960s focused on the Third World and on the bottom social 

classes, and students of the 1970s have become acquainted with the 

wot~ings of the world-system. Some people continue to grow after 

form.al education, and others do not, All manner of life experiences 

also contribute to variations of world model. The foreign policy 

community in the US remains deeply divided by personal and profession

al experiences with the Vietnam War. 

These variations in normative models work their way out in a 

concrete academic and political expression. One group of foreign 

area scholars become and remain highly specialized in the compart

mentalized disciplines of international relations, international 

law, or policy studies. Another group tends to pursue interdisci-

plinary work through area studies associations; political economy 

and dependency theory are common themes. When these two world models 

move from academe to US policy analysis and action, quite naturally 

they make different assumptions about what is important, what vocab

ulary to use, and which US interests or values to support, The 

result is poor communication, incoherent policy and ineffective 

implementation efforts. 

US policymaking toward regional organizations does not escape 

these dilemmas. Shaw (1980) has explored these questions in re~ 

lation to African regionalism, He sums up the conflicting approaches 

ih two stereotypes he terms the orthodox and the radical and tabulates 

their opposing perspectives in this manner. 
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TABLE l 

Alternative Approaches to the Analysis ot /\lrican llegior,aiism 

Phrnomenon 

level of analysis 

primary locus 

major issue area~ 

central assumptions 

current processes 

regjon3l characteristics identified 

ideological preferences 

mode of analysis 

future projections 

Source: 

Orthodox 

continental /national 

OAU/states 

diplomatic/strategic 

dt-colon ization/i n terdepen dcnce 

developmen I 

cohesion /integra tion/cquali t ics 

Pan-Africanism/nationali,m 

structural functionalism /systems 

ncofunc tionalism /! ed~r al ism 

Radical ----
global/transnational 

world systems/classes 

economic/conflict 

dependence 

underdevelopment 

fragmentation/contradict icns/ 
inequalities 

se II-reliance/ dis-engagomc~t 

dependence /t-..1,ar xist 

conf ronta ti on/rcs true turing 

Shaw in Feld, W.F. et al., eds., 1980:359. 

The great majority of people who write about issues of regionalism 

both on Africa and on other Third World areas argue from what is 

here termed orthodox perspectives. As Shaw notes, this literature 

reflects classical positivist social science, ''largely ahistoric, 

uncritical, and permissive of continued dependence." (Shaw in Feld 

et al., 1980:360.) These biases are in turn reflected in the mass 

media, the congressional process, and in Executive Branch policy 

documents and public statements. Concern for bilateral relations, 

political topics, and macroeconomic issues like trade and debt, how

evet important they may be, all preempt space and time from cooperative 

politics and the problems of development at the local level. 

Such biases are, however, not shared uniformly around the world. 

Many analysts and spokesmen from Third World countries adhere to 

at least some elements of the normative approach that in Table l was 

termed radical, US policymakers, attending regional organizations and 

UN meetings, have and will continue to meet people with political 

positions worked out from more historically grounded analysis. 
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Through discussions in UNITAR, in other UN forums, and in regional 

organizations themselves, the Third World has begun to sketch out the 

policy implications of enhancing regional cooperation among develop-

ing countries, A brief synthesis of their views will show that, even 

if US policymakers enforce a particular consensus within their own 

ran~s, they must be prepared to grant cognitive respect to positions 

quite different from their own if they are going to work effectively 

with and within Third World regional organizations. 

Laszlo (et al., 1981) has provided a useful summary_of much 

discussion among Third World analysts. Their argument in brief is 

that the current forms of N-S integration are simply perpetuating in

equality and de•pendency through three "self-enforcing syndromes": 

export-orientation; debt-accumulation; and austerity policies created 

by the IMF's monetary philosophy. These are not solutions for the 

South. The need is ''to replace traditional, dependency inducing 

aid and assistance programs with policies and programs designed ex

plicitly to further and accelerate the implementation of regional 

cooperation among developing countries." (Laszlo, 1981 :10). In 

this analysis, regional development banks are not part of this solu-

tion but part of the North's strategy. Some other obstacles to moving 

forward with regional cooperation are cited as: narrow forms of 

nationalism; self-centered economic thinking; disparate levels of 

development and resources; cultural chauvinism; and dependency ties. 

(Laszlo, 1981:17-8.) There are thus both problems within the South 

and between the North and South. Without yet addressing specific 

policy initiatives, it is abundantly clear that the conventional 

normative approach of US policymakers is not conducive to communica

tion with, never mind cooperation with such Third World actors, 
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Questions of values and world models do not, however, define 

the whole US policymaking context. There are also the matters of 

politics and organizational culture. It is usually argued that it 

is not possible to generalize on certain levels about past or future 

US policies toward Third World issues because new Administrations 

with new personalities tend to arrive every four years, thus pro-.. 

voking much inconsistency. Yet a more persuasive case can be made 

for basic underlying continuities in US politics as they affect near

ly all N-S issues in the last generation. 

Political continuities begin with personnel selection for all 

basic posts involving Third World issues. Very few persons appointed 

to policy-level posts in a Third World area have had really substantive 

training in modern interdisciplinary area studies from a major 

American university. Few such area specialists work in the govern-

ment at all; job rotations assure minimal use of any such competency. 

The result is that the general normative biases associated with 

legal and social science education are translated into political 

perspectives and policies in the Third World. Such individuals ar-

rive on the job without a substantive grounding in Third World history 

or the political economy of underdevelopment. They are thus open to 

the strongest outside interests, to the preferences of political elites, 

and to organizational imperatives. 

Two conditions, however, suggest some hope that the above 

combination of ideology, politics and organizational imperatives can 

be overcome in some cases. The first is that the policymaking sys-

tern does not work as efficiently as it pretends. All societies are 

composites of conflicting value systems. Human organizations include 

members of countercultures, and among people in the US policy svstem 
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are those capable of seeing and acting on the understanding that 

the long-run interests of most people in the North and in the South are 

not antagonistic but complementary. Such policy actors can not only 

act in the crevasses of the system and seize opportunities. They 

can use to the advantage of regional initiatives the natural dynamic 

of ~pe political system at work. The current US system can focus 

on a large issue for some period of time; it has more difficulty 

maintaining its focus on middle-size and small issues over an extended 

time. In the context of daily crisis management, most regional 

development concerns are quite small issues. Middle-level people can 

and do make most of the policy choices and carry out virtually all 

decisions. Providing such people with constructive alternatives that 

help them do their jobs more efficiently and effectively is likely 

to produce some positive results. In particular, regionalism does 

have a dimension of efficiency that is hard to argue against. 

The second more hopeful indication for regional solutions for 

the 1980s and 1990s is that the logic of the world-system dictates such 

solutions for this era. The world has moved from a phase when one 

core power dominated to a phase when core powers compete as relative 

equals and the poor countries at the periphery have relatively 

greater freedom. Since the US cannot, for complex reasons of systems 

logic, work its way out of this latter phase in any speedy fashion, 

it must now seek to pursue its interest in this era of restraints. 

It does not have the resources to control many different far-away sit-

uations at the same time. It must therefore seek to influence events 

or even try just to assure access. Regional organizations, consistent 

dialogues, and the politics of compromise are the most effective 

methods to attain these goals. I turn now to the recent historical 
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record of US regional policymaking to see if these two hypotheses 

are reflected in general trends or representative case studies. 

II. U.S. Regional Policy Making: The Historical Record 

A. Relating Processes, Actions, and Interests - the Overview 

U.S. policy toward regional organizations, even the few toward 

which the US devotes much money and attention, has not been the focus 

of detailed analysis either within the government (within publicly 

available material) or outside in academe. Certain annuals provide 

quantitative and structural data, The Europa yearbooks, for example, 

·give a good introduction to the institutional universe but not to 

US policy issues. The number of organizations is enormous. As a 

matter of practicality only a small number can be examined here. The 

logical choices are those which have received comparatively substan

tial amounts of the total US aid flows. 

Even with such a limited selection, one does not find a neat 

tabulation of financial flows. Regional organizations are mixed 

with UN and multilateral institutions in almost all discussions and 

tables. Probably the most complete statistical portrait is contain-

ed in an annual US State Department rep0rt. One of its overall tables 

is included on the following pages (11' and 12) to show how the rs 

has spent money on international organizations between FY46 and FY80. 

The United States has generally funded UN and multilateral agencies 

(not included in this table) far more than it has most regional bodies. 

Bhsides those affiliated with the United Nations, relatively few 

international organizations have received really significant contri-

butions over the last quarter century. NATO, the OAS, and the Pan 

American Health Organization are the only ones with a distinctly re

gional focus. 
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Beyond the programs in this State Department table are a few 

additional institutions that are funded directly by AID. For example, 

the international network of research centers coordinated by the 

Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (CIGAR) has 

grown from 5 to 13 centers since 1971. 

' in Mexico and IRRl in the Philippines. 

The most well known are ClMMYT 

The US provides up to 25% of 

the total contributions, which were $138 million in 1981 from 33 

countries. AID is a significant contributor to international health 

research efforts; these include the WHO program on tropical diseases 

(TDR) and Bangladesh center on Diarrheal Disease Research (lCDDR/B). 

Specific AID projects would also appear to provide direct or indirect 

support to a variety of other multilateral and regional efforts 

(from AID FY83 CP documents). 

It is. misleading, however, to focus entirely on money flows to 

develop a perception of US foreign policy toward a region and the 

roles regional organizations play in that policy. Fox example, in the 

Southwest Pacific the US has for a generation worked indirectly through 

Australia and New Zealand and regional organizations to achieve its 

goals with very little financial outlay; recently, as will be noted, 

new regional entities have begun to alter the balance of power. 

Consider also relative disparities between funding of bila.teral and 

multilateral development bank (mdb) programs, which get the vast major

ity of total outlays, and the other multilateral (predominantly UN) 

and regional organizations which get far less. Size and distribution 

suggest that the United States, both historically and in the present 

has used aid flows to pursue its own political, economic, and security 

interests. Few states behave differently. This is not illuminating, 

Deducing that regional organizations have a marginal role in most US 
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policy actions because they are minimally funded is not much of an 

analysis. 

Deeper grasp of funding levels and policy as a whole begins by 

understanding the organizational context of policymaking. New poli-

tical leadership can set a tone and initiate new policy directions, 

but the a£tual implementation process sets much more severe limits 

than are conventionally believed. Neither the President nor the Con-

gress can drastically change current spending levels on aid programs 

without a major and long-term political struggle. Aid is a middle-

sized issue and neither side generally has the political energy and 

capital to sustain such an effort. Thus most bold proposals die 

quietly, and what appears on the surface to be consciously designed 

policy is simply a continuation of what may or may not have made 

sense at some point in the past. In this light, even if there ~ere 

a consciously announced policy to make more use of regional organi

zations per se, and no evidence of one turned up in this research 

effort, it w6uld require considerable effort to put into practice. 

Program levels for all international organizations are set in 

a series of negotiations and tradeoffs within overall frameworks. 

So~e are.supposed to receive fixed quotas. As the mdb's have fre-

quently discovered, quotas mean what Congress decides that they mean. 

The funding process for a fiscal year begins with debates and option 

papers inside the State Department (and Treasury for the mdb's), 

Levels agreed upon must bear some logical relation to those of last 

year. State Department proposals then go to the Office of Management 

and Budget (0MB). In theory 0MB regards them in light of overall 

budget considerations; in fact one or two mid-level staff people look 

at each small international organizational account and follow their 

o~n inclinations. It does not appear that outside lobbyists trv to 
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or could have much impact at this stage. Most regional organizations 

are too poor and far away to maintain sophisticated, year-around 

lobbyists in Washington, and too few US citizens are conscious enough 

of such iss~es to build the necessary critical mass of such action. 

A budget message containing requested funding then goes to the 

Cong·ress in January for the following fiscal year. Each program must 

make it through budget, authorization, and appropriation committees 

on each side and twelve separate floor actions (counting adoptions 

of conference reports). Much of this is routine action with only 

a few staff cognizant of the names of the organizations. Few in-

valved have much detailed knowledge of what a specific organization 

does, Occasionally, however, a member of Congress will adopt one 

entity as a target for a critique of waste or of aid. Alternatively, 

members will choose to sponsor an organization and try to shepherd 

its budget through the process. From such intermittent and uniiformed 

decisionmaking emerge appropriations and occasional policy mandates. 

With rare exception--1973 legislation mandating a "basic human needs" 

orientation, and the 1979 Senate effort to create an Asian-Pacific 

Regional Economic Organization come to mind--Congress has not chosen 

to seek new paths. 

political system, 

Congress has been and remains largely a reactive 

All this suggests that one must look back to the US State De-

partment and to factors beyond funding levels to try to develop a 

picture of a policy where no overt policy exists. For no report un

covered here suggests that any recent Administration has really 

thought about in any systematic or programmatic way the pros and cons 

of enhancing the use of regional organizations in development. 

Thus instead of direct indications of a conscious policy, one 
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should consider aspects of the larger political and organizational 

environment and try to define conditions which would affect what is 

essentially an ad hoe decisionmaking process not grounded in histori

cal awareness of cycles, conflicts, modes of production and systems 

analysis, Several factors seem relevant in addition to the afore-

men~ionei politics of self-interest. The historical baggage of re-

gional organizations is unfortunate for development purposes. 

1950s the United States viewed regionalism as security pacts. 

In the 

In 

the 1960s policy perspectives broadened. The US continued to pur-

sue hemispheric influence and containment but also be~an to consider 

questions of economic growth (termed development in the rhetoric of 

the day) and conflict prevention and management. Nye ( 1969) re-

viewed the costs and benefits as perceived by the end of the decade. 

As he suggests,the way was now open to use regional 6rganizations 

toward a fifth goal in the 1970s: "encouragement of change in the 

structure of the international system in accord with a new vision of 

world order" (Kve, 1969-7311). 

The four general motives of the 1960s have endured. So have 

aspects of State Department culture that discourage regionalism. In

ternational relations as inter-state relations has a history since 

Bodin. It is reinforced by country desks in State and their per-

ceptions of turf, Regional bureaus in State control inter-state 

relations and major policy decisions in international organizations. 

The International Organization bureau has found it very difficult 

even to find out what a specific regional organization is doing, 

never mind influence it on any consistent basis. Even when ability 

and motivation are present, there are not enough people involved to 

db the work. 

Available examples of specific policy decisions over the last 
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decade tend to reflect what could be expected from this overt policy 

vacuum and general philosophical, political, and organizational en-

vironment. Regional organizations were viewed as one tool among 

several in the pursuit of political and economic interests. In any 

particular forum the US has and can be expected to continue to pur-

' 
sue:various, not necessarily compatible issues. Consider the US "nou 

votes and abstentions on mdb loans, 1945-September, 1980 as chronicl-

ed on page 1~. US votes on 36 projects had to do with developmental 

reasons, but votes on 19 other projects were guided by a variety of 

more self-interested economic motives, Part of the time policymakers 

were working from a framework of political economy as the term is 

conventionally applied, Five votes, four against socialist states, 

fall in the political--punish the enemy--category; but many votes 

on developmental grounds affected US allies. Since the US has sup-

ported other loans with drastic cost overruns (to Ghana for example) 

and failed to protect its exporters a number of times, one is forced 

to conclude that, whatever the rhetoric, policy implementation is 

not consistent. Relative emphasis on political and economic factors 

evolves as Administrations and philosophies shift. 

The US has shown willingness to join new regional organizations 

and participate where strong developmental or political interests die-

tat e. The Sabel Development Program is a case of the former. us 

response to the 1980-82 activities of SADCC in Southern Africa is a 

case of the latter, Both are explored in some detail later in Pare 

II, The US has not recently led in the creation of most regional 

organizations; there is no reason to urge it to try. lf the coun-

tries of the region do not see its value, an outside power should not 

try to bring it into existence, One exception is the generation by 



Dau Country Projtct 

,. cosn:FFECT/Vt:Nt:SS 

A. Cost O..-trruns or Tr,c, C:tptnsivt 

1. 10/74 Costa Rica IDB power 
l. lln4 Sri Lanka ADB earth satellite station 
3. 11n4 Sri Lanka ADB mineral de\lclopmenl 
4. 4n5 Thailand ADB power 
5. ms Hondllras IBRD port facilities 
6. 9n5 Nepal ADB jute development 
7. lln5 Burma ADB power transmission 
B. 12/75 Nepal ADB power cram,mission 
9. 12175 Algeria IBRD cement factory 

10, 3n6 Afghanislan IDA agriculture 
11. 3n6 Benin IDA roads 
12. 3n6 Cameroon IDA roads 
13. 6n6 Afghani!>tan ADB agriculture 
14. 9!'76 Ncral . ADli roads •~- 10'77 Nepal ADB a.gricuhurc 
16. )/78 Rwanda AfDf agriculture 
17. 6.'79 Ecuador IFC private indu!>try 

B. No ·Need fur Copital Transfer 
I. 12174 Niltcria IBRD agri,u1ture 
l. 12174 Nigc:ia IBRD agriculture 
3. 12174 Nigeria IBRu agriculture 
4. 12174 Nigeria IBRD agriculture 
5. 12'14 Nigeria IBRD agricu lturc 

c. Inappropriate Uu of Concrssiona/ F,mds 
I. 8'71 Sn Lanka ADB earth sa1cllitc station 
2. lm lndia IDA oil tankers 
l. 1tn4 lndonc:,ia ADB wa1er supply 
4. 11/74 Indonesia ADB agriculture 

D. Projtct of Duhious £ccmornic \.'alut 

I. 211:! Ar~emina IDB electric power 
2. 6/71 Ar1,:cmina IDB mining 
). 1.'78 Benir. AfDF agriculture 
4. ins Upper \'ol!a AfDF . tramponation 
5. 12/78 1','cpa\ ADB agriculture 
6. 12178 Kenya AfDF water supply 
7. 12ns Lesotho AfDF agricultu1e 
8. 12/79 Co!..:,rr.t'ii.l IDB hydroelectric power 

t:. Jnvrr•apriati' l>n·dr•pmenr !:Jrruteg_v 

l. 6'71 Brazil IDB agricultu1c 
2. 1217~ Palista:l ADB industry 

JJ. l'R01l'C1 u.:, l'/1/\'A 1 E SECI0/1 

A. Frotrct F.x.punrr.;, 

I. 4/72 Tunisia IBRD electric power 
2. 6'7:) Zambi:i. IBRD lot'iacco 
). 9/7(, l anz.in:., IDA loh.1cc1., 
4. 11:77 s-.,, az1l~J IFL" sugar 
5. :178 M:il.iy >ta IBHl> ralm oil 

B. Expropriation 

1. 11/69 Peru IDB power 
2. 9.10 Bo\i••ia IDB tran!>p.:irtation 
3. 6.'71 Gurana IBRD s.u dikes 
4. 6'72 Iraq IB!<IJ education 
5. 1m Iraq IBRD irrigation 
6. 11173 Peru IDB mining 
7. 5m Syria IDA wa1er supply 
8. 11/7) Peru IBR1> education 
9. l:V,6 Congo IBRD education 

10. ~'77 Ethiopia AfDF transportation 
11. 4n8 Ethiopia AfDF agri.;u \lure 
12. 3/79 Ethior,ia AfDF water suppl)I and sc>A·ate 
13. 3!80 E1hiop1a AfDf rural roads 
14. 81~0 Ethiopia AfDF lea inJU)tr~ e,,,pansion 

Ill. CONGRESS/0.\'AL-t:XECUTl\'E C0.\1/'RO.\f/SE 

". Nu.dear No11-Prolif,·rati,1r1 

1-26 1974- 1977 India IDA vanous 

B. Forestull CvngrrHimi.JI £arn11Jr~it1~ 

I. ti'77 Laos lr>A 14'ricultore 
l. 2/78 Mozambique AmF irngahon 
3. 8·18 Vietnam AllB pow-:r 

•• s11s Vicln:1:11 lllA imp1iu11 

Amount 
{millions} 

$50.5 
1.5 
1.0 

22.7 
3.0 
.5 

6.1 
2.5 

46.0 
10.0 
9.0 

15.0 
10.8 
4.8 
5.0 
2.5 

50.5 

21.0 
19.0 
21.0 
29.0 
17.5 

3.6 
83.0 
11.5 
2.7 

50.0 
32.0 
5.0 
7.2 

14.0 
S.5 
5.2 

44.0 

26.0 
n.1 

12.0 
11.~ 
R.O 

• •• 
26.0 

9.5 
.s 

5.4 
12.~ 
40.C 
6.0 

15.0 
24.0 
8.0 
5.5 

24.0 
7.9 
9.1 
9.0 

8.Z 
.5 

6.) 
hO.O 
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American firms of transnational business councils like the ASEAN-

US Business Council begun in 1979. More typically a regional organi-

zation has a discrete purpose and membership, too marginal to American 

interests to merit monitoring, joining, or funding. Consider the 

list of Asian organizations over the 1950-75 period on page 20. The 

US has remained consistently and actively involved only in the ADB. 

Inability to characterize use of regional organizations by the 

United States in the last generation in more than these few general 

commen~s, in sum the apparent absence of any specific policy direc

tive, is a function of more than the existential self-interest and 

bureaucratic forc~s at work in the policymaking process. Comparative 

and cumulative analytic sophistication breaks down over the central 

problem of defining US interests. It is, unsurprisingly, a problem 

in systems logic, The US posits multiple but mutually conflicting 

goals and then tries to pursue them all at the same time. Diversity 

of goals is not surprising given the diversity of competing forces 

in the United States. But to assign one organization, for example 

a regional organization, the implementation tasks implied by such 

policy confusion is to create implementation confusion and at best onlv 

partial success. 

in some detail. 

The case studies later in Part II illustrate this 

Consider as well the incompatibilities typical among different 

states in the same regional organization, and the same systems logic 

shows why developmental goals or any other remain elusive, The 

United States relationship with ASEAN is one example. In the late 

1960s the US wanted ASEAN states to accept far more of a military role 

than area states desired. 

than 

They refused. The US offered little more 
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moral and verbal support for the idea of regional 
cooperation without a corresponding willingness 
to treat the five countries as a group in any 
other than a symbolic way. Policies continue to 
be formulated with a view to the individual states. 
As far as the United States is concerned it is argu
able and indeed quite likely that her strong poli
tical and military presence in the region served 
inter alia to maintain the fragmented nature of much 
of Southeast Asian interstate relations. 

(Jorgensen-Dahl, 1977:424.) 

This is partially borne by the acceleration of political consulta

tions by ASEAN. after 1975 to deal with Indochina issues in the absence 

of the US. ASEAN did survive in those early years without conforming 

to the US perceptions. A sense developed that it was better to try 

to solve regional problems regionally, a positive outcome of the 

second Vietnam War. One cannot term as substantial ASEAN's tangible 

accomplishments in the 1967-74 period1 ASEAN managed a few •conomic 

and cultural projects. There is, however, nothing surprising that 

regionalism and consciousness of its utility grew slowly in the poli

tical and cultural context. 

ASEAN's awareness of its economic as well as political interests 

advanced markedly in the 1970s. ASEAN discovered that the US would 

notice the regional entity when it was convenient and ignore it other

wise; the US dumped part of its rubber stockpile on the world market 

in 1973. ASEAN also found that Japan's synthetic rubber production 

threatened; meetings between 1973-75 diminished the immediate con-

flict. Such events and the US departure from Indochina led ASEAN to 

begin to formalize its structure and deepen its agenda. In the 1976 

summit at Bali political issues were raised, a permanent central 

secretariat was created, a Preferential Trading Arrangement was 

agreed to, and certain large-scale projects were designated as ASEAN 

industrial projects (Drummond, 1982:308). ASEAN sees the EEC as a 
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model and consulted with it for eight years before setting up a Joint 

Co-operative Committe~ in 1980 and a business council in 1981. The US 

held dialogues with ASEAN in 1977, 1978 and 1980. The only concrete 

steps taken by the US were in trade: the US yielded to ASEAN argu-

ments and changed the OPEC exclusion clause in its generalized Scheme 

of Freferences so Indonesian and joint ASEAN projects could benefit; 

and the US encouraged the 1979 creation of an ASEAN-US Business 

Council. The vast majority of US contacts with ASEAN states iri re-

cent years have thus been through other non-regional channels, par-

ticularly bilateral and mdb aid programs. ASEAN was found useful and 

used in relatively limited areas of interests--trade and the Vietnam 

related questions. Both ASEAN states and the US had many other agen

das that did precisely match. 

In an adjoining region, the South Pacific, the new island states 

have been far more energetic than ASEAN states in producing and using 

regional organizations for political and economic goals. These in-

elude the South Pacific Commission in 1947, the Pacific Island Pro

ducers' Association (PIPA) in 1965, the South Pacific Forum in 1971, 

and the South Pacific Bureau for Economic Cooperation (SPEC) in 1972. 

The old SPC involves outside powers including the US; interisland 

political and developmental issues are more likely to be handled in 

the newer entities. As the member states have developed political 

sophistication in a struggle for greater de facto decolonization, they 

have concluded that metropolitan powers including the US retain some 

interests that are incompatible with island welfare. These include 

atomic waste dumping, territorial fishing rights, and military basing. 

The US continues to work primarily indirectly through the ANZUS 

states. Metropolitan powers are secure in the knowledge that local 
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rhetoric about self-reliance and local advances in political self-

rule are ultimately constrained by financial realities. Each effort 

at economic and technical development, monitoring the movement 

of tuna to understand infringements by Japanese or Russian boats for 

example, means seeking out more capital and technology from ANZUS 

states and others. 

growing. 

Thus, despite some advances, frustrations are 

In sum, some forms of regionalism work to undermine and counter-

act others because US policy pursues multiple conflicting goals and 

fails to match means and goals compatibly. In other cases, US and 

regional goals conform more exactly, as will now be illustrated in a 

series of three case studies which comprise the remainder of Part 11 

of this investigation. 

B. U.S. Participation in the Sahel Development Program 

The drought of 1968-1974 had a severe impact on an alreadv fragile 

region and left the Sabel economically and socially devastated. The 

spread of desert aridity resulted in great losses to cattle and 

serious crop failures. The drought did, however, have one positive 

outcome: the creation of a coordinated regional approach to Sahelian 

development. The institutional framework was realized in 1973, in 

the CILSS (the French acronym for the Permanent Interstate Committee 

for Drought Control in the Sahel), which consisted initially of the 

six contiguous Francophone states of Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, 

Upper Volta, Niger, and Chad, and later joined by Gambia and Cape 

Verde. It is important to note that the ClLSS was a regional ini-

tiative whose objective was the coordination of Sahelian requests 

for assistance from the donor community. Independent of wider inter-

national institutions and firmly dedicated to regional cooperation, 



the CILSS first attempted to adress issues of long-term develop-

ment which went beyond the negative effects of the drought. Emphasis 

was on sustained growth and development.rather than the more static 

confrontation of the drought's devastation, 

In March, 1976, the donor community, led by the then chairman 

' 
of ihe Development Assistance Committee (DAC) and a few members of 

the OECD Secretariat, and with the full support of France and the 

United States, joined with the Sahelians under the initiative of 

President Senghor of Senegal. The resulting alliance was called the 

Club du Sahel. Aside from a statement of purposes and principles, 

the Club created the operational means for integrated planning. 

Ongoing working groups of Africans and Westerners were established 

for each of.four production sectors and five program areas. The 

work of the nine teams was to be coordinated by a tenth, synthesis 

team. Symposia and workshops generated specific strategies which 

were adopted in meetings of the Club in 1977. Thus was created the 

overall coordinating mechanisms of the Sabel Development Program. 

The Club was not to be a financial entity per se; rather, it com

bined donors with recipients, giving the latter responsibilities 

for coordination and programming. It has acted to identify problem 

areas within which donors are encouraged to act (from GAO, 1978; 

AID, 1976; and Franke and Chasin, 198O:13Off.). As USAID has stated, 

''Over the last five years the CILSS-Club mechanism 
for collaboration has adopted common strategies for 
attacking the Sahel's immense economic and social 
problems, obtained the necessary initial funds to 
begin implementing these strategies, and assisted 
in the execution of national and regional develop
ment projects under CILSS-Club sponsorship,"(AID 1982) 
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The initial goal of the Sabel development project was the 

achievement of food self-sufficiency by the year 2000 and sustained 

long-term growth. According to the DAC 1981 Review, the focus has 

been now broadened to include maintaining the ecological balance 

and reforestation, since wood remains the most important source of 

' 
dom~stic fuel. The means of achieving these goals is an emphasis 

on use of the private sector as a tool for development. The CILSS-

Club has also encouraged the Sahelians to reexamine their cereals 

policy to include incentive producer prices, at least temporary sub

sidies for modern production factors t-0 foster their use, and en

couraging and improving farmer storage on the national and regional 

levels. The strategy also encouraged the abolition of the government 

monopoly of the cereals market and the provision of small loans and 

management advice to small, rural-based entrepreneurs. 

external assistance was sought as well. 

The U.S. Interest 

Increased 

Drought-stricken West Africa was not an area of great strategic 

or economic interest to the United States, although the Sabel is 

important as a geopolitical bridge between the Arab north and the 

black-African south, and there is some interest in its small amounts 

of mineral deposits, 

Official US interest in a long-term Sabel development program, 

as opposed to a short-term emergency relief program, began with a 

congressional directive in December, 1973, AID officials had already 

attended a September, 1973, meeting with ClLSS. The United States 

later, of course, joined the Club du Sabel as a donor state. 

The real US participation in the Sabel Development Program is 

through its AID contributions within the CILSS-Club framewbrk. Of 
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course commitments do not equal outlays but the tables on page 27 

give a general indication of the magnitudes and major contributors 

involved. The United States started slowly and accelerated rapidly. 

During 1975-1976 the State Department reassessed Sahel development 

in light of changes in the political conditions of Niger, Ethiopia, 

Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique. Secretary of State Kissinger began 

to discover Africa and ort a 1976 t6br ''proposed a $7.5 billion rescue 

operation to 'roll back the desert'''• The 1977 Club du Sahel meeting 

in Ottawa proposed a $10 billion, 25-year program (Franke and Chasen, 

1980: 136-7), Pledges grew nearly ten-fold between 1973 and 19771 

actual commitments nearly doubled between 1974 and 1979. In this 

period the US contribution grew and by 1980 the United States was 

the third-ranking donor with a commitment of $130 million, or 8.7% 

of total contributions. 

US motives for participating in the Sahel program grew more 

complex over time. Regionalism was seen as an effective way to 

address the needs of these least-developed countries, pooling know

ledge and working in a catalytic way to generate more resources. 

AID (1981: 13-14) also began to see the program as an egalitarian 

dialogue, helping strengthen overall North-South cooperation. US 

perceptions of its commercial interests may have grown but, one could 

reasonably argue, viewing the area as a market more for technical 

and scientific services than for commodity trade. In light of the 

region's traditional trading patterns, increased commerce with the 

United States would enable the Sahelian countries to diversigy their 

export markets. 

It is still early to judge the results of the Club's efforts. 

Recent statistical analyses, however, indicate that some albeit slow 
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Table ,: Commitments of Development Assistance to Sahelian Countries 
(in $million,). 

Percent 
Counrry 1974 1915 ' 1916 1911 1918 1919 lncre,ue 

(estimaredJ (prof«c,d) 

Belgium 6.5 6.1 6.0 6.5 7.0 8.0 3& 
Canada 29.0 65.3 50.0 60.0 75.0 75.0 158 
France 185.0 222.5 236.8 238.0 240.0 240.0 30 
West Germany 76.0 76.7 72.0 90.0 110.0 118.0 55 
Holland 2.5 8.4 35.0 )6.0 38.0 40.0 1500 
Switzerland 2.4 3.2 3.1 6.0 8.0 10,0 317 
United Kingdom 7.3 5.1 12.7 13.0 14.0 15.0 105 
E.E.C. 157.4 1~8.4 176.9 140.0 145,0 150.0 -5 
1.6.R.0. 42.3 107.9 110.3 150.0 180.0 200.0 37:3 
U.N. 40.0 52.8 22.6 40.0 50.0 50.0 25 
African Delielopl'T'.lent 

Program 16.5 46.7 44.6 45.0 50.0 55.5 233 
OPEC 83.7 91.2 75,9 90.0 )00.0 1.20.0 43 
Other DAC8 12.3 10.3 3.3 18.0 16.0 20.0 62 
United States 2.9 5.7 11.5 35.0 67.4 97.1 3,248 

Totals 6G3.8 850.3 860.5 968.5 1100.4 1198.1 80 

United Stilt~s 05 

percentage tot:ll 0.4 0.6 1.3 3.7 6.1 · 8.1 

81ncluding Auwalia, Au~tria, Denmark, Finland, ltatv, Japan, Norway. and SwedM. 
Source: USAID, 1978. Sahel Ot-vt!lopment Program: Annual Report :o the Congress. 
February 1978, p, 6, 
Notes; 
Statistics do not include drought or emergency aid, at lean for the llnited States. 13N-76 
statistics gathered b't' OAC !Oe .... t!lopm1:nt Assma,,ce Commineel of the OECO. 
1979 projectior-i! by Secr'.l:ariat of th! Ciub du Sahel, 

l"'-'"ce.: F, .. ,,'cc. -1-c" ..s") , '" -.e : 1;. i 

• .I.\\\.E 'i, •• "tl>.<Wi. "\ \,,)~i;)~"'~ 

1~71'; -- ·- .. 1979- l 91ITJ-.. 
Rank :;, (!l) . J{;JJ,K ~ \l"l) ,. R2.rii~ ~-(Xj lo 

France 2l,3 17.6 France 278 17.1 France 319 
EEC 185 13.4 rr:.c 240 14.8 EEC lS0 
United States 144 10.4 Gcrr-uny 136 8.4 United States 130 
Ceneda 129 9 .. 'i lJ:-1ited States 123 7.6 World Bank 122 
Gcn11z,1y 112 8.1 Saudi Arabia 117 7.2 UN Agencies 101 
\-Jorld Bank 103 7.5 World Ban]; 110 6.8 Germany 94 
African D.B, 70 -5.1 Ku:,ait 86 5.3 Netherlands 87. 
Netherlands 65 4.7 U.N. Agencies 78 4.8 S;iudi Arabia 68 

i U.N. Agenci e5 53 3.9 Nethcrlznds 58 3.6 Iraq 47 
• Saudi Arabia 52 3.7 Jap.:m 47 2.9 Kuwait 40 

1,157 83,9 1,273 76,S 1,188 

- .. 

220 16. l 351 21.S 314 

I r 
I 

1,377 100 1,624 100 1,502 

I 
' -· - --

I 
I •, I 

'" I :1. 2 
12.l ! 
8.7 
8.1 
6.7 
b.2 
5,8 
4.5 
3.1 
2.7 

79.l 

20.9 

100 I 
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progress is being made in attacking the Sahel's development problems. 

Cereal production has increased at an average rate of 2.9% since 

the drought abated in 1974. Livestock numbers are almost back to 

pre-drought levels and the average GNP in the Sabel has risen from 

$136 to $214 in 1981 (AID 1982: 3) . Certainly, as we have noted, 

' the,ftmount of donor participation and contributions has risen signif-

icantly. The United States, in particular, responded quickly and 

favorably to regional initiatives. The Club contributed to the 

recognition of the Sahel's fundamental problems, and developed the 

regional, institutional and financial means pf meeting the challenge. 

In this regard, the CILSS-Club operation has been an unquestioned 

success due, one could argue, to the confidence infused by the effect-

ive model of North-South cooperation. It seems that the regional 

setting of the Club du Sabel has been quite conducive to co~fortable 

low-key education and to non-threatening cross-cultural communication. 

The CILSS-Club apparatus has provided a forum which, by its very 

definition, aims toward a cooperative and coordinated management of 

concrete, commonly recognized problems. Its working groups have 

provided a productive setting for multi-country seminars to explore 

development issues. The Club has successfully served as a mechanism 

for dialogue and coordination among Sahelian states on the one hand, 

and between Sahelian states and donors on the other, 

It would be too soon to expect the Sahelian countries to have 

dramatically progressed toward food self-sufficiency. Indeed, certain 

states are in an alarming situation as they face increasing budget 

and foreign exchange problems to keep their economy alive. One can 

blame climatic hazards, population growth and the adverse international 

economic situation for contributing to the region's difficult 
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situation. Sahelian nations have faced a generation of very dis-

advantageous terms of trade. 

At the same time, there is a certain tension between the needs 

of the Sahelian states to increase their food exports in order to 

earn badly needed foreign exchange, and the desire for greater food 

self-sufficiency. Stated more abstractly,. the contradiction is 

between the increasing commercialization and integration of the region 

into the global economy and the interest in greater regional autonomy 

or economic self-reliance. Moreover, the danger exists that the 

fruits of the region's export earnings might be distributed unequally, 

as between states, sub-regions or social groupings. Countries and 

farmers that are encouraged to take land away from livestock raising, 

which is the main source of income for 21 percent of the Sahel popu

lation, and from diverse food crop production, in order to produce 

a more select group of export crops, will be~ome less food sufficient. 

These countries and farmers may or may not benefit, depending upon 

government policies and terms of trade. Similarly, the fortunes of 

other sectors of the population may or may not be improved. The 

danger exists, for example, that, if Niger is encouraged to expand 

indefinitely the land it devotes to the cultivation of peanuts for 

export, pastoralists will be deprived of their lands and be less 

able to withstand future droughts. 

local market could suffer. 

The supply of foodstuffs forth, 

Growth projects in one region of a country, even if statisti-

caily successful, do not automatically create greater self-sufficiencv 

either within that region or among regions. This case study of the 

Sahel should illustrate a basic problem for advancing regionalism as a 

process for development. Goals and means cannot be incompatible. 



AltHough by all assessmencs the goal of regional participation and 

coordination toward arriving at a development program has been success

fully met, the means of implementing the project's recommendations 

may have met up with more methodological problems. With the regional 

institutional framework in place and functionally operative, the 

act~~l str~tegy for development may need reappraisal. Western 

donors may be partially to blame for paying insufficient attention 

to the goals of equity and food self-sufficiency, and how they can 

best be addressed within the overall development model. But it must 

be recognized that some countries of the region have also not fully 

addressed some of these difficult issues. 

C • The Southern Africa Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) 

United States policy on political and economic development in 

southern Africa reflects the confusions of multiple conflicting 

policy goals, but it also reveals a tangible degree of sensitivity to 

regional objectives and the principal regional institution, SADCC. 

What is most striking about this case is how quickly between 1979 

and 1982 nine politically disparate countries came together as the 

Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), adopted 

operational joint development initiatives, and enlisted the substan-

tive support of the United States and other Western donors. What-

ever its other agendas, the United States did respond rapidly and 

cooperatively co this regional effort at development when the nations 

themselves acted coherently. Given the tensions in US bilateral 

relations with some of these countries and also its program of 

"constructive engagement'' with South Africa, the United States 

exercised considerable flexibility. Study of recent AID documentation 
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does reveal contradictions, but it also shows how far and how fast 

US policy thinking on regional development in southern Africa has 

moved since the first related planning exercise in 1976-77. 

When Mozambique and Angola gained their independence in the mid-

1970s, a generation of complacency of US policymakers on Africa was 

threntened'by the tangible examples of revolutionary accomplishment. 

This stirred Henry Kissinger and the State Department first to covert 

anti-revolutionary efforts in Angola. They failed. In an April 

1976 speech Kissinger outlined an adjusted policy: the US would work 

for majority rule in Zimbabwe and Namibia and seek to accelerate 

economic development in southern Africa as the way to end institution

alized inequality peacefully, The US would use development aid to 

manage future change. AID was to find out how to do it. Thus came 

about the 1976-77 research project known after its director as the 

Adams project. 

The Adams project began amidst controversies and thereafter went 

downhill. It was clear from the first project scope of work that AID 

was seeking levers of power for social control over change in Zimbabwe 

and Namibia. Consultants who tried to raise basic questions of 

structural change in economics and politics were generally ignored 

or dismissed. The resulting study avoided the NiEO agenda, the issues 

of participatory development and consideration of alternative patterns 

of regional cooperation. It was a technocratic vision of peaceful 

change, "a manual on how to implement the policy of trying to impose 

the solution", ,,because "the interests of the peoples of Zimbabwe and 

Namibia would be well served by the maintenance of existing links 

with South Africa and the Western countries and by the acceleration 

of economic growth within that framework of relationships" (Turner 
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and Gervasi, 1978: 95-6). 

The Adams project generated so much criticism in Congress and 

in academe that Congress mandated a new study. This was presented 

to the Congress in March 1979 as SADAP--Southern Africa Development 

Analysis Project . US interests were defined in line with Carter 

. 
Administration tenets: human needs; US trade and investment; resolv-

ing political turmoil; and socio-economic development co counter the 

Soviets. Although the bulk of the main report treats country and 

sectoral problems, a 20-page section develops a rationale for pursuing 

a regional approach. 

AID analysts recognized that independent countries in southern 

Africa "will place increasing importance on the objectives of self

sufficiency and self reliance'' and seek to avoid new dependencies. 

A regional perspective can suggest specific approaches. These were 

spelled out. Coordinated regional transport is appropriate and 

cost-efficient. Specific initiatives of infrastructure development, 

usually involving 2-3 countries, were explored: river basin develop-

ment in the Okavanga Delta, on the Zambezi, and on 5 other river sys

tems; logical new rail links, port improvements, roads, bridges, and 

telecommunic~tion networks. Cooperation in research and specialized 

education could proceed. Livestock disease control programs are 

clearly needed. Inter-regional trade could be facilitated by joint 

aisessments of total regional imports and selective investment even 

without formal trade links. Uneven benefits from trade among un~ 

equals would have to be guarded against. One way to speed up and 

balance regional development could be tailored lending policies of a 

new Southern African Development Bank (AID, 1979: 87-105). In two 

years AID had thus moved substantially toward new and creative 
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applications of regionalism in development. 

Events in Africa moved rapidly after this SADAP planning exercise. 

Zimbabwe became independent. In meetings during July 1979 and April 

1980 agreement was reached by Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, 

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swaziland, and Malawi bringing into crea-

. 
tion the Southern Africa Development Coordinatiop Conference (SADCC). 

SADCC developed a series of sectoral strategies around the basic 

theme of liberation from dependence on South Africa. It chose as an 

initial priority the transpoitation sector. 

was made in attracting Western donor support. 

Substantial progress 

By November 1981 

$338 million was committed. By August 1982 that figure was $870 

million and almost half of the intended 106 projects were underway. 

An end-1982 conference focused on industry and agriculture. Each 

state has been given specific sectoral responsibilities for regional 

planning (Thompson, 1982: 12-13). No large central authority has 

been created; this cuts down costs but delays decisionmaking to 

biannual ministers meetings. Improvements are said to be in process. 

SADCC faces serious problems despite these gains. South Africa 

correctly perceives SADCC as seeking an end to its imperium and is 

dding many things to slow it down. It reportedly funds the anti-

MPLA guerrillas to maintain a corrosive war in Angola and repeatedly 

invades southern Angola in punitive raids. It has allegedly directed 

assassinations and coup attempts in several states; Ruth First was 

the most recent victim. It reportedly funds the MNR to harass 

Mozambique development efforts and cut regional transport links. 

Vatious kinds of economic warfare could also be recounted. 

SADCC's second problem is that it involves nations that have 

chosen a wide variety of forms of socio-economic organization and 
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are pursuing differing development priorities. Once these nations 

move beyond transport links to a discussion of industrial strategy and 

agricultural development, it will be far more difficult to construct 

a consensus. It is easy to agree to oppose South Africa but much 

harder to develop joint policies for foreign investment or transform 

severe regional inequalities within SADCC itself. 

In its bilateral aid program to southern Africa AID has been 

responsive to the basic sectoral priorities SADCC countries have 

identified, with particular emphasis on agriculture. For FYBI AID 

sought $39 million and recieved about $20 million for regional ac

tivities to supplement (not replace) its bilateral efforts. For FY82 

AID sought more explicitly to match SADCC priorities, asking much 

more ($15 million to $2.5 million) for transport development than 

for agriculture. Plans for FY83-FY87 show a shifting emphasis, back 

to agriculture, and a slow rise to a $40 million a year program. 

AID is hampered however by funding limits, by legislation tying aid 

to US procurement and by the capabilities of its personnel. AID is 

also quite conscious of the way in which Congressional restrictions 

on aid to Mozambique hampers regional development activities. 

AID has apparently little influence on State Department reaction 

to the series of South African aggressions against SADCC states. 

State has chosen td see no pattern. It explains Angola events as 

part of the struggle over Namibia which can and should be settled 

peacefully. Since SWAPO is viewed as undesirable (Marxist and pro

Soviet), South Africa should not be penalized for trying to prevent its 

success. Other parts of the pattern have been ignored. The US media 

helps by underreporting and misreporting the individual incidents 

and failing to provide overall context. The United States has 
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maintained a policy of ''constructive engagement'' with South Africa, 

but the appearance at least is that issues are being dilcussed but not 

resolved. Push issues into the future is the standard bureaucratic 

response to maintain a status quo. When SADCC condemned South 

African aggression at its November 1981 conference, the US (and other 

Wesiern p~wers) even tried to get the statement withdrawn (Thompson, 

1982: 15). AID has had to adhere to broader US foreign policy 

guidelines,arguing in its current (June 1982) Regional Development 

Strategy Statement that "the RSA has nothing to fear from the success 

of SADCC" (AID, 1982: 39). 

This AID document is also the optimal way to explore current US 

attitudes and intentions toward SADCC and its efforts at regional de-

velopment. The authors are candid. "US goals in the region should 

be pursued first and foremost at the country level., .. ; ''A regional 

program should ... in no case be a substitute for bilateral assistance 

where such programs exist or where national approaches to problem 

solving make more sense'' (AID, 1982: 

complement and supplement. 

64-5). A regional program can 

AID is generally pleased with SADCC performance through 1982 

and intends to seek new ways to marshall economic resources for the 

regional effort, It imagines (1982: 43-9) a Regional Economic Con-

sultative Group with an international advisory committee on business, 

trade, and development to work with SADCC. AID declares current 

economic analysis of the region by the IBRD and IMF to be limited by 

their country focus. A foundation or other neutral body should 

support small independent working groups of economists to produce 

critical analysis and alternatives for regional development. If 

SADCC states have equal say in the choice of the economists, this 
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could become a valuable way to futher regional development planning. 

AID will work to promote inter-regional trade and business development. 

While there is logic to working toward reducing dependence on 

South Africa, AID condludes that there is "little likelihood (or 

merit) in trying to deliberately alter the relative positions of the 

SADC.C eco,~omies vis-a-vis the RSA" (AID, 1982: 61) • AID's current 

planning on SADCC thus reflects some of the bias of the US policy 

of "contructive engagement" toward South Africa. It would, however, 

be both difficult and presumptuous for the United States to proceed 

on the reverse premise and try to paint precise parameters of the degree 

and nature of South Africa/SADCC trade that might provide optimal 

development results for SADCC over a specific time period. It is an 

explosive political issue. If SADCC states themselves cannot yet 

develop an operational framework for changing these trade patterns, 

AID should simply wait. When countries of a region are not ready to 

proceed with a specific practical step, countries outside cannot impel 

such cooperation. It is after all impressive, on a comparative global 

scale, how quickly SADCC took on so many other substantive tasks and 

how favorably the US responded. 

D. Caribbean Basin Development 

The United States has sponsored two major and distinct initiatives 

to promote economic development in the Caribbean Basin in the last five 

years. In i977, the Carter administration helped create the Caribbean 

Group for Economic Cooperation and Development (CG), The World Bank 

quickly assumed the leading role in organizing the CG, whose recipient 

nations were limited to the insular Caribbean nations plus Guyana, 

Belize and Surinam. The Reagan administration launched a very 
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different program in 1982--the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI). The 

CBI was essentially a unilateral, US initiative that embraced not 

only the insular Caribbean but also Central America and included 

increased economic assistance flows but also proposals for regional 

trade preferences and tax incentives for US firms investing in the 

region. 

The 1977 US proposal came in response to the serious economic 

and financial problems that emerged in the 1970s in the Caribbean. 

The small island states were generally hard-hit by the sharp increase 

in energy prices, and faced serious deteriorations in their terms 

of trade. The Carter administration was also interested in demon-

strating its sympathy with the democratic governments in the area. 

It was hoped that improved development prospects would both fortify 

democratic institutions and reduce the "push" factors that were 

driving many of the islands' best technical and managerial talents 

to emigrate. Reduced emigration would also relieve pressures on 

segments of the job market in the recipient nation, the United States. 

Under the aegis of the World Bank, the Caribbean Group ruicklv 

engaged a broad range of donor countries and institutions. Involved 

donors, ultimately totalling more than fifteen, included the World 

Bank,the Inter-American Development Bank, the Caribbean Development 

Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the UNDP, the European Community 

(EC), and a host of bilateral donors including some developing countries 

(Venezuela, Mexico, Brazil, Columbia). On the recipient end, the 

Caribbean countries worked to coordinate their approaches to the CG, 

while existing regional institutions looked to the CG for increased 

furiding and technical assistance. The CG, therefore, was soon charac-

terized by a "multilateralism at both ends." The CG included a large 
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number of both donors and recipients, with the CG acting as an inter

mediary for the negotiation of programs and the transfer of resources. 

The CG has performed a number of functions. It has met in plenary 

session in Washington, D.C. in June of each year to discuss overall 

assistance levels and the general direction of programs. In addition, 

wotRing groups specializing in individual countries have convened as 

The World Bank has taken the lead in preparing background 

papers analyzing the economic situation of the region as a whole and 

of individual countries, as well as proposing projects and programs 

for the donors to fund. The CG has setved as a catalyst for increas

ing resource transfers, for improving donor coordination, and for 

advising governments on the design of individual projects and on 

their macroeconomic adjustment programs. 

The CG resulted in a rapid increase in resource flows into the 

region. In its first year, the CG generated $115 million in new, con-

cessional flows, which have risen steadily thereafter. US develop-

ment assistance doubled from fiscal year 1976, to total $125 million 

in fiscal year 1979. US aid focused on improved food self-sufficiency, 

nutrition, employment and productivity, education, health and family 

planning. It also helped to strengthen regional institutions. At the 

same time, the World Bank and the IDB more than doubled their o~n aid 

to the Caribbean, 

Decisions on the use of these increased resources flows were 

significantly influenced by the actions of the recipient nations. 

ndtably, the recipient countries were the primary stimulus behind 

the creation of the Caribbean Development Facility (CDF). The CDF 

was created at the first plenary session of the Caribbean Group in 

Most 
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June, 1978, in order to provide a flexible framework within which 

donors could provide local currency and balance of payments financing 

assistance to Caribbean countries encountering severe short-term 

financing problems. The recipient countries had argued that their 

existing industries were operating at well below capacity for lack of 

imptirted inputs, while ongoing investment projects were being hampered 

for lack of local currency. 

recipient-country analysis. 

The CDF was a creative response to this 

the Caribbean Group has also sought to strengthen existing regional 

institutions. Various donors have provided technical assistance to the 

Caribbean Development Bank, with a view toward facilitating the pro

cessing of project applications. Donors also provided the CDB with in-

creased resources for on-lending. In addition, a series of special-

ized regional institutions, ranging from agriculture to monetary 

affairs, received assistance from one or more donors. 

The CG was successful, then, in engaging the creative energies of 

a wide range of donors and recipients, increasing resource flows, and 

in improving the quality of the technical analyses of the region's 

problems. Nevertheless, the region•s economic situation continued to 

sl10W signs of weakness and, in some cases, of continuing deteriora-

tion. The deepening global economic crisis basically overwhelmed the 

positive accomplishments of the Caribbean Group. 

The CG's efforts at fostering increased integration among the 

Caribbean states also faced a serils of obsta.cles, many of them 

common to other attempts at regional integration, others more specific 

to the problems of ministates. Integration efforts were hampered by: 

the essential competitiveness of the countries major export products, 

reflecting common resource endowments; national rivalries with deep 
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routes in history, ideology, or personalities; cultural differences 

(as between Haiti, the Dominican Republic and the English-speaking 

states); differing levels of development and size; the smallness of 

the domestic markets even when the populations of all the states are 

summed together; and transportation problems resulting from distance, 

nat!i'ral ba'rriers (the Caribbean Sea itself) and underdeveloped trans-

poitation facilities. These problems were compounded when governments, 

confronted by deepening economic and sometimes political crises, re

sorted to short-term measures to protect their own interests at the 

expense of regional integration (e.g., by raising tariffs). It also 

proved difficult to design specific projects that had a strong inte

gration component,were economically efficient, could absorb signifi

cant financial resources, and that had a high priority among the 

recipient nations. 

The Caribbean Basin Initiative of the Reagan administration is 

attempting a significantly different approach from the CG, although 

some similarities are also present. The CBI also emphasizes increased 

concessional resource flows, a portion of which are quickly-disbursing 

balance of payments support funds. Regional institutions, such as the 

Caribbean Development Bank, continue to receive some support. In many 

other respects, however, the CBI is a sharp departure from its prede

cessor, the Caribbean Group. 

The CBI begins from a US-oriented security focus; the grouping 

together of the Central American and Caribbean nations responds partly 

to the common economic problems they face, but, more importantly, to 

the fact that they are situated, when seen from the US perspective, in 

a single security zone. The CBI is explicitly political; countries are 

to be excluded that fail to meet the administration's ideological 
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litmus test. Most importantly, the CBI is essentially unilateral; it 

is between the United States, on the one hand, and each of the region's 

developing countries on the other. The objective is not to increase the 

integration among the developing countries, but to strengthen the 

economic and political ties between the United States and each country 

in the area. It is a regional integration scheme only in so far as 

the United States is considered part of the Caribbean Basin. The CBI 

is also more comprehensive, in that it includes trade and investment 

components. With some important exclusions (including textiles and 

sugar), the CBI would allow Caribbean products to enter duty-free 

into the United States. The administration also proposed that US 

firms investing in the area receive a tax credit equal to 10 percent 

of new investments in plant and equipment. 

Although President Reagan oficially unveiled the CBI .in an 

address before the Organization of American States, it is not a 

truly multilateral program, The United States has consulted with 

Canada, Mexico, Venezuela and Columbia, as well as with the IMF, 

World Bank and the regional development banks, but it ]10s not 

been willing to make the political compromises necessary to permit 

the elaboration of a tooperative and integrated approach to the region's 

economic problems, Each donor nation is pursuing its own development 

programs, largely as if the CBI had never been announced. As a result 

of its diplomatic objectives, the United States is actually working at 

cross purposes from some other donors, Mexico, for example, has 

been concentrating substantial resources in Nicaragua. The United 

States has suspending some bilateral assistance programs and has been 

seeking to reduce Nicaragua's access to the multilateral development 

banks. The formation of a genuinely multilateral vehicle for 
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aid to the entire Caribbean Basin, or even just for Central America, 

has also been impeded by the widening political differences among the 

developing countri~s in the area. 

The CBI emphasizes bilateral aid, trade and investment. The 

emphasis is on increasing the already substantial integration of the 

LDCs with 'the US economy. Relatively little attention is placed on 

increasing trade or other cooperative flows among the LDCs themselves. 

The. driving philosophy is rather the oppositive: that only the US 

market is large and dynamic enough to provide a sufficient stimulus to 

the Caribbean and Central American economies. lt is possible, however, 

that once the material base of the LDCs has improved, they would be in 

a stronger position to give renewed emphasis to regional integration. 

Despite the relative lack of multilateralism on either the 

donor or the recipient end, the CBl does reflect some of the region's 

own aspirations. It contains a strong component of quick-disbursing 

balance of payments support. The one-way free trade zone responds to 

the historic aspirations of easier and even preferential access .to the 

large US market. Beyond these ideas, the LDCs have not presented the 

United States or other donors with a detailed, comprehensive series 

of concrete proposals, nor have they been able to create a permanent 

forum where they could formulate and present their views. Had they 

succeeded in doing so, the United States and other donors might have 

felt obliged to accept a more multilateral process that gave greater 

attention to regional integration. As it is, the strongly bilateral 

nature of the CBI places each LDC in a highly asymmetric power 

relationship to the principal donor, the United States. 

The one-way free trade area has been heralded as the hcenterpiece'' 

of the CBI. Indeed, coming at a time of rising demands for 
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protectionism, the free trade area would be a significant step in 

the oppositive direction of easier access to the US market for developing 

countries. The free trade area is, of course, a violation of the 

principle of nondiscrimination in global trade long held by the US 

and embodied in the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). 

The United States has generally opposed either the carving up of 

the world into exclusive trading blocs, or the further politicization 

of trade. However, some US officials have asserted that the CBI is 

a unique departure, resulting from the depth of the region's economic 

and political crises, and from geographic proximity, and is not 

intended to serve as a model for other regions. 

The free trade area has not yet been approved by the US Congress. 

Should it be approved, it is not clear how great its impact will be. 

About 87 percent of the region's exports into the US already enter 

duty free. Moreover, some categories of goods that are now ;'dutiable" 

will not be granted free entry, including textiles, sugar and products 

with low value-added in the CBI country of origin. The investment 

incentive is unlikely to gain Congressional approval. Studies 

suggested that its impact on investment decisions was likely to be 

very marginal. The cost in lost revenues to the US Treasury was 

excessive in relation to the likely increase in investment flows. 

Given the current international economic crisis, the CBI will 

be insufficient to reignite growth in the region. The $350 million 

economic aid package, which was approved by the US Congress in 1982, 

will not even offset the drop in export prices in 1981, which reduced 

the region's export earnings by over $485 million. ln addition, high 

market interest rates have increased the burden of a swollen foreign 

debt. Most countries in the region experienced stagnant or negative 



growth in 1982, and 1983 looks even less promising. 

The trade and investment incentives are, even if approved by 

Congress, unlikely to take hold in countries where investors fear an 

uncertain political environment. The economic future of Central 

America is especially grim and will remain so if political solutions 

are" not found to halt the fratricidal strife. Indeed, capital flight 

has, in some periods, probably exceeded external assistance flows. 

The administration's diplomatic strategies, it could be argued, are 

unlikely to reduce and may even augment regional tensions, at least 

in the short-to-medium run. To that extent, the political and economic 

strategies of the United States are contradictory. By proposing 

multiple, mutually incompatible goals, the CBI violates basic tenets 

of systems logic. 

In reviewing the Caribbean Group and the CBI, several conclusions 

can be drawn about US policies toward regionalism. First, US approaches 

can vary importantly from one administration to another, and as con-

ditions in prospective recipient regions change. Second, regional 

initiatives may not always be consistent with increased self-reliance, 

and may emphasize north-south relations to the potential detriment of 

south-south ties. Third, adverse economic or political environments 

can more than offset genuine efforts, on the part of both industrial-

ized and developing countries, to strengthen regionalism. Fourth, 

developing countries that take initiatives, offer concrete proposals 

and help create or strengthen permanent forum, can affect the direc~ 

tibn of regional programs and of donor activities. Fifth, the United 

States and other industrial states can significantly and rapidlv in

crease their financial contributions, despite general budgetary strin

gency, when security, economic or humanitarian interests are considered 

to be sufficiently pressing. 
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Ill. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The United States has clearly demonstrated a willingness to work 

closely with regional organizations in the Third World. The US is a 

member of a large number of regional organizations, provides various 

forms of support for others, and looks with general sympathy on still 

others. in the three case studies here, from the Sahel, to southern 

Africa to the Caribbean Basin, the United States has proved willing to 

respond rapidly to the formation of new regional groupings, and to 

lend financial and diplomatic support to them. 

The United States has multiple motives for supporting regional 

organizations. The overriding interest may be security (the Caribbean 

Basin), economics (ASEAN) or humanitarian (the Sahel), although as 

in these cases, several US interests are generally involved. The 

US motive may be immediate and political (as in Central America) 

or it may be more long term. Regional organizations are sometimes 

seen as mechanisms that can provide a framework for economic develop

ment as well as for greater political cohesion among the participating 

states. The creation of regi~nal centers of power can help prevent 

the intrusion of out~ide powers that might be hosti-le to US interests. 

Regional organizations can also help settle or manage disputes betw~~n 

its members, and generally reduce the level of diplomatic tensions. 

US support for regional institutions can assume a wide range of 

postures, The United States can play an active role, even being 

instrumental in the formation of the regional organization. 

tively, the US may be responding to an initiative that comes from 

within the region, or from an existing regional organization. Or, the 

United States may prefer to provide passive support, by being respect

ful of the regional institution's policies but not contributing 

directly to its programs. In cases where the basic objective of 



the regional institution is to augment the cohesion among its mem

bers, a passive US role may be more appropriate; indeed, too active 

a US hand could undercut participant initiatives and therefore be 

counterproductive. In the extreme case, a hostile US posture could 

actually contribute to cementing ties among Third World states 

who· feel confronted by a common danger. While one would hardly want 

to recommend that US policy be based on such premises, it nevertheless 

is useful to recognize that the dynamics of international relations 

can sometimes produce perverse results. 

The form that US support takes also varies. The US may provide 

direct, bilateral economic and technical assistance to participant 

countries, or it can funnel the aid through intermediary organizations. 

The United States remains, of course, a major contributor to the 

regional development banks (mdbs), and can also make funds available 

to other regional entities. The United States may, in addition, lend its 

diplomatic support. This can consist of lobbying other potential 

donors, or of displaying a passive but essentially positive attitude 

toward t~e regional organization's activities. 

There are, however, limits to US support. Regionalism is 

generally not a major issue on the US foreign policy agenda. This 

has the advantage of giving the State Department some greater flexibil

ity, but it also limits the amount of attention--and the availability 

of funds~-for regional organizations. Nor has the United States had 

a clear, coherent policy toward regionalism. The United States has 

generally expressed its rhetorical support for regionalism and for 

specific regional organizations, but it has not defined regionalism 

as a major interest or objective of US foreign policy. Regionalism 

is neither a major end to be pursued, nor even a major means toward 
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some other important policy objective. Regionalism can be useful 

in certain circumstances in the pursuit of other objectives, but 

regionalism is not understood as a funda~ental good .E_!.I ~-

Indeed, the United States may sometimes be lukewarm or even be 

opposed to the activities of particular regional organizations. The 

United States may object to policies which might or actually do 

impinge upon the commercial interests of US firms, or which seem to 

promote inefficient outcomes. The United States has often tolerated 

and even supported regional common markets that promise to be "trade 

creating o II If tariff and other policies, however, appear to give 

prominence to "trade diversion, 11 the United States may object. The 

United States may look favorably on initiatives meant to increase 

regional ielf-reliance, provided that it is accomplished without invit

ing inefficiencies that result from trade-distorting interventions 

and which reduce trade with the global system as a whole. That is, tn 

the degree that regionalism is consistent with efficiency, and is 

complementary to globalism, the United States will generally be 

supportive. 

The United States is not likely to favor regionalism when it is 

conceived as a withdrawal from global commerce. Sometimes, however, 

the United States may accept the argument that some degree of regional 

protectionism is necessary in the short run, if the developing countries 

are to eventually participate successfully in the global economv 

(the "infant industry" argument). In this case, regionalism would be 

consistent, over the long run, with global integration. 

The United States may also oppose regional organizations if they 

are an obstacle to US diplomatic objectives. Recently, for example, 

the United States has been giving little support to the Central 

American Common Market; the United States prefers to try to isolate 
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Nicaragua from its neighbors. The United States has been working to 

mount alternative regional organizations in Central America that 

exclude governments seen as antagonistic to US interests. 

More often, however; the US would like to work more closely 

with regional organizations, but is frustrated by the relative 

weaknesses of the regional organizations themselves. The Reagan 

administration did have its own ideas regarding the design for the 

Caribbean Basin Initiative, but it is also true that CARICOM and 

the Central American Common Market were unable to quickly communicate 

feasible, detailed alternatives of their own. 

It is generally not the r0le of the United States to initiate 

regidnal development schemes. Such proposals should best come from 

within the region, rather from external powers. But the United States 

should be prepared to respond positively to creative proposals for 

regional economic development. 

For the United States to respond to regionally-generated 

initiatives, it must first be aware of them. There is a depressing 

dearth of information in the United States, and Washington in particu-

lar, on the concrete activities of most regional organizations. Wider 

dissemination of information, to the eiecutive branch, the Congress, 

academia and the press, is badly needed. It might be useful to 

publish an annual book, reasonably priced, that would contain 

essential infoimation regarding regional organizations. Of course, 

personal visits to Washington by representatives or beneficiaries 

would also help to increase the visibility of regional arrangements. 

Ultimately, the United States is more likely to support 

organizations that meet or at least cornpl_ement, one or more US foreign 

policy objectives. As we have seen, regional institutions can appeal. 
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First Draft of Part 1 

"The Key Issues, Policy Alter!'atives and Research Priorities of Regional 
r-nd Irterregioral Co-operatior in the 19.'lOs" 

(i) The Key Issues* 

The ratiol'ale for the exp1oration of r.e•.·1 ar.d appropriate strategies of 
iriternational ecoromic co-operatiori car:i be summed up in a few Nords: 
if present tr0nds in the ••mrld ecor,omy coptil'ue without basic cha.nfe, 
t.rP e:;reat majori tv of developing countries ,-,i11 face unbearable economic 
E'.nd firn.,·cia.J. burdens and wiJ 1 snffer the effects of halted or reversed 
development "Tith loss of autoromy and self-reliance, 

The mrlfunctiori•··g of the structure of ir,terrcational economic relatiorcs 
instituted rd the end of World \far II became evident well over a decade 
a/"o '-'ith the difficulties and subsequent collapse of the Bretton Woods 
agreements, the worsenin{': of the terms of trade for many developing 
countries, the resurgence of protectionism, the concentration of capital 
nr,d ecoromic activity in giar,t multiroatior.al corporations, and the continued 
plight of at least ore bi11ion people livir.g at or below the level of' 
absolute poverty. Impelled by the rewly found economic leverage of OPEC, 
ard also by the increased fir,ancial drain due to higher oil prices, the 
developing countries took up the call for a New International Economic 
Order first in Algiers ir 1973, and later at the sixth and seventh 
speciel s!'ssion of the U,N. General Assembly (1976-Tr), But, notwitr:star.ding 
J'umerous resolutiors and the adoptior. of significar.t plans and programmes 
of actior,, progress toward the restructuring of the international economic 
order proceeded at a sr.ail 's pace, if at all, In the meantime demand continued 
to grow, especially in the poorest countries, and development finr,ncing 
Ievels co,;tiriued to deteriorate, As a result the Group of 77 developing 
countries called for sustair.0d. global negotiations on raw materials, 
energy, trade, development a,·d money r,nd finance, to be launched at the 
eleventh special session of the GPreral Assembly in 1980. Al though the 
correspor.dir.g resolution t-.ras adopted (resol uti.or- 34/ 138), and numerous 
compromise texts and positions ,,,ere ad,ianced, the negotiations could not 
p:et started and are still sta1emated at the present time, 

The disappointine-- lack of fulfilment of the targets of two U,N. Development 
Decades, the failure of implemer,tation of the Programme of Action c,Ji the 
NIEO, e.rd the stalemate over the laur,ching of the Global Negotiations cor.firm 
a_ reneral trerd of tr.e post-•,1ar period, Despite the creation of many new 
orrans _erd organizatione, a multitude of rqrotiations and continuous debates 
a.rd discussiors, efforts to enhance the quantity ar:d qua.lity of development 
eid1 to improvr, terms of trade in favour of the poor countries, to ase.ure 
sovereil""·ty over th<'ir n&tura.l resources, ard to create better access to 
irterr,ational. product and capital m0rkets as ,,;ell as to technology ar.d 
informetior,, hnve r:ot produced tar:/!ible rPsnl ts. Al though agreement was 
firally reached on a Commor: Fund for stabilizing commodity prices, subscrip
tiol's to t],e Fund were not sufficient to prever,t a recent major drop ir, 

Based or "Rel"ional and Iderref"iona1 Co-operation in the 1980s" Working Paper 
of the Irauf"Ural Meetiqt of the Panel of Eminent Persor:s ir. Brussels, revised 
arid elaborated ir. light of comments aPd su.ggestior.s: recPived from members of 
the Per,el ard the Advisory Boerd, 



tt'e price of severr1.1 commodities of interest to developing countries. Tf:e 
treaty or the L2.,-1 of tre Sec, , .. ,r•ich could h11ve had a favourable 
demor stration effect on other fields of intery,atior.,sl negotiations, could 
not be a.dopted without si{"l'ificart. compromises, due to the reticence of 
a, mrijor po1,rer. 

Failure ir, interr:ationa} nef()tio.tions hfls a heavy impact on conditions 
in deve]oping countries, c.nd in turr: these cor:ditions could lead to 
shortsighted natior:.0listic pol.ici<'s Hhich exacerbate the difficulties. 
A fe,, ecoromic indicators suffice to illustrate tree reasons. Current 
account deficits of devrlopir.g countries r:01-1 rise routinely to 1;1 of their 
total exports. The average e,cor,omic gro 1•rth rates of developing countries 
are do1-m to 2.4 percent; less than the aggrer;ate gro1-rth of their populations. 
Per ea.pita. economic l'J'O'rt:h is r,egative h a.11 but a hz.ndful of oi1-exportir,g 
a.nd ne'.-rly industrializing countries. For the rest, the combined deficit 
of ~JOO bi11ior for 198? is sta/'"gerinf'"•. The chances of repayment of the 
ov<·'r f.500 billion total accumulated debt appear even more remote, ar,d 
the overburdening of the comm<'rcial fin ncial institutions, which r,ow 
carry the brur:t of thr credits, is already evident. 

Ecm omic trends in the industrialized ,,rorl d are 1 esc drastic but are 
J ikeidse gr1we, AveraF;e CNP g-ro',,th in the OF.CD com:tries is around 
l percent, do'A'n from t.,7 percent for the decade of the 1970s, unemployment 
i8 up to ?c, mil1ior:, and inflatior, persists at an average of about 8 percent. 

Domestic economic difficu1 ties irc the industrialized world often entail 
prote,ctio,,ist measures, defl a.tiorii.ry monetary policies, and a preference 
for hi,,-hly selective bilateral aid ar.d trade flows. World trade becomes 
more corstrnined and concentrated, and widening gaps appear betHeen the 
relatively well-off oil-producing ard newly industrializing countries, 
ar:d the lPss developed and Jess resource-rich members of the international 
community. The cor:tiruation of preser-t trends 1-rould reduce the devel.opment 
prospects of th~ latter to nil. As per capita growth remains negative, and 
as mnrkets are for<'closed and debts accumulate, al.most ore hundred developing 
countries Hi t.h ahout two-thirds of the 1-rorld' s population will face major 
sf'ortfalls in commercial enervr, food., Fater, capital, qualified rna-:-:poi,.,,er, 
aid productive ir:frastructure. The number of people livir,g in absolute 
poverty Hill ir:crease, and hunger and misery will create social ur:rest. 
Hithir: thP delicate structure of internationa1 security, the simultaneous 
destabilization of local regimes could have an unpredictable effect. Thoe 
failure of }:orth-South regotiations could impair the unstable balar:ce ir: 
Ea,st-West relations, compoundinp the r:ightmare of hum,,n misery in unprecedented 
dimensions 1,d th the vidor1 of a confrontatior: of unprecedented viol enc e. 

The 'fl?'~~erit pa.tterr of 1-.1orld re1Rtiol"s has little or no promise for the 
future. Ne1-1 and productive approach0e1 muE-t be explored, to release the 
i•·t.ernetionaJ community from the impa~se of 1-ror,sening problems ir: a global 
set,tir,p- cor:frorted t,.fi tli rir rr01.·1 al"!d self-centred policies. 
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Policy Alternatives 

Regional and Interregional economic co-operation are among the 
needed new approaches capable of turning around the current disastrous 
trends by creating a variety of flexible and mutually beneficial 
relationships among countries sharing a geographic, social or 
cultural region. 

Co-operation among developing countries has been on the agenda of 
international negotiations since the Bandung conference of the 
non-aligned countries in 1956; and economic co-operation among 
developing countries (ECDC) became a pillar of Third World Development 
efforts since the adoption of theArusha Plan in 1979. South-South 
co-operation in general, and regional and interregional economic 
co-operation in particular, may become the pivots on.which the 
deterioration of the world economic situation could be turned around 
in the 1980s. 

The strategy is entirely rational. It is not likely that the 
international economy could be restructured on the level of the world 
as a whole without corresponding changes on other - national, regional 
and interregional - levels. The need to adapt and reform national 
structures is widely recognized, but chances of achieving it by global 
or North-South strategies alone are small. The pursuit of national 
interests in an increasingly stressed and crisis-prone world reinforces 
bilateral relationships and the reduction of multilateral flows and 
assistance. If the Global Negotiations are not to turn into a 'dialogue 
of the deaf', and the NIEO is not to pass into history as another 
unachieved utopia, new and productive relationships have to be forged 
among national economies on sub-global, i.e., regional and interregional, 
levels. Such relationships would reinforce the collective self-reliance 
of the dependent economies, enhance the negotiating power of the 
weaker partners, and reduce the number of disparate actors and interests. 
The chances of successfully concluding global arrangements would be 
greatly increased. 

Regional economic co-operation can have a wide range of benefits. 
First and foremost, economic progress calls for the optimum utilization 
of natural resources: agricultural land as well as energy and mineral 
resources. Regional coordination irt the development, processing and 
marketing of such resources can assure an optimum scale of production, 
avoid wasteful duplication in investment and infrastructure, and 
improve the application of appropriate technology and know-how. In 
some instances the nature of the resource is such that regional 
development offers the best solution. This is the case for energy 
resources: with the exception of oil, energy is not readil~ 
transported. Hydro-electric power, natural gas, geothermal energy, 
and low-quality coal can be beet exploited on a regional basis. 
Likewise rivers, lakes and inland seas call for regional co-operation 
for optimum development. 

Labour can also be considered a regional resource. Migration can be 
a disruptive or a harmonizing factor; regional regulation can assure 
the optimum and harmonious employment of the available workforce. 
Human resources can be further developed on a regional basis through 
joint programmes of learning and skill-training. 
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Fir,encia1 co-operation on a regioral basis can be an important instrument 
ir the renegotiation of external debt, the coordination of legislation 
corcerrinir foreip,r, direct investment, and the channelling of aid to maximize 
the ch,inces of achievirg the developmel't objectives of the participating 
countries, IP some cases additional forms of mor,etary and financial. 
ir,tegratior. me.y be feasible, such as agreements on relative exchange rates 
and pa:vments. 

The United Natior.s has alrpady established Regional Economic Commissions 
for the promotion of sub-reirional I regional and interregional co-operation, 
Ir addition to strer,g-theninl'" them as necessary, other booies could be created 
especidly or. the sub-regional level, ir, order to assure a better 
coordination of economic policies and the participation of all strata of 
society i11 the ber,efits, 

The lor,g-term benefits of regionc:t1 co-operation can be stated in economic 
tems, They include: 

(a) enlar1tem·ent of the size of regional productioi, through joint 
. irvestmert and preferential treatmer.t; 

(b) greater corcertratior of foreign excha.rge savings in the area of 
cepi te.1 g-oods and techrolor;ies essential for autonomous industrial 
,,nd a..gricul tural deve1 opmer.t; 

(c) erlargemed of the size of reg-ional exports through the more efficied 
utiliz•a.tion of thP humvx, firencial, a,na. natural resources, and 
infrDet.ructures of t.he region; 

(d) increasee in employment, ir.come, and savings through larger .scale 
reri orel productior; 

( e) erharced competi ti Veness of regional products or, world markets; 

(f) ability to attract more outside capital on better tems through 
effectivP collective bargair.ing power ar:d more assured returns; 

(,e-) erh,,rced control over ·regional. production and trade, 

In addition to economic benefits, regioral ecoi,omic co-operatior has 
spin-offs or side-effects in the socia1, political and cultural sphere. 
It reinforces regior,al identity, strenrther s solidarity, and stabilizes 
re1atiors among neighbourir1t states. These effects ha.ve already been 
experienced in the European Commurity ard the countries of ASEAN 1 among 
others, Co-operatiorc on " wide rar,ge of issues could follow the sovereign 
desire of the co-operating states, 

The fruits of success in 1aunchirg regi.ona1 and interregional co-operation 
on B larger scale could be corsiderable, G1obal negotiations among 
regionelly organi~ed groups would be incomparably more promising.than among 
over 160 ratior.al ecoroomi<"s ,,,ide1y disparate in self-reliance, size and power, 
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Some Operational Considerations 

Creating functional regional co-operation schemes is not a simple matter; 
the historical record is not encouraging. A number of factors have to be 
taken into account as possible obstacles before chances of success in the 
future can be enhanced. 

First, the presence of conflicting interests in a given region. These may 
be social, political or economic, and they can obstruct the path of negotiations 
for regional co-operation. 

Second, external actors, such as transnational corporations, and extra-regional 
states With a strong economic or political interest in one or another country 
of the region. These can attempt to block closer interdependence among the 
countries of the region since this would reduce their own power, influence 
and profits in the region. 

Third, the relationship between perceptions of national sovereignty and of 
collective regional self-reliance. States, especially those which have only 
recently achieved their independence, are protective of their sovereignty 
and intent on creating national identity. The may be hesitant to risk 
submerging their identity in collective co-operation schemes. 

Fourth, fears attaching to the emergence of new patterns of domination in the 
region. These could occur as a result of closer interdependence between 
countries disparate in size, wealth, and level of development. 

Because of the existence of these and related factors, schemes and models of 
regional co-operation must take into account, ill!! .!!:!i::= 

the diversity of perceived interest in the countries of the region; 

the requirements for the coordination of plans and harmonization of 
interests; 

the basic objectives of regional development on which agreement is 
possible; 

the role, power and influence of extra-regional actors, whether corpo
rations or states; 

the current perceptions of national sovereignty and independence; 

the existing disparities in the size, wealth and level of development 
of the countries in the region. 

Countries which are potential partners in regional co-operation schemes 
reed to be identified on the basis of political realities, geo-economic 
patterns, traditions of co-operation, complementarities of economic interests, 
a/!Teement on perceived national interests, levels of self-assurance corcerning 
the safeguarding of sovereignty and independence, and relations with 
extra-regional actors. 
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In addition, a practical framework must be devised to coordinate and integrate 
subregional, regional, interregional and global efforts to effectively 
complement one another. The resistance of various regional bodies to 
co-operate more closely needs to be overcome, and advantage 111Ust be taken 
of the experience of the United Nations to actively encourage successful 
regional operations. 

Finally, the question of providing adequate financial resources to implement 
projects of regional co-operation 111Ust be resolved. Without sufficient 
resources regional organizations cannot attract top-level expertise, and 
cannot translate plans and projects of co-operation from the drawing board 
into reality. 
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When these and related factors are taken into account, regional co-operation 
schemes can prove to be more successful in the 1980s than they were 
historically, and can move beyond the limitations of previous forms of 
co-operation. In this regard several suggestions can be advanced. 

A. Regional economic co-operation should not be limited to trade and 
investment, as it has often been in the past, Such limitation tends 
to skew the benefits in favour of the more developed partners and 
create unacceptably high opportunity costs for the weaker economies, 

The success stories of regional and sub-regional economic co-operation -
the EEC, ASEAN, the Andean Pact, the Clt!EA and a few others - stand out 
against a backdrop of a larger number of failures. These were due.not only 
to a lack of political will to implement the agreed measures (which was a 
factor in some cases), but also to real opportunity costs which made entering 
upon regional arrangements too costly for the less developed economies. The 
skewing of benefits is typical of regional co-operation in the historically 
prevalent forms limited to trade and investment, and is due~~ to 
the following factors: 

(1) the freeing of trade within a region creates benefits mainly for the major 
producers I by providing larger markets for them. These benefits accrue 
to the more developed countries of the region at the expense of the 
relatively backward ones. The latter suffer losses from customs revenue 
and confront growing competition for their fledgling industries. 

(2) the common external tariff of a region, if it is to offer protection 
for regional products from external competition, must be relatively 
elevated, High tariffs, however, are disadvantageous to the less 
developed countries Which rely on low tariffs to gain access to needed 
capital goods, basic foods, and consumer items. Hence the common, 
external tariff often protects the industries of the more evolved· 
economies of a region at the expense of the weaker ones. 

(3) the freein of the movement of the factors of roduction (capital, labour, 
and raw materials has similarly disparate effects and ~enefits. A freer 
movement of labour tends to create migration from the less productive 
to the more productive countries. This may be welcome for the former 
(it reduces unemployment and provides benefits from the repatriation of the 
income of migrant workers) but may be burdensome for the more developed 
areas: it may exac.erbate already high rates of unemployment. A freer 
movement of capital, in turn, results in the gravitation of scarce 
investments to areas with relatively evolved production capacities, 
in view of quicker and higher returns, disadvantaging the less developed 
countries. 

(4) the regional control of foreign (extra-regional) investment reduces 
dependence on outside financing in favour of local capital through 
restrictive measures. But these measures may act as a deterrent for the 
development of the poorest countries that are necessarily eager to attract 
foreign investment. 
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It would appear that the high rate of failure of some types of regional economic 
co-operation ha.d been due to their limitations to trade and finance. The 
reluctance of the less developed countries of a region to enter int.o the 
arrangements, or their decision not to abide by certain measures, is not due to 
lack of political will, but to the high opportunity costs such ventures present 
for them. Instead of surrendering the concept of regional co-operation in view 
of its uneven history, it is more reasonable to explore ways and means to assure 
its potential benefits without incurring the sofar experienced costs. 

More evolved and integrated regional development schemes should be 
envisaged than those prevalent in the past. Schemes drawing on integrated 
regional approaches can eliminate the inequitable distribution of benefits 
ea.used by the limitation of co-operation to aspects of trade and investment. 

Compensatory measures can be built into limited forms of regional co-operation to 
offset losses due to differences in production capacities and infrastructures in 
the countries of a region..(for example, regional funds and financial pools can 
be created to offset unequal benefits in a regional free trade area. for the 
less productive economies), Many such measures are only temporary palliatives: 
the regional economic situation remains inequitable, The more developed countries 
attract more capital and enjoy greater market shares than the less developed 
ones, even if labour migration may create additional unemployment for them. The 
role of the. existing regional development banks in these issues would be important 
to examine, 

Structural inequity can be overcome by a more encompassing and integrated set 
of measures as elements within a broad regional development scheme, Integrated 
regional planning includes measures for: 

(a) optimization of benefits from regional resources, both renewable and 
nonrenewable (joint investment and development schemes for extraction, 
processing and marketing, ta.king into account comparative advantages of 
location, labour pools, and related factors of production); 

(b) the more rational deployment of industries within the region (joint ventures, 
regional multinational enterprises); 

(c) the fuller utilization of whatever agricultural potential exists in the 
region (joint investment schemes and common pricing policies with 
non-reciprocal concessions where needed); 

( d) rationalization. of the region's financial resources (a system of tariffs 
and subsidies to finance the creation and development of infrastructures, 
and a linkage of currency values to assure the equita.bility and stability 
of the cost of tariffs and subsidies); 

(e) sharing of technology and information (technology information pools, 
joint training programmes, R & D centres, and mechanisms··ror the transfer 
of endogenous technologies); 

(f) regulation of the region's external trade relations (common negotiating 
fora for setting prices, tariffs and quotas for regional exports and 
imports); 
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regulation of the region's external financial relations ( common' fo'ra for 
the renegotiation of external debts and the control of external direct 
investment); 

(h) the administrative infrastructures required for the implementation of the 
above measures. 

A dev~lopment scheme capable of achieving such objectives calls for autonomous 
regional decision-making backed by adequate funds, This, in turn, may require 
the infusion of additional capital into the region, on acceptable tenns·and in 
appropriate fonns. 

c. Mutually beneficial forms of interregional co-operation need to be evolved 
to assist developing countries in achieving the objectives of balanced 
and integrated regional co-operation among themselves. 

Additional incentives for the realization of evolved forms of economic 
co-operation among developing countries could come from other developing 
countries and groups of countries in the framework of South-South interregional 
co-operation, and from developed countries and groups of countries in the form 
of North-South co-operation. Both types of interregional co-operation need to 
be studied in depth. They pose special challenges in devising appropriate 
mechanisms that allow groups of developing countries to realize their objectives 
of co-operation without interfering with the autonomy of their decisions and 
the means of their implementation. 

The deEirability of South-South co-operation is evident a.nd 1 while it calls 
for detailed study as to specific costs and benefits, it needs no further 
comment here. In regard to North-South interregional co-operation it is 
worth emphasizing that developed countries would benefit from structurally 
balanced arrangeme~1s among regional groups of developing countries: the 
co-operating regions become more reliable trading partners, offer restricted 
yet better guaranteed investment opportunities, enjoy greater political 
stability, ard lower their need for external aid and assistance. In view 
of such benefits, it is important that developed countries recognize the need 
to orient their development policies to facilitate the realization of the 
objectives of regional co-operation among developing countries. Effective 
assistance is especially important in the early phases of regional co-operation, 
when opportunity costs for the less developed members must be lowered without 
overburdening the economies of the more developed ones. 

North-South interregional co-operation can be effectively pursued if the 
industrialized countries take~~ the following steps: 

(i) increase development aid to the internationally agreed level and channel 
it to the countries of the region through the existing regional 
administrative bodies; 

(ii) allocate technical assistance to projects resulting from integrated regional 
planning with region-wide benefits; 

(iii) r.egotiate debts and loans with regional financial bodies; 

(iv) implement trade preference based on regional, rather than national 
origins; 
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(v) refrain from pursuing bilateral trade and aid policies that would 
conflict with the development plan for the region as a whole; 

(vi) accede to regional regulations on direct investment, and encourage 
their transnationals to abide by regional codes of conduct applicable 
to them, 

International organizations, including the economic and social bodies of the 
United Nations and its specialized agencies, in particular the Regional 
Economic Commissions, have a paramount role in facilitating the implementation 
of equitable and appropriate forms of regional and interregional co-operation 
by following up the decisions of the co-operating countries and providing 
information, funds, as well as technical assistance to the extent of their 
capabilities and in accordance with the initiatives of the member countries, 

(iii) * Research Priorities 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 

Research on the objectives and opportunities of regional and interregional 
co-operation in the present decade must take into account the immediacy and 
urgency of the economic and social problems facing the international community, 
and the requirement of producing relevant and implementable knowledge concerning 
strategies and approaches that would contribute toward the solution of problems 
of international development, It must take cognizance of the fact that the 
world community is in a condition of manifest crisis, which is of a structural 
nature, with historical roots and global dimensions, 

Research on the possibilities of realizing the full potential of regional 
co-operation among developing countries, and co-operation among developing 
and developed countries and groups of countries, must proceed on the premise 
that, unlike traditional concepts of regionalism, flexible and dynamic forms 
of co-operation will not de-link the great regions of the developing countries, 
or the developing countries from the countries of the industrialized world, 
but create higher levels of self-reliance, and closer and more equitable relations, 
Regional and interregional economic co-operation.must draw on complementarities 
of interests, and on the principle of equity among countries, It must take 
into account past experience, learn from the failures, make use of the achievements, 
and further elaborate the forms and modalities of the existing plans and schemes 
of co-operation, To assure this end, research must identify the costs as well 
as the benefits -of evolved forms of co-operation arrangements, and show that the 
costs of inaction could be disastrous, whereas the initial costs of action could 
be outweighed by the subsequent benefits, 

* Based on"Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning the Research Tasks 
of the Programme," adopted at the First Regular Meeting of the Panel of 
Eminent Persons in Kandy, Sri Lanka, 
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In order to ensure that research is realistic and policy-oriented, on-going 
consultations should be held between researchers and practitioners in the 
field. Bodies, organs and organizations entrusted with the formulation and 
execution of projects and programmes of subregional and regional co-operation 
should be consulted and their advice sought. The expertise of the United 
Nations Regional Economic Commissions, and of the major regional bodies 
already affiliated with the Programme and represented on the Panel of Eminent 
Persons, should be solicited and made full and appropriate use of. 

Inasmuch as even the best conceived plan for regional or interregional 
co-operation relies on the understanding and support of the broadest strata 
of the population, the results of research, while oriented to action by political 
leaders, must be meaningful and comprehensible for the public at large. Research 
reports should therefore be formulated with a View to comprehensiveness as well 
as comprehensibility. 

SPECIFIC AREAS AND SECTORS 

The development of human resources is an essential precondition of sound 
endogenous development. There can be no self-reliant development without an 
adequate level of participation of all the people in the elaboration of decisions 
and in their implementation. Regionally co-operative ways and means of 
upgrading and enhancing of the skills and abilities of the various strata of 
the populations, and safeguarding their basic cultural values and historical 
heritage, should be the object of intense study, Such issues must be viewed 
in the integral context of existing economic and social conditions, in order to 
a.rrive at p:Ractical and useful results, 

The financial requirements of'. implementing existing and'.furtbcr elaborated 
arrhngements on regional and interregional levels need to be determined, The 
role of multilateral financial institutions, as well as of regional banks and 
financial facilities must be elucidated, and appropriate forms of investment., 
access to capital, and resource transfers need to be studied.. The objective 
is to discover mechanisms whereby arrangements adapted to the specific social, 
economic and political conditions of the various regions could be concluded, 
in order to reduce the dependence of the less developed and less resorce-rich 
countries on foreign interests and on international monetary institutions, 
and increase their autonomy in accessing and allocating funds to achieve their. 
own development objectives, 

The issue of national sovereignty must be studied in depth, recognizing that 
it is assessed diversely in different regions of the world, and may have 
divergent meanings for developed and for developing countries, It should' 
be recognized that the transfer of decision-making to the level of a regional 
group in certain areas of economic activity does not imply a reduction of 
autonomy a.nd self-determination but, on the contrary, would enhance these 
factors by allowing states to regain control over processes and decisions 
vital to national development. The objects of study should be regional and 
interregional co-operation agreements that increase the self-determination 
of states, by redressin~ existing asymmetries in relations of interdependence 
and doing away with syndromes of domination and inequality, 
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The impact and consequences of advanced forms of regional and interregional 
co-operation on North-South and East-West relations ahould be investigated. 
Such forms of co-operation should contribute to progress on the global 
level, by enhancing equity, and improving the negotiating capacity of the 
presently dependent members of the world community. Research must centre on 
how regional and interregional co-operation could contribute to the unity of 
the countries of the developing world, and to balanced and beneficial relations 
between developing countries on the one hand, and industrialized economies -
both free-market and centrally planned - on the other. The modalities of 
interregional co-operation must be subjected to economically sound, as well 
aspolitically realistic analysis. · 

The effective implementation of plans. and projects of regional and interregional 
co-operation calls for appropriate institutional and administrative mechanisms. 
National, regional and interregional mechanisms must be reviewed in light of 
these requirements. Practicable suggestions need to be advanced for rendering 
existing structures more adapted and efficient, and for complementing them, 
if necessary, with further institutional and administrative means and measUres. 

PART II 

Specific Objectives and Opportunities of Regional and Interregional 
Co-operation 

(draft to come) 
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(Preliminary Report) 

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN TRADE 

STRATEGIES FOR EXPANSiOi,I OF TRADE AND ECONOMIC * 
COOPERATION BEHJEEN INDIA AND ___ ~OUTH PACIFIC COUNTRIES 

Preamble 

As an integral part of thi.Compiehensive Research 

Plan of the Programme on Regional and Inter-Regional 

Cooperation in the 198Os of the United Nations Institute 

for Training and Research, the Indian Institute of Foreign 

Trade has undertaken a study on Strategies for Expansion 

of Trade and Economic Cooperation between India and South 

Pacific Countries. The Survey 

Solomon Islands, Western SBmoa 

covered Fiji, 

and Tonga •. 

Papua New Guinea, 

The Asian and Pacific Development Centre, Kaul a Lumpur, 

collaborated with the Institute in this project. 

Objectives 

The objectives of this study are : 

To determine ways to expand trade between India and 

the Pacific region countries of Fiji, Papua New Guinea, 

Western Samoa, Tonga and the Solomon Islands; 

To identify specific products of interest and explore 

ways to increase economic co-operation between the 

region and India through an assessment of: 

the impact of the South Pacific Forum on 
Indian-South Pacific Trade; 

the complementarities and areas for profitable 
trade between India and the countries of the 
South Pacific, including the pot!'ntial size of 
the specific export markets, sources of imports, 
and end-user requirements; 

* Prepared by V. Vithal Babu, Deputy Directoi General, 
and A.C. Vyas, Associate Professor, Ind_ian- ·lnst.it.ut.e 
of Foreign Trade, New Delhi. 
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the measure of competition from other 
suppliers to the South Pacific; 

government rules and regulations, ·tariff 
and non-tariff flows; 

areas where exports can be promoted by 
providing further credits; 

new ac~ions to be taken by Governments to 
promote ~ndia-South Pacific inter~regional 
trade and economic cooperation. 

Methodology 

A research team comprisin.g two speci•alists of the 

Institute undertook the field investigation,;. Discussions 

were held with the government departments and organisations, 

representatives and specialists concerned with agr'cc ult·ure, 

industry, natural resources and truri8" Based on the 

desk research and field survey a preliminary report has 

been prepared for presentation at the Second Regular 

Meeting of the Panel of Eminent Persons to be held on 

January 8-9, 

Introduction 

1983 at Kuwait. 

The economies of the island developing countries of 

South Pacific are basically d.ependant upon the agricultural 

sector with most of the people working on subsistence 

farms cultivating coconuts, cocoa and a few minor cash 

crops like tea, rubber and spices. Forestry and fishing 

are the other important activities. Manufacturing 

operations have been by and large modest in most of 

these island cou~t~ies. 

Thesij island countries are heavily trade depenrlant. 

The proportion of exports to ·GnP in 1981 was about 60% 

in respect of Solomon Islands, 46% in Papua New Guinea, 

27% in Fiji, 20% in Western Samoa and 18% in Tonga. 

The proportion of imports to GDP during the same year was 

as high as 82% in Tonga, 72% in Western Samoa, 60% in 

Solomon Islands, so% in Fiji and 45% in p·~pua New Guinea. 

{ 

• 
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These countries rely mainly on one or two dominant 

commodities, the export earnings of which are subject to 

fluctuations due to variations in demand and output as 

was witnessed in the recent years. 

All of them suffer from shortages of entrepreneurs 

and trained administrative and technical perscnnel. 

Attempts are being made for encouragingfand 

promoting regional cooperation for the development of 

these countries in close partnership with the industrially 

developed countries of the region, i.e. Australia and 

New Zealand. The South Pacific Forum, comprising the 

heads of states of the island countries, at its meeting 

in Canberra in February 1972 established the South Pacific 

Bureau for Econo~ic Cooperation (SPEC) as an inter

governmental regional organisation for this purpose. The 

formal agreement establishing SPEC was signed in Apia on 

April 17, 1973. The participating governments comprise 

Australia, the Cook Islands, Fiji, Nauru, New Zealand, 

Tonga and Western Samoa. Thereafter it was joined by Niue, 

Papua New Guinea, Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu and 

the Federated States of Micronesia" 

The functions of SPEC i~clude {a) identification of 

opportunities for modification of trade patterns, bearing 

in mind the objectives of regicinal .trade expansion; 

(b) exploring ways in which i~dustrial and other 

development could be rationalised usi~g the concept of 

regional enterprise; (c) investigating scope for free 

trade among the island member countries; (d) ~stablishing 

~n advisory service on sources of tech~ical assistance, 

aid and investment finance; (e) assisting in coordinated 

action on regional transport. SPEC has been 9uite ac~ive 

in the region in the fields of Bulk Purchasing, More 
' Effective Aid, Regional Telecommunications, Revitalisation 

of the Banana Industry, Packaging and Marketing Aspects of 
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the South Pacific Banana Indust;y, Regional Shipping and 

Civil Aviation Regional Tr.adB & Development, Regional 

Survey of Agricultural Pests and Diseases, and in the 

for~al e~ta~lishment of the Pacific foruLl Line and the 

Forum Fisheries Agency, etc. At prescrnt, SPEC is 

engaged in areas such as Trade Negotiations, Environment, 

Energyf Regional Sugar Agreement, Telecommunications, 

Law of the Sea, Air Freight Study, Civil Aviation, 

Industrial Development etc. 

The South Pacific Commission (SPC) has been 

cooperating with SPEC and other oiganisations in the areas 

of regional development. 

The United Nations Developmen1 Programme (UNDP) has 

been evincing strong interest .in the Pacific Regiori. 

The first inter-governmental gathBring took place at Suva 

in 1979 to consider UNDP-assisted regional projects, 

thus initiating a continuing programme in consultation 

with the Pacific countries. The on-going regional 

programme was subseq.uently reviewed in consultation with 

ESCAP and other concerned organisations. The Inter

Governmental Meeting on the UNDP Inter-Country Programme, 

1982-86 was held in Apia, Western Samoa in November 1980. 

The on-going and new regional projects were considered, 

and "Priorities and Areas of Assi~tance" were identified 

and approved. They include on-going projects on 

developm2nt of fisheries, livestock and rootcrops; 

mineral investigations; training in telecommunications, 

rura1 development, small scale enterprises & entrepreneur

ship, public administration, trade promotion, malarial 

;control & eiadication, agriculture, forestry & fisheries, 

hospital administration, ~ater supply & sewerage. The 

new projects relate~ to, Pacific energy programme, 

integrated atoll developme'nt, vocatiwnally-orient ed 

education, b~sic training in repair/maintenance of 

outboard motors, chain saws, pumphouse equipment, and 



typewriters, health develo~ment network, civil aviation, 

and transport survey. 

ESCAP has b~en collaborating with th~ United Nations 

development syitem, especially UNDP, in strengthening 

development assistance to the Pacific region. It participated 

in the programming mission to prepare the five year 

(1982-£6) phase of_UNDP inter-country activities for the 

region. The sarvices of the Asian and Pacific Development 

Centre (APDC), Kaula Lumpur are available for development 

training and research. Likewise of the Statistical 

Lnstitute for Asia and the Pacific (SIAP), Tokyo, the 

Regional Mineral Resources D~velopment Centre (RMRDC), 

Bandung, and the Regional Centre for Technology Transfer 

(RCTT), Bangalore, 

Tbe United Nations Development Advisory Team f~r the 

Pacific (UNDAT), a project of ESCAP, has _bceen providing 

advisory services on an adhoc basis. It has specially 

worked in close association with SPEC on the Pacific Regional 

Energy Programme, and brought out reports among others on 

customs ta.riff classification. 

Various suggcestions have been made from time to time 

for expanding and strengthening regional trade and economic 

cooperation in the South Pacific by the ·commonweal tii 

Secretariat. 

The CHOGRM (Commonwealth Heads of Government 

Regional Me8ting) \rJorking Group an Industry has also 

identified projects which can be establishsd in the 

different island countries, and action plans have been 

prepared by the Industrial Development Unit (IDU) of the 

Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation (C,-TC) for 
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enabling the concerned authorities and organisations to 

initiate implemental actionf 

The South Pacific Regioni31 Tr.ade and Economic Cooperation 

Agreement (SPARTECA), a non-r1eciproc.ai trade agreement under 

which Australia and Naw Zealand offers duty fee and 

unrestricted access or ccnces,iional access for specified 

products originating from the d,sveloping island member c.ountriES 

of the South ·Pacific Forum came into force frCJm ,Janua~-v 1, 1981, 

The products that can enter A11stralia ar,J, ~ew lealand have 

been indicated under separate schedules, 

The Pacific Islands Indu,,trial Development Sche~e provides 

financial assistanc a and incentives to the entrepreneurs of 

New Zealand pursuing approved manufacturing or processing 

operations in Island cou·ntrion including Fiji, Papua New Guinea 

Solomon Islands, Tonga and We,;tern Samoa, 

Official Development Assistance is offered by Australia, 

Canada, West Germany, France, Japan, New Zealand, Netherlands, 

UK, USA, Asian Development Barik, European Economic Community 

and UNDP. 

* F;,}i: Glass bottles, sandal wood oil, ginger processing, 
terry towels, wood processing industry, textile manufacturing 
and allied industries, lime pi:oduction, sAlt production, 
intc,r-locking paving blocks, c attls feed, troc:hus shell 
buttons, tie dye and batik gcarments, pe;p.:r board and trays, 
acrylic buttons, domestic electrical f:ittin~fs 1 1ivovPn labe_ls, 
light engineering goods, wick stoves, utensils, pressure 
cooker, knives, enamel ware. 

Papua New Guinea: Solar salt, coir industry, cane furniture, 
domestic plastic ware, aluminjum utensils, auto-mobile filters, 
auto parts, domestic refrigeratois, drycell batteries, cocks 
and taps, processing timber from old rubber trees, sericulture, 
industrial estate with common facilities and common facility 
center~ 
Solomon Islands: Copra oil extraction, 1aundry soap, paints, 

.soft drinks, sheet metal fabrication, button from trochus 
shells, saw mill, raw hides p1·eservation, leather fbotwaar, 
leather tanning and finishing and village industrial estate, 

Tong2 : Manufacture of vine\jar from coconut water, cultivation 
of brown-weed for indus·trial manufacture, food technology' 
lab, timber treatment plant, n,anufacture of wooden furniture, 
bakery products, automobiie r,,pair wor~shop, printing pre~s, 
freezer unit for storage of fish and me.at, polyethylene fi'lm 
and bags, and lime juice extrEJction. 

Western Sam9a: Raw hide preservation and lf::!ather -tannery. 
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Co~ntry-wise Description 

Fiji 

:B'iji has since independence in 1970 been able to 

energise its development ac ti vi ties, at !;r3,;,t forej_gn cap_j. ta 1, 

and effect transformation from a pred om:~rnrntly rural economy 

to a service economy. 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing ac·c ounted for 22 

per cent of its GDP in 1981, employing 45 per cent of the 

labour force. ManLifacturing operaticns comprising precessed 

agricultural items and light consumer goods c.cnstituted about 

13 per_cent. Domesttc production includes sugar, molasses, 

copra and coconut oil, coco·a, ginger, meat, fish preparations, 

pine and timber products, gold, and ethers such as beer, 

cement, cigarettes and tobacco, soap and paint. Sugar, 

molasses, coconut oil, gold, timber 

the main foreign exchange earners. 

are sizable. 

and fish products are 

Receipts from tourism 

Imports such as electrical machinery and goods, ether 

machinery and transport equipment, fabrj.cs, irr;.n and steel, 

some items of food and beverages, clothing, tape record<c?.r·s and 

watches are· freely admitted under open general license:' 

Those imported Linder specific licenses include passeng.er 

automobile s, butter, flour, tea, .logs, rough and dressed 

timber, plywood and blackboard, cement, gold bullion, semi

manufactured and fully manufactured gold and jewellery the:r,:eof. 

Fiji's global exports were up from about· us·$ ·159·_,-
' million in 1975 to $ 311 million in 1981, and imports f;:-om 

$ 267 million to $. 632 million res.pectively. Thus its ~-rade , 
deficit has mounted over the years~ 

Fiji I s main tradin_g par·~ners :-ire .A11<1i:.r:,l j A., .• fa pan·, UK, 

New Zealand, USA and China. 



Indo-Fiji trade has been sluggi2r.1 ,,; ,~ "che, recent years. 

In fact, India's imports have been negligibJ_s (US 3 22,827 in 1980 

and$ 78,632 in 1981), while its exports averaged$ 6.15 million 

(c.i,f.) between 1979 and 1981. India's exports mainly consisted 

of cotton, silk and other fabrics, terry towelling, builders 

indoor sanitary ware, iron or steel articles, parts of machinery 

developed cinematographic films, cosmetics, ·footwear, clothing 

jute bags, sacks, spices, pulses, household utensils, imitation 

jewel1ery, musica1 instruments,, tea and machinery. Most of 

these items are meant for persons of, Indian origin constituting 

52 per cent of the total popu1ation of about 640,000, 

Fiji is poised f~1· rapid industrialisation d11ring the 

Eighth Deve1opment Plan (1981-'-85). The Economic Deve1opment 

Board under the Minister of Ee onomiri Planr,ing and Developm,,nt, 

which started its operations in Cctober 1 ';'(<'! offers V8r:Lous 

types of services for prospective enterpru.,stirs in setting l1P 

priority industries. The government of E'iji encourages roreign 

investment and offers inc.entives incll1ding tax and duty 

concessions., 

There are prospects for stepping up India's exports of 

machinery & equipment, Scope a1so exists for en1arged exports 

of tsxti1es and serees, hardware items, p1astic ware and, 

aluminium homeware, gold jewe1lery,, medicines, po1yethylene 1ags, 

footwear, etc. There are· a1so possibilities for joint ventures 

for glass bottle plant, mini cemsnt plant, footwear, texti1 e. 

manufacturers, knitware, processed foods, tannery, beer factory 

and stationery i terns. 

The Fiji Pirie Commission for ins'tanc0 is explori.ng the 

possibility of setting up an $ 85 milli~n :industri3l corGplex 

and there are prospects for estaolishing a pulp end paper lJl)it,, 

As it is India has· a joint ventllre engaged in. the m:n111:fcict1ire 

of paints, enamels and varnishes. 
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coffee, cocoa, timber, copra, ccconut oil ,>,d rL1bber. Imports 

consist-• of machinery and transport e qll.ipnent, mineral fuel 

and lubricants, chemicall?, foodstuffs, beverciges, tobacco and 

sugar. Australia is the principal trading partner followed by" 

,Japan, Singapore, USA and UK. 

India's exports largely comprising medicinal and 

pharmaceutical products, textile yarn and fabrics, machinery 

and transport equipment were up from about $ 390,000 in 

1977-78 to about $ 600,000 in 1981. Indications are that· 

some Indian merchandise is being imported through third countries, 

mainly Hong Kong. There have hardly been any imports from 

Papua New Guinea. 

Papua New Guinea (PliJG) follows an increasingly pragmatic 

policy towards foreign investment, especia Il.y during the 

National Public Expenditure Plan (1983-86),, Economic activities 

are classified by the government under three categories: priority, 

reserved and open. 

•J1he priority sector envisaging long-term foreign investment 

is actively promoted. It covers mineral and petroleum explcra

tion and development, cultivation and processing of tea and sugar 

cane, growing of legume and giain crops, forestry and integrated 

· timber ,industries, and fishing. 

'J1he reserved activities are ,those where foreign investors -

companies with less than 25 per cent PNG ownership - will not 

generally be perini tted to set up new business or take ove.r the 

existing units. Small scale alluvial gold mining, growing or 

processing of coconuts and coffee, inland fishing, handicra::ts, 

manufacturing and land·· transport fall into this gr 0L1p. 

J1he open category relates to those activitie~ .which 

PNG government prima facie considers it beneficial for seeking 
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foreign investmEmt, tho1.1.gh it wo1.1.ld like to examine the 

proposals in depth 1cmd accord approval cL a e;scce by case basis, 

Vario1.1.s types of fishing, canning and _1:JJ:s•;c:,:ving of fruits 

and vegetables, man1.1.fact1.1.re of prefab:ricatcifi wooden· b1.1.ildings, 

and repairing, constr1.1.ction and to1.1.rism, and technical and 

professional services, · These operations are s1.1.bj ect to certain 

conditions s1.1.ch as export obligations, import s1.1.bstit1.1.tion 

requirements and some PNG equity part~cipation, 

·rhe foreign inve.s'G:nent g1.1.idelines also state: 

- Preferencewill be accorded to joint ventures 
with PNG partners; 

Import protecti en via tariffs and subsidies 
will not be applicable; · · 

- Loans and capital f1.1.nding of new foreign 
investment sho1.1.ld norma;Lly be made offahcre 
except in ~imes o~ excess d omeetic liq11idit;y' ·. 
(debt: eqL1.J.ty ratio should not exceed 60:40); 

- Foreign exchange will be fi•eely avatJ.ab1e 
for private investors. · 

The above information s,1.1.gg_ests the scope and areas for 

economic and technical co·operation in broad terms. 

· ·The National Investment and'Development ALlth9rity {NIDA) 

screens arJd approves foreign investment proposals. 

Sol oman I ~-12ll.9):! 

The economy of Soloman Islands is basically dep·enaent .· 

1.1.pon the agric1.1.lt1.1.ral sector. 'Principal crops are coconLlt, 

cocoa and rice, The forest reso1.1.rces offer considerable scope 

· for timber extr2cti en, Fishing is an important c omn:eroial · 

activity. C•il palm is being developed as a ma;ior export crop. 
- . ; . 

The present government has w:idertaken a ra,pid revj_ew 'of 

the varic1.1.s policies and a Programme Gf J\cticln (PG_4) 1981-85 is 
1.1.nder final1sation.. 
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Soloman Islands t ~va recently embarked. upon a d iversi

ficati on progra:mme ~1i th a view.to lessening dependence of the 

economy on the export of a few items .• In this pursuit, the 

government is encourae;ing growers to take to increased 

cultivation of spices particularly ginger, turmeric, chillies 

and cardamom with a view to diverting them to export markets. 

Production of -these spices at.prese'nt is however sporadic 

presumably beca LJ.se of un·certainties of externa 1 markets en the 

one hand and lack o'f organised marketing infras-tructure on the 
other.· 

The manufacturing sector is re},c1·:;:i.\''J1y small, though 

'it has expanded in recent years, mainly in processillg of 

agricultural' and forest products. •rhere exist some units 

engaged in the production of sheet steel, furniture, wooden 

cabinets, body buildingd, fibre gless moulding; barbed wire, , ' 

concrete products, clothing, biscuits, tobacco, soaps and 

nails. 'These enterprises are run by expatriates either on their 

own or in collaboration with local rsJsiden ts. Efforts are 

being intensified to enlarge the import substitution activities. 

Soloman Islands have an estimated deposit of 30 million 

tonnes of bauxite. Copper, nickel, manganese, chromite and 

phosphates con.stitute the other minerals, Gold and silver are 

also produced on a small scale. Offshore oil and deep-ses 

minerals are being encouraged, 

The total foreign trade of Soloman Islands wc1s arour.a 

US $ 1 20 million in 1981, exports· being of the order of $ 64 

million and imports $ 56 million. Major exports are fish, oc_pra, 

timber and palm oil. Imports consist Df beverages, tobacco, 

crude materials, mineral fuels, animal & vegetable oils, fats, 

cherr,icals, machinery & transport equipment and m:i.scelJ.aJJeous 

manufactureE,. 
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Soloman Islands have been recepients of aid mainly from 

UK\ A 11stralia and.New Zealand. M11ltilateral assistance has been 

f ortlicriining :i'rom Asian Dev€ lopment Bank, European Development 

FllDd, UN Agencies a:pd. DIIF. 

The trade between Soloman Islands and India has so far 

been insignificant; imports from India were abo11t US $ 21,855 

in 1981. 

Tonga 

· With a population of' abo11t 95 ,ooo, Tonga.' s economy is 

based·on subsistence farming,copra, bananas,_ and coconuts 

being the major items of prod11ctiori and exports. Other exports 

include pineapples, water melons and tomatoes. , It imports 

manufactured goods, machinery and foodstuffs larg~ly from New 

Zealand, Australia, US,i, .UK, Canada, Japan, Fiji and China. 

The volll!Ile of :imports ranged .between US.$ 29 to US :ii: 36 

· inillicn while: exports were arolllld US $ 9 million dL1-i-:lng 1979 
and 1981. 

Tonga's Fourth Five Year Plan (1980-85) aims at 

directing inves~ment t_o the productive sector· of t·be econb;ny and 

strengthening the •existing infrast.ructure. Private sector 

investment is expec-ted to accollDt for 5? per cent of thsi total, 

slightly more than .dLU:'ing the previous 1Jlan period.· Vanillo 

was introd-ciced as a new cash crop and has rece':ritly emerged as 

a ina j cir export item .• 

Surveys of offshore mineral. deppsits led to the 

discovery of petroleum arollJld Tonga 'l;apu in 1977,.and test 

drilling operatirrw were planned to commence the.reafter, 
.•. . 

Tcnga receives aid from UK, New Zealand,-Australia a:n•'l 

l1sia~1 Ilevelcpment Ba_:nk. 



Under the Indian Teo hnic·a1 and Ee cnoI:1ic Cooperation 
' 

(ITEC) prpgramme, five irrigation pump sets were gifted to 

Tonga, a techno-economic su.rvey cf small scale indu.stries was 

ccndu.cted and some exp,:,rts were depu.ted. 

Teng a' s impcrts frcm India amow:ited to us $ 40,100, 

US $ 75,722 and US $ 22 1 342 in 1979, 1980 ,md 1981 respectively. 

Tonga's exports to India ware negligible accou.nti11g fer 153 

and 494 US$ in 1979 and 1980. 

Inil o-Tonga trade is small owing t c lack cf direct 

shipping links and the inertia cf the Indian trade and indu.stry. 

While Tcnga exports copr0 to India, it imports items like tea, 

essential oils textile yarn, cott_on fabric.s, spices, readymade 

garments, 

At present there appears to be a gocd demand fer steel 

plates, motor clu.tches, wheels, motors H.P. air cccled, petrel 

and diesel, hydrau.lic hau.z, hydralllic valves, vcltage stabilizers 

and imitation jewellery, 

.Westerns~ 

Basically agricu.ltu.ral, the ecencmy cf Western Samoa is 

r:iainly dependant on copra, cccoa, timber, banana, rcct crcps, 

and tollrism. The contribu.ticn C'f livestock and fisheries has 

been nwdest. Bu.ilding materials, paints, sDaps, garmsnts, 

precessed foods, and beverages ccmprise the majcr manu.fact11res. 

Handicrafts constitu.te another important item. A timber mill 

complex has been established by an ,<rnerican firm. The Western 

Sai~oa Tru.st Estates Corpcraticri is engaged amcng ethers in 

productirn of beef and envisages ample scope fo.r expansir·n cf 

this line, besides the prospect cf the man:u.factu.re cf dairy 

prr-du.cts. The Ford Precessing Labora:t;cry is c u.rrently prrd 11cing 

fru.it juices/pu.lp based rn passion fru.it, mange, papaya and banana .. 
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It alsc manu.factllres jams, dried spices a,;·1 ;'ruitE, rrnd sallces. 

Sccpe exists fer expansicn and divera:Lt~J)·.,::_'. ;-, 'i' ·its lines 

of prcdllcticn net r.nly fer drmestic crn8umr,,oi,r; bllt alsc fer 

exports. 

l1ccording to the Frllrth Develf'pment Plan (1980-84), the 

agricllltural prlicy is likely to undergo a major reorientaticn 

with emphasis en gradllal development rf ccmmercial plantatirns, 

vill?ge agr_iculture ar,d frrost rescllrces. In the manllfactllring 

sector the gcvernment is enccL1raging diversificatirn of 

productj_cn thrcugh processing cf primary ccmmcdities bcth fer 

drmestic as well as fer expert pllrpr-ses, It intends to assist 

the private sector tc the maximlll!l extent and to that end, the 

Enterprises Incentives Scheme is under review. Basic infrastruc

tllre fer tourism is being strengthened. Variclls incent:ives 

are given in enccuraging primary and seo~nda:::-y prcdllcticn in the 

C r,•mtry. There 'are 'prcspects f"r ''w:•"·'v·• pn-.C,oqc,"nc- rf' c 0 c-nllt' l.. · i.,u.~ i.,· J. I.,; •.. · •·. _1_ I .. ~~ ,--;; ~ ,_, .J..---C; .._,....., ,._ ___ l ... 

and cocoa, fruits & vegetables, as well as fer the manufact=e 

0f weed en furniture fer expc·rts. 

Experts ccn.sisting largely of crcca, copra, ether 

o,ccnllt prc·ducts inclllding cream, milk and timber, tare and 

bananas aoccllnted fer US $ 18 in 1979 declined tr US $ 11 millicn 
i1 

in 1 9,i.l?J. Imports were of the order cf $ 1 07 milli en in 1 979 

and !t 68 millirn in 1981, crmprising mrst rf the requiremm1ts cf 

feed and manllfactllred items. ·The main trading partners are 

New Zealand, Australi~-;'---Japan, West Germany and Netherlands. 

India's experts tr Yfost Same-a were arrwd US$ 77,694 

and US $ 32,638 in 1980 and 1981 respectively. Impcrts frcm 

Western Same-a have hcwever been nil. 

,i number cf Indian experts arJd teachers have be on either 

recruited directly by the gcvernment cf Vlcst Sarwa er de;:mted 

by internaticnal agencies. 



Trade Expansion betwe,en India ,Elnd South Pacific Island 
Countries 

Among the South Pacific Island countries under 

survey Fiji provides substantial scope for trade a,s well 

as joint ventures for India. As it is there is keen 

competition from multinational companie~ especially of 

Australia and New Zealand which are involved in trading 

and retail marketing of a wide' variety ,of go,ods, besides 

having a hold on m'an'ufacturing ~nd shipp5.,-;g sGrvic es. 

It may be mentioned that th~ A~stralian Govain~ent, for 

instance, gives loans to Fiji businessmen in joint 

venture participation with Australian compahiss under 

special eid scheme to assist Fiji organisations in 

taking up required equity. Exports from Australia have 

high reputation of quality products and in most cases 

the air freight costs from Australi~ are cheaper thari even 

the sea freight cost due to special cargo rates. SPARTECA 

also gives added advantages to the Australian and 

New Zeal and exporters. Other countries including Japan, 

UK and USA have also been fairly active. It is therefore 

essential that the Indian manufacturers and exporters 

match in terms of product, price, packaging, aft8r sa:'.e 

service and delivery schedules with th air counterparts 

from abroad. 

One of the major constraints in trade expansion 

between India and South Pa~ific Island countries as a 

whole is the lack of direct shipping facilities. 

The inadequacy of shipping services to the smalierl 

island countries of the South Pacific is one of the 
Indian 

weakest links in / trade relations with ,these countries. 

Th,is inadequacy is char,acterised by the conspic,uous 

absence of direct sailings from Indian port,s ,tu,, these, 

markets. 
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Presently, cargo for Fiji and oth··,r su~·vay countries 

is accepted by the Shipping Corporation of India on 

trans-shipmant basis at Singapore/Auckland on its East 

Coast of I ndia-Singapore/Naw Zealand servic a, and for 

{rans-shipment at Sydney on the Wast/East Coast bf 

India-Australia services. The former sarvic e is -availablB 

once in two months while the latter onc~•in a month. 

It may be mentionad that the Shipping Corporation of India 

is the only Indian shipping line providing this servic a 

on a regular basis to Australia. and Naw Zealand. 

The non-availability of adequate cargo load is 

reported to be the biggest constraint in the provision of 

direct shipping services as .the total, cargo traffic is 

hardly of the level of 300/350 .tonnes, giving .a.n a\/arage 

.of about 25 tonnes par ma.nth, and mu::h las·s. ,in ta:rms of 

liftings available pa~ . ' . s_a1-.Lins ?ro!11 different.· Indian po rt s 

viz., Bombay, C. □ chin, Tuticorin•, Calcutta and· H-aldia from 

whc,ra sar.vicas to Australia and New Zealand are available. 

As stated abpva,. cargo to Fiji an~ other suivc,y 

countries is. ace apt ad· by th a Shipping Corporation' of India 

with trans-shipment at Singapor.e/Auckl'and/Sydnay. But,. this 

trans:-shipmant is highly dependant on on-carrying·'vassals, 

which are either n6t available for on-carriage immediately 

or even within· a reasonable time ~ftar cargo 'is iandc,d at 

trans-shipment ports, or are highly raluc'tant to carry 

smaller quantitie.s of. ·cargo offered for ·carr:iaga in the 

abs enc a of a stable and lo'ng-tarm C errying 'a:tran gsman+: 

with them. Consaquaritly, cargo destined fo:c Fiji 3nci 

other· dastin.atio.ns .has· to wait at tra11s-shO:pmen't points 

for an inordinately long time resulting in delayed· 

d~liveries, involving inevitably additional war~housing 

expanses and increased susceptibilities of loss ~nd 

dam.age. 
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While direct shipping servic ss to these smaller 

island markets are not feasible for want of adequate 

cargo traffic, there is no doubt that the existing 

on-carrying arrangements lea.ve much to be desired, It 

is ·necessary ·to o·verci:Jme and. resolv·e the problems 

through a more stable and dependable arrangement which 

lies in the establishment and operation nf trans-shipment 

depots at one or two parts, in th·e South East Asian 

region, lying across the major sea routes frequented by 

many shipping lines, with heavy conglomeration of traffic 

and from where trans-shipment servi~es are available 

on a regular basis. 

Judged by these criteria, Singapore commends itself 

as an ideal candidate for the location of such a depot, 

where cargo for different destinations presently not 

served on direct basis could be aggregated for despatch 

to their respective destination markets immediately 

after discharge. This implies prior through- booking 

arrangements for all cargo to be aggregated at the 

trans-ehip~ent depot for despatch to ultimate destinations. 

The SEtting up of such a trans-shipment depot would 

certainly help establish a m6re stable and viable 

arrangement. with on-carrying ·1ines tt,an is otherwise the 

case. Such a depot could. be owned and operated either by 

th.e Shipping Corporati.on of India. which is presently the 

only Indian shipping line ~roviding the services in 

South East Asian region, or jointly in association with 

other interested Indian shipping lines. The lac ation of 

a trans-shipment depot at Singapore would appear to be 

justified also from the viability angle bec 3 u 8 8. it would 

help serve a much la.rger area comprising .d est in atio ns in 

the South Pacific e.g. Fiji, Western Samoa, Celeb·es, 

Papua New Guinia etc. not served on a direct basis and 

also other countries to •.which the sEJrvice is otherisise 

inadequate, e.g. Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. 
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Linkage with the crncerned grvernments tr- decide en 
'mariagemen t, finance, training and ether _packages 
. cf assistance; 

vi) Trairlini .:c f l('cnl wrrkers in identical ind.ustries 
in the, _P.C;lll)try llrl-d ertaking techn clr gy transfer; 

vii)·. 'Supply 'cf mach:i.1,~ry, tcrls, equipments, etc. 
· · f_cr.- settingr up industries in the. h1?st ccuntry 

by the cruntry Uildertaking technology transfer; . . ' . ~ 

viii) Supply •Cf management for installt;,ticn, C('mmissi.rn, and 
running of plants,fc'.r a specific pericd agreed upcn; 

ix) In-plant training ·aYid handing ever the plant tr, · 
naticnals. 

Given the1 !'lb~~~~package apprrach tc techrwlcgy transfer 

en specific grrups rf items rf·lines ·t,f p~c,ductic•n. there appears 
. ' 

to be adequai;e 'sccpe fcYr technici'll 'coc·peraticn between India 

and the survey ccuntries-., . 
' J 

The s_trategY. ,;f, technical cr·rperati~n between India 

and Fiji is wrrth crnsideratirn' especially in Ba District 

rwing .to ;varirus. inherent advantages. For instance, 
' • j • : - ;. • 1 ,., ' - ., , • • . • 

Crcvm land is available fer establishing an industrial . .... . -'. , . . 
zr,ne which .crm be made available at nominal rental basis. 

~ --i' ·, •. ♦ • ~.... ~. • 

The Ba T('wn Ocuncil is prepared tc undert2ke the 

sub-divisi,·n cf s.LlCh• land· if made available by ths 

Gc•vern□en·t; It"'is'. also: knrwn that the Gcvernment has 
I ,._. ~ , 

already reserved a portirn rf la.nd·.airng Kcrr·nubu Read 

which it ·intends tt sub-divide 'f .. cr "ind us.trial purpc.ses., r, .. , ~l. 

Ba is· capable cf prc•viding stable rnanprwe.r brth skilled. 

and un-skilled_ at wage rates below- those prevalent in 
' ' 

majc,r urbari centres. The Fiji Institute cf ·rechnrlrgy, 

Western Divisirnal Centre is adequately geared tc 

prc,vide technical training witheut the need fer bring'ing 

in 2utside_ specialists. 
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Be is the bi5gest dis·Lrict w:i.1;h a po_pulati on cf 

over 4R,,OOO which it is unable tc st1stain with agricultural 

production ,)J.o,,eo The rate of une;;iployment is comparatively 

higher ond hence there is a strong case for diversifying 

industrial deveJ.opment for _the benefit of the local people 

of the cotu-;·cry. It is also known that the trade union 

activj_tieR are negligiblb and this has been one of the 

reaFJor.e j_n the receLt growth of the industrial sector in Ba. 

It ha:c; besides stable co1DIDercial community keen on entering 

the industrial sector. Lautoka located 32 kms away, 

linked by tarsealed road, ,can prcvide ··the necessary port 

facilj_-t,~_es. Provision of water and electricity for future 

grovrth. is also adequate. 

Ag2.inst the above background the strategy for technical 

c oope:r:ation will cover both _rural development as we 11 as 

industrial expansion in the Ba district. Under rural develop

ment, prospects exist for processing of various fruits and 

vegetables such as pineapple, mango, guava, karela; and 

mushrooms. Besides there are good prospects for exports of 

one-day chicks, and orchids. Manufacture of gobar gas, 

cattle feed, milk products and honey also holds prospects, 

Ind1lstries for manufacture of ccc.onut, floor tiles, ceramics, 

leather goods, wrod carvings, engineering items, etc. appear 
-feasible o • 

Papua 1, ev~_Gua,Iie?. _ 

:Prospects exist for setting up ·seccndary industries 

fer m2nufc18turing household utensils/appliances, office 

equj_pm<ant a,1d static-nery, automobile accessories & parts, 

rubber goods, leather & leather m□ nufactures including 

footwear, low-cost radio assembly, -fruit canning, steel 

& steel products (small rolling mills running mostly on 

scraps fr.r manufacture of reds,_ angles, secticms, etc.), 
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of pineapples, treatment of vanila, vanila ril and passicn frLlit, 

Need fDr a few Tongans visiting India for educating themselves 

with the working of small scale industries in India has been 

stressed. An expert in the field cf cottage industry is 

presently required in ·J'cnga. The services rf anr"ther specialist 

from India on wr.cd carving rind bambor wrrk for training the 

lccal wcrkers has also been emphasised. 

Western Saman 

Western Samao offers adequate E'C'cPS fer teohnical 

cc;cperaticn in the area cf rural deviol,.·r,:,21:t and small scale 

industries. Interest has been expressed in seeking technical 

cr,cperatir•n in leather tanning, cultivaticn cf rcbusta coffee, 

cashewnut, spices and sandalwocd. 

Of special significance to West Samao is the need for 
' . --· training cf the persc:n:nel involved in prcducticn, precessing, 

and quality ccntrcl rf frLlits and vegetables, currently produced 

by the :F'oC'd Precessing Laboratcry in Apia. Textile printing 

and garment manufacture are ether important areas especj_ally 

for assisting exports cf hand printed fabrics, garments, 

tablecloths, etc. rf tradi ticnal pclynesien designs •. Technical 

assistance in the fcnn of exposure tc leading garment ma:nu-. 

facturing crmpanies in West Europe has been suggested. 

West SamaD is also lcrki:ng cut fer experts in lj_qllc•r 

manufacture especially t r assist in imprcvi11g pa ssi cnfrui t 

liquor to wc•rld market standards as well as expertise in 

prod ooi:ng wine in blending gin, v cdka\ etc. frrm distillate, 

and in marketing rverseas. 

'l:he abrve areas are c:nly illustrative rf the :nature and sccpe 

fer technical cc·:peraticn botwee:n India and the survey c,-lllJtries. 

The mcdalities fer prepara_ti'D ,f detailed prrject prcprsals c1nd 

ioplcraontal acti:n thererf have tc be carefully devised by 

apprcpriate rfficial and ncn-cfficial rrga:nisaticns. 
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11NNEXURE 1 

T0Till ·fRADE GF SELEC'l' SOUTH PA0I:B'I0 ISlAND 
CCUNTRIES 

Papua New Guinea· 

Imports 

Exports 

Solomon Islands 

Fiji 

Imports 

Exports 

Imports 

Exports 

Western Samc.a· 

Imports 

Exports 

'ronga 

Imports 

Exports 

I·1i lli on US $ 

1 978 1979 j2_80 J.3-81 

676 788 950 1 ,034+ 

780 964 1,049 1, 069+ 

35 

35 

3.55 

193 

26 

6 

57 

470 

251 

107 

18 

29 

8 

65 

70 

562 

350 

85 

24 

34 

1 1 

64 

632 

315 

68 

1 1 

36 

Source: (a) Handbook of Internatirnal Trade anri 
Development Statistics 1 1981 Su,nplement, 
UNCTAD (1978,79 and 80/ 

(b) C ountrywise statistics ( 1 981) 

(c) + Estimated 
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IMPORTS &. EXPORTS BY ;,']J\JOH CG'; C ,IJ'Y GRCiJY:i 
CF WESTEHN S.sl·;IG.l . . 

(US $ '000) 

yroup 

F ocd 

Beverages and 
•.robacco 

Crude 
Materials 

Minerals, 
:l!"uels, etc. 

linimsl & 
Vegetable 
Oils and 
Fats 

Chemicals 

ManufactL!I'ed 
Goods 

Machinery 
and 
Transport 
Equipment 

Miscellaneous 
MRnufactured 
Gcods 

Miscellaneous 
Transsctio;s 

_ · Imports 
1978 1.98,Q Group 

11 , 645 
2,982 

1 , 130 

3,905 

420 

3,229 
1 O, 95 9 

13,453 

4,831 

1 

13,soo Banana 124 
1,655 Fruits & 

Veget,~bles 

1,759 Coffee, tea, 3,594 
r, oc oa and 

10,682 spices 
Copra 4,819 

472 Wood & 
by-products 195 
Other 2,400 

3,862 
14,641 

13,138 

4,270 

14 

491 

1,377 
3,366 

· 9,397 

362 
2,902 

52,557 64,292 Total 11,132 17,691 

SoL!I'ce: Bssed on South Pacific Economi.es -
Statistical Suminary, South Pecifio 
Commission, Noumea, New Oaled.nniao 
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,\N.NEXURE 6 

TMPORTS & EXPORTS BY MAJOR CONMODITY GROUPS 

Group 

Food 

Beverages and 
Tobacco 

Crude 
Materials 

Minerals, 
Fuels, etc. 

Animal & 
Vegetable Oils 
and Fats 

Chemicals 

Manufactured 
Goods 

Machinery and 
Transport 

· Equipment 

Miscellaneous 
Manufactured 
Goods 

Miscellaneous 
Transactions 

Total 

OF TONGA ~-·--

Imports 
1 978 1 980 

1,120 ·8,0B4 

1,814 2,227 

1,282 1,854 

2,645 4,891 

27 

1,304 

4,983 

4,334 

1,983 

55 

32 

1,936 

6,809 

5,813 

2,539 

158 

Grou,12 

Fish & seafoods 

Banana 

Fruits 
& Vegetables 

Coffee, Tea, 
Cocoa and spices 

Other crops 

,6nimal feed 

Copra 

Coconut oil 

Wood & by
products 

Shells, coral 
etc. 

Other 

Total 

Source: Basea 01 South Pacific Economies -
Statistical Su=ary, South Pacific 
Commission, N0umea, New Caledonia. 
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• 

(US$ '000) 

_Ex_ports __ 
1 978 1 980 

144 

208 

185 

207 

254 

3,411 

68 

68 

959 

7 

433 

442 

421 

1 , 112 

226 

I 
549 

3,470 

1 52 

327 



• 
Fiji 

,iNNEXURE 7 

TRADE BErWEEN INDIA AND SELECT SGUTH PACIF'IC ISI.iND_Q,~lll'fritIES 

Imports 

Exports 

6,634,382 
35,312 

7,477,896 
22,827 

(US '"') 

5,818,739 
78,632 

Papll.a New Gll.inea 

Imports 

Exports 

NA 

NA 

- NA 

NA 
579,898 

10,040 
(J8n-uct.) 

Soloman IslBnds 

Imports 

Exp•.rts 

Western Samoa 

Imports 

Exports 

Tonga 

Imports 

Exprrts 

30,694 
Nil 

NA 

40,100 
153 

17,365 
Nil 

77,694 

75,722 
494 

21,854 
Nil 

22,342 
NA 

Soll.roe: (i) Overseas Trade F•iji, Bll.reall. of StRtistics, Sil.Va. 

(ii) NBtional Statistical uffice, Wards Strip, Papll.a 
New Guinea (Unpublished) 1981. (The annual i'npo:::-t 
datn relate to sections: Chemic8ls & related 
p1°d1J.ots; man1J.fact1J.red goods chiefly by ,n.,terj_al; 
mBchinery and transport equipment; miscellaneous 
m.8n1J.f.<Jct1J.red articles) 

(iii) Exports end Imports by Country and Com1odity; 
Ministry of Po reign ilffairs and .Bxterna 1 'l"rBde, 
Soloman Islands, HcniBra (Unpublished), 

(iv) Retll.rn of the Trade, UorILTTicroe nIJd Sbj_ppine; 
of Western Samoa, Api8. 

(v) Foreign Trade R~ports of Tonga, Naku' Alofa. 
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REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR 

THE COMMITTEE OF TEN 

(Kuwait, 8-9 January 1983) 

In response to the invitation of the United Nations Programme on 

Regional and Inter:cregional Cooperation in the 1980' s (UNITAR), the 

General Secretariat of the League of Arab States, the government of the 

Republic of Tunisia and a number of Arab experts met in Tunis during the 

period 2-3 November 1981 to examine regional and inter-regional cooperation 

in the Arab region. A µumber of resolutions were made, namely: 

I- The identification of priority research areas in the light of the 

Strategy of Joint Arab Economic Action and the Charttrof Arab National 

Action. The research areas chosen were: 

a- Human resources 

b- Food security 

c- Planning and integration 

2- The establishment of a Committee of Ten experts responsible for the 

programme of research and studies in the Arab reginn. 

3- All Arab research projects would be financed and administered by 

Arab sources. Administrative costs connected wi'th the Programme on 

Regional and Inter-regional Cooperation as a whole would be met by 

UNITAR while inter-regional projects involving non-Arab researchers 

and/or non-Arab regions would be jointly financed. 

The Committee of Ten met for the first time in Tunis during the period 

29-30 July·l982: 

I- The Committee discussed the report and recommendations made by the 

Panel of Eminent Persons, during its first meeting i·n Brussels, finding 

them a valuable guide to its work particularly in defining the contours 

of the programme .)lnd i·n detailing the research ares. 

2- The Committee reviewed the list of experts who mi'ght be charged to co

ordinate the three research projects chosen.Dr. Darem Al~llassam, of the 

Arab Planning Institute (Kuwait), was designated to coordinate the 

human resources research team. He was also charged with following up 

the contacts he had already made with various scientific institutions 
to 

and researchers that would /like contrib.ute to the realization of the 

programme. 

3- The Committee decided to enlarge its membership in view of enriching 

its iritellectual basis. 
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4- The Committee finally chose a coordinator with primary responsibilities 

in facilitating contacts between its members', preparing its meetings 

and acting as a liaison officer witli UNITAR headquarters. 

The second meeting of the Committee of Ten was held in Tunis during the 

period 22-23 November 1982. During this meeting: 

I- The Committee examined the evolutions that took place since its first 

meeting. It discussed the food security and human resources research 

projects. Dr.K.Tahseen Ali and Dr, Mohammed 'M, El~Imam agreed to 

coordinate the work of the research groups on food security and planning 

and integration respectively, They were both asked, along with Dr. 

Darem Al-llassam, to prepare comprehensive reports on their fields to 

be presented to the Panel of Eminent Persons during its present meeting 

in Kuwait, 

2- The Committee further examined the problem of financing the research 

programmes. The coordinators of the res.-arch teams are expected to 

evaluate their own needs and to prospect possiole sources of funding. 

Members of the Committee of Ten shall also endeavour to tap sources 

of financing within their own instituti'ons,, 

Dr. KhaledM. 

Coordinator 

Khaled 

~ 
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Issues raised by the Panel of Eminent Persons 
in its Meeting in Kuwait on 8-9 January, 1983 

The Panel of Eminent Persons of the UNITAR Programme on Regional 
and Interregional Cooperation reviewed progress by the programme's 
international research network in its studies of issues concerning 
such cooperation and made a number of recommendations concerning 
the activities of the Programme in the context of the present 
international economic situation, 

The Panel recognized the obstacles facing regional and interregional 
cooperation as an element in South-South cooperation but stressed 
that implementing such forums of cooperation may be the only feasible 
way to resolve the complex problems facing the international communities 

in this decade, 

The main points stressed by the Panel are the following : 

1. THE NEED TO BALANCE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UN SYSTEM AND EXISTING 
NON-UN REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS : 

The United Nations system should plan and implement its activities 
in a manner that would complement and support the work of the 
non-UN regional organizations in the developing countries. While 
global aspects of planning should remain with the United Nations 
system regional project and programme planning and implementation 
should be the responsibility of the non-UN regional organizations 
with the help and support of the UN Regional Commissions and other 
UN bodies, Generally speaking, it would be_ necessary to further 
investigate the way a two-way and mutually beneficial cooperation 
could be developed between UN and non-UN regional governmental 
bodies so as to establish systematic relationship between them 
to support efforts at regional cooperation, 
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2, THE NEED FOR ALL COUNTRIES TO CHOOSE THE REGIONAL GROUP TO 
WHICH THEY WISH TO BELONG: 

(!J 

It was noted that in the past the determination of developing 
countries to. be meinbers of regional groupings was attributable 
to their northern partners and that this led to the definitions 
of regions in the South which did not necessarily correspond 
to geopolitical or economic realities. At times this was 
associated with the desire of some industrialized countries 
to maintain certain developing countries within their political 
ambit. It was underlined that efforts should be directed to 
promoting endogenous definitions of regions whether on the basis 
of geographical contiguity or similarity of production or the 
complementarity of their economies in such a way as is deemed. 
by member countries in the regions to best serve their national 
interest, 

3, THE NEED TO ACHIEVE A BALANCED ASSESSMENT OF PAST FAILURES OF 
REGIONAL COOPERATION IN ORDER TO POINT THE vJAY TOWARD MORE 
PROMISING FUTURE DIRECTIONS : 

It would appear that the high rate of failures of schemes of 
regional economic cooperation cannot be attributed to any one cause. 
Regional cooperation can neither be reduced to a simple question of 
trade on the one hand nor is it tantamount to an operation of 
transfer of resources on the other hand. The inequality of 
distribution of benefits is one of the causes of failure but not 
the only one. The reasons for past failures should therefore be 
further- investigated region by region with a view to deriving 
policy recommendations concerning pitfalls to be avoided in the 
future. 
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4. THE MAJOR PRECONDITION OF A SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHEMES 

OF REGIONAL COOPERATION: 

In order to guarantee full success of regional and interregional 

cooperation, the investigation ought to be focussed on three 
main factors : 

a) The political will of national governments to implement 
regional ard interregional strategies for collective self

reliance. 

The political leaders have to be convinced that the only 
desirable future available to many countries, is one of 
collective self-reliance founded upon joint economic interest. 
The establishment of such kind of unions can only succeed 
if constant political pressure from political leaders is 
maintained, 

b) The legal, technical and administrative obstacles to regiona
lization of development. 

One cannot stress enough that the establishment of a regional 
scheme is a painstaking and often very technical operation 

which needs to be carried out by expert civil servants and 
technicians. The UN, with all itse<pertise in its specialized 
bodies, and the existing regional institutions could be of 
great assistance in tackling legal, technical and administrative 
obstacles to regionalism. 

c) The problenof public support. 

The problem of public support is fundamental in achieving 
successful regional cooperation. The opposition or support of 
citizens can play a significant role in frustrating or sustaining 
initiatives adopted by national governments. Therefore, original 
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approaches for motivating public support have to be found. 
The general part of the Report should be drafted in simple 
language, understandable by the common reader. 

5. THE FACTOR OF MUTUALITY OF CONCRETE INTERESTS AS A MOTIVATION 
FOR ACHIEVING REGIONAL COOPERATION IN PRACTICE : 

Since interests are upto now the main causes of action at national 
and international levels, the common interests of states in a 
regional framework should be considered a primary pre-requisite of 
feasible and realistic schemes of regional cooperation. The 
Panel strongly recommends that the institutes members of the 
international research network center their final report on action 
oriented perspective. They can find common interests in areas 
of regional cooperation such as 

- Food security systems using all possible regional 
complementarities; 

- A system of regional financing to enhance the international 
flow of funds; 

- A system of human resource utilization including complementa
rities in labour capabilities and technical skills. 
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6. THE RElLVANCE OF THESE OBJECTIVES TO THE PURPOSES OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS 

The Project is very important for the future of UN system 
in general and from the point of view of increasing the 
efficiency and relevance of the World Organization in particular. 

< 

In the decades since the establishment of the UN a complex 
structure of intergovernmental regional and subregional institu
tions have been set up. Many of these institutions are working 
within the framework of United Nations and of the specialized 

agencies. They accumulated valuable experience and enhanced 
regional cooperation in different areas. Some of the institutions 
are working outside the UN structure. The programme is the very 
first attempt which analyses regional and interregional cooperation 
from global and national perspectives. From the point of view 

·of the economic security of each country thus provides a valuable 
insight to the results, shortcomings and to the immense reserve of experi

ence\ With all these, the project contributes to the better 
understanding of the problems and to the promotion of progress 
in the field of cooperation among developing countries, it reveals 
some of the future possibilities in the global institutional 
cooperation in the implementation of any international development 
strategy and formulate concrete programmes for the countries and 
for the international organizations. 
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The project is implemented with the participation of important 
political personalities, scholars, research institutions, 

representatives of regional bodies and N.G.O.s from every 
continent, from countries with market economies, developing 

countries and centrally planned economies. It utilizes the 
expertise, the experiences and the ideas of all these sources. 
Never in the history of the UN was such an important gathering 
assembled to discuss the difficult problems of regional coopera
tion in a comprehensive interdisciplinary and international 
framework. Its findings may be especially helpful for the 

Regional Commissions but also for the Specialized Agencies 

and the whole UN system. 

********* 

In regard to its ovm work, the Panel of Eminent Persons wishes 
to have three kinds of meetings and consultations : 

a) Systematic consultations with the United Nations Regional 
Economic Commissions and tbei.r Executive Secretaries; 

b) Similar consultations with the Executive Officers of non-UN 
regional bodies active in the region where the Panel meets; 

c) Joint consultations with the Executive Officers of the major 
regional bodies at a central location for a sustai.ned exchange 
of views and exploration of the possibility of a harmonization 

of their activities. 



SOME NOTES ON PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND IMPLEMENTING 
A GWBAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM ORIENTED TOWARD 

ENCOURAGING REGIONAL COOPERATION 

L. Ronald Scheman, Assistant Secretary for Management 
of the Organization of American States ·· 

December 8, 

Important financial and progra11Dnatic implications result from 

any plan to deliver development services based on the •concept of 

regional administration of regional needs. To be meaningful, such 

a ·system must take into account a wide range of services now 

programmed on global level and seek an effective integration of 

operations. The underlying premises of such an integrated 

mechanism would: 

1. Focus on the regional agency as most adaptable and 

responsive to national needs and priorities; 

2. Promote regional cooperation by according it fu.11 

responsibility for regional economic and social 

decision--making and project execution; 

3. Strengthen regional development capabilities by channeling 

increased financial and technical resources of the 

developed countries through the global agencies to the 

regional organizations. 

4. Inter-relate the complementary development functions of 

global and regional agencies; 

The integration of regional efforts as an effective component 

of global development assistance requires close attention to the 

financial weakness of regional groupings, which has impeded any 

1982 

/(0 
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fair test of regional capabilities in the past. The practical 

impediment to initiating new regional operations, or strengthening 

those already formed, is the lack of an adequate framework for 

resource allocation to make it work. A solution is possible, but 

... requires a careful analysis of the three basic areas of the 

international development system: planning, progra11DDing, and 

project execution. 

In detail, the principal functions can be divided as follows: 

A. Planning Cycle 

1. Establishing policy guidelines 

2. Determining specific program policy 

3. Program policy coordination 

4, Establishing budgetary targets 

B. Programming Cycle 

5. Program and budget formulation and preliminary approval 

6. Program and budget review and reco11DDendations 

7. Final program and budget approval 

C. Operational Cycle 

8. Mobilization of financial resources 

9. Mobilization of technical resources 

10. Program execution 

11. Coordination among agencies 

12. Monitoring and evaluating operations and administration 

The overall objective of the system would be to assure that 

the development resources would be applied to programs decided 

upon by the countries of the region and that regional ,, 
,,, 
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professionals would get maximum training in program management, 

while the back-up capabilities of the world institutions would be. 

at their disposal for mobilizing resources and technical aid, 

An effective solution to these requirements would be a system 

which would dllow program goals to be determined at the initiative 

of the regional agency and also accord them the basic 

responsibility for implementation. ·The global institutions would 

still retain the major functions in establishing policy 

guidelines, mobilizing, allocating and monitoring world resources, 

financial and technical, for development purp~ses, and ensuring 

coordination and effective appHcation of resources, This would 

imply a division of the principal functions in an acceptab,le 

manner, The definition of program policy, budget formulation and 

project execution (Functions 2, 5, and 10 above) would be 

performed by the regional agencies. Establishing program 

criteria, program review, coordination, and allocating resources 

(Functions 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, and 12) would remain the 

responsibility of the world agency,. Mobilization of financial and 

technical resources (Functions 8 and 9) would be shared, Those 

issues which transcend regional interests would continue a global 

concern. 

A model of operations under a global regional division of 

labor would be as follows: 

Planning cycle. The initial policy guidelines (fields of 

major concern) and budget targets for application of.world 

resources would be set by the global agency, Thereafter, t)'le 
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major responsibility for application of those policies to regional 

needs would rest with the regional agency, For this purpose, the 

regional authority would be composed of various functional 

divisions comprising the highest government officials in specific 

substantive areas, suet as agriculture, telecommunications, or 

health, who would convene regularly to reconunend program 

priorities in their field, Those recommendations would be 

forwarded to the global agency responsible for monitoring the 

functional activity (e.g., the FAD, UNESCO, WHO) which could make 

suggestions for the purpose of coordination with other regions of 

the world. At this stage, allocation of available resources and 

budgetary levels to the regions would also be established to 

achieve balance and equity among the different regions, The 

recommendations of the world body would be returned to the 

regional body for preparing specific regional development programs 

based on these reconnnendations, 

Programming cycle. The formulation of the specific program 

and budget for regional activities would be the responsibility of 

the regional authority, This would be subject to the budget 

targets established by the world body, Decision-making should be 

no more difficult than the kind of program allocations made in the 

U.N. at present, The world agency would not be empowered to 

change the regional agencies' programs, but could make 

recommendations to the regional authority, It could, however, 

have authority to recommend or require joint action between 

regional groups, especially in activities susceptible to savings 

by inter-regional cooperation, such as research or training, 



Operational cycle. The mobilization and allocation of 

financial resources would be a shared responsibility. All 

nations, developed and developing, would remit their international 

development quotas or pledges to s single development fund that 

would be disbursed to the regional authorities by the world 

agency. No new financial resources from the developed countries 

would be required, since ample resources would be available by 

redirecting funds from existing United Nations programs. The 

system of quotas could be supplemented by an incentive fund for 

,feach regional agency, which would be disbursed on a matching 

basis to funds raised by·the member governments of the region. 

Once financing is determined, program implementation would be 

the responsibility of the regional agency. To bridge the gap of 

technical expertise not readily available in the region, the 

global agency would maintain a worldwide register of qualified 

technicians and consultants available for international 

assignments, assisting the regional authority to staff its 

projects and coordinating utilization of experts among the 

regions. The global agency would also assume the role of 

''management adviser" to the regional groups, with management 

systems teams available to ensure maximum application of modern 

management tools. However, major emphasis would be placed on 

participation in the management component to ensure practical 

training of local development expertise. 

Finally, the global agency would play the role of evaluator to 

' review the administration and operation of the various proj'ects 

and to make the recommendations to the regional agency for 
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improvement, Such a role assumed by a global agency would help 

assure the developed nations that their resources were being used 

as effectively as possible, 

There would be no constraints on a healthy sphere of 

supplementary activities on either the regional or global levels, 

The regions could amplify the programs financed from world funds 

by having special regional quotas for their own programs which 

would not have to be referred to the global agency, The global 

agencies would retain their present responsibilities relating to 

international policy in the many facets of development problems 

which transcend regions and the mobilization of world expertise 

and public opinion for specialized universal problems. Even in 

such areas, however, the regional organizations would have an 

essential role as a local forum, analyzing the issues from the 

regional point of view, and in assisting the member governments to 

arrive at effective and informed regional opinion. 

The basic premise of this suggestion is to delineate the 

complementary functions of the global and regional authorities 

arriving at a division of labor allocating to each what they are 

best equipped to perform. This implies a fundamental 

re-evaluation of United Nations operating procedures to strenghten 

regional capacity as an executing agency for development 

programs. An operating example of such a division of labor, which 

might serve as a useful model for such a world development system,. 

is the arrangement between the World Health Organization (WHO) and 

the Pan American Health Organization (PARO), whereby the cha'rters 
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of the two agencies incorporate a division of responsibilities 

allocating all program ac.tivities in the western hemisphere to 

PAHO, PAHO's Directing Council serves as the convocation of the 

ministers of health of the region, and their reconnnendations make 

regional health program policy, The budgetary allocations of WHO 

for the western hemisphere are channeled through the PAHO, which 

also bears responsibility for project execution. In addition, 

PAHO also maintains its own supplementary budget and programs 

using local resources, 

Such a financing plan and division of responsibility opens a 

wide range of opportunities, It reduces administrative costs 

deriving from multiple administration of overlapping activities. 

It ensures adequate financial support for regional initiatives, 

It allocates regional resources with the active and direct 

participation of the governments involved, It enables responsible 

regional officials to make decisions taking into account the total 

resources devoted to the issues concerning the region. It 

increases local participation and provides a training ground for 

regional officials. 

The most important benefit, from the point of view of 

effective coordination of a dynamic international development 

system, is that governments would be able to rely on a single 

agency in each field, thereby saving an enormous amount of costly 

time monitoring the activities of the different agencies operating 
,, 

in their country, responding to a myriad of "experts," attending 

meetings and performing countless other small but time-consu'ining 
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tasks. On the other hand, the developed countries, who contribute 

the major resources, would be assured effective application of 

their resources by channeling their assistance through a global 

agency upon whom they could rely for reasonable allocation and 

diligent monitoring of resources. 

Under such a system, allocating specific responsibilities and 

financial independence to 1·egional authorities on a comprehensive 

yet functional basis, it is reasonable to project that the growth 

of regional consciousness could become the generator of tremendous 

energy in practical progress toward a more meaningful world 

development system. 
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Trade Cooperation, the Integration of Protected 

Markets and Economic Development. 

A. General Objectives 

The trade integration of the markets of 

• Dr. Alicia Puyana 

developing countries 

has been generally undertaken with a view to alleviating the process 

of imports substitution of the problems stemming from the limited 

nature of the national market by combining the advantages of 

exports: scale economies, technological advancement and market 

prottction: learning by doing, use of productive factors etc. 

Almost without exception the expansion of trade relations, in the 

form of integration of markets or other types, was based on the 

expectati~ns of certain dynamic effects on economic growth arising 

from the greater expansion of the economies of those countries 

participating in the schemes, that is to say, in virtue of the 

different forms through which integration can affect the growth 

rate of the countries by making possible the appearance of those 

economic activities impossible to promote ~ationally, without 

incurring prohibitive social costs, and generating, in the long term. 

an assignation of productive factors more efficient than that 

* CEESTEM Research Worker 

* Preliminary version not to be quoted from without permission_ 
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existing when the process begins. Trade cooperation conceived in 

this way constitutes a development model or a new stage in the 

process of imports substitution. 

Unlike the above, integration among developed countries is limited 

to seeking higher social well-being through marginal changes in the 

production and consumption obtained from geographically discrimina

tory tariff changes. With this conception the traditional theory 

considers integration as a branch of the tariff science and has 

restricted its effort to identifying the static effects of d~V"iat~~n 

and creation of trade, with generally results that go unperceived, 

B. The Evaluation of the Costs and Benefits of Trade Integration 

and Economic Cooperation. 

Some Considerations. 

There has been much written on the contributions of Viner and 

Meade with respect to the costs and benefits of integration. 

Criticism is either genera1 11 or points out its inapplicability 

for the specific case of integration among underdeveloped coun

tries. In either kind of criticism, allusion is made to static 

analysis which subsequently fails to consider the dynamic effects 

on economic growth. But even then, works as famous as those of 

Scitovsky, despite the fact that they include both scale and 

external economies in their analysis, nonetheless operate within 
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a static reference framework. These studies come up with discour

aging results and never allow us to understand not only why the 

proce~ses begin but why they prevail in spite of hugh political cost 

and many inherent contradictions. 

In general terms, we can group together in two main kinds studies 

evaluating the integration processes: those carried out ex ante 

and those carried out ex post. The former are based on the know-

ledge of the preintegration period (for example, st,ructural models: 21 ) 

and the ex post on assumptions with respect to the experience of 

economic integration (for example, residual aggregation models). 
3

/ 

Iri the first case, the studies have a limited use in that they do 

not supply a model that would correct the calculations based on 

recent experiences. This difficulty is overcome in the ex post 

studies which allow for research in time. These, however, present 

many methodological difficulties in the complete and satisfactory 

representation of integrated economies. 

It is commom to all.these works to assume, in an implicit way, 

that the only change affecting trade models is the creation of 

integrative'mechanisms. In the European case, it becomes arbitrary 

to attribute all ch•nges in tfade to the setting up of the EEC. or 

the AELC., given that three schemes were created almost simultaneous

ly and very complex reactivation syst~ms were in operation, systems 

reactivating european economies split into two antagonistic political 

systems. In Latin. America, three integrated markets were set up 

and laws promoting trade and production were always in force. To 
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isolate and ponder on the participation of every factor in the 

tendential changes of trade of the member countries is a complex 

task as yet not attempted. 

In the periods of negotiation and putting into operation of 

agreements, important changes in international economy necessarily 

affecting trade take place. For Europe, we point to the important 

reduction of discrimination against the dollar which occured 

immediately after the formation of the EEC and the AELC. 
4/ 

In Latin America, abstaction is generally made of the effects of 

the rise and fall in the export prices of traditional goods on 

the structure and direction of trade and on iniestment rates. For 

example, consideration is not given to the fact that the imports of 

final consumer goods are higly sensitive, more than intermediary 

or capital goods, to the behaviour of international prices and 

reserves. s;·This is the procedure employed in the evaluative 

studies of Andean Integration, carried out annually by the 

Cartagena Agreement Junta. In studying trade, for example, a 

presentation is made which actually attibutes all the growth of 

reciprocal interchange and investments in industry to the function

ing of the trade programme or to the approving of the PSDI. In 

these studies it is assumed that the changes in tariffs are the 

only factors affecting trade. Consideration is not given, for 

example, to the exchange rate, nor to the fluctuations in relative 

prices, nor to the use of non-tariff restrictions to protect the 
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Perhaps the most serious criticisms levelled against the generalized 

use of· the measuring of the effects of trade creation and deviation 

7/ 
were made recently by Dayal, who suggests that the most serious 

limitations of the works based on said methodology is their partial 

nature, given that a complete evaluation of economic integration 

requieres the analysis of information on trade and production. 

In effect, the creation of trade implies a reduction in national 

production and an increase in the same amount of imports of those 

goods, from the member countries; trade deviation means an increase 

in the imports from the member countries and a corresponding 

reduction in the imports from third party countries, accompanied 

by falls in the production of the latter. Dayal continues to 

criticize the studies because on measuring any of the two effects, 

they calculate the difference between the effective flows of imports 

and those coming from expolating a year's imports with integration. 

The extrapolation is carried out through corrections measured in 

time or by relating imports with the income or consumption of the 

importer country, and, they explain, with integration, the subse

quent disparities. 

In the strict sense, the difference between effective and estimated 

imports can be explained by: i) autonomous changes in prices in 

the supplier country or in_the importer country; ii) changes in 

income, ·consumption or any other macr~econornic variable; iii) changes 
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in different variabies to income, consumption and to the autonomous 

changes in prices; iv) revision of the tariffs and other obstacles 

to imports as a result of integration and v) residual errors due 

to errors in the equation estimated, in the equation's specification, 

in the data, or in the representation of certain variables. 

The studies currently seek to segregate the effects attributable 

to point (ii). The residue difference between the effective and 

estimated imports, effectively attributable to points (i), (iii), 

(iv) and (v), is explained as the exclusive effect of (iv), that 

is to say, due to the changes in the tariffs and other barriers 

to interchange agreed upon in integration. According to Dayal, even 

when the changes in prices as an additional variable are included 

so as to estimate the equation, it would mean the isolation of 

the effects attributable to points (i) and (ii), in such a way that 

the differencescould be explained by three of the five factors 

previously indicated. Moreover, it is normally assumed that the 

errors of point (v) explain 10% more of the difference between 

effective and calculated imports, a percentage sufficient enough 

to alter the trade balance. For the above reasons, the author con-

eludes, the residual method used by Balassa and by the AELC 

Secretariat and many others, is fairly unreliable for the calcula

tion of the effects of economic integration. 81 

Up to this point, general critiques carried out recently with 

resepect to such a diffused µie of the concepts of creation and 

.1 

!I 
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div~rsin~ of trade in the evaluation of the costs and benefits 

of integration. Yery briefly we shall put forward a few additional 

concepts that point to their limited meaning when dealing with 

evaluating integration mechanisms among underdeveloped countries, 

given that it is the case that interests us here.-

According to the traditional theroy of economic integration, the 

effects sought by the countries entering an integration project are 

of a static and dynamic nature; 
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A) Static Effects. 

The international theory of economic integration developed 

for the turopean context, concentrates its analysis on the 

effects on economic welfare. Not withstanding the important 

contribution made by Meade, Johnson, Lipsey and Scitovsky, 

this theory considers economic integration as part of the 

theory of international trade and as a branch of tariff 

science. The latter measures marginal adjustments in 

production and consumption brought about by changes in 

tariffs which are geographically discriminatory but leaves 

9/ aside the problems of economic development. - Viner, for 

example, entirely confined his analysis to the effects 

on production, supposing denand curves without any 

elasticity and supply curves of infinite elasticity. 

In the case of integration between underdeveloped countries, 

the effects on production hold a limited importance. Even 

the utility of using the typical European distinction between 

creation and diverting effects on trade is questionable. 

These limitations are brought about by the following 

factors: 

i) Integration consists in the divertinq cif trade towards 

regional products and the alternative to integration is to 

divert trade towards national products. These are probably 
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less efficient than regional products, because in practice, 

the former have been limited to the national market and 

began the industrialization process protected by high 

tariffs. In co~trast, when Markets are widened, economic 

integration, in. theory, permits companies to reduct 

production costs in a ~horter perdiod of time. In the 

absence of an integration policy, the growth rate of 

domestid demanda would be smaller and would not permit a 

large reduction in production costs in the short term. 

This is more evident in the case of durable consumer 

goods. Economic integration will make the diverting of 

markets process more efficient as regards the reduction 

in real costs in a shorter period of time. 22._/ In other 

words, the only way that the effects of diverting of 

markets makes sense is to consider them in dynamic terms4 

The dynamic effects of market creation are the result of 

the growth of the product of the integrated are and of 

the foreign trade multiplier. 

Independent of the approach from which it is analysed, 

it is very probable that.a productive structure based on 

regional specialization is more efficiekt that exclusively 

directed towards. national markets. Although the optimum 

relation between the price of goods produced regionally 

and those imported within a universal scheme of free trade 
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is not reached, the integrated area would come near to 

reaching a situation of 11 second o]?timum· opt-ion 11
, because 

regional specialization would improve the structures, 

ii) If the diverting of trade permits part of the workforce 

to be directed towards more productive activities, there 

would .be an increase in welfare. This point, which is 

not taken into consideration iri a static analysis, .acquires 

an importance in situations of underemployment or 

unemployment. In the case of countries with a surplus 

labour supply, the economic calculation should balance 

the loss of economic efficiency as a consequence of the 

diverting of trade against the increase in the net social 

product coming from both the utilization of more labour 

and also the creation of greater employment opportunities 

in more efficient sectors, 

iii) The effect of esfablishing a customs union between 

underdeveloped countries represents, in the long term, an 

increase rather than a drop in trade with the outside 

world, This is because, in the first place, when the 

regional economy is stimulated, more capital ·goods from 

countries outside of the group will have to be imported. 

In the second place, the group will exchange industrial 

goods which previously were destined for the national 
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market or were only marginal products in their international 

trade. 
1 2/ Thus the short term horizon of the static 

analysis becomes inadequate. 

iv) At the same time, the effects on regional trade 

conditions vis-a~vis the rest of the world are negligible, 

because those countries are not important buyers on the 

world market of those goods that will be the object of 

intra-regional trade. The changes in conditions -0f trade 

inside the region are more important. The relatively less 

developed member countries will export primary goods and 

will import manufactured goods at prices superior to those 

existing, at a given moment of time, in the international 

market. 

"Precisely because of this imbalance inside 
the region, many of the less developed 
zones within this, do not favour 
the creation of markets at the example 
of their limited manufactures, nor the 
substitution of imports, which is more 
expensive 11 

• .!.2. 

v) The estimates of the "before and after" effects of market 

creation and diverting (in terms of GNP growth based on the 

elasticities of supply and demand of goods to those who have 

granted preference through tariff reductions and bearing 

in mind the substitution of previous suppliers) conclude 

that for the countries and the EEC, there exist few direct 
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quantitative effects on trade. The measure of the benefits 

of a customs union in. terms of GNP and other measures of 

social welfare produce on even more pessimistic picture 

of the development of the EEC and EFTA (European Free Trade 

Association):. according to Johnson, the benefits for the 

EEC countries amount to 0.05%. Bringing up to date the 

1967 calculations, Balassa confirmed this conclusion in 

1974 and suggested that market creation signified a GNP 

increase·of 0.09%. As Scitovsky suggests, the use of the 

basic approach in order to measure quantitative results 

14/ 
always leads to limited_ results. - In his opinion, 

the results should be directed towards the quantifying of 

the measure by which customs unions affect production 

efficiency, in terms of economies of scale, better 

competitivity and the widening of markets. (Table 2 shows 

some of the results of different empirical studies on the 

production effects of various integration plans). 

B. Dynamic effects. 

Given that the basic objective of economic integration 

between underdeveloped countries is to speed up economic 

growth, it is necessary to analyse the contribution of the 

trade programme t_o this process, in the medium and long 

term. ]21 
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In the case of the majority of the schemes integrated by 

developing countries and especially in the Cartagena 

Agreement, the global objective of economic growth is to 

be achieved through the combined action of the trade 

policies of the SPID and the Common External Tariff (CET) 

These last two measures, but especially sector planning, 

are largely responsible for the increase in the rate of 

growth. This is because the final goal cannot be reached 

automatically through the freeing of trade. It is 

considerd necessary to act directly upon the productive 

sector in order to change the composition, direction and 

volume of investments. 

In undertaking an integration process, a country does not 

begin with a situation of general equilibrium nor a situation 

of free world trade. In fact, some tendencies suggest that 

the world is generally moving towards larger distorsion in 

price structures. The less developed countries have 

industrialized and developed their production at the expense 

of specialization and now are trying to change this situation 

using integration in order to increase the volume of 

manufacturing trade. It is hoped that the result in the 

long term, will be changes in the volume and structure of 

trade and in investment. This is the most important 

relation between trade and economic development.~ 
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With the freeing of trade, certain intermediate and final 

consumer goods can be sxchanged within the sub-region, by 

which the necessary foreign exchange is freed in order to 

import capital goods from third countries needed to cover 

the expansion of production. 

In ge,neral terms, economic development is a function of 

capital formation; capital and capital goods availability 

are the determining factors. In turn, the rate of capital 

formation is affected by: i) import capacity, ii) the 

possibility of either substituting consumer goods or capital 

previously imported, or of expanding exports and iii) the 

flow of internal savings. Its contribution to the expansion 

of the rate of capital formation is the most important 

dynamic effect on foreign trade. 
17/ 

In other words, trade 

is not something which only acts upon the trade balance and 

nor is this its principal effect; the growth of the 

manufacturing sector is also affected and trade can also 

stimulate a change of attitudes among foreign and national 

investors .. Changes in the rate of capital formation due 

to trade only appear in the long term, because imbalances 

in the external sector are structural in character and the 

underutilization of resources combined with external 

deficits demand the introduction of controls and.other trade 

restrictions .. 
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To sum up, when analysing the effects of greater trade 

activity, attention should be focussed on the expansion of 

the availability of foreign exchange to finance the grwoth 

of the GNP and on the effects that this produces on income 

and demand. Such positive effects may appear even when the 

net effect of economic integration is the diverting of 

trade. The question that arises is whether the new trade flow 

will or will not have sufficient force to increase and 

optimize the supply of capital equipment so that the dynamic 

effects of trade can be realized. In other words, will 

greater rates of investment and growth be attained? Studies 

carried out by the LAFTA conclude that the new expansion of 

trade is small and that the probable effects on the rate 

of growth of GNP is restricted by the limited capacity 

of the respective systems to react in 1 8/ 
the short term. -

The Central American Common Market (CACM} studies reach the 

same conclusions, although it has been proved that the 

increase in reciprocal trade has been particularly high. ~/ 

C} The effe~ts of Andean trade expansion. 

The effects of the Andean integration programme have been 

analysed, as an example of complex and sophisticated economic 

co-operation, during the first 10 years of its operation, in 

order to establish to what extent the stimuli currently used 

in the integration schemes explain the large growth in 
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reciprocal exports and to what degree this increase 

reflected on the hoped for dynamic effects on economic 

growth. The effects evaluated are: 

i) The increase in the. demand for manufactures, measured 

in terms of the total expansion of trade and the degree 

in which this increased trade leads towards: the better 

utilization of productive factors; the use of economies 

of scale in those factories which are under-utilized; the 

use of external economies and the more complete use of human 

resources. !t is also necessary to establish to what extent 

the above mentioned factors contribute towards higher rates 

of growth of GNP through an increase in employment, income 

per capita, etc. There are also the effects on efficiency 

resulting from the broadening of the level of competitivity 

and the reduction of risks. 

ii) The effects on the volume and the placement of new 

investments, especially in those industries for which the 

national markets are insufficiente 

iii) The effects of polarization, that is to say, the 

worsening of the relative position of the relatively less 

developed member countries.· 
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The study and the measure of these dynamic effects is possible 

in the case of the Andean Group due to the manner in which 

the different commercial lists were integrated, from which 

it i? possible, for example, to evaluate the volume of trade 

in those goods which were not produced before the Agreement 

was signed; in those which do, or do not, receive tariff 

reductions or in those products from Ecuador or Bolivia, with 

or without the benefit of tariff reductions. 

In this analysis, no distinction is made between the exports 

of manufactured products, which do, or do not, receive tariff 

reductions and the products traded within the Andean Group 

outside the area. This methodology has been adopted because, 

as will as seen, the proportion of exiorts which receive 

tariff reductions and are traded within the group of member 

countries is small and tended to fall within the period 

analysed. Intra-regional trade of manufactured goods is a 

relatively small part of the total and in general, the 

member countries export the same or similar products to 

third countries as well. Therefore, it would be difficult 

to isolate the effects of the freed exports of a particular 

industry or company sent to the Andean Group when these same 

produetive units export these and other goods, with and 

without reductions, to the group and to third countries, 

On the other hand, all exports benefit from the indirect 
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_effects brought about by the Treaty and from national policies 

of promotion of manufactured goods exports, 

If the impact of the total exports of manufactured goods in 

the utilization of productive factors was considerable, it 

would necessarily resolve the methodological problem implicit 

in the quantification of the effect attributable exclusively 

to the mechanisms of integration, If, on the contrary, the 

effects obtained do not have important results, one can avoid 

such complications and broaden the conclusion obtained from 

the analysis of total trade to include the impact of trade 

as a consequence of integration. That in actual fact, the 

latter situation is true, will be proved, 

The case of Colombia will be analysed in greater detail 

because this country has the greatest experience of 

promotional policies for the export of manufactures and 

because in this field, the country 1 s behaviour is surprising 

compared with the other Andean countries. In 1975, Colombian 

exports of manufactured products to other member countries 

represented 30% of the total industrial exports of the Andean 

Group and no less than 50% of the intra-regional exports 

of manufactured goods were produced in Colombia. A second 

factor is th~ availability of more detailed information in 

the case of Colombia. Despite the success ·of Colombian 
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exports, it has been demonstrated that the effects on 

growth continue to be extremely limited and therefore it 

can be inferred that the conclusions are equally valid for 

the other member countries. 

The hy~otheses that this section will try and prove refer 

to the limited effect that the promotion of exports of 

manufactured products has had upon the movements of indicators 

such as the co-efficient of exports of industrial production, 

the utilization of. installed capacity, the creation of 

industrial employment and the distribution of income. 

Methodological difficulties cannot be avoided when the effect 

of export promotion policies on total employment and the 

distribution of income is analysed. Considerably more 

detailed information than that available would be required on 

the demand for direct and indirect inputs for natural 

resources, skilled workers, imported machinery equipment 

and other capital goods, in order to establish with precision 

the connections between marginal productivity of exports 

and agricultural and manufacturing production. Information 

at this level is not available within the Andean region. 

Apart from this, the demand for the factors of production 

varied according to the size of the company 201 so much that 

the results altered depending on the size of the company or 
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companies which dominated exports. Also the results varied 

according to the degree of foreign capital in the most 

important export production units. The problem of these 

casual factors is therefore extremely difficult. 

Results. 
21/ 

Intra-subregional exports grew during the period 1969-80 at 

a rate higher than that of total exports. In constant values 

from 1970 intrasubregional trade grew 14.1% annually while 

total trade grew at 2.6%. The participation of subregional 

trade in the total grew considerably from 2.7% in 1970 to 

4.4% in 1980. 

The composition of intra-subregional exports show important 

changes since manufactured exports rose from 25% of total 

exports to 63% in 1980. It should be noted that within total 

external sales, manufactured goods represent only 8%. 

Exports of primary products continue to be important at a 

regional level. It is much more important with respect to 

each one of the countries, 67% for Bolivia, 4% for Colombia, 

19% for Ecuador, 20% for Peru and 85% for Venezuela in 1980. 

The large increase in reciprocal exports of manufactured 

goods changes the structure of total exports but only since 

1978 when the world recession reduces exports to developed 

countries. 
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The growth of manufactured exports is only partially 

attributable to the tariff stimuli of the different lists 

of the trade programme. Analysis suggests that: 

Trade in products favoured with some degree of tariff 

reduction 63% of the custums tariff (total and inmediate 

tariff reduction from 31st December 1970 and automatic 

tariff reduction of 10% annually from 31st December 1970 

until now, for a total of 80%), grew more slowly than total 

trade and at a slower rythm than trade, excluding sugar, 

meat and oil which are considered totally inelastic to trade 

22/ 
mechanisms.~ 

The products included on the list of automatic tariff 

reduction, 50% of the tariff universe which constitutes the 

central mechanism of the trade programme, which received an 

801 reduction on the tariff until 1979, grew 26.61 during 

the period 1969-78. This is a rate considerably less than 

that for total trade. A change in rythm permitted that only 

in 1978 was the percentage participation of 1969, of 16.5%, 

regained. 

Exports of pro4ucts included on the lists of exceptions 

registered during the whole of the period, rates of growth 

up to three times higher than those for total trade and for 
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the list of automatic tariff reduction. A similar situation 

was ,egistered for the exports of products included on the 

reserve list for the sector programme. 

It could be suggested that the breadth and reach of the 

opening and integration of the Andean markets was consciously 

limited by the negotiatiors when they included a. large number 

of products on the reserve list for the sector programme 

(37.0% of the tariff) and on the lists of exceptions (38%), 

products which were competitive since they exported 

successfully even without the benefit of tariff reduction. 

This strategy permitted the exporting country to sell and 

keep its national market protected. Neither the exception 

nor the reserve can therefore be justified. 

The growth strictly attributable to the trade programme was 

even less than that suggested because not all the growth of 

exports of these products can be attributed to the tariff 

reduction. All the countries maintain complex schemes to 

promote the export of manufactured products to third countries 

and to the Andean Group. According to the industrialists, 

these measures are decisive in determining whether exports 

will be successful. 
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Studies on Colombia's manufactured exports suggest that 

these exports are relatively inelastic to tariff reductions 

because the rate of growth of sales of products included 

in the programmes and destined for the Andean Group is not 

greater than that of the same products sent to countries 

outside of the group without the benefit of the tariff 

reductibn schemes of the Agreement. This conclusions is 

supported by another study carried out by the Board on the 

23/ 
behaviour of exports of manufactured goods. -

Exports and volume of production. 

The increase in the export of manufactured goods has not 

resulted in significant Changes since 1950, in the relation 

between the gross value of industrial production and total 

exports. In 1975, total exports of manufactured products 

reached more than 15% of th~ total value of production ~n 

the case of only two countries: Colombia and particularly 

Chile. Only a small proportion of these exports were sent to 

member countries: 2.8% in the case of Chile and 1.4% in the 

case of Colombia. 

In 1977 no member country of the Andean Group exported values 

greater than 1% of the gross industrial product both to the 

sub-region and to third countries. 
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Many of the arguments in favour of economic integration 

between underdeveloped countries centre on the possible 

advantages that can be obtained from economies of scale; 

that is to say, the reduction of the co-efficient of 

inputs which result from an increase in market size. 

Such economies may take the form of internal or external 

economies and they are related to higher competitivity. 

Even when it is conceded that for many products, there 

exist smooth production curves, the less developed countries 

tend to operate on the extrme left of the scale, where costs 

drop significantly because of fixed expenses. In these 

cases, integration can reduce the production costs. However, 

these economies tend to be marginal and ar~ principally a 

consequence of the use of installed capacity which was 

previously underutilized and are not the result of the 

relocation of resources because of higher competitivity. 

It would seem that there is not a direct relation between the 

growth of exports in real terms and trends in the utilization 

of installed capacity. Apparently there does exist a connection, 

in the short term, between internal demand, exports and 

used capacity. Exports reduce the negative effect of drops 

in internal iemand of 1973-75 and viceversa in 1974-75. But 

there is no evidence to suggest a positive tendency in the 

long term. The large increase in exports in real term in 
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1975-76 raised the utilization of capacity by 33% but this 

was very much below the levels of 1972, prior to the 

expansion of exports. In 1976-77 internal sales and not 

exports improved the index of utilization of installed 

capacity. 

In fact, to suppose that there exists a clearly defined 

relation between the utilization of installed capacity and 

demand, would be to ignore other structural institutional 

relations ~hich contribute to the explanation of the 

investments and the installation of excess capacity. These 

structural problems are long term and trade policies only 

affect them indirectly. The cycles of progress and recession 

connected with the bottleneck of foreign exchange, explain 

attitudes towards the accumulation of inventories and 

machinerny. 

One might accept that the level of utilization is a long term 

decision (industrialists prefer to loose sales rather than 

increase employment or start up a night shift). In such 

conditions, a strategy of push demand would not be 

successful, because it does not take into account the fact 

that many companies hold to the long term strategy of using 

only one shift. The well known Rosenthal Report on the CACM 

concludes that the utilization of installed capacity far from 

improving, has got worse despite the considerable increase 
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in market size and the total elimination of tariffs on trade 

within the CACM. The realtion between installed capacity 

and internal demand continues at 1.5%. 

Export of manufactured goods and employment. 

According to the theory of "find an opening for surpluses", 

one might expect that the opening of the economy, a result 

of integration, would increase the demand for labour, which 

in the case of developing countries is a surplus resources. 

Howevet, there exist circumstances which prevent the 

channeling of this surplus ~abour towards export acti•ities, 

such as the reluctance of countries to accept higher 

competitivity in labour intensive sectors. This tendency 

is evident also in trade relations between developed countries 

and underdeveloped countries. Another obstacle is that in 

the sectors with a high labour co-efficient, companies 

which might compete in external markets are those which use 

highly technical processes. These sectors normally .are those 

which have the highest margins of underutilization of 

machinery and can export at prices below the marginal cost. 

Although it is difficult to establish the relation between 

the export of manufactured goods and total employment, the 

connection between the iatter and manufacturi~g industries 

employment is clear. In the 1,ong term, one could hope that 

export activities would alter the relation between the 
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economically active population (PEA) and industrial employment. 

A decline in this relation can be considered beneficial in 

terms of the GNP because it supposes that the unemployed or 

the underemployed within the less productive sectors would be 

directed towards industry. Obviously this is a crude measure 

because not all industrial activities are necessarily more 

productive and neither is each sector homogeneous. But in 

conditions of very high unemployment and excess labour, such 

as the case of the Andean Group, it is legitimate to suppose 

that to accelerate the absorbtion of labour by the industrial 

sector would mean an increase in productivity in the economy. 

as a whole. 

From an analysis of the development of the growth of the PEA 

and insutrial employment between 1960-69 and 1977, it is 

possible to deduce that in the period after the signing of 

the Cartagena Agreement, the size of industrial employment 

in the total PEA has remained constant. The gross value of 

manufacturing production grew at 5.5% annually for the 

whole region while employment grew at 2.3%. The difference 

between the two rates reveals that the growth of the industrial 

sector was obtained through the raising of work productivity 

and the co-efficient of capital, fundamentally, 
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The Linder hypothesis that manufacturing trade grows between 

countries of the same level of development in the export 

of manufacturing goods produced in a well protected national 

market,~ would appear to be confirmed in the case of the 

Andean Group and provides definite arguments for the debate 

on Linder begun by F. Stewart. However, one should note 

that the Andean countries reciprocally trade goods of greater 

technological complexity than those that they sell to the 

developed countries, but send to the latter countries, a 

greater proportion of the total volume of their exports. 

The demand for productive factors which the type of export 

to the Andean Group generates does not substantially change 

the function of production nor the structure of internal 

costs; that is to say, the demand for skilled labour does 

not fall and nor does the demand for processes with a 

. . . . 26/ 
high capital co-efficient. - This result becomes more 

pronounced when export promotion policies include the 

lifeting of restrictions on the importation of machinery and 

equipment, which even the small and medium firms can exploit, 

while under stricter trade conditions, they cannot pay the 

high prices of capital goods import. In other words, this 

trade between .underdeveloped countries strnghthens and does 

not weaken technological dependency. As in the case of import 

substitution, it would seem that the growth of exports of 

manufactured goods in fact, experts pressure on scarce factors: 

skilled labour, management and technical personnel, capital, 

h 1 d 
. . 27/ 

tee no -ogy an imported inputs. ---
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The type of companies which export manufactures also influences 

the effect of these sales on employment and sales. If exports 

are produced by companies which highly concentrate production, 

then the creation of employment and the redistributive effects 

are small. Our hypothesis is that intra-regional exports of 

manufactured products are affected by large industries with a 

high concentration co-efficient, very important foreign capital 

participation and which use more imported inputs than national 
33/ 

companies. 

The Export of Manufactures and Industrial Investment 

In order to determine to what extent the expansion of industrial 

investment can be attributed to manufactured exports, the Colombian 

experiences were examined for the period 1956-78, because of the 

greater availability of reliable information. 

General investment behaviour was analysed for the period 1956-78 

together with the determining variables: availability of foreign 

exchange, capital goods imports, internal sales and the export of 

manufactured products. 

In our analysis, the dependent variable ''y'' represents total 

industrial investment and for sub-sectors as defined here. 

The independent variables, "x", taken one by one, are: internal 

sales, exports and import capacity (availability of foreign exchange). 
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For total industrial investment, the correlation between intermediate 

goods imports and capital goods was also examined. In order to 

analyse, at yearly intervals, which of the independent variables 

best explains the behaviour of investments, in each case the model 

was adjusted: 

yt = a+bXt-1 

where ''a'' and "b'' are the variables to be estimated. The index 

''t" covers the period 1957-1978. In Table 33 the results of 

these regressions, noting the co-efficient of the correlation 

"r" for each of the variables "x" and "y" under consideration have 

been set out in an abbreviated form. For 19 observations, the 

co-efficients greater than 0.38 are significantly different from 

zero at the level of 10%; those greater than 0.45 at the level 

of 5% and those greater than 0.58 at the level of 1% signification. 

The analysis of the correlation has the following result~: 

(See Table l) 

The strongest determinant of the behaviour of investment is internal 

sales (r = 0.92, columns a and g of Table 1). The exports of 

manufactured products do not appear to explain or stimulate investments, 

thus supporting the previous hypothesis that exports continue to be 

marginal in industrial activities and in investment decisions, the 

conclusion reached after evaluating the trade programme 
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The co-efficient of the correlation for total investment and 

total exports (r = 0.68, columns e, f, g and h) fall when 

intermediate or metallurgical industrial investment and their 

respective export totals are considered. The lowest figures refer 

to intermediate industries. These relations support the previous 

deductions that it is not probable that intra-subregional exports 

change the rate of growth and the industrial investment model and 

that these do not constitute a sufficient stimulus for investment 

in areas of intermediate and capital goods for which the national 

market proves definitively insufficient. In the final instance, 

this is the reason that motivated integration. 

Investment in these sectors are more sensitive to other 

types of promotional policies than policies designed to expand 

demand. This conclusion is in keeping with our findings on the 

lack of trade and products not produced before the signing of 
34/ 

the Treaty which were completely freed on the 28th February 1971. 

To sum up, it is possible to suggest that the combination of 

these two schemes: import substitution and export promotion, 

within the context of a closed economy and a still very limited 

market, explain why the anticipated changes in the behaviour of 

investment have not been obtained. The economic model of the 

Andean Group continues to operate entirely within the framework 

of an import substitution project. The only new element is the 
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addition of markets with national cupolas markets, without 

important undertakings on the supply side; neither has there 

been any attempt to widen demand (for' example, increase in 

agricultural productivity, redistribution of income or employment 

policies). Measures taken in these areas would very probably 

produce the changes in investment patterns, sought through integration. 

An explanation for the lack of significant effects on economic 

growth could be.the fact that in Colombia (and also in Chile) 

export promotion policies were based on the maintenance of a 

''real'' exchange rate (although at certain moments there may have 

existed a devalued exchange rate). Many studies suggest that, 

at least in the short and medium term, devaluation can have a 

deflationary effect, particularly if at the beginning there is 
35/ 

a deficit in the trade balance. The redistribution of income 
36/ 

in favour of utilities can be another deflationary aspect of devaluation. 

Recent studies suggest that devaluation can have a deflationary 

effect, even when there are unused productive factors, because 

a transference of buying power to that part of the population with 
37/ 

a high propensity to save takes place. 

The freeing of trade was possibly affected by the conservative 

attitudes of both governments and businessmen, who p~evented 

the total opening of the market and the complete abandonment 

of protectionist policies, which had been in force iri the national 

Andean economies during the last three decades. 
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Many policy restrictions have made change almost impossible. 

The concentration of manufacturing exports and relative development. 

The development of sub-regional Andean trade suggests that tariff 

advantages and other treaty perferential mechanisms were not sufficient 

to counterba 1 ance the effects of the concentration of economic activity. 

The 1 ess deve 1 oped countries tend to be net importers and to specia 1 i ze 

in the export of primary products of manufactures with low levels of 

processing while importing more sophisticated manufactures. 

i) The development of global trade. Exports from Bolivia and Ecuador 

rose from 16.2 million dollars in 1969 to 180 million in 1975, falling 

to 124.5 million in 1979. During this period, their participation in 

intra-subregional trade increased from 10% to 25%, dropping to 15% in 

1978. Accumulated sales until 1978 rose to 602.5 million dollars and 

sales to 549.9 million, that is to say, a considerable difference in 

favour of these countries. However, around 80% of these exports were 

products such as oil, tin, cocoa and chocolate tablets. If these 

products are not included, there was a deficit of 680 million dollars. 

ii) Structure of trade. Bolivia and Ecuador, particularly the first, 

are primary product exports and industrial product importers. 
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The structure of Bolivian exports had hardly changes since 1969. 96.2% 

of exports were basic products and only 3.8% manufactures with a low 

level of processing. Because Ecuador has been an oil exporter since 

1973, the proportion of manufactures in thier exports has fallen. In 

1978 sales of Bolivian and Ecuadorean manufact~res represented '5.7% of 

the sub-regional trade in these products. The distinction is made 

·between intra-subregional exports of primary products (coffee, cotton, 

oil, meat and manufactures with low levels of processing such as 

chocolate tablets and fishmeal) and theose manufactures with higher 

levels of processing. The first group includes products known as type 

A and the second, products of type B. The results obtained are: 

a) the less developed countries are net exports of type A products 

and importers of type B products and have therefore accumulated a deficit 

of nearly 150 million dollars; 

b) exports of the type B products from Bolivia and Ecuador continue 

to be limited, especially in the case of Bolivia; and 

c) until 1975, Colombia and Chile held positive balances on type B 

products. In 1975, Co 1 ombi an exports of type B products to the Andean 

Group represented 30% of the total trade of these products. The 

participation of Chile was less, but still important: 18.9% since 1975. 
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Traditional 
Industries 
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TABLE NO. 1 

ANDEAN GROUP Colombia 

CORRELATION CO-EFFJCIENTS OF INDUSTRIAL INVESTnENT, EXPORTS, ll-lPORTS, OO!IEST!C SALES P,ND IMPORT CAPACITY 

.(Availability of foreign exchange) 1956 - 1978 

,nctepenoent 
Imports Exports Variables 

(a) (b) ( C) ( d) (e) (f) (g) 
Domestic Intermediate Capital Availability Tota 1 Traditional Intermediate 
Sales Goods Goods ~!_[~~~!gn Industries Industries 

0.-92 0.62 0.84 0.85 0.47 0.63 0,63 

- . 

0. 91 0.85 0.69 

l ' 0.69 0.54 0.40 i 0.40 
i 

' I 
I 

0.76 0.54 ' I 

(h) 
Light 
Engineering 

0.63 

0.67 

Light Engineering I 
:·· i 

Sources Correlations based on unpublished figures from DANE and the Colombian Institute for Industrial Promotion. 
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1/ Sufficient and of a high level were the studies concluding 
that for England it would not be beneficial or that the 
utilities'would go almost unnoticed. However, they joined. 
See S.S.Han and H.H.Leisner, Britain and the Common Market, 
Univ. of Cambridge, Dept. of Applied Economics, occasional 
paper No. 27, 1970. 

2/ The most well known works are those of L.B.Krause, European 
Economic Integration and the United States. The Brookings 
Institute, Washington D.C., 1968. And S.S.Han and H.H.Leisner, 
op.cit. 

3/ In this group belong the works of A.Lamfalussy: Inter-European 
and the Competitive Position of the EEC. Manchester Statistical 
Society Transactions, March 1963. B.Balassa "Trade Creation 
and Diversion in the European Common Market". _The Economic 
Journal, 1976, and European Economic Integration, North Holland 
Publishing Co, 1975. ·For Latin America, there exist various 
important contributions in this group. 

4/ AM El-Agraa. "Measuring the Impact of Economic Integration" in 
El Agraa (ed;) The Economics of the European Community, Univ
ersity of Leeds. Philip Allan Publishers, Oxford 1980. 

5/ The complex Rosenthal study on the Central American Common 
Market is a classic example of this situation. He attributes 
all changes in the economies of the member countries to integ
ration without taking into account, for example, good prices for 
coffee, sugar, ''babanos'' and meat, and an increase in reserves. 
See: G.Rosenthal, The Central American Common Market in the 
Decade of the 70's, IDB-INTAL, 1970, and for a critique of this 
work, E.Lizano, ''A Second Thought on Central American Common 
Market••. Journal of Common Market Studies. 

6/ The well known Rosenthal Report. op.cit. 

7/ R. Dayal et al. 
New Methods of 
113. 

11 Trade Creation and Trade Diversion :New Concept~, 
Mesurements'', Weltwirschaftliches Archiv, Vol. 

8/ Dayal, op. cit. pages 136-137. 

9/ Lipsey, The Theory of Customs Union: a General Survey, p.261 

10/ B. Lambri, ''Customs Union and Underdeveloped Countries'' Econornia 
Internazionale, May 1962, o.245. 

11/ .For the effects of economic integration in countries with 
an excess labour supply, see W.G. Demas, The Economics of 
Development in Sffi&llCountries with special Reference to the 
Caribbean, McGill University Press, 1965, and his a~ticle, '1 The 
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Economiqs of the West Indies Customs Union'', Social and Economic 
Studies, March 1960, p,15. 

Viner's argument that a customs union among underd6veloped countries 
has a negative effect due to the fact that it can reduce the 
percentage of ·external trade as a result of market diversion, is 
refuted by, among others, the B. Balassa, Economic Integration and 
Economic Development, Mexico C.E.M. 1965, p. 13-14, H. Kitamura 
op. cit., p. 38 and R. Mikesell, op. cit. p. 205 - 10. 

13/ A.R. Allen, "Integration in Less Developed Areas'', Kyklos, 1967, 
p. 331. 

14/ T. Scitovsky, Economic Theory and Western European Integration, 
(London, George Allen and Unwin, 1958). Nils Lundgren follows the 
same line as Scitovsky, affirming that 11 

••• in that its basic 
plan be accepted, the quantitative results will continue to be 
small, so mall that they could not be measured within the present 
system of national accounts, and so small that they would seem 
not to merit so much attention from the economists , politicians 
and newspaper leading articles with respect to the problem of 
eliminating tariffs among the industrialized countries'', {N. Lund
gren, ''Customs Unions of Industrialized West European Countries'1

, 

in G. R. Denton, (ed.), Economic Integration in Europe, University 
of Reading, The Graduate University of Contemporary Studies, 1971, 
p.25. 

15/ "I believe however that the theoretical analysis of the 

16/ 

17/. 

the Customs Unions should be directed more towards the problem of 
their impact on investment use in the developing countries for 
future yields, than to be limited to an analysis of the implications 
for social welfare on changing the existing models" R. Mikesell, 
op. cit., p. 206. 

11 Substitution within the countries will increase the availability 
of foreign exchange needed to acquire essential capital goods for 
development from the rest of the world. Therefore supposing that 
the capital goods come from outside the region, this availability 
of said goods and the amount of investment can be considerably 
inqreased with economic integration'', H. Kitamura, 11 The Economic 
Theory and Economic Integration in Underdeveloped Areas", in 
M. Wionczek (ed.), La __ Integraci6n Econ6mica de America .Latina: 
Experie~cias y Perspectivas,Mexico,Fondo de Cultura Econ6rnica, 
1964, p.35. 

This conclusion on the effects of a customs union in the under
developed countries is adopted by H. Kitamura, in op, cit. p.38, 
and Meade, The Theory of Customs Union~, North Hollands, 1955, 
p. 345. 

18/ K.B. Grifin, Underdevelopment in Spanish America, Allen and Unwin, 
1969, p. 241-242. 

19/ Li~ano '' A Second Thought on the Central American Com*on Market", 
~' Vol. 13, 1975, p, 280-307. 
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Within a determined industrial sector, companies considered 
as big, tend to use less labour and more capital goods; or 
less .raw materials per unit yield, and/or more imported inputs. 

A detailed presentation of this sector can be found in A. Puyana 
Economic Integration among Uneven Partners. The Case of the 
Andean Group. Pergamon Press, New York, 1982, F. up III. 

See A. Puyana, op. cit. 

·Fedesarrollo,''Colo~bia's Foreign Trade in the Framework of the 
Cartagena Agreement, 1969-1978", mimeo, May 1978, p.30. 

Growth of Colombian Exports towards the Andean Group 

(subject to tariff reduction} 

I of annual growth rate 

Before GRAN 
1968-1970 

After GRAN 
1970-76 

Average 

Bolivia 

Chile 

Ecuador 

Peru 

Venezuela 

35.86 

146.81 

30. 75 

130.64 

58.01 

39.86 

42.76 

16.10 

- 6.52 

60. 9 4 

39. 29 

57.63 

18.19 

13. 0 6 

58.85 

Source: Calculated by Fede-sarrollo, "Colombia's Foreign Trade 
in the Framework of the Cartagena Agreement, 1969-78", 
mimeo,May 1982, Bogota. 

24/ The recent figures on the capacity employed indicates that Ecuador 
. reached a level of 74.2% and 69.9% in 1975 and 1976 respectively. 
The figure for Chile was 69.1% in 1976. See Coyuntura Andina, 
No. 1 , Bogota, 1976 p. 88. 

25/ Linder: An Essay on Trade and Transformation, New York, J. Waley,1961. 

26/ C. Di'.a:z.Alejandro, states that with Colomib.ia' s · trade policies 
'· 
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"minor" exports did not change the employment situation. 
See Diaz Alejandro: Colombian Foreign Trade Policies and 
Development, Yale U.P. 1976, p.239-246. 

Lizano reaches the same conclusion in his analysis on the 
effects of a trade increase in CACM's manufactured goods. 
See Lizano, op. cit., p.289 and G. Rosenthal, op. cit., 
Appendix 6, Sections II and III. 

See.Diaz Alejandro, ''The Effects of Non-Traditional Exports 
in Income Distribution", Trimestre EconOrnico, Vol. XLIV (2) 
No. 174, 1976, p. 411. 

One finds that only the production of oil uses more technology 
than the sectors producing final consumer goods, foodstuffs 
tobacco and drinks. The production of capital goods requires 
a smaller capital co-efficient. V. E. Tokman, "Income Distrib
ution, Technology and Employment: An Analysis of the Industrial 
Sector in Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela", Trimestre Econ6mico, 
Vol. KLI (4), NO. 164, 1974, p. 750-51. 

The studies on Chile and Peru reveal that the income situation 
has not improved in the last twenty years. See Estudios de 
Extrema Pobreza en Chile, Universidad Catolica, Chile, 1975 
and R. Webb: Distribucion de Ingreso en Peru, Lecturas No. 7, 
FCE, 1974. Figueroa has carried out a detailed study for the 
Junta on the income pyramids in the Andean countries. He 
concludes that, in the best of cases, the situation has 
remained stationary since the 60's until now. See: A. Figueroa, 

11 Vision de las pyr&mides sociales; Distribuci6n de tngreso en 
America Latina, Junta , J/PR/45, 17th April, 1974. 

W. Corden, The Theory of Protection, Oxford, 1971, p. 2-18. 

Total sub-regional trade in 1975 was 1.4% of GNP; exports of 
manufactured goods was o.3% of the GNP. 

For a detailed analysis of the participation of foreign 
companies in the exporting of manufactured goods, see A. 
Puyana, op. cit. p.2. 

See A. Puyana, op. cit. Ch. 3 Section 3 on the SPID, in which 
an almost total absence of investments in the SPID approved 
were detected, 

A.a~ Hirschman, ''Devaluation and the Trade Balance: a Note'', 
Review of Economics and Statistics, No. 31, 1949, p.50-53. 

See Di~z Alejandro, "A Note on the Impact of Devaluation 
and its Redistributive Effect", Journal of Political Economy, 
No. 71, 1963, p. 577 -580. 

For an analysis of the oontractionary effects of devaluation 
on semi-industrialized countries, and with respect to production 
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and employment via income redistribution in favour of profits 
see P. Krugman and L. Taylor, 11 Contractionary of Devaluation'' 
Journal of International Economics,No. 3, August 1978, pp. 445-456. 
Similar conclusions for various countries are suggested by A. 
Krueger, Foreign Trade Relations and Economic Development, National 
Bureau of Economic Research, 1978. 




